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Abstract 
Wheat is the most widely grown cereal globally and is a staple food for one third of the 
world’s population. Heat stress is a major constraint to wheat yield in many wheat growing 
regions including Australia. The incidence of heat stress varies from intervallic to extended 
periods of time and the frequency of occurrence is increasing in many environments. This 
study examined potential new genetic diversity for heat tolerance from emmer wheat 
introgressed into hexaploid bread wheat. These materials were developed by crossing adapted 
hexaploid wheat to emmer wheat and backcrossing F1 to adapted hexaploid wheat. Fixed 
lines were subsequently developed by making double haploids on selected BC1F1 plants. 
Materials were first evaluated in delayed sowing experiments in the field and in-field 
controlled temperature chambers and glasshouse screening later used to confirm the 
responses of selected materials. Experiments were established at The IA Watson Grain 
Research Centre, The University of Sydney at Narrabri in north-western NSW with the 
following objectives: (i) assessment of heat tolerance in emmer derived lines compared to 
recurrent parents and commercial cultivars (ii) determination of temperature thresholds that 
impact agro-physiological traits (iii) establishment of the physiological and genetic basis of 
heat stress tolerance and (iv) evaluation of a field based strategy for establishing the heat 
stress tolerance of wheat.  
A total of 554 genotypes (537 emmer based hexaploid lines representing 43 crosses and 17 
commercial cultivars and/or parents) were evaluated at two times of sowing in 2014, 2015 
and 2016. The later sown experiments were exposed to higher temperature at the critical 
reproductive and grain filling stages of development. Yield, yield components, physiological, 
phenological and seed quality traits were assessed each year in both times-of-sowing. High 
temperature altered the expression of traits and the impact of temperature was dependent on 
the heat intensity, duration, growth stage at which the crop was exposed and the genetic 
material. High genotype-by-environment interaction was observed for most traits and some, 
such as plant height, grain weight, days to anthesis and grain filling period had high 
heritability and a strong association with yield under stress. Many of the field selected emmer 
derived lines had stable yield across environments based on GGE biplot analysis and their 
heat susceptibility indices. The impact of high temperature was greatest at anthesis and grain 
yield was reduced by between 4 and 7% with every 1oC rise in maximum temperature above 
the optimum of 25°C under field conditions (Chapter 3).  
A contrasting pair of emmer derived lines, based on the same recurrent parent, with 
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equivalent yield under optimal conditions and a divergent yield under high temperature was 
chosen for more intensive study using in-field controlled temperature chambers and the 
glasshouse. In-field controlled temperature chambers were deployed in pairs with one 
chamber maintained at ambient temperature and the other set at ambient +6oC for 4 
consecutive days (Chapter 5). The glasshouse treatments of 30°C/20°C day/night were 
applied at heading and anthesis (Chapter 4). Both emmer derived lines had similar dates of 
anthesis, however the more stable line stayed green longer, had a longer grain-filling period, 
greater kernel weight and higher yield under heat stress. The stay-green characteristics of this 
line produced a more efficient photosynthesis, cooler canopy and greater biomass. Kernel 
number was reduced in the less stable line and rates of grain growth and eventual kernel 
weight was higher in the stable genotype.  
All 554 lines were genotyped using a 90K SNP platform. A genome wide association analysis 
was then performed to identify possible marker trait associations based on the multi-year, 
multi-environment data (Chapter 6). A number of MTAs were detected for yield and 
associated traits under heat stress. MTAs on chromosomes 2B and 3A (SNP order, 10229, 
18412) had a significant positive effect on grain yield and others on 2D and 5B were linked 
to reduced screenings (SNP order 16529, 28359). Some markers were pleiotropic in effect 
including SNP 38685 located on chromosome 7B. This marker influenced days to flowering, 
grain filling period and yield under heat stress.  However, these MTAs must be confirmed in 
unrelated germplasm. 
The combination of phenotyping methods was effective in identifying heat tolerant 
germplasm. A positive relationship was observed among delayed sowing, in-field controlled 
temperature chamber screening and glasshouse screening that validated delayed sowing as a 
screening method. All three methods identified the tolerant and sensitive materials accurately.  
A heat tolerant wheat ideotype for north-western NSW was constructed on the basis of the 
observed trait responses and their association with grain yield under heat stress. The ideotype 
maintains higher ground cover during early growth, stays-green longer, has a longer grain 
filling period, greater spike fertility (grain number), faster grain filling rate, larger kernel size, 
medium plant height, greater biomass at anthesis, higher harvest index and cooler canopy. 
These traits would lead to a more efficient photosynthesis and higher grain yield under stress. 
The new genetic variability identified in this study and the three-tiered screening 
methodology evaluated can be used to improve the heat tolerance of wheat. This work also 
identified the probable genetic control of heat tolerance, although this will need to be 
confirmed in further testing.     
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 Introduction Chapter 1.
Wheat was one of the first domesticated food crops and is a staple food for 35% of the 
world’s population (Sleper and Poehlman, 2006; Ogbonnaya et al., 2013; Dixon et al., 
2009a). To feed an increasing world population rapid gains in wheat yields are required 
(Dixon et al., 2009b; Fischer et al., 2014). However,  high temperatures (≥30oC) during the 
growing season can greatly impact wheat yield and grain production (Howard et al., 2016; 
Dreccer et al., 2018). Increased temperature reduces the crop life cycle thus reducing 
economic yield and quality (Lobell and Ortiz-Monasterio, 2007; Asseng et al., 2011). A 
transitory rise in temperature of 10-15oC above the ambient causes heat stress and leads to 
irreversible damage to plant activity (Wahid et al., 2007). The effect of heat stress is a 
function of the intensity, duration and rate of temperature increase  (Wahid et al., 2007). The 
occurrence of heat stress during the reproductive phase in wheat is increasing in many 
environments globally (Asseng et al., 2015). The development of tolerant varieties that can 
be deployed in optimized management practices is a strategy that can mitigate the impacts of 
heat stress on wheat yield (Devasirvatham et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016; Zandalinas et al., 
2018).  
The genetic improvement is dependent upon access to genetic variation for heat tolerance and 
an understanding of the mechanisms involved (Thistlethwaite et al., 2015). In cultivated 
wheat the genetic base is relatively narrow due to evolutionary bottlenecks and empirical 
selection for yield per se  (Warburton et al., 2006; Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007). Attempts 
have been made to select materials on the basis of traits other than yield per se that have 
higher heritability with varying degrees of success (Pinto et al., 2017; Trethowan, 2014). 
Exotic germplasm has also been used as a source of new variation for key physiological traits 
(Skovmand et al., 2001; Dreisigacker et al., 2005; Reynolds et al., 2015; Reynolds et al., 
2007a). Nevertheless, the genetic variation in wheat genetic resources remains underutilized 
in high temperature wheat breeding and research (Pinto et al., 2017; Hassan et al., 2016; 
Trethowan, 2014).  
Emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum subsp. dicoccum); the first domesticated wheat, provides 
lower but stable yield if grown on less fertile agriculture land (Collins and Hawtin, 1999) and 
this species has been reported to have significant genetic variation for abiotic stress tolerance 
(Zaharieva et al., 2010; Budak et al., 2013). Tetraploid wheat can be easily crossed with 
hexaploid wheat and has been used in the production of synthetic wheat by crossing with 
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diploid Aegilops tauschii (2n = 14, DD) (Mujeeb-Kazi, 2003; Gill et al., 2006). Emmer based 
hexaploid synthetic wheat derivatives were reported to have tolerance to heat and drought 
compared to durum wheat based synthetic derivatives (Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008; 
Dreisigacker et al., 2008; Zaharieva et al., 2010). Interspecific hybridization followed by 
doubled haploid production can be an effective strategy to achieve rapid homozygosity 
compared to traditional breeding methods (Ma'arup, 2016; Christopher et al., 2018; Quintero 
et al., 2018).    
However, genetic variation for heat tolerance cannot be evaluated nor used in wheat breeding 
if effective and accurate phenotyping strategies are not developed. Some researchers advocate 
testing under field conditions using different sowing dates to induce high temperature stress 
(Pinto et al., 2017; Saxena et al., 2014; Mondal et al., 2013), while others used controlled 
conditions (Pradhan et al., 2012a; Prasad et al., 2011; Pradhan et al., 2015) or multi-
environment trials (Lopes et al., 2012; Mondal et al., 2013) to assess genotype responses.  
Field experimentation is the most relevant method of evaluation to the grain grower. 
However, large genotype-by-environment (G×E) interaction makes it difficult to select for 
yield per se (Pinto et al., 2010; Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007; Driedonks et al., 2016). 
While accurate responses can be assessed under controlled conditions it is often difficult to 
correlate these with actual field responses (Talukder et al., 2013). It is therefore imperative 
that robust, relevant and reproducible phenotyping protocols that have a high heritability be 
developed.   
Heat stress affects almost every trait associated with successful crop production (Driedonks et 
al., 2016; Wahid et al., 2007).  Previous studies identified traits such as plant greenness at the 
reproductive stage (Ali et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2002a; Awlachew et al., 2016), stay-green 
capacity (NDVI) (Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; Pinto et al., 2017), early vigour (Ludwig and 
Asseng, 2010), cooler canopies (Joshi et al., 2007a; Pinto et al., 2010; Pinto et al., 2017), 
phenology (Mason et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2017), thousand kernel weight (Hays et al., 2007; 
Hassan et al., 2016), photosynthetic capacity  (Shanmugam et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2015) 
and grain yield (Aggarwal et al., 2010; Lobell et al., 2008; Mondal et al., 2013) as possible 
selection targets. The importance of these traits is environment and germplasm dependent and 
a combination of traits is likely to be more effective than selection for yield per se under high 
temperature (Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007). However, the stability of these traits and 
therefore their importance as selection targets should be determined by evaluation over years 
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and environments (Lopes et al., 2012). 
Once effective phenotyping procedures have been developed and the physiological basis of 
plant response understood, it becomes possible to understand the genetic basis of tolerance to 
high temperature (Lopes et al., 2012; Lopes et al., 2015b). Marker assisted selection (MAS) 
has been used effectively to develop genotypes with improved performance under heat stress 
(Gupta et al., 2017; Sonah et al., 2013; Bennett et al., 2012b). Quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
conferring tolerance to heat stress have also been identified (Mason et al., 2010; Ogbonnaya 
et al., 2017) although the effects of G×E interaction on these agro-physiological traits is 
significant (Reynolds and Tuberosa, 2008; Pinto et al., 2010). QTLs have been found in 
wheat for heat susceptibility indices, grain filling duration, canopy temperature depression, 
senescence rates, phenology, yield and yield components under heat stress (Paliwal et al., 
2012; Mason et al., 2010; Pinto et al., 2010; Vijayalakshmi et al., 2010; Shirdelmoghanloo et 
al., 2016c). Nevertheless, these reports tend to be environment and population specific and 
the robustness and usefulness of these QTL have generally not been validated (Paliwal et al., 
2012).  
The current study addresses the related issues of accurate and relevant phenotyping and the 
genetic basis of tolerance to high temperature stress. This study evaluated diverse hexaploid 
wheat lines derived from crosses with emmer wheat for temperature tolerance in the field 
using both dates of sowing and in-field controlled temperature chambers. The genotype 
responses were then confirmed in glasshouse studies under controlled conditions. The 
objective was to identify traits linked to genotype productivity under heat stress and their 
probable genetic control. In the process, an accurate and repeatable phenotyping strategy for 
the selection of heat tolerant wheat was evaluated. The research plan was divided into the 
following sub-objectives: 
 Classification of wheat genotypes with improved adaptation to heat stress and greater 
yield stability  
 Identification of traits linked to tolerance and linked molecular markers   
 Development and validation of an accurate and repeatable phenotyping strategy for the 
selection of heat tolerant wheat  
 Definition of a heat tolerant wheat crop ideotype for north-western NSW   
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 Review of Literature Chapter 2.
It has been estimated that 40% of the global wheat area is affected by high temperature at and 
following the reproductive phase of development and this is referred to as terminal heat stress 
(Paliwal et al., 2012). The range of heat susceptibility in wheat genotypes varies depending 
on the genetic material and the plant developmental stage (Farooq et al., 2011). Crop 
exposure to high temperature and heat intensity varies from short to long periods and this  
affects plant development and growth patterns (Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016b; Aiqing et al., 
2018). However, short episodes of high temperature or heat waves can also cause significant 
yield losses and these may increase in frequency and intensity in future (Mason et al., 2010).  
The annual growth rate of wheat yield has declined globally. While the reasons for this 
decline are many, the extensive use of conventional breeding methods and an increasingly 
unfavourable crop growth environment attributed to climate change are key factors (Gupta et 
al., 2012; Fischer et al., 2014). To increase the rate of genetic advance it will be necessary to 
improve both agronomical practices and breeding technologies to assist the selection of 
cultivars better adapted to the future environment predicted by climate change (Anwar et al., 
2007).   
 Wheat 2.1
2.1.1 The importance of wheat as a food 
Wheat is an important staple food that is grown in most regions of the world (Sleper and 
Poehlman, 2006). Wheat is used to make many products including breads, noodles, pasta and 
pastries and contributes 20% of the calories consumed globally. Wheat is grown on 225 
million hectares (Kiss, 2011; FAO, 2017) which equates to one sixth of the total cultivated 
area on earth (Slafer and Satorre, 1999). Total global wheat production in 2016 was almost 
750 million tons, with Asia the major contributor at 43.5%, followed by Europe 32.4%, 
America 17.3%, Oceania 3.4% and Africa 3.3% (FAO, 2017). Wheat has significant genetic 
variation for phenology and  the response to photoperiod and temperature, including 
vernalization, has extended the cultivation of wheat from 60ᴼN to 40ᴼS and from sea level to 
more than 3000 m above sea level at the equator (Slafer and Satorre, 1999). 
The differences in wheat yields reflect the diversity of climatic and production systems across 
the world. Yields are high under the favourable long-season conditions of Europe (e.g. 7.5 
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t/ha in United Kingdom) compared to the less favourable growing conditions of Australia (1.7 
t/ha) where water stress and high temperature limits yield (Dennett, 1999). Wheat yields are 
also higher in areas with annual rainfall between 200 and 1000 mm that have mean seasonal 
temperatures less than 18ᴼC (Bunting et al., 1982). Soil properties also impact grain yield 
across wheat growing regions (Wang et al., 2016). As genetic variation among elite wheat 
materials is exhausted, new strategies are needed including better management practices, 
access to new diversity and advanced breeding techniques to meet rising global food demand 
(Trethowan et al., 2005; Condon et al., 2007). 
Food insecurity is increasing as climate change continues to negatively impact crop 
production (Teixeira et al., 2013). Wheat demand in developing nations is predicted to 
increase 1.6% annually for food and 2.6% annually for feed (Ortiz et al., 2008). To meet this 
steadily increasing demand it will be necessary to reduce the impacts of both abiotic and 
biotic stresses on wheat yield.  
2.1.2 Wheat cultivation in Australia 
Wheat is Australia’s major grain crop and is produced on 55% of the total arable land used 
for cropping; this equates to almost 14 M ha (Fischer et al., 2014). Wheat production began 
following European settlement in the late eighteenth century and today Australia is a major 
wheat exporter with 75% of the production exported (Fischer, 1999; White and Edwards, 
2008). Australia is the seventh largest wheat producer and the twenty-fifth largest wheat 
consumer globally (White and Edwards, 2008). Western Australia produces 38% of total 
wheat production and New South Wales 25% (White and Edwards, 2008). South Australia 
(16%), Victoria (12%) and Queensland (9%) produce the balance. Australia exports primarily 
to Asia, the Middle East and the Pacific region (White and Edwards, 2008). 
Australian wheat is generally sown in late autumn under rainfed conditions  (Fischer et al., 
2014). However, Australian wheat is classified as spring wheat. Winter wheat requires 
chilling temperature (vernalization) before heading and longer photoperiod to initiate 
reproductive development, whereas spring wheat does not require high levels of vernalization 
and photoperiod. Winter wheat is cultivated on a small area in the southern region of 
Australia near the coast.  Wheat is generally sown April-May depending on soil moisture to 
enhance vegetative growth and to avoid late frost at flowering. Heading takes place between 
August and September depending on latitude and temperature and harvest begins in October-
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November in the northern wheat belt and in December in southern areas (Atta, 2013).  
 
Figure 2.1; Wheat cultivation areas in Australia. Reproduced from Fischer et al. (2014) 
Wheat cultivation is mainly based on rainfall in Australia (Fischer, 1999) and the climate 
varies from a dominant winter rainfall pattern (Mediterranean) in the west and south to 
predominantly summer precipitation in north-eastern areas where crops are sown on stored 
soil moisture (Fischer et al., 2014). The wheat belt receives an average precipitation of 
between 275 and 700 mm (Fischer, 1999). Crop production in NSW, as in most of Australia, 
is highly sensitive to seasonal conditions (White and Edwards, 2008; Innes et al., 2015). The 
optimal flowering period in northern NSW is mid-September as yield is maximized and the 
risk of frost damage is low (Cooper, 1992). In the warmer and drier north-western shires of 
NSW heat stress is common and reduces yield by an average of 15% annually (Liu et al., 
2016). 
In recent years, high temperature and drought have significantly reduced the average national 
yield of wheat (Fischer, 1999; Anwar et al., 2007; Christopher et al., 2008; Innes et al., 
2015). Extreme heat episodes are increasingly common during the crop growth period in the 
north-western region of NSW (Devasirvatham et al., 2016; Innes et al., 2015). Crop modeling 
of hostile conditions can assist plant breeders in the development of suitable selection 
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conditions and the deployment of germplasm to environments  (Innes et al., 2015). As the 
frequency of heat events is expected to increase significantly in the near future (Mitra and 
Bhatia, 2008; Semenov, 2009) it is vital that new cultivars be developed that withstand high 
temperature stress at the critical reproductive and grain filling stages of development.  
 
Figure 2.2; Average maximum temperature in the Australian wheat crop season from 1970-
2016. Reproduced from Meteorology (2017) 
  Impact of terminal heat stress on crop production 2.2
Heat stress during the anthesis and grain filling stages can cause significant yield reduction 
and wheat crop is sensitive to temperature of ≥30oC at flowering (Dreccer et al., 2018; Liu et 
al., 2016). Heat stress reduces grain weight (Liu et al., 2016) and the impact depends on 
genotype and the timing, intensity and duration of the stress. Devasirvatham et al. (2016) 
categorized the impact of heat stress during the crop reproductive phase into; (I) reduction in 
florets, (II) pollen infertility or ovary abortion and (III) decline in water soluble carbohydrate 
remobilization.  
2.2.1  Effect of heat stress on grain growth and grain filling duration 
Heat stress increases the grain filling rate and diminishes the grain filling period (Dias and 
Lidon, 2009) thus reducing economic yield. An increase in temperature of 5oC above the 
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average increases the grain filling rate and reduces the number of days of grain filling (Yin et 
al., 2009). However, genotypic differences in grain filling duration tend to be greater than 
that for grain filling rate (Yin et al., 2009; Streck, 2005). Night temperature >20oC reduces 
spikelet fertility and the grain filling period which subsequently reduces yield (Prasad et al., 
2008). Others have also reported the effect of increased night temperature on grain yield and 
yield components (García et al., 2015; García et al., 2016). Viswanathan and Khanna-Chopra 
(2001) reported genetic variation in wheat for grain development rates, grain filling duration 
and thousand kernel weight under stress. Similarly, Chandrasekhar et al. (2017) introduced 
emmer wheat diversity into hexaploid wheat and found genetic and phenotypic variation in 
vegetative and yield related traits including TKW.     
2.2.2 Effect of heat stress on spike fertility 
Genotypes vary for grain number and size and their ability to maintain these characters in hot 
environments (Tahir and Nakata, 2005; Anjum et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008). Successful 
grain setting is critical to achieving high yield and yield stability in hostile conditions (Prasad 
and Djanaguiraman, 2014). Heat stress at the reproductive stage causes pollen sterility and 
leads to a reduction in kernel number (Barnabas et al., 2008; Farooq et al., 2011). High 
temperature stress induces heat protective proteins, such as heat shock proteins, that act as a 
defense mechanism in wheat (Hu et al., 2018). Pollens of resistant genotypes are less 
sensitive to heat stress and produce higher levels of heat shock proteins (Mascarenhas and 
Crone, 1996).  
Exposure to 30oC for 3 days at anthesis was observed to produce abnormal anthers in 80% of 
florets due to impacts on the biochemistry, metabolism and morphology of the pollen (Hedhly 
et al., 2009). Genetic variation in spike fertility related traits in wheat under diverse climatic 
conditions indicates that these traits have potential for improvement (Prasad and 
Djanaguiraman, 2014; Guo et al., 2016).  Dreccer et al. (2014) reported a strong association 
between greater spike biomass at booting and fertile florets per spike under heat stress and 
suggested that these traits should be further explored. In wheat, the female gametophyte is 
tolerant to stress compared to the more sensitive male gametophyte (Ji et al., 2010). 
2.2.3 Effect of heat stress on grain yield 
Asseng et al. (2011) used simulation modeling to estimate that variation in average growing 
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temperature of ±2oC can reduce grain yield up to 50% in Australia. A number of authors have 
reported significant yield reduction under high temperature (Yin et al., 2009; Mondal et al., 
2013; Innes et al., 2015) and others that genetic variation for tolerance exits in wheat 
(Pimentel et al., 2015). While genetic variation for heat tolerance exists in the adapted wheat 
germplasm, there is also significant variation that can be exploited in wheat genetic 
resources. Hexaploid wheat translocation lines developed through introgression from wild 
relatives were shown to have tolerance to high temperature stress (Pradhan et al., 2015). 
Similarly, genetic variation in the tetraploid wheat Triticum turgidum L. (AABB) was reported 
to contribute to increased yield and yield components under high temperature (Ali et al., 
2010; Fu et al., 2015).  
Synthetic wheat developed by crossing tetraploid wheat and Aegilops tauschii, the donor of 
the D-genome of hexaploid wheat, also provides new genetic variability for heat tolerance 
(Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008; Sharma et al., 2014). Hassan et al. (2016) developed 
populations through successive interspecific hybridization between tetraploid and hexaploid 
wheat. Most of the derived lines showed improved performance in yield related and seedling 
traits under heat and drought stress. Similarly, Lopes et al. (2015b) evaluated land races and 
observed genetic variation for response to hot and dry conditions. They suggested that this 
variation can be incorporated into commercial wheat cultivars.   
2.2.4 Effect of heat stress on grain quality 
Grain protein is severely affected by heat stress at the grain filling stage (Zhao et al., 2008; 
Malik et al., 2013; Ingvordsen et al., 2016). While grain protein tends to increase under heat 
stress its functionality and quality is impaired (Liu et al., 2016). Heat stress reduces grain 
yield, increases individual grain protein content and reduces overall crop protein content 
without affecting the rate of protein accumulation (Castro et al., 2007). Genetic variation for 
economic yield and grain quality under short periods of heat stress during grain development 
has been reported (Stone and Nicolas, 1995). Wardlaw et al. (2002) observed variation in 
kernel weight and quality due to terminal heat stress on wheat. However, it has been reported 
that wheat grain quality improved in synthetic wheat developed from emmer wheat (Lage et 
al., 2006).  
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 Mechanisms of heat tolerance 2.3
Plants cope with high temperature by heat avoidance and/or heat tolerance (Levitt, 1980).  
Heat avoidance is generally linked to a phenology that avoids high temperature during the 
reproductive period. Plants are therefore able to maintain an internal temperature lower than a 
lethal stress level. However, other avoidance traits include transpirational cooling, leaf 
orientation to reflect solar radiation, leaf shading to avoid sun burn and extensive root 
systems that maintain hydration (Lehman and Engelke, 1993; Bonos and Murphy, 1999). In 
contrast, heat tolerant genotypes maintain metabolic function under high internal tissue 
temperature (Beard, 1997). These heat tolerant genotypes can perform well under both humid 
and arid conditions (Xu et al., 2011). Heat tolerant genotypes maintain photosynthetic 
activity (Ristic et al., 2007; Allakhverdiev et al., 2008), carbon allocation to grains and 
generally have improved nitrogen uptake rates under heat stress (Xu and Huang, 2006; Cui et 
al., 2006).  
It is argued that heat stress traits have not been explored systematically in wheat and that 
physiological and morphological traits linked to heat stress response should be accumulated 
in a crop ideotype (Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007). Reynolds and Tuberosa (2008) proposed 
a conceptual model to improve heat tolerance in wheat similar to an earlier drought 
adaptation model. This model concluded that under adequate growth conditions, yield will be 
determined by light interception (LI), radiation use efficiency (RUE) and apportioning of net 
assimilates. Combining these traits through breeding can have a cumulative genetic effect on 
yield (Cossani and Reynolds, 2012). 
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Figure 2.3; Conceptual model of traits that contribute to heat adaption in wheat. Reproduced 
from Reynolds et al. (2007b). 
 Breeding for physiological traits and their impact on crop productivity under 2.4
heat stress 
Physiological breeding is the process whereby complex but complementary physiological 
traits are combined through crossing to improve yield (Reynolds and Langridge, 2016). This 
strategy has proven successful for yield improvement in south Asia (Pask et al., 2014). Plant 
economic yield is based on various traits including plant architecture, photosynthetic 
efficiency, remobilization efficiency and successful reproductive development and these 
characters are sensitive to heat stress (Driedonks et al., 2016; Cossani and Reynolds, 2012). 
A significant gap exists between knowledge of the physiological and genetic bases for crop 
adaptation to high temperature (Chenu et al., 2013). The rapid and accurate measurement of 
genotype response to high temperature is the first step to understanding the genetic control of 
heat stress tolerance. Understanding the physiological basis of yield and yield stability can be 
referred to as applied physiological research (Fischer, 2007). In recent years, phenotyping 
approaches for temperature stress tolerance have improved (Araus and Cairns, 2014; 
Fahlgren et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the relevance of these approaches to field conditions still 
requires research if the genetic control of heat tolerance is to be accurately determined.  
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2.4.1 Rapid ground cover and heat stress 
Early ground cover or vigour refers to rapid above ground biomass growth from leaf 
expansion to stem elongation (Wilson et al., 2015a). Rapid establishment improves plant 
water status as it reduces evaporation and ensures that water is available to the root zone for 
transpiration (Cossani and Reynolds, 2012). Genotypes with rapid early development are able 
to close their canopies earlier. These genotypes have a large leaf surface area which equates 
to increased photosynthesis and greater crop growth rates (Wilson et al., 2015a; Mullan and 
Reynolds, 2010; Ward et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2015b). Early vigour has been linked to 
higher yield in a diverse range of climates (Ludwig and Asseng, 2010; Wilson et al., 2015b; 
Dias de Oliveira et al., 2013). Early vigour is a function of higher specific leaf area (Richards 
et al., 2002), larger embryos (Aparicio et al., 2000) and longer coleoptiles (Rebetzke et al., 
2005). Genetic variation for early ground cover traits including embryo size, specific leaf 
area, tillering capacity and seedling emergence has been reported (Richards and Lukacs, 
2002). Dreccer et al. (2018) suggested that rapid early growth can improve grain yield under 
heat and drought prone environments in Australia. However, the association of early vigour 
with high temperature tolerance is not clear (Cossani and Reynolds, 2012). 
2.4.2 Canopy temperature and heat stress 
Heat tolerant genotypes tend to have greater stomatal conductance and higher photosynthesis 
to keep canopies cool (Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007; Jones, 2013). Genotypes with cooler 
canopies are presumed to have better root systems and superior yield under high temperature 
(Bahar et al., 2008; Araus et al., 2008; Farooq et al., 2009; Lopes and Reynolds, 2010; Saint 
Pierre et al., 2010; Cossani and Reynolds, 2012; Rebetzke et al., 2013b; Mondal et al., 
2015b). There are many reports of the successful selection of temperature tolerant crop 
genotypes using canopy temperature (Saxena et al., 2014; Van Ginkel et al., 2008; Reynolds 
et al., 2007b; Gupta et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2010; Pinto and Reynolds, 2015; Kumari et al., 
2007). The canopies of tetraploid wheat were reported to be cooler than hexaploid bread 
wheat under heat stress (Bahar et al., 2008) making the development of hexaploid synthetic 
wheat an option to capture this additional variation.  
Genetic variation for canopy temperature has also been reported in wheat wild relatives and 
land races (Zaharieva et al., 2001; Pinto et al., 2017) thus providing an opportunity to 
combine this variation with that reported in adapted wheat. Similarly, Reynolds et al. (2007a) 
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and Reynolds et al. (2007b) worked on diverse germplasm including elite genetic resources,  
synthetic wheat derived lines and land races and observed variation for various attributes 
including physiological traits under stress. They showed that canopy temperature was greatly 
associated with water use, deeper roots and ultimately higher grain yield. Others have 
identified variation in transpiration sensitivity to vapour pressure deficit in response to 
warming day and night temperatures, indicating that genotypes rely on different mechanisms 
of tolerance under different conditions (Schoppach and Sadok, 2013).     
2.4.3 Phenology and heat stress 
Crop phenology is a key determinant of adaptation in variable environments (Li et al., 2015a; 
Jagadish et al., 2016). Phenology is also an important determinant of heat stress avoidance 
that ensures reproductive development occurs during periods of optimum temperature 
(Jagadish et al., 2016; Stratonovitch and Semenov, 2015). However, genotypes also vary in 
their sensitivity to heat stress during reproductive development (Sareen et al., 2012; 
Wollenweber et al., 2003; Howarth, 2005). Tewolde et al. (2006) found that early flowering 
genotypes performed better as they produced fewer leaves, retained more green leaves and 
had long grain filling periods that terminated before high temperature occurrence. In a similar 
study, Aiqing et al. (2018) reported that wheat genotypes exposed to high temperature stress 
yielded more when they had an escape strategy. In contrast, Ludwig and Asseng (2010) 
demonstrated that under dry conditions early flowering varieties were superior in yield 
whereas under warmer conditions later flowering varieties produced greater yield.  
2.4.4 Stay-green and heat stress 
High leaf chlorophyll content is associated with higher yield in hot environments (Reynolds 
et al., 2007b) and improves radiation use efficiency (Reynolds et al., 2001). Stay-green 
genotypes retain photosynthate in the leaves by delaying senescence and this trait appears to 
be under genetic control (Lim et al., 2007; Pinto et al., 2016). Chauhan et al. (2009) also 
reported that slow leaf area degradation at high temperature was associated with greater 
stomatal conductance rates. Chlorophyll content at anthesis, the duration of senescence and 
the rate of senescence all determine the stay-green trait (Harris et al., 2007). Heat tolerant 
tetraploid wheat was also reported to reduce chlorophyll content very slowly compared to 
susceptible genotypes (Fu et al., 2015).  
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Kumari et al. (2007) and Kumari et al. (2013) evaluated a diverse range of advanced wheat 
lines for stay green and revealed substantial variation. Furthermore, they found that lines with 
greater stay green ability were more tolerant to terminal heat stress and suggested the trait as 
a selection criteria (Kumari et al., 2007; Kumari et al., 2013). Shirdelmoghanloo et al. 
(2016b) observed that wheat is sensitive to short episodes of heat stress at grain filling and 
that the phenomenon is linked to degradation of chlorophyll. Various methods can be used to 
estimate stay-green. Spectral reflectance normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is 
associated with yield in hot conditions and can be used to estimate stay-green (Lopes and 
Reynolds, 2012; Pinto et al., 2017; Rebetzke et al., 2016). Cellular metabolic processes can 
also be used. Khanna-Chopra and Chauhan (2015), established that high antioxidant levels 
during grain filling were associated with delayed senescence and tolerance to heat.  
2.4.5 Photosynthesis and heat stress 
Photosynthesis is significantly impacted by high temperature (Sharma et al., 2012a; 
Shanmugam et al., 2013). High temperature reduces leaf area index and increases senescence 
which subsequently impairs photosynthesis and reduces yield (Chauhan et al., 2009; Cossani 
and Reynolds, 2012). Heat tolerant genotypes tend to have greater stomatal conductance 
rates, higher stability in PSII efficiency, higher Rubisco activity and Rubisco contents 
(Chauhan et al., 2009). Improved photosynthetic rate will improve yield; however it can only 
be attained through a Rubisco with improved affinity for CO2 (Parry et al., 2011). Genetic 
diversity for Rubisco exists but must be assessed using Rubisco activase at optimum 
temperature (Cossani and Reynolds, 2012).  
Genetic variation for photochemical efficiency in wheat has been found under heat stress 
(Sharma et al., 2012a). Driever et al. (2014) and Sharma et al. (2015) evaluated a diverse set 
of wheat genotypes and observed variation in photosynthetic ability under diverse conditions. 
Osipova et al. (2016) assessed a set of lines for photosynthetic capacity and revealed that the 
D genome carries variation for key photosynthetic traits in wheat. Pinto et al. (2017) assessed 
a set of wheat genetic resources under heat stress and found variation in leaf respirational 
rates and related physiological traits. Furthermore they concluded that synthetic wheat 
derived lines had low leaf respiration rates and greater yield under warm conditions.    
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2.4.6 Capacity to remobilize stem reserves and heat stress 
Wheat accumulates reserves of water soluble carbohydrates under favorable conditions that 
are consumed in later development (Cossani and Reynolds, 2012). However, high 
temperature decreases the rate of stem dry matter accumulation and therefore the reserves for 
remobilization to the grain (Plaut et al., 2004). Heat tolerant genotypes maintain their 
photosynthetic capacity under high temperature and continue to accumulate assimilates 
(Blum et al., 1994). The mobilization of these stem reserves under stress then determines 
yield (Reynolds et al., 2007b). Accumulation of assimilates up to half of total stem dry 
weight has been observed in wheat (Reynolds et al., 2007b; Rebetzke et al., 2008b).  
Cultivars with greater stem reserve capacity generally have longer grain filling periods 
(Blum, 2010). The Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b dwarfing genes reduce stem reserve capacity due to 
a reduction in stem length (Borrell et al., 1993). This may in part explain why taller 
genotypes often yield more under stress conditions. Dreccer et al. (2014) reported that wheat 
genotypes with greater water soluble carbohydrates at booting had better photosynthetic 
capacity, more grains and florets per spike under heat stress. Genetic variation for water 
soluble carbohydrate exists in wheat (McGrath et al., 2014) thus it should be possible to 
improve this trait through selection. 
2.4.7 Light interception and radiation use efficiency (RUE) under heat stress 
Crop growth rate is a function of photosynthetic rate, respiration rate and leaf area available 
to intercept light (Bunce, 1989). Light interception is therefore a major driver of plant carbon 
assimilation (Duursma et al., 2012; Bai et al., 2016). The light spectrum used for 
photosynthesis is between 400 nm (blue) and 700 nm (red) and is referred to as 
photosynthetic active radiation (PAR). The amount of light intercepted by a crop canopy is a 
function of its size, longevity, optical properties and structure (Pask et al., 2012). Early crop 
establishment and stay-green also enhance light interception (Reynolds et al., 2009a). PAR is 
related to crop growth rate and is therefore a driver of radiation use efficiency (RUE) and 
yield (Monteith and Moss, 1977; Monteith, 1972).  
Capturing of PAR is dependent on leaf area and architecture, whereas its conversion into dry 
matter is associated with plant photosynthetic ability (Han et al., 2008). Plant density, plant 
biomass partitioning capacity, growth conditions and developmental stage are equally 
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important determinants of RUE and crop growth rates (Plénet et al., 2000; Passioura, 1977). 
Heat stress therefore reduces yield by impeding RUE (Li et al., 2008). RUE remains 
relatively stable under optimal conditions; however it decreases rapidly during heat stress at 
reproductive development (O’Connell et al., 2004). However, sufficient genetic variation in 
light interception and RUE exists in wheat to improve these traits through breeding and 
selection (Reynolds et al., 2012). Genetic variation in canopy architecture can improve light 
distribution and subsequently radiation use efficiency under high temperature (Murchie et al., 
2009).   
 Association mapping  2.5
Genetic studies have determined that tolerance to heat stress is a quantitatively controlled 
trait (Blum, 1988; Paliwal et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2002c; Pinto et al., 2010). Yield and heat 
tolerance are controlled by QTLs and their molecular characterization is referred to as QTL 
mapping. Many genes have been reported to control the expression of tolerance to high 
temperature and this changes with crop growth stage (Bohnert et al., 2006; Mason et al., 
2010; Pinto et al., 2010; Vijayalakshmi et al., 2010).   
Molecular markers can be used to identify and validate valuable alleles in modern cultivars 
and wild relatives (Trethowan and Reynolds, 2007; Varshney et al., 2006; Bita and Gerats, 
2013). A variety of molecular markers have been used in wheat improvement programs for 
marker assisted selection (MAS). Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and genotyping 
by sequencing (GBS) are increasingly being employed by breeders and researchers (Wang et 
al., 2014; Cavanagh et al., 2013; Sonah et al., 2013; Mammadov et al., 2012). Two genetic 
mapping methods are generally used. These are family based linkage (FBL) and linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) based association mapping (Mackay and Powell, 2007; Mitchell-Olds, 
2010). LD based association mapping is becoming increasingly important as allelic variation 
in whole panels of unrelated genotypes can be mapped (Mackay and Powell, 2007; Huang 
and Han, 2014; Bazakos et al., 2017). LD has been used successfully for ascertaining 
associations between traits and genetic markers in cereals (Tascioglu et al., 2016; Chao et al., 
2010; Edae et al., 2014; Reynolds et al., 2009b).   
The primary objective of LD mapping is to calculate associations between genotypes and 
phenotypes based on LD (Zondervan and Cardon, 2004; Roy et al., 2011). Association 
mapping has six basic steps as mentioned in Figure 2.4. Association mapping does not require 
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family or pedigree information (although this information can be used to estimate population 
structure) and can be applied to a range of experimental and non-experimental populations. 
Nevertheless, false positive results do arise from population structure and genotype 
interrelationships (Mackay and Powell, 2007). However, the impact of false positive results 
can be minimized with precise and repeatable phenotyping (Crossa et al., 2007). Precision in 
phenotyping plays a critical role in gene identification and the understanding of the complex 
interactions among genes, genetic background and environment (Reynolds et al., 2009b). 
LD or genome wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to identify QTLs of 
important traits in wheat (Lopes et al., 2015a; Sukumaran et al., 2015). Wheat exhibits 
relatively high LD and thus the discovery of QTLs should be possible when a number of 
parallel molecular markers are used (Tuberosa and Salvi, 2005; Chao et al., 2010). 
Association analysis has been used to discover genomic regions linked to biotic stress 
tolerance and grain yield (Crossa et al., 2007), grain quality (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006), 
yellow pigment (Reimer et al., 2008), morpho-physiological traits (Maccaferri et al., 2006) 
and Russian wheat aphid resistance (Peng et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the large genome size 
of wheat makes molecular analysis complicated (Barnabás et al., 2008). 
Several QTLs have been identified in wheat for heat tolerance, yield and related traits. 
Paliwal et al. (2012) identified QTLs for heat tolerance in a recombinant inbred lines (RILs) 
population and Mason et al. (2010) discovered QTLs associated with both yield and its 
components under heat stress. QTLs for stem reserves have been mapped in a wheat 
population across a range of environments indicating that this trait is quantitatively controlled 
(Rebetzke et al., 2008b). Mason et al. (2011) developed a heat susceptibility index from 
fourteen QTLs linked to heat tolerance traits and suggested that these genomic regions can be 
used for fine mapping and molecular marker development. Nevertheless, genome wide 
association mapping for heat tolerance in wheat must be explored further (Reimer et al., 
2008). 
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Figure 2.4; The steps of association mapping used to locate genes of interest. 
 Emmer wheat history and modern wheat evolution 2.6
Wheat crop has a long evolutionary history and was domesticated about 10,000 years ago in 
the Fertile Crescent of western Asia (Feldman, 2001). The first domesticated wild emmer 
wheat (Triticum dicoccoides, AABB) was the result of natural crossing between two wild 
grasses; Aegilops speltoides (BB as the female) and Triticum urartu (AA as the male). The 
major problems associated with wild emmer were; shattering prior to harvesting due to brittle 
rachis and non-threshing grain. Early farmers overcame these difficulties through selection 
(Feldman, 2001). Dicoccum wheat (T. dicoccum) originated from a mutation in T. 
Dicoccoides Korn. (Darlington et al., 1969) that led to the evolution of durum wheat (T. 
turgidum ssp. durum). Natural outcrossing between cultivated emmer wheat (T. dicoccum, 
AABB) and goat grass (A. tauschii, D) resulted in a hexaploid form that evolved into modern 
bread wheat (T. aestivum, AABBDD) (van Ginkel and Ogbonnaya, 2007; Marcussen et al., 
2014). 
 Genetic variation in wheat for abiotic stress tolerance 2.7
Modern plant breeding has led to an erosion of genetic variability in the major crops as 
breeders strive for higher gains (Bharadwaj, 2016). However, future yield advances and 
improvements in traits such as heat tolerance will require access to new genetic variation 
(Dwivedi et al., 2016). Plant breeders are generally under pressure to meet short-term 
breeding objectives and consequently elite germplasm that is better adapted to the target 
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environment is crossed rather than  exotic germplasm with new alleles for key traits (Sharma 
et al., 2013). 
The systematic evaluation of genetic resources has facilitated the characterization of allelic 
variation for yield and stress adaptation (Ceccarelli, 2011; Ceccarelli et al., 2013; Bharadwaj, 
2016; Dwivedi et al., 2016). However, wheat genetic resources are less productive than 
modern wheat cultivars  (Ehdaie et al., 1991; Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008) but have 
the potential to improve wheat adaptation to variable climatic conditions (Kotschi, 2006; 
Peleg et al., 2007; Nevo and Chen, 2010) and may contain new genes for abiotic and biotic 
stress resistance (Reynolds et al., 2007a). Emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum or Triticum 
dicoccoides, AABB) is a tetraploid species and wild relative of modern wheat has been a 
staple food crop for centuries (Nevo, 2014; Troccoli and Codianni, 2005). Hexaploid wheat 
can be improved by crossing with emmer wheat as these tetraploid species potentially carry 
valuable genes that were lost during the domestication of wheat (Xie and Nevo, 2008; Nevo 
and Chen, 2010; Nevo, 2014).  
Allelic variation for heat and drought tolerance can be created through the successful 
hybridization of tetraploid and hexaploid wheat species (Hassan et al., 2016). However, 
sterility can be a problem due to the differences in ploidy levels between the species (Lanning 
et al., 2008). Nevertheless, tetraploid and hexaploid wheat have been crossed extensively to 
create diverse allelic variation for wheat improvement (Wang et al., 2005; Lanning et al., 
2008; Eberhard et al., 2010). Synthetic hexaploid wheat produced using emmer wheat have 
shown variation for various traits linked to biotic and abiotic stress tolerance (Dreisigacker et 
al., 2008; Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008). This indicates that interspecific hybridization 
has the potential to incorporate variation in modern wheat cultivar to improve yield in hostile 
environments (Hassan et al., 2016; Chandrasekhar et al., 2017).  
 Ideotype breeding  2.8
A crop ideotype is a model plant with a combination of traits that leads to superior yield for a 
given target environment (Donald, 1968; Semenov and Stratonovitch, 2013; Gouache et al., 
2017). In terms of simulation modeling, an ideotype is a group of plant traits that determines 
crop developmental patterns for given environmental conditions (Rötter et al., 2015). The 
development of crop ideotypes provides a target for the plant breeder. These can be ideotypes 
for current conditions or may provide genotype blueprints for a future environment predicted 
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by climate change (Martre et al., 2015; Semenov and Stratonovitch, 2015; Rötter et al., 2015; 
Stratonovitch and Semenov, 2015).  
Various approaches have been used to develop ideotypes. Sylvester-Bradley et al. (2012) 
divided the crop growth stages into three portions to develop an ideotype. The first part is the 
foundation (from sowing to start of stem extension), the second is the construction (from 
stem extension to flowering) and the third is the production (grain filling to maturity). A 
wheat ideotype is influenced by traits such as phenology, canopy architecture, leaf 
senescence, greenness, response to moisture deficit or high temperature and root efficiency at 
extracting soil moisture (Semenov and Stratonovitch, 2013). While plant breeding has 
traditionally used empirical selection for yield, ideotype breeding is a useful trait based 
alternative to increasing productivity (Rötter et al., 2015). 
Wheat yield potential in a future, warmer climate can be enhanced by developing ideotypes 
with higher light conversion efficiency , long grain filling duration, greater harvest index and 
appropriate phenology (Semenov and Stratonovitch, 2013). According to Devasirvatham et 
al. (2016), a heat tolerant ideotype for north-western NSW should be early flowering with 
faster grain development rate, have large seed that maintains its weight under stress, produce 
viable pollen, have an extensive root system, have low canopy temperature, optimized 
transpiration efficiency and good milling quality. In a warmer future environment, the 
ideotype would have increased photosynthetic efficiency, greater plant growth rates, 
optimized stomatal conductance to meet greater transpiration demands, yield stability and be 
able to maintain kernel weight under stress (Reynolds et al., 2007b). 
 Challenges and future prospects 2.9
Advances have been made in breeding programs for heat tolerance simply by selecting for 
yield under relevant conditions. Indirect selection for high heritability traits is generally more 
effective than direct selection for grain yield alone, however, these traits must be combined 
and this requires an effective strategy (Hassan et al., 2016). These agro-physiological traits 
should not only be reliable but also easy and rapid to measure and express across 
environments (Rebetzke et al., 2013a; Ristic et al., 2007). Plant genetic resources such as 
land races, primitive cultivars and wild and weedy relatives have been recognized as a source 
of traits to improve adaptation (Hawkes et al., 2012; van Treuren and van Hintum, 2014). The 
search for usable genetic diversity should include the unadapted tetraploid species such as 
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emmer wheat (Peleg et al., 2005; Xie and Nevo, 2008; Budak et al., 2013). Parallel to this, 
advances in high-throughput phenotyping, phenomics and MAS  have been made (Gupta et 
al., 2012). The identification of the molecular markers linked to QTLs for heat tolerance that 
are robust and valid across a range of environments would lead to significant improvement in 
wheat adaptation to high temperature (Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007). 
Despite these advances more work is required to properly exploit genetic diversity for heat 
tolerance and to refine phenotyping methodologies to ensure they are relevant to production 
conditions. Wheat is sensitive to temperature stress at the reproductive stage there is need to 
identify tolerant material, the mechanisms involved and their genetic control. Interspecific 
hybridization followed by double haploidy is an effective strategy. Afterwards, empirical 
selection under the prevailing stresses will identify the new materials. However, the basis of 
this tolerance needs to be understood to efficiently transfer these traits to new cultivars. 
North-western NSW is an important wheat producing region that is affected by short periods 
of heat stresses, hence effective breeding strategies and robust phenotyping methods are 
required to stabilize grain yield in this region.   
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 The identification of heat tolerant wheat genotypes under field Chapter 3.
conditions 
 
 Introduction 3.1
High temperatures stress is common in most wheat growing regions of the world, effecting 
crop productivity, yield stability and quality (Teixeira et al., 2013; Thistlethwaite et al., 
2015). Heat tolerance is a complex trait that is controlled by many genes (Rebetzke et al., 
2008a; Richards et al., 2007; Petrarulo et al., 2009). Novel sources of genetic diversity are a 
prerequisite to improving heat tolerance and emmer wheat can substantially contribute to the 
process (Nevo, 2014; Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008). However, accurate and relevant 
phenotyping methods are required if this variation is to be exploited. Studies have considered 
management and breeding methodologies to cope with high temperature stress conditions 
(Sadras and Dreccer, 2015). Various methods of field-based screening have been evaluated 
including different sowing dates to study yield and related traits (Devasirvatham et al., 2016; 
Mondal et al., 2013). Breeding for a target environment is generally effective when selection 
is made under representative environmental conditions (Cooper and Podlich, 1999). For this 
reason it is essential that field-based screening closely represents the most probable 
conditions experienced by farmers.   
A number of traits have been used to determine the heat tolerance of wheat (Lopes and 
Reynolds, 2012; Mondal et al., 2013; Pinto et al., 2017), however further investigation of 
these traits and relevant strategies is required (Sadras and Dreccer, 2015). These traits should 
be correlated with grain yield, easy to measure, high-throughput and highly heritable 
(Edmeades et al., 2001). Traits such as canopy temperature, chlorophyll content, stay-green, 
phenology and kernel weight have been used to discriminate germplasm for tolerance to heat 
stress (Cossani and Reynolds, 2015; Pinto et al., 2017). Genotypes with cooler canopies tend 
to be more tolerant to higher temperatures (Reynolds et al., 2005; Rebetzke et al., 2013b; 
Pinto et al., 2010; Pinto et al., 2017). Stay-green enhances plant photosynthetic capacity late 
in the season thus producing greater yield (Christopher et al., 2008; Pinto et al., 2016; 
Awlachew et al., 2016). Similarly, NDVI has been used to indirectly select heat tolerant 
wheat material with stay-green characteristics (Lopes and Reynolds, 2012). A key component 
of adaptation to heat stress is matching phenology to the environment thus avoiding high-
temperatures during reproductive development (Mondal et al., 2013; Ludwig and Asseng, 
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2010). High grain development rates and larger grain weight have also been linked to 
improved performance under heat stress (Tyagi et al., 2003; Singha et al., 2006; Dias and 
Lidon, 2009; Zhang et al., 2014). 
Wheat grain quality is also impacted by heat stress (Branlard et al., 2015; Lobell et al., 2012) 
and protein content and composition in particular, is affected by heat stress (Majoul-Haddad 
et al., 2013). Wheat protein content tends to increase under high temperature stress (Nuttall et 
al., 2017) and significant genotype by environment (G×E) interaction has been observed (Li 
et al., 2013). The identification of wheat genotypes with stable quality across a range of 
environments is an important breeding objective (Dupont et al., 2006; Malik et al., 2013). 
This chapter examines wheat genotype responses to high-temperature in multi-environment 
and multi-season field experiments. The aim was to identify heat tolerant wheat genotypes 
and the traits responsible in north-western NSW; the target environment. In the process, the 
effectiveness of a multi-environment strategy utilising different dates of sowing as a heat 
stress screening strategy was determined.  
 Materials and methods 3.2
3.2.1 Experimental site 
Experiments were established at the IA Watson Grain Research Centre, The University of 
Sydney, Narrabri, NSW (30o 20'S 149o 45'E) during 2014, 2015 and 2016. The average 
annual maximum temperature 2001-2017 was 26.7oC. Summer rainfall dominates in this part 
of NSW with an average of 571 mm annually (Meteorology, 2017). The experimental site 
was characterized by grey vertosol soils with high water holding capacity. These soils have  
small aggregates with expansive characteristics and are referred to as self-mulching (Khan, 
2001).  
3.2.2 Germplasm 
Diverse emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccum) accessions were crossed with bread 
wheat cultivars to transfer A and B genome genetic variation into modern hexaploid wheat. 
The pentaploid (AABBD) F1 was then backcrossed to the hexaploid parent and hexaploid 
progeny selected. Doubled haploids were then produced from each hexploid BC1F1 plant 
(determined based on phenotype) to produce an average of 10 homozygous lines per plant. A 
population of approximately 537 double haploid genotypes was developed and these were 
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evaluated for heat stress along with their recurrent parents and commercial check cultivars.  
The list of materials and their pedigrees are found in Table-1 of Appendix-I.  
3.2.3 Experimental design 
The field experiments were sown at the IA Watson Grain Research Centre, The University of 
Sydney, Narrabri, NSW during the cropping seasons of 2014, 2015 and 2016 in randomized 
complete block designs with two replications. A plot size of 12 m2 was maintained in each 
experiment and this was trimmed to a harvest area of 8 m2. Plots comprised six rows (6 m or 
4 m) with row spacing of 33 cm. Every year two adjacent experiments were sown at an 
optimal and delayed sowing time.  The delayed sowing was 8 weeks after the optimal sowing 
date in mid-May. The field location changed each year following the standard crop rotation 
practiced at the research station and details of each location are presented in Table 3.2. 
A set of 200 and 196 wheat genotypes were sown in 2014 and 2015, respectively. Apart from 
the commercial check cultivars, all the materials in 2015 were different to those sown in 
2014. All genotypes represented in both 2014 and 2015 were evaluated in 2016 representing 
543 genotypes including commercial checks, recurrent parents and additional materials. 
Details of genotype numbers sown each year are given in Table 3.3 and 3.4. Details of 
commercial cultivars used as check and parents used to develop emmer based derivatives are 
given in Table 3.1. The pedigrees and designations of the genotypes evaluated and their 
representation in 2014, 2015 and 2016 can be found in Appendix-I Table 1. Early sown 
(optimal sowing) and late sown experiments are henceforth referred to as environment 1 (E1) 
and environment 2 (E2) respectively, each years. 
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Table 3.1; List of commercial cultivars used as check and parents used to develop emmer based derivatives evaluated in field studies during 
2014-2016 
Checks Code used in the list of Appendixes-1 Pedigree Origin Ploidy 
SUNTOP SUNTOP SUNCO/2*PASTOR//SUN-436-E Australia 6x 
LANCER LANCER V1184/Chara//Chara/3/Lang Australia 6x 
SPITFIRE SPITFIRE Drysdale/Kukri Australia 6x 
MACE MACE Wyalkatchem/Stylet Australia 6x 
EGA GREGORY EGA GREGORY Pelsart/2*Batavia doubled haploid line Australia 6x 
SUNLIN SUNLIN Sunelg*2//Suneca*3/VPM1. Australia 6x 
ORION ORION Tatiara/QAL2000 Australia 6x 
Parents     
PBW 502 PBW 502 W-485/PBW-343//RAJ-1482 
 
INDIA 6x 
PBW 550 PBW 550 WH-594/RAJ-3856//W-485 INDIA 6x 
DBW-16 DBW-16 RAJ-3765/WR-484//HUW-468 INDIA 6x 
DBW-17 DBW-17 CMH-79-A-95/3*CIANO-79//RAJ-3777 INDIA 6x 
SOKOLL SOKOLL PASTOR/3/ALTAR-84/AE.SQ(TR.TA)//OPATA-M-85 
 
CIMMYT 6x 
Berkut Berkut IRENA/BAVIACORA-M-92//PASTOR CIMMYT 6x 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI WAXWING*2/KIRITATI WAXWING*2/KIRITATI CIMMYT  
2-49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY 
2-
49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNED
Y 
2-49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY Australia 6x 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(3
72)/2/3*PASTOR 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQ
UARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*P
ASTOR Australia 6x 
T. dicoccon 18293 KC75 18293KC75 Triticum dicoccon Schrank AGG 4x 
BARI 7531 18341KC75 Triticum dicoccon Schrank AGG 4x 
BARI 7533 18343KC75 Triticum dicoccon Schrank AGG 4x 
T. dicoccon AUS 21758 21758KC75 Triticum dicoccon Schrank AGG 4x 
T. dicoccon AUS 19385 19385KC75 Triticum dicoccon Schrank AGG 4x 
T. dicoccon C18644 35880MC18644 Triticum dicoccon Schrank CIMMYT 4x 
T. dicoccon 500110 35883M500110 Triticum dicoccon Schrank CIMMYT 4x 
T. dicoccon C18643 35879MC18643 Triticum dicoccon Schrank CIMMYT 4x 
T. dicoccon 500132 35888M500132 Triticum dicoccon Schrank CIMMYT 4x 
T. dicoccon 35884 M500113 35884M500113 Triticum dicoccon Schrank CIMMYT 4x 
T. dicoccon 500281 35891M500281 Triticum dicoccon Schrank CIMMYT 4x 
Sources: GRIS (Genetic Resources Information System for Wheat and Triticale-CIMMYT): (http://wheatpedigree.net/sort/show/96742)  
National Variety Trials: (www.nvtonline.com.au).
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Table 3.2; Year, sowing time, location and soil type of experiments established 2014-2016  
Year Sowing time Environment Trial Location Soil type 
2014 Early E1 H21 East Clay loam 
2014 Late E2 H20 East Clay loam 
2015 Early E1 H22 West Clay loam 
2015 Late E2 H23 West Clay loam 
2016 Early E1 H22 East Clay loam 
2016 Late E2 H24 East Clay loam 
 
Table 3.3; Sowing dates, harvest dates and numbers of genotypes sown 2014-2016 
Year Genotypes Sowing date Sowing Time Plots Harvesting date 
2014 200 24th May Early 400 12th Novemebr 
2014 200 24th July Late 400 29th November 
2015 196 14th May Early 391 11th November 
2015 196 21th July Late 391 28th November 
2016 543 19th May Early 1058 18th November 
2016 543 16th July Late 1058 6th Decmebr 
 
Experiments were sown on good soil moisture using a mechanical plot planter mounted 
behind a tractor. An awnless cultivar; Sunlin was sown as a buffer around each experiment. 
Sowing and harvest dates each year are found in Table 3.3. Experiments were irrigated as 
required to reduce the confounding effects of drought; particularly in late sown environments. 
Experiments were harvested at 11% grain moisture using a plot combine harvester.   
Table 3.4; The representation of genotypes sown in experiments 2014-2016 
Year 2014 2015 2016 
2014 200 - 189 
2015 - 196 196 
2016 189 196 543 
3.2.4 Agronomical practices 
The experiments were irrigated using an overhead irrigator as required and each irrigation 
provided approximately 25 mm.  Irrigation was applied at anthesis and milk stage in 2014 
and 2015 to both environments. However, irrigation was not required in 2016 due to 
sufficient rainfall. Nitrogen was applied to experiments during all cropping years as indicated 
in Table 3.5. Weed and pest control was monitored and chemicals were applied when required 
during the crop season (Table 3.6). 
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Table 3.5; Fertilizer applied to the experimental sites in all years 
Year Product Product Quantity Time of Application 
2014 Nitrogen 110kg ha-1 14th April 
 Gold Phos-10 100kg ha-1 Banded with the seed at plantation 
2015 Nitrogen 100kg ha-1 Pre-sowing 
 Cotton Sustain Fertilizer 80kg ha-1 Banded with the seed at plantation 
2016 Nitrogen 150kg ha-1 Mid-April 
 Granulock cotton sustain fertilizer 50kg ha-1 At sowing (banded with the seed) 
 Nitrogen 75 units ha-1 Anthesis 
 
Table 3.6; Chemicals applied throughout the cropping season for weed and pest control in 
each year 
Year Application Date Chemical Quantity Target 
2014 July 1st Para-ken 250 2.4 L ha-1 Fleabane and grass weeds 
 August 4th Weedmaster-DST 2L ha-1 Faba bean and grass weeds 
  Melfuron 2g ha-1 Faba bean and grass weeds 
  Lontrel 150 ml ha-1 Faba bean and grass weeds 
  Companion 250 ml ha-1 Faba bean and grass weeds 
2015 June 29th Axial grass herbicide 250ml ha-1 Grass weeds 
  Adigor-Adjuvant 500 ml ha-1 Adjuvant 
 July 7th Tordon 242-broadleaf herbicide 1L ha-1 Broad leaf weeds 
  stringer-broadleaf herbicide 10g ha-1 Broad leaf weeds 
 September 18th Folicur fungicide 145 ml ha-1 Fungal diseases 
2016 April 20th Gramoxone herbicide 15L ha-1 Broad leaf and Grass weeds 
 May 13th Sakura 118g ha-1 Grass weeds 
  Logan 35g ha-1 Grass weeds 
  Roundup 2 L ha-1 Grass weeds 
  Deadsure 500 ml ha-1 Grass weeds 
 July 15th 24D ester 600ml ha-1 Broad leaf and Grass weeds 
  Roundup 2L ha-1 Grass weeds 
  Deadsure 500 ml ha-1 Broad leaf and Grass weeds 
 October 27th Gramoxone 2L ha-1 Broad leaf and Grass weeds 
3.2.5 Weather data 
Weather data 2014-2016 was obtained from the Australian Bureau of Metrology website for 
Narrabri Airport AWS (Climate data online Bureau of Meteorology). The airport is 3 km from 
the experimental site. Temperature, rainfall and solar radiation data were accessed. Humidity 
was measured onsite using a “Next G” weather station and long term humidity data was 
accessed through the Narrabri West post office online weather data services. The links used to 
access these data are:  
Narrabri Airport AWS (54038) (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/) 
Narrabri weather; (http://www.weatherzone.com.au/nsw/nw-slopes-and-plains/narrabri) 
Narrabri Research Station Weather sensors;  
(http://ozforecast.com.au/cgi-bin/aws_export.cgi?aws=11250) 
The weather data for all cropping seasons is summarized in Appendix-I, Figures 1-6. 
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3.2.6 Germplasm characterization 
A common set of traits were assessed in-season and post-season each year. In-season traits 
included ground cover, NDVI, canopy temperature, phenology, chlorophyll content, plant 
height and grain yield. Post-harvest traits included screenings, thousand kernel weight 
(TKW), protein content, test weight and moisture content. These data were collected 
following the protocols of Pask et al. (2012) and the growth stages were assessed following 
Zadoks (1974). A summary of the methods used follows: 
3.2.6.1 Early ground cover assessment 
Canopy cover was recorded in 2015 and 2016. A picture of each plot was taken using a 
mobile camera (Samsung S5) at the same angle and height (approximately 1 meter) for each 
plot.  Images were taken at the three leaf stage and again 10 days later between 10:30 AM 
and 13:30 PM on clear sunny days. Pictures were transferred to a computer and software for 
canopy cover developed by CSIRO (downloaded from http://www.pi.csiro.au/canopy_cover/ 
Canopy Cover_setup.zip.) was used to assess coverage on a 0-1 scale (Atta, 2013). 
3.2.6.2 Normalized difference vegetation index  
NDVI is a good indicator of crop growth rate, vigour, stay-green, radiation use efficiency and 
biomass production. The crop vegetation index was assessed using NDVI at various growth 
stages in 2014, 2015 and 2016. NDVI was assessed using a hand held GreenSeeker® (NTech 
Industries, Canada). The GreenSeeker contained an LED light source that emitted red and 
near infrared light which reflected off the crop canopy to provide the NDVI value. The sensor 
was held at the same height and distance (approximately 90 cm) from the canopy for 
assessment. Data was recorded on clear sunny days between 11:00 AM and 13.30 PM once 
the dew had dried. Data were downloaded into a personal computer in a text format and 
converted to Microsoft excel. 
3.2.6.3 Chlorophyll contents 
Chlorophyll content was recorded in 2015 and 2016. Data were recorded 10 days after 
anthesis and at milk stage in both environments using a hand held chlorophyll meter (SPAD 
502 Plus, Konica Minolta Sensing Inc. Japan). Five random flag leaves were selected from 
each plot for measurement and the data was averaged. Only healthier, green and disease free 
leaves were selected avoiding the mid-vein. 
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3.2.6.4 Canopy temperature 
Canopy temperature (oC) was recorded in 2014 and 2015 at heading and milk stages in both 
environments. Canopy temperature was determined using an IMPAC pyrometer (IN plus). 
The equipment was equilibrated to ambient temperature for ten minutes prior to data 
recording. Data was recorded on clear sunny and calm days between 11:00 AM and 13:30 
PM on plots with fully closed canopies. The sensor was held 1 m above the canopy at an 
angle of 30o to the horizontal. Assessments were made three times and the readings averaged.  
Care was taken to avoid the confounding effects of bare soil during data collection.  
3.2.6.5 Days to flowering 
Days to flowering were recorded as the number of days between the date of sowing and the 
date when 50% of plants within a plot had reached anthesis. Days to flowering were assessed 
in all environments in all three years.  
3.2.6.6 Days to maturity 
Days to maturity were calculated as the number of days between the date of sowing and the 
date when 90% of plants within a plot had reached physiological maturity. Physiological 
maturity was estimated as the loss of green colour from the peduncle and spike. Days to 
maturity were assessed in all environments in all three years.  
3.2.6.7 Grain filling period 
Grain gilling period was measured as the number of days between flowering and maturity.  
3.2.6.8 Plant height 
Plant height was recorded each year at maturity by measuring the distance between the 
ground and the top of the plant (awns excluded).  Three plants were assessed per plot and the 
data averaged. 
3.2.6.9      Grain yield 
Plots were harvested at maturity when grain moisture was 11% using a combine harvester 
and the grain stored in calico bags. Plot weight was measured in g/plot and later converted to 
tons/ha for all further analyses. 
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3.2.6.10 Thousand kernel weight (TKW) 
A CONTADOR seed counter (Pfeuffer GmbH, Flugplatzstraβe 70. D-97318 Kitizingen, 
Germany) was used to count five hundred grains which were then weighed (g) and the result 
multiplied by 2 to determine TKW. Care was taken to avoid broken seeds.  
3.2.6.11 Grain quality measurements 
3.2.6.11.1 Screenings 
Screenings were determined each year to assess the percentage of split, small sized and 
shrivelled grains in each plot sample.  An Agtator sieve shaker (Graintec Scientific) with 2.0 
mm diameter sieves was used. Screenings were estimated after 40 shakes (standardized for 
wheat) using the formula; 
Screening (%) = (weight of screenings)/ (weight of sample) ×100 
3.2.6.11.2 Grain protein and test weight 
Grain protein content and test weight was assessed in 2015 and 2016. Near Infrared 
spectroscopy (FOSS, InfratecTM 1241, Sweden) was used to evaluate protein and test weight 
in both environments.  Seeds were cleaned before testing and a grain sample of 450 g per plot 
was assessed. Protein content was expressed as a percentage and test weight as kg per 
hectolitre (kg/hL) at 11% moisture content.  
3.2.6.12 Heat susceptibility index 
Heat susceptibility and intensity indices were calculated in all environments in years using 
the formulas given by Fischer and Maurer (1978);  
Heat susceptibility index (HSI) = (1-Ys/Yi)/ (1-Xs/Xi) 
Where Ys is the mean grain yield under the stressed environment (late sown), Yi is the mean 
grain yield under stress free conditions (normally sown), Xs is the grand mean of all 
genotypes under stressed conditions and Xi is the grand mean of genotypes under stress free 
conditions.  
A heat intensity index was then determined using the formula;  
Heat intensity index (HII) = (1-Xs/Xi) 
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3.2.7 Statistical Analysis 
All analyses were performed with the GenStat statistical package 16.0 (Payne et al., 2011) 
and assessed at a P˂0.05. Linear mixed models (Residual Maximum Likelihood or REML) 
were used to estimate variance components and interactions. Independent analyses of each 
year and a combined analysis of common genotypes across years were performed. Years, 
genotypes and environments were considered fixed effects and range/row coordinates within 
environments within years as random effects in the models.  
Relationships among parameters were computed using Pearson’s simple correlation test of 
GenStat (Payne et al., 2011). Multiple regression analysis was conducted on trait means using 
the General Linear Regression and Forward Selection procedure of GenStat, version 14.1. 
GGE biplots of the relationships between genotypes and environments were constructed 
using the same software. Broad sense heritability was estimated  following the equation of  
Nyquist and Baker (1991);  
 H = 𝜎𝜎𝐺𝐺2
𝜎𝜎𝐺𝐺
2 +  �𝜎𝜎𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺2E � +  �𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒2rE� 
 
Where H indicates the broad sense heritability, σ2G the genotypic variance, σ2GE the 
genotype-by-environment interaction variance, σ2e the error or residual variance, E the 
number of environments and r the number of replicates per environment. Mean squares (MS) 
from the analysis of variance were used to compute the variances in the heritability formula 
given below:  
σe
2 = MSe 
 
σGE
2 = MSGE − MSer  
 
σG
2 = MSG − MSGErE  
Where MSe is the error mean square, MSGE the mean square for genotype-by-environment 
interaction, E the number of environments and MSG the genotypic mean square.  
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3.2.8 Data captured each year 
The traits evaluated each year varied depending on weather conditions and the availability of 
the equipment used. Henceforth, traits common to all experiments were used for the 
combined analyses across years. Traits assessed each year are shown in Table 3.7.   
Table 3.7; Traits evaluated each year (2014-2016) 
  Field Trial  
Trait1  Year  
 2014 2015 2016 
    GCE ×   
GCL ×   
CTA   × 
CTM   × 
CCA ×   
CCM ×   
DTF    
DTM    
GFP    
NDMB × ×  
NDB ×   
NDA    
NDA10  × × 
NDM    
NDD ×   
PH    
TKW    
Scr    
Pro ×   
TW ×   
Y    
1GCE, ground cover early;  GCL, ground cover late; CTA, canopy temperature at anthesis 
(oC); CTM, canopy temperature at  milk stage (oC); CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis 
stage; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; 
GFP, grain filling period; NDMB, NDVI at mid booting stage; NDB, NDVI at booting stage; 
NDA, NDVI at anthesis stage; NDA10, NDVI ten days after anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk 
stage; NDD, NDVI at dough stage; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); 
Pro, protein (%); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha);  
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 Results 3.3
3.3.1 Temperature conditions in each environment across years 
The maximum temperature recorded between anthesis and physiological maturity in each 
environment in each year is found in Figure 3.1. Details of both maximum and minimum 
temperature can be found in Appendix-I, Figures 1, 2, 3. In E1, anthesis occurred during the 
first two weeks of September, whereas anthesis was delayed to the 2nd and 3rd weeks of 
October in E2 depending on the year. The maximum temperature between anthesis and 
physiological maturity in E1 in 2014 was 35oC, whereas 40.8oC was recorded during the 
same interval in E2.  The respective E1 and E2 maximum temperatures in 2015 were 35.4oC 
and 35.6oC and in 2016 30.1oC to 36.7oC. The effects of high temperature were more 
pronounced in the later stages of grain filling in all environments. Details of the weather 
conditions experienced by the crop before and after anthesis during each growing season are 
presented in Table 3.8. 
 
Figure 3.1; Daily maximum temperature (oC) during crop growth in both environments (E1 
and E2) in each experimental year. 
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Table 3.8; Weather conditions for the two environments (E1 and E2) during cropping season 2014-2016  
Descriptor E1 E2 
 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 
Rainfall (mm) before anthesis 112.40 126.40 380.60 73.40 46.00 269.00 
Rainfall (mm) after anthesis 18.80 20.60 87.00 5.20 100.80 63.00 
Average Tmin °C before anthesis 5.32±4.26 5.5±4.20 6.76±4.21 7.21±4.68 6.55±4.76 7.47±4.25 
Average Tmin °C after anthesis 11.68±4.22 11.72±4.21 9.38±15 15.84±3.89 16.45±1.86 12.65±4.77 
Average Tmax °C before anthesis 19.8±3.15 19.1±3.26 18.53±3.39 22.97±4.52 22.58±5.21 20.33±3.53 
Average  Tmax °C after anthesis 29.22±4.67 28.63±4.27 23.99±4.07 34.59±3.76 30.15±2.14 29.26±4.42 
# days ≥30°C before anthesis 0 0 0 11 15 3 
# days  ≥30°C after anthesis 18 24 9 25 27 20 
# days  ≥0°C before anthesis 21 20 7 10 13 3 
Average daily PAR before anthesis 6.88±1.96 6.40±1.9 6.01±2.06 8.91±2.47 8.88±2.36 8.05±3.01 
Average daily PAR after anthesis 11.55±1.72 11.43±1.07 10.90±3.08 12.97±1.17 11.37±2.70 12.44±2.61 
Average RH (%) before Anthesis 70.70±12.03 77.57±7.79 79.35±8.31 63.28±12.81 68.2±12.55 76.68±9.51 
Average RH (%)  after Anthesis 50.39±11.72 56.73±9.09 66.86±10.72 41.76±10.3 61.26±9.51 54.78±12.59 
Tmin, minimum temperature (°C); Tmax, maximum temperature (°C); PAR, photosynthetic active radiations (mol m−2s−1); RH, relative humidity 
(%);  
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3.3.2 Combined analysis of environments 
3.3.2.1 Analysis of 554 genotypes 2014-2016  
Details of the traits analyzed across the period 2014-2016 are given in Table 3.9. Only traits 
common across the three seasons were included in the analysis. These traits included days to 
anthesis, days to maturity, grain filling period, plant height, NDVI at anthesis and milk stage, 
thousand kernel weight, screenings and grain yield. Significant (P<0.05) main effects were 
observed for all traits for genotypes and environments and the G×E interaction was also 
significant (Table 3.9). Genotypic trait means generally had higher values under optimum 
conditions than stressed conditions. In conclusion, elevated temperature under late sown 
conditions augmented respiration rates; hence crop growth rates were faster, which reduced 
plant life span thus reducing trait expression and deteriorating grain quality. 
High grain yield was observed in a number of emmer derived lines including genotypes #48 
(6.49 t/ha), #26 (6.43 t/ha) and #27 (6.22 t/ha) under normally sown conditions, whereas the 
emmer based progeny #135 (3.91 t/ha), #460 (3.84 t/ha) and #248 (3.82 t/ha) produced 
greater yield under heat stress. Similarly emmer based progeny #396 (55.89 g), #103 (55.20 
g), #400 (54.39 g), #397 (54.28 g) and #398 (54.09 g) had greater TKW under normally sown 
conditions and the emmer derived lines #400 (43.18 g), #102 (43.16 g), #393 (42.95 g), #396 
(42.78 g) and #398 (42.36 g) produced greater kernel weight under heat stress compared to 
all parents and commercial cultivars. Similarly, the emmer based progeny #398, #401, #393, 
#396 and #397 produced the lowest screening percentages under various conditions.   
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Table 3.9; Trait means and Wald statistics from the combined analysis across three years and 
two environments 
       Traits1                    Mean±SE            Wald Statistics 
      E1         E2           G                    E     G×E 
DTF 112±1.84 81±1.84 54921.96*** 298.72*** 2424.82*** 
DTM 160±3.73 114±3.73 168774.41*** 147.22*** 28428.30*** 
GFP 47±2.896 34±2.90 2275.59*** 21.79*** 1292.34*** 
NDA 0.78±0.04 0.71±0.04 1543.78*** 5.42* 622.78* 
NDM 0.61±0.11 0.50±0.11 1705.94*** 5.08* 684.15*** 
PH 102±4.04 84±4.04 10880.54*** 20.29*** 1255.23*** 
TKW 45±3.60 32±3.60 16976.32*** 11.69*** 1654.42*** 
Scr 5.1±3.02 17.0±3.02 10865.47*** 14.78*** 7737.21*** 
Y 5.1±0.45 3.2±0.45 1645.50*** 18.64*** 1123.57*** 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, Yield (t/ha); NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; E1, early 
sowing; E2, late sowing; G, genotype; E, environment; G×E, genotype into environment 
interaction; 
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
3.3.2.2 Analysis of 189 genotypes 2014 and 2016  
Genotypes common to 2014 and 2016 were pooled for analysis. Only those traits common to 
both years were retained for analysis.  These traits included days to anthesis, days to maturity, 
grain filling period, NDVI at anthesis, NDVI at milk stage, plant height, thousand grain 
weight, screenings and grain yield. Genotypes and environment main effects and G×E 
interactions for all traits were significant at P˂0.05 (Table 3.10). Genotype trait means were 
generally higher in E1 than E2. E1 was characterized by a longer crop cycle, longer days to 
anthesis and a longer grain filling period. NDVI at anthesis and milk stage was higher, plants 
were taller, grains were larger and heavier and yield was higher compared to E2.   
The emmer derived lines #472 (6.73 t/ha), #330 (5.77 t/ha) and #216 (5.73 t/ha) had greater 
grain yield in normal sowing whereas the emmer based progenies #460 (3.87 t/ha), #152 
(3.52 t/ha) and #429 (3.51 t/ha) had greater yield under heat stress compared to parents and 
commercial cultivars. Similarly higher thousand grain weight under normal conditions was 
observed in the emmer based progenies #396 (55.64 g), #398 (55.61 g) and #400 (54.72 g), 
and similar results were observed under heat stress i.e. #400 (43.46 g), #396 (43.03 g) and 
#398 (42.98 g). In heat stress, the emmer derivatives #397, #398 and #400 had the lowest 
screening percentages and longest grain filling periods. 
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Table 3.10; Means, Wald statistics and broad sense heritability (H) from the combined 
analysis of 2014 and 2016 
       Traits1           Mean±SE                                 Wald Statistics                 Heritability             
            E1          E2                  G                   E          G×E                H  
DTF 111±2.38 81±2.38 3905.26*** 155.48*** 563.22*** 0.75 
DTM 159±5.76 115±5.76 2692.92*** 56.68*** 413.27*** 0.83 
GFP 48±4.54 34±4.54 770.51*** 9.13** 524.96*** 0.34 
NDA 0.78±0.05 0.67±0.05 269.97*** 4.06* 232.32* 0.41 
NDM 0.57±0.17 0.47±0.17 738.11*** 9.31** 218.28*** 0.59 
PH 99±5.13 85±5.13 19.64*** 20.29*** 2.27*** 0.79 
TKW 47±3.17 36±3.17 4307.93*** 9.69** 387.60*** 0.77 
Scr 6.3±4.28 19.1±4.28 622.44*** 12.17*** 532.93*** 0.22 
Y 5.2±0.69 3.1±0.69 723.61*** 9.08** 360.87*** 0.38 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, Yield (t/ha); NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; E1, early 
sowing; E2, late sowing; G, genotype; E, environment; G×E, genotype into environment 
interaction; 
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
3.3.2.3 Analysis of 196 genotypes 2015 and 2016  
 A total of 196 genotypes common to 2015 and 2016 were assessed for various attributes. 
Traits recorded in both environments were analyzed and these included early and late ground 
cover, days to anthesis and maturity, grain filling period, chlorophyll content at anthesis and 
milk stage, NDVI at booting, anthesis, milk and dough stages, plant height, grain protein 
content, thousand kernel weight, test weight, screenings and grain yield. All genotype main 
effects were significant (P˂0.05) for all traits while some environment main effects and G×E 
interactions were non-significant (Table 3.11). Early and late ground cover, chlorophyll 
content at anthesis and milk stage, grain protein and test weight environment main effects 
were not significant, whereas G×E interactions for chlorophyll content at anthesis and milk 
stage, NDVI at booting, grain protein and test weigh were also non-significant. Trait values 
were generally higher in E1 than E2. 
Under normal sowing, the highest grain yield was observed in emmer derived lines #248 
(5.88 t/ha), #227 (5.81 t/ha) and #83 (5.78 t/ha), whereas under heat stress the highest 
yielding progenies were #248 (4.36 t/ha), #202 (4.31 t/ha) and #227 (4.30 t/ha) compared to 
parents and commercial checks. Under heat stress, the emmer based lines #58 (42.1 g), #55 
(41.6 g) and #85 (41.5 g) had greater TKW. The highest test weight was observed in emmer 
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based progenies #485 (83 kg/hL), #309 (82.9 kg/hL), and #311(82.9 kg/hL) under normal 
conditions and #309 (81.6 kg/hL), #305 (81.6 kg/hL) and #301 (81.5 kg/hL) under heat 
stress. Under normal conditions, higher protein content was observed in emmer based 
progeny #85 (14.7%), #58 (14.7%) and #243 (14.5%), in contrast entries #12 (15.3%), #212 
(15.1%) and #216 (15%) were higher under heat stress.       
Table 3.11; Means, Wald statistics and broad sense heritability (H) from the combined 
analysis of 2015 and 2016 across environments for various traits  
      Trait1 Mean±SE Wald Statistics  Heritability 
 E1 E2 G E G×E H 
GCE 0.28±0.04 0.23±0.04 623.97*** 2.27NS 329.57*** 0.45 
GCL 0.75±0.13 0.68±0.13 456.41*** 0.26NS 293.53*** 0.20 
DTF 112±2.34 82±2.34 3757.55*** 168.08*** 418.67*** 0.82 
DTM 162±3.2 117±3.2 2298.96*** 202.37*** 371.69*** 0.73 
GFP 50±2.79 36±2.79 799.99*** 27.20*** 312.34*** 0.54 
CCA 47±2.34 49±2.34 374.53*** 0.58NS 219.87NS 0.21 
CCM 43±1.98 41±1.98 581.78*** 1.21NS 154.88NS 0.46 
NDB 0.85±0.002 0.79±0.002 634.30*** 14.59*** 172.67NS 0.44 
NDA 0.81±0.02 0.75±0.02 469.60*** 16.75*** 227.89* 0.36 
NDM 0.74±0.05 0.60±0.05 619.98*** 8.01** 272.73*** 0.49 
NDD 0.54±0.07 0.35±0.07 1094.65*** 8.64** 296.23*** 0.69 
PH 101±5.22 86±5.22 4189.67*** 7.56** 477.58*** 0.82 
Pro 13.20±0.86 13.70±0.86 699.46*** 0.34NS 196.62NS 0.46 
TKW 46±4.54 35±4.54 2740.98*** 5.88* 470.07*** 0.74 
TW 81.3±1.5 79.3±1.5 1192.47*** 1.79NS 147.41NS 0.61 
Scr 3.2±2.67 9.1±2.67 372.35*** 4.92* 383.68*** 0.21 
Y 5.2±0.41 3.8±0.41 435.22*** 11.36*** 292.94*** 0.16 
1GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to 
maturity; GFP, grain filling period; CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll 
contents at milk; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; 
NDD, NDVI at dough; NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; PH, plant height (cm); 
TKW; thousand kernel weight (g); Pro, protein (%); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening 
(%); Y, yield (t/ha); E1, early sowing; E2, late sowing; G, genotype; E, environment; G×E, 
genotype into environment interaction;   
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001 respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
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3.3.2.4  Year-wise analysis of time-of-sowing environments for agro-physiological and 
quality trait comparisons. 
All the agro-physiological and quality traits examined each year in E1 and E2 were analyzed 
independently and details of the traits assessed, trait means and Wald statistics can be found 
in Appendix-I Tables 3, 4, and 5 for 2014, 2015 and 2016 respectively. 
3.3.3 Heritability estimates 
The broad sense heritability estimates of all traits measured in 2014 and 2016 and 2015 and 
2016 are given in Table 3.10 and 3.11 respectively. Heritabilities ranged from 0.83 for days to 
maturity recorded in 2014 and 2016 to 0.16 for grain yield in 2015 and 2016. In general, traits 
with high heritability included days to flowering, days to maturity, plant height and thousand 
kernel weight: these traits were less influenced by the environment. In contrast, traits such as 
canopy temperature, crop establishment, chlorophyll content and grain yield tended to have 
low heritability.  
3.3.4 Temperature effect on crop growth and productivity across years 
NDVI was recorded over time in both E1 and E2.  Similarly growing degree days (oC) for 
both environments were calculated using daily average temperature and a base temperature of 
6oC across experimental years. NDVI obtained over time and growing degree days (GDD) in 
both E1 and E2 were then used to assess crop growth in 2015 and 2016 (Figure 3.2). The 
greater heat intensity in 2015 (Figures 3.1) induced rapid senescence in E2 compared to E1 
(Figure 3.2a). A similar, though less severe response was observed in the cooler conditions of 
2016 (Figure 3.2b). It was observed that the higher temperatures of late sowing produced 
significant reductions in trait values in all individual years and when combined across years. 
During 2014 and 2015 temperature was high at grain filling compared to 2016, thus yield 
losses were higher in E2 in 2014 and 2015 (Table 3.8). Overall, 2016 had greater trait 
expression and produced greater average yield in E1 and E2 than 2014 and 2015 (Appendix-I 
Tables 3, 4, and 5).  
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Figure 3.2; The rate of change in average NDVI value over time (booting-dough stages of 
development) indicating crop greenness in both E1 and E2 in 2015 (a) and 2016 (b).     
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3.3.5 Associations among traits assessed across experimental years 
A correlation analysis was conducted to determine the relationships among traits in both E1 
and E2. The analysis was conducted on the combined data of all seasons (2014-2016), 2014 
and 2016 and 2015 and 2016. Tables of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients were 
constructed including levels of significance. Traits with higher values were then studied 
further using regression analysis and these are presented as figures.  
3.3.5.1 Associations among traits 2014-2016 
The correlations of all traits common to all three years are presented in Table 3.12. In E1, 
high yielding genotypes had longer crop cycles (r= 0.37), longer grain filling period (r=0.10), 
higher NDVI at anthesis (r=0.54) and milk stage (r=0.39) and were taller (r=0.23) with low 
screenings (r=-0.24). Simple correlations among key traits in E1 are presented in Figure 3.3.  
In E2, high-yielding genotypes flowered earlier (r=-0.12), had greater NDVI at anthesis 
(r=0.34), longer grain filling duration (r=0.22) and reduced screenings (r=-0.09). Early 
flowering (r=0.24) genotypes with longer grain filling periods (r=0.19) and greater plant 
height tended to have greater thousand kernel weight and lower screenings (r=-0.32). Simple 
correlations among important traits in E2 are shown in Figure 3.4. 
Trait correlations between E1 and E2 were positive and ranged from r=0.81 for thousand 
kernel weight to r=0.15 for yield (Table 3.13).      
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Table 3.12; Correlation coefficients of key traits in E1 and E2, 2014-2016 
Traits1 DTF DTM GFP NDA NDM PH Scr TKW 
 
DTM 
 
0.68*** -  
(E1) 
     
GFP -0.47*** 0.27*** -      NDA 0.26*** 0.47*** 0.19*** -     NDM 0.55*** 0.53*** -0.03NS 0.63*** -    PH 0.58*** 0.55*** -0.11* 0.45*** 0.57*** -   Scr -0.04NS -0.32*** -0.28*** -0.47*** -0.21*** -0.27*** -  TKW 0.08NS -0.02NS -0.16*** -0.01NS 0.02NS 0.27*** -0.22*** - 
Y 0.27*** 0.37*** 0.10* 0.54*** 0.39*** 0.23*** -0.24*** -0.03NS 
    (E2)     
DTM 0.66*** -       GFP -0.39*** 0.33*** -      NDA 0.40*** 0.39*** -0.03NS -     NDM 0.58*** 0.55*** 0.00NS 0.76*** -    PH 0.34*** 0.62*** 0.30*** 0.38*** 0.47*** -   Scr 0.33*** 0.28*** -0.02NS 0.10* 0.20*** -0.09* -  TKW -0.24*** -0.03NS 0.19*** -0.46*** -0.30*** 0.18*** -0.32*** - 
Y -0.12** -0.08NS 0.02NS 0.34*** 0.22*** -0.07NS -0.09* -0.27*** 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand 
kernel weight (g); Y, yield (t/ha); E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions;  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
 
Table 3.13; Correlation coefficients of key traits between E1 and E2, 2014-2016 
    Traits1 DTFE1 DTME1 GFPE1 NDAE1 NDME1 PHE1 ScrE1 TKWE1 YE1 
DTFE2 0.72***         DTME2  0.63
***        GFPE2   0.29
***       NDAE2    0.42
***      NDME2     0.50
***     PHE2      0.79
***    ScrE2       0.20
***   TKWE2        0.81
***  YE2         0.15
*** 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand 
kernel weight (g); Y, yield (t/ha); E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions;  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
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Figure 3.3; Regression of key traits across all experimental years (2014-2016) in E1. 
 
 
Figure 3.4; Regression of key traits across all experimental years (2014-2016) in E2. 
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3.3.5.2 Associations among traits 2014 and 2016 
Correlation coefficients among traits in E1 are presented in Table 3.14. High yielding 
genotypes had longer vegetative periods (r=0.29) and growth cycles (r=0.25), shorter grain 
filling periods (r=-0.15), higher NDVI at anthesis (r=0.40) and milk stage (r=0.28), fewer 
screenings (r=-0.20) and smaller grain weight (r=-0.24). Kernel weight was higher when 
plants were taller (r=0.14) and screening percentages were lower when the growth period was 
extended (r=-0.24), the grain filling period longer (r=-0.19), NDVI at anthesis was high (r=-
0.19) and plants were taller (r=-0.31). Simple correlations among important traits in E1 are 
displayed in Figure 3.5.   
In E2 yield was driven by earlier flowering (r=-0.24) and maturity (r=-0.27), greater NDVI at 
anthesis (r=0.16), reduced plant height (r=-0.21) and smaller grains (r=-0.31). Larger grains 
were associated with extended grain development period (r=0.17) and taller plants (r=0.28). 
Screenings were higher when anthesis was delayed (r=0.21), but lower in taller plants (r=-
0.29). The correlation among key traits between E1 and E2 is given in Table 3.15. These 
ranged from r=0.85 for kernel weight to r=0.08 for NDVI at anthesis. Simple relationships 
among some key traits in E2 are presented in Figure 3.6. 
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Table 3.14; Correlation coefficients of key traits in E1 and E2, 2014 and 2016 combined 
Traits1 DTF DTM GFP NDA NDM PH Scr TKW 
 
DTM 
 
0.76*** -  
(E1) 
     
GFP -0.64*** 0.01NS -      NDA 0.18* 0.25*** 0.01NS -     NDM 0.69*** 0.75*** -0.17* 0.39*** -    PH 0.65*** 0.66*** -0.22** 0.19** 0.74*** -   Scr -0.06NS -0.24*** -0.19* -0.19** -0.35*** -0.31*** -  TKW -0.13NS -0.24*** -0.08NS -0.07NS -0.05NS 0.14* 0.37*** - 
Y 0.29*** 0.25*** -0.15* 0.40*** 0.28*** 0.10NS -0.20** -0.24*** 
    (E2)     
DTM 0.78*** -       GFP -0.38*** 0.29*** -      NDA 0.46*** 0.41*** -0.11NS -     NDM 0.65*** 0.63*** -0.06NS 0.69*** -    PH 0.43*** 0.62*** 0.27*** 0.18* 0.31*** -   Scr 0.21** 0.19** -0.05NS 0.30*** 0.15* -0.29*** -  TKW -0.25*** -0.15* 0.17* -0.45*** -0.33*** 0.28*** -0.82*** - 
Y -0.24*** -0.27*** -0.02NS 0.16* -0.02NS -0.21** 0.19** -0.31*** 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha);  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
 
Table 3.15; Correlation coefficients of key traits between E1 and E2, 2014 and 2016 
combined 
Traits1 DTFE2 DTME2 GFPE2 NDAE2 NDME2 PHE2 ScrE2 TKWE2 YE2 
DTFE1 0.84*** 
        DTME1 
 
0.75*** 
       GFPE1 
  
0.20** 
      NDAE1 
   
0.08 NS 
     NDME1 
    
0.55*** 
    PHE1 
     
0.74*** 
   ScrE1 
      
0.11NS 
  TKWE1 
       
0.85*** 
 YE1 
        
0.37*** 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha);  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
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Figure 3.5; Regression of key traits across 2014 and 2016 in E1. 
 
 
Figure 3.6; Regression of key traits across 2014 and 2016 in E2. 
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3.3.5.3 Associations among traits 2015 and 2016 
The correlation matrix of traits common to 2015 and 2016 is presented in Table 3.16. In E1,  
high yielding genotypes had higher chlorophyll content at anthesis (r=0.16) and milk stage 
(r=0.27), longer days to anthesis (r=0.27), longer growth cycles, (r=0.35), longer grain 
fillings periods (r=0.16), higher NDVI at booting (r=0.52), anthesis (r=0.51), milk (r=0.64) 
and dough stage (r=0.59), greater height (r=0.25), larger thousand kernel weight (r=0.25) and 
lower screenings (r=-0.17). Higher grain protein was produced by earlier flowering genotypes 
(r=-0.21) with higher chlorophyll content at anthesis (r=0.17), longer grain filling periods 
(r=0.31) and greater NDVI at booting (r=0.45), anthesis (r=0.20) and milk stages (r=0.22).  
Protein content was also strongly negatively associated with screenings (r=-0.46). Simple 
correlations of important traits under E1 are portrayed in Figure 3.7. 
In E2, higher yield was associated with greenness at milk stage (r=0.17), longer growth 
period (r=0.22), rapid  ground cover (r=0.33), longer grain development periods (r=0.18), 
higher NDVI at booting (r=0.49), anthesis (r=0.52), milk s (r=0.54) and dough stage (r=0.29), 
taller plants (r=0.28), higher test weights (r=0.24) and reduced screenings (r=-0.18). Greater 
yield was inversely associated with protein content (r=-0.21). Grain weight was higher when 
chlorophyll contents were higher at anthesis (r=0.53) and milk stage (r=0.16). Test weight 
was negatively associated with thousand kernel weight (r=-0.41). Simple associations among 
key traits in E2 are given in Figure 3.8.   
The relationship of key traits between E1 and E2 is given in Table 3.17. Days to flowering 
(r=0.83) was highly correlated whereas screening perncentage showed the least relationship 
(r=-0.02).   
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Figure 3.7; Regression of key traits across 2015 and 2016 in E1. 
 
 
Figure 3.8; Regression of key traits across 2015 and 2016 in E2. 
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Table 3.16; Correlation coefficients of key traits in E1 and E2, 2015 and 2016 combined 
Traits1 CCA CCM DTF DTM GCE GCL GFP NDA NDB NDD NDM PH Pro Scr TKW TW 
 
CCM 
 
0.16* 
     (E1) 
 
         
DTF 0.11NS 0.74*** -              
DTM 0.07NS 0.68*** 0.70*** -             
GCE -0.13NS 0.08 0.13NS 0.15* -            
GCL -0.05NS 0.15* 0.20** 0.32*** 0.28*** -           
GFP -0.05NS -0.16* -0.49*** 0.28*** 0.02NS 0.12NS -          
NDA 0.08NS 0.25*** 0.22** 0.35*** 0.05NS 0.23*** 0.13NS -         
NDB 0.01NS 0.25*** 0.20** 0.55*** 0.18* 0.26*** 0.39*** 0.60*** -        
NDD 0.20** 0.64*** 0.67*** 0.80*** 0.15* 0.20** 0.08NS 0.49*** 0.60*** -       
NDM 0.12NS 0.39*** 0.42*** 0.55*** 0.19** 0.19** 0.11NS 0.59*** 0.68*** 0.83*** -      
PH 0.15* 0.70*** 0.75*** 0.68*** 0.12NS 0.30*** -0.18* 0.30*** 0.33*** 0.67*** 0.49*** -     
Pro 0.17* -0.05NS -0.21** 0.03NS -0.09NS -0.01NS 0.31*** 0.21** 0.45*** 0.09NS 0.22** 0.02NS -    
Scr -0.02NS 0.02NS 0.14* -0.15* -0.04NS -0.24*** -0.36*** -0.36*** -0.53*** -0.13NS -0.21** -0.13NS -0.46*** -   
TKW 0.27*** 0.16* 0.08 -0.21** -0.20** -0.18* -0.37*** -0.03NS -0.23*** 0.04NS 0.02NS 0.21** -0.04NS 0.08NS -  
TW -0.38*** -0.27*** -0.30*** -0.16* 0.17* 0.10NS 0.21** -0.03NS 0.00NS -0.24*** -0.10NS -0.41*** -0.31*** -0.13NS -0.32*** - 
Y 0.16* 0.27*** 0.20** 0.35*** 0.11NS 0.09NS 0.16* 0.51*** 0.52*** 0.59*** 0.64*** 0.25*** 0.13NS -0.17* 0.25*** -0.07NS 
(E2) 
CCM 0.18* - 
              DTF 0.00NS 0.69*** - 
             DTM -0.01NS 0.74*** 0.75*** - 
            GCE -0.28*** 0.15* 0.19** 0.27*** - 
           GCL -0.32*** -0.03NS -0.06NS 0.07NS 0.63*** - 
          GFP -0.02NS -0.01NS -0.45*** 0.25*** 0.09NS 0.18* - 
         NDA -0.16* 0.28*** 0.41*** 0.54*** 0.38*** 0.29*** 0.12NS - 
        NDB -0.20*** 0.06NS 0.15* 0.31*** 0.39*** 0.40*** 0.20** 0.84*** - 
       NDD 0.01NS 0.74*** 0.75*** 0.89*** 0.26*** 0.04NS 0.10NS 0.60*** 0.37*** - 
      NDM -0.05NS 0.54*** 0.58*** 0.65*** 0.31*** 0.12NS 0.03NS 0.72*** 0.47*** 0.80*** - 
     PH -0.03NS 0.47*** 0.41*** 0.65*** 0.23*** 0.08NS 0.28*** 0.59*** 0.51*** 0.71*** 0.56*** - 
    Pro 0.15* -0.59*** -0.59*** -0.54*** -0.30*** -0.13NS 0.13NS -0.17* 0.01NS -0.49*** -0.44*** -0.19** - 
   Scr -0.51*** -0.22** 0.00NS 0.01NS 0.27*** 0.29*** 0.01NS 0.14* 0.19** -0.13NS -0.14* -0.13NS -0.17* - 
  TKW 0.53*** 0.16* -0.10NS -0.05NS -0.39*** -0.43*** 0.08NS -0.26*** -0.30*** 0.05NS -0.08NS 0.15* 0.30*** -0.80*** - 
 TW -0.28*** -0.17* -0.24*** -0.11NS 0.27*** 0.41*** 0.21** -0.03NS 0.03NS -0.20** -0.09NS -0.39*** -0.23*** 0.35*** -0.41*** - 
Y -0.02NS 0.17* 0.08NS 0.22** 0.30*** 0.33*** 0.18* 0.52*** 0.49*** 0.29*** 0.54*** 0.28*** -0.21** -0.18* 0.01NS 0.24*** 
1GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; CCM, 
chlorophyll contents at milk; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; NDD, NDVI at dough; PH, plant height (cm); TKW; thousand kernel 
weight (g); Pro, protein (%); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha);  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant  
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Table 3.17; Correlation coefficients of key traits between E1 and E2, 2015 and 2016 combined 
Traits1 CCA CCM DTF DTM GCE GCL GFP NDA NDB NDD NDM PH Pro Scr TKW TW Y 
CCA 0.27*** 
                CCM 
 
0.61*** 
               DTF 
  
0.0.83*** 
              DTM 
   
0.74*** 
             GCE 
    
0.31** 
            GCL 
     
0.27*** 
           GFP 
      
0.46*** 
          NDA 
       
0.35*** 
         NDB 
        
0.57*** 
        NDD 
         
0.69*** 
       NDM 
          
0.44*** 
      PH 
           
0.80*** 
     Pro 
            
0.56*** 
    Scr 
             
-0.02NS 
   TKW 
              
0.70*** 
  TW 
               
0.79*** 
 Y 
                
0.20** 
1GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; CCA, chlorophyll 
contents at anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; NDD, NDVI at 
dough; PH, plant height (cm); TKW; thousand kernel weight (g); Pro, protein (%); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha);  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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3.3.5.4 Individual year associations among traits; 2014, 2015 and 2016 
The correlation matrixes for 2014, 2015 and 2016 are presented in Appendix-I, Tables 6-11. The 
results are not discussed here as the trends are similar to the trait relationships of the combined 
means across years.  
3.3.6 Multiple regression analysis 
To investigate the relationships among groups of traits on key productivity traits such as yield, 
kernel weight, screenings and grain protein a multiple regression analysis was conducted. The 
analyses of 2014-2016, 2014 and 2106 and 2015 and 2016 are given below. The individual year 
analyses can be found in Appendix-I in Tables 12, 13 and 14.         
3.3.6.1 Multiple regressions of common traits: 2014-2016 
A summary of the traits combined for analysis is given in Table 3.18. Yield and TKW were used 
as the dependent variable for multiple regression analysis. In E1, days to anthesis, grain filling 
period, NDVI at anthesis and plant height explained 32.7% of the variation in grain yield. 
However, in E2 24.3% of the variation in grain yield was explained by days to anthesis, NDVI at 
anthesis, NDVI at milk stage, plant height, screenings and thousand kernel weight. Multiple 
traits also contributed to variation in TKW in both environments. However, up to 42% of the 
variation in kernel weight in E2 was explained by anthesis and maturity dates, grain filling 
period, NDVI, plant height, screenings and yield.  
Table 3.18; Multiple regression analysis of 2014-2016 using thousand kernel weight and grain 
yield as the response (dependent) variables. 
      Traits1                                        Yield                                                     TKW 
 (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
1 DTF DTF DTF DTF 
2 GFP NDA GFP DTM 
3 NDA NDM NDM GFP 
4 PH PH PH NDA 
5  Scr Scr NDM 
6  TKW  PH 
7    Scr 
8    Y 
Variance (%) 32.7 24.3 19.2 42.2 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel 
weight (g); Y, yield (t/ha); E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions; 
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3.3.6.2 Multiple regression of common traits: 2014 and 2016 
A detail summary of multiple regression analysis for the combined 2014 and 2016 seasons is 
given in Table 3.19. The variables that best explained the variation in grain yield were the same 
in both E1 and E2. Anthesis and maturity dates, grain filling period, NDVI, plant height, 
screenings and thousand kernel weights, explained 24.7% and 23.4% of the variation in E1 and 
E2 yield, respectively. Similarly, 76.1% of the variation in TKW under E2 was explained by 
phenology, NDVI, screenings and yield.   
Table 3.19; Multiple regression analysis 2014 and 2016 using thousand kernel weight and grain 
yield as the response (dependent) variables. 
Explanatory variables1 TKW Yield 
 (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
1 PH DTF DTF DTF 
2 NDM DTM DTM DTM 
3 Scr GFP GFP GFP 
4  NDA NDA NDA 
5  NDM NDM NDM 
6  Scr PH PH 
7  Y Scr Scr 
8   TKW TKW 
Variance (%) 22.1 76.1 24.7 23.4 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions; 
3.3.6.3 Multiple regression of common traits: 2015 and 2016 
Grain yield was influenced by multiple traits in E1 and E2 with 57% and 58% of the variation 
explained by these traits, respectively (Table 3.20). NDVI and thousand kernel weight were 
important in both environments and ground cover, grain protein, screenings and test weight were 
important in E2. A range of traits contributed to the other commercially important traits: test 
weight, grain protein content and thousand kernel weight. The proportion of the variance 
explained in these traits ranged from 79% for thousand kernel weight in E2 to 33% for the same 
trait in E1.  
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Table 3.20; Multiple regression analysis of 2015 and 2016 using protein content, thousand kernel 
weight, test weight and grain yield as the response (dependent) variables. 
Traits1 Test weight  Protein  Yield  TKW  
 (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
1 CCA GCL CCM CCM NDA GCL GCE CCA 
2 NDM PH NDB NDB NDB NDB NDB CCM 
3 PH Pro NDM PH NDD NDD PH DTF 
4 Pro Y Scr TKW NDM NDM Y DTM 
5 Scr  TW TW PH Pro  GCL 
6    Y TKW Scr  GFP 
7      TKW  NDB 
8      TW  NDD 
10        NDM 
11        PH 
12        Pro 
13        Scr 
14        Y 
Variance 
(%) 46.5 43.8 42.7 59.6 56.6 58.3 32.5 78.6 
1GCL, ground cover late; GCE, ground cover early; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to 
maturity; GFP, grain filling period; CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll 
contents at milk; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDM, NDVI at milk; NDD, 
NDVI at dough; PH, plant height (cm); TKW; thousand kernel weight (g); Pro, protein (%); TW, 
test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late 
sown conditions;  
3.3.7 Estimation of yield stability using GGE Biplot analysis 
Genotype and genotype-by-environment interaction (GGE) biplot analysis was used to assess the 
impacts of environments on genotypes. The 2014 and 2016 and 2015 and 2016 combined means 
were plotted to estimate genotypic stability across E1 and E2. The yield in each year and 
environment is presented in Appendix-I, Table 2. The biplot analysis explained 100% of the total 
variation in grain yield for E1 and E2 (Figures 3.9 and 3.10) in both data sets. Clearly, both 
environments were different and genotype responses varied for grain yield.  
Figure 3.9 shows the genotype stability in both environments in 2014 and 2016. The center of 
the concentric circle represents the ideal genotype. Genotype #475 lies near the centre of the 
concentric circle and is referred to as the ideal genotype. Similarly, genotypes #544, #545 and 
#474 showed poor average performance and produced the lowest average grain yield. The 
genotype #417 performed poorly in E1 but was above average for yield in E2. The distance 
between two genotypes determines their dissimilarity; genotypes #475 and #545 are therefore 
very different whereas #475 and #330, being much closer, are considered more similar in 
performance.  The distance of a genotype from the origin provides an estimation of the genotype 
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contribution to G and/or G×E. Thus genotype #475, with a long vector, explained more of the 
variation in G and G×E than #474 which was located closer to the origin. The angle between two 
genotypes is an estimation of their similarity with respect to environment. Genotypes #544 and 
#545 were separated by an acute angle and therefore had a similar response to the same 
environment. Conversely, genotypes #417 and #546 showed little relationship. Figure 3.10 
shows the GGE biplot constructed for 2015 and 2016. The highest yielding and most stable 
genotypes were emmer derived lines #227 and #248 as they had the smallest distance from AEC 
(average environment coordinate). Genotypes #227 and #248 (black circled) were quite similar 
whereas #474 was consistently poorer. Similarly, the angle of Suntop, a check cultivar (circled 
black) shows yield superiority under E1 compared to E2. The most unstable genotype was 
emmer derived line #196 (black circled) and this reflected its good performance in E1 and poor 
performance in E2. On the basis of yield stability, two sets of five contrasting pairs (10) of 
genotypes, each from the combined data sets of 2014 and 2016 and 2015 and 2016 were 
selected. These sets comprised five genotypes with high yield in both environments (E1 and E2) 
and five genotypes with high yield in E1 but poor yield in E2. The contrasting genotype 
performance data is presented in Tables 3.21 and 3.22 for 2014 and 2016 and 2015 and 2016 
respectively and includes the check cultivar Suntop. Genotypes varied significantly (P˂0.05) for 
grain yield, thousand kernel weight, days to anthesis and maturity, grain filling period, early 
ground cover, protein content, screenings, test weight, plant height and NDVI at grain filling 
(milk)  in both E1 and E2.   
3.3.8 Heat susceptibility index (HSI) 
A heat susceptibility index (HSI) was calculated for two sets of five contrasting pairs of 
genotypes plus the check cultivar Suntop (Figure 3.13). Low HSI values were observed for 
stable genotypes and high indices for unstable lines.  HSI ranged from 0.69 (emmer derived line 
#60) to 1.47 (emmer derived line #366) in the 2014 and 2016 combined data.  Based on the 2015 
and 2016 combined data, HSI ranged from 0.71 (emmer derived line #186) to 1.88 (emmer 
derived line #196). The check cultivar Suntop produced relatively high HSI values of 1.26 and 
1.38 for 2014 and 2016 and 2015 and 2016, respectively (Figure 3.13). The HSI varied from 
0.85 to 2.23 when all three years of data were combined (2014-2016).   
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Figure 3.9; Comparison of genotypes based on mean performance and stability based on 
environments for 2014 and 2016.  
 
Figure 3.10; Comparison of genotypes based on mean performance and stability based on 
environments for 2015 and 2016.   
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Table 3.21; Means of selected genotypes (emmer derivatives) in relation to Berkut (#475 marked bold, heat tolerant) and Suntop (commercial 
check) and associated Wald Statistics; 2014 and 2016 combined. The entries in the table above Suntop ranked as putative heat tolerant and below 
as heat susceptible.  
1Traits 
Yield 
(t/ha) 
TKW 
(g) 
DTF 
(days) 
DTM 
(days) 
GFP 
(days) 
Scr 
(%) 
NDA 
(-) 
NDM 
(-) 
PH 
(cm) 
 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
Genotypes (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
#460 5.5 3.9 45 38 105 78 154 113 49 35 5.5 14.8 0.77 0.68 0.52 0.47 89 79 
#467 5.4 3.5 44 35 104 78 155 110 51 32 4.5 15.4 0.82 0.68 0.53 0.44 90 76 
#475 5.6 3.4 49 38 111 81 160 117 50 36 5.0 14.7 0.77 0.67 0.56 0.48 105 93 
#416 5.7 3.4 44 31 111 80 160 115 49 35 6.4 22.9 0.77 0.69 0.58 0.46 99 87 
#420 5.4 3.4 45 33 112 80 160 115 48 34 6.7 21.5 0.82 0.67 0.59 0.47 102 86 
Suntop 5.5 3.2 41 34 114 83 163 117 49 35 7.5 22.9 0.77 0.65 0.59 0.50 98 88 
#370 5.3 2.7 51 39 112 82 157 116 45 35 6.9 13.9 0.79 0.67 0.59 0.42 101 90 
#381 5.3 2.7 51 38 108 84 161 118 53 34 5.2 15.8 0.81 0.67 0.60 0.46 103 86 
#388 5.4 2.7 50 40 113 82 161 117 48 35 6.4 15.8 0.80 0.64 0.62 0.48 104 90 
#366 5.5 2.7 50 38 113 83 161 116 48 33 7.2 15.5 0.73 0.67 0.58 0.44 99 88 
#326 5.5 2.8 41 32 115 86 162 117 47 31 4.4 20.1 0.81 0.67 0.63 0.52 105 82 
Grand mean 5.5 3.1 46 36 111 82 159 116 49 34 6.0 17.6 0.79 0.67 0.58 0.47 100 86 
SED 
G 
E 
G×E 
0.16 
40.93*** 
12.13* 
28.03** 
1.00 
201.42*** 
5.97* 
24.66** 
1.7 
52.06*** 
131.57*** 
10.15NS 
0.83 
174.36*** 
56.69*** 
20.1* 
1.95 
7.66NS 
9.36* 
7.38NS 
1.6 
31.59** 
6.52* 
22.40* 
0.02 
9.53NS 
4.82NS 
8.83NS 
0.03 
23.57* 
0.44NS 
9.26NS 
1.65 
182.88*** 
5.83* 
28.82** 
LSD (5%) 0.31 2.02 3.47 1.7 3.93 2.17 0.05 0.05 3.01 
1DTM, days to maturity; DTF, days to flowering; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height 
(cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Yield, (t/ha); G, genotype; E, environment; E1, normal conditions; E2, Stressed 
conditions;  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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Table 3.22; Means of selected genotypes including emmer derivatives in relation to Berkut (#475 marked bold, heat tolerant) and Suntop 
(commercial check) and associated Wald Statistics; 2015 and 2016 combined. The entries in the table above Suntop ranked as putative heat 
tolerant and below as heat susceptible. 
1Traits 
Yield 
(t/ha) 
TKW 
(g) 
DTF 
(days) 
GFP 
(days) 
PH 
(cm) 
Scr 
(%) 
NDM 
(-) 
Pro 
(%) 
GCE 
(-) 
TW 
(kg/hL) 
 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
Genotypes (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
#248 5.9 4.4 49 35 114 86 49 35 105 87 3.1 6.8 0.77 0.68 13.3 13.6 0.29 0.23 80.9 78.2 
#227 5.8 4.3 51 39 112 82 51 38 107 87 3.0 5.0 0.76 0.66 13.5 13.1 0.29 0.25 80.5 78.6 
#475  5.8 4.2 50 40 113 81 52 39 106 98 2.1 6.6 0.73 0.65 12.8 13.2 0.27 0.25 82.0 81.1 
#186 5.6 4.2 49 38 113 82 48 37 105 86 3.0 7.5 0.75 0.60 12.6 13.4 0.27 0.26 80.6 78.6 
#250 5.6 4.1 49 37 112 82 50 36 105 88 3.5 6.5 0.76 0.62 13.7 13.8 0.27 0.23 80.5 78.9 
Suntop 5.8 3.8 40 34 115 83 51 37 98 93 5.5 12.8 0.76 0.65 12.2 12.5 0.25 0.17 82.2 80.3 
#196 5.7 3.0 52 35 113 81 48 35 106 85 3.4 7.6 0.75 0.54 12.9 13.8 0.28 0.22 81.0 78.0 
#55 5.6 3.4 52 42 111 80 52 39 104 97 2.4 6.2 0.75 0.58 13.8 14.6 0.27 0.21 79.3 76.6 
#81 5.3 3.4 48 38 114 81 50 38 108 95 3.0 8.8 0.75 0.57 14.3 14.4 0.22 0.17 79.3 77.3 
#59 5.7 3.5 50 40 116 85 49 34 106 98 2.9 7.6 0.75 0.62 13.5 13.8 0.28 0.22 78.4 75.3 
#224 5.5 3.5 51 36 116 85 48 33 107 88 4.2 7.7 0.77 0.59 13.5 14.5 0.27 0.23 80.9 77.4 
Grand 
mean 5.7 3.8 49 38 114 83 50 36 105 91 3.3 7.5 0.75 0.61 13.28 13.70 0.27 0.22 80.5 78.2 
SED 
G 
E 
G×E 
0.17 
52.69*** 
23.08** 
37.10*** 
1.14 
98.24*** 
5.86* 
33.98*** 
2.5 
104.33*** 
199.67*** 
15.06NS 
0.85 
75.29*** 
14.27** 
9.10NS 
1.54 
65.98*** 
6.50* 
75.23*** 
1.01 
37.54** 
6.52* 
9.64NS 
0.03 
19.83* 
5.80* 
15.47 NS 
0.31 
77.31*** 
0.26 NS 
9.98NS 
0.02 
30.68** 
2.05NS 
8.97NS 
0.62 
94.19*** 
2.28NS 
7.58NS 
LSD (5%) 0.34 2.32 1.42 1.7 2.75 2.01 0.05 0.6 0.04 1.25 
1DTF, days to flowering; GCE, ground cover early; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); Pro, Protein (%); Scr, screening (%): TKW, 
thousand kernel weight (g); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Yield (t/ha), G, genotype; E, environment; E1, normal conditions; E2, Stressed conditions;  
*, **, *** indicates significance at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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Figure 3.11; Comparison of five contrasting pairs of genotypes and Suntop identified in Figure 
3.9 for a) grain yield (t/ha); b) thousand kernel weight (g); c) days to flowering; d) screenings 
(%); Left side of Suntop represent putative tolerant and right side heat susceptible genotypes. 
Different letters identify significance at P˂0.05 
 
Figure 3.12; Comparison of five contrasting pairs of genotypes and Suntop identified in Figure 
3.10 for a) grain yield (t/ha); b) thousand kernel weight (g); c) Days to flowering; d) protein 
contents (%); Left side of Suntop represents putative tolerant and right side susceptible 
genotypes. Different letters identify significance at P˂0.05 
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Figure 3.13; The heat susceptibility index (HSI) for grain yield of five pairs of contrasting 
genotypes and Suntop based on 2014 and 2016 (left side) and 2015 and 2016 (right side) 
combined data.  
 
Figure 3.14; The heat intensity index (HII) for grain yield in 2014, 2015 and 2016. The 
associated yield data is found in Appendix-I, Table 2.   
 
Figure 3.15; Yield of newly developed germplasm (emmer derived lines) in 2014 and 2016 and 
2015 and 2016 for both environments in relation to Suntop. 
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 Discussion 3.4
North-western NSW is considered an important wheat producing region and is frequently 
impacted by short periods of high-temperature from flowering onwards (Devasirvatham et al., 
2016). In this study early and late sowing was used to generate contrasting temperatures, with 
higher temperatures generally experienced from reproductive development through 
physiological maturity in the second date of sowing.  If agronomic and management practices in 
dates of sowing experiments are controlled then differences in grain production between these 
contrasting environments can largely be attributed to high temperature stress (Mondal et al., 
2013). Late sowing increases the frequency of heat stress during the crop reproductive phase and 
irrigation reduces the confounding effects of drought (Rebetzke et al., 2013a). In the current 
study, heat stress altered the physiological, phenological and agronomical performance of 
genotypes to varying degrees and ultimately, the quality of the grain. Many of the emmer 
derived genotypes showed stability for various traits across the environments. 
3.4.1 Physiological traits 
Understanding the expression of physiological traits and their interaction with the changing 
environment provides a foundation for the development of heat tolerant material (Reynolds et 
al., 2007b). However large seasonal variations do impede the identification of physiological 
traits that contribute to wide adaptation (Wilson et al., 2015a). Hence, managed field-based 
screening, where moisture, sowing dates and fertility are controlled year-to-year can provide 
relatively accurate estimates of trait values and genotype responses to stress.  
Under hot environments genotypes with early ground cover have an advantage as they  have 
higher light interception and radiation use efficiency; important traits to enhance yield under 
high temperature (Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007; Reynolds et al., 2007b; Cossani and 
Reynolds, 2012). A genotype-by-environment interaction for ground cover was observed in the 
current study indicating that some genotypes were able to maintain high rates of ground cover 
under warmer conditions. Those genotypes with rapid establishment patterns were able to 
maintain faster growth rates throughout the crop growth period (as assessed by NDVI), had 
higher chlorophyll content, were later flowering and maturing and were generally taller with 
larger seed and higher yield (Appendixes-I, Table 8 and 10). These results support the 
conclusions of Ludwig and Asseng (2010), who found that early ground was linked to higher 
yield under high temperature conditions. The observed link between rapid ground cover and 
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NDVI also supports the hypothesis of Pinto et al. (2010) and the conclusion of Blum (2009) that 
water is conserved until such time as it is needed for crop growth. Rapid ground cover is 
associated with enhanced water use in the vegetative period and greater water extraction for 
transpiration during the reproductive stages (Bertholdsson, 2011). While genotypes with rapid 
ground cover were significantly associated with grain yield in the current study, the association 
was not consistent across years and environment did influence the response. Botwright et al. 
(2002) found that the yield advantage attributable to rapid establishment was more pronounced 
in wetter conditions than under stress. However, the current study indicated that the impacts of 
ground cover are likely to be greater under heat stress than under optimal temperature 
conditions. This does not preclude breeding for rapid ground cover for more optimal conditions 
as a link between this trait and high yield under well-watered conditions was observed 
previously at Narrabri (Wilson et al., 2015a; Rebetzke et al., 2013a). Similarly, some of the 
promising emmer derived lines such as #227 and #186, had early establishment characteristics 
particularly under heat stress.  Moderate to low broad sense heritability was estimated for ground 
cover in the current study which was consistent with other studies (Lopes et al., 2012).  
In the current study NDVI increased with plant growth and attained its highest value at 
booting/anthesis and declined afterwards. NDVI was also impacted by genotype, environment, 
genotype-by-environment interaction and crop growth stage. NDVI was generally lower in heat 
stress than optimum conditions, particularly after anthesis indicating faster rates of crop 
senescence. The strong positive correlation between NDVI and chlorophyll content, crop growth 
period, plant stature, kernel size and grain yield in high temperature supports the findings of 
Lopes and Reynolds (2012) and Pinto et al. (2017). It can be presumed that the association of 
high yield with greater NDVI is a function of better photosynthesis, higher light interception, 
improved radiation use efficiency and stay-green (Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; Pinto et al., 2016; 
Lake and Sadras, 2016). This is supported by the current study where NDVI is linked to higher 
chlorophyll content and the stay-green trait which is linked to better light interception and 
photosynthetic capacity late in the growth cycle (Kumar et al., 2013; Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; 
Pinto et al., 2017). Similarly the observed association of NDVI with taller genotypes under heat 
stress is an unsupported assumption in this study and suggests that more assimilates are stored in 
the stem for grain development (Reynolds et al., 2007b; Blum, 1998; Zhang et al., 2014; 
Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016a; Cossani and Reynolds, 2012; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015). On 
the other end of the trait spectrum, those genotypes with low NDVI produced more screenings 
and generally produced smaller grain weights under heat stress. Under heat stress conditions 
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selected emmer derived lines #460, #467 and #416 produced greater NDVI at anthesis and milk 
stage, indicating the positive impact of new emmer derived diversity. Similar findings have been 
reported by Ma'arup (2016), where emmer derived lines produced higher NDVI and chlorophyll 
content under drought stress. NDVI is a rapid phenotyping method that can be used for the 
indirect selection of  heat tolerance in wheat, although the associations in the current study 
require further testing (Kumar et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2010). The observed moderate to low 
heritability of NDVI was similar to other studies (Pinto et al., 2010; Pinto et al., 2016). 
Nevertheless, the heritability is slightly higher than that for yield and QTLs for NDVI have been 
identified in the Narrabri environment by Trethowan et al. (2012).  
Chlorophyll content can be used to estimate plant photosynthetic ability (Ristic et al., 2007; 
Reynolds et al., 2007b; Mishra et al., 2017; Cossani and Reynolds, 2012). In the current study, 
the reduction of chlorophyll under heat stress through the grain filling period is a function of 
increased senescence rates under temperature stress. It has been shown that higher temperature 
diminishes chlorophyll content and photosynthetic efficiency and hence yield (Prasad and 
Djanaguiraman, 2014; Sharma et al., 2015; Barutçular et al., 2016). The high average 
chlorophyll content observed at anthesis under heat stress suggests that this trait is not impacted 
significantly in the vegetative phase.  However, the impact was greater in the grain filling period 
and similar to NDVI, indicating possible stay-green in more heat tolerant materials. Genotypes 
higher in chlorophyll content also tended to have cooler canopies and higher yield in both 
environments. These genotypes probably had higher transpiration rates that better managed 
evaporative demand and better light interception and radiation use efficiency (Reynolds et al., 
2007b; Kumari et al., 2007). The association between high chlorophyll content and improved 
photosynthetic capacity and higher yield under stress was also recorded by others (Blum, 1998; 
Zhang et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2016; Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016a; Pinto et al., 2017). The 
current study shows that selection for high chlorophyll content at the reproductive and late grain 
filling stages can result in more heat tolerant wheat materials. Some emmer derived lines such as 
#480, #248 and #227 outclassed parents and commercial cultivars and had greater chlorophyll 
content under heat stress. Others also found chlorophyll content to be a useful indirect selection 
criterion for heat tolerance (Ristic et al., 2007; Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; Fu et al., 2015), 
however these data would be difficult to capture in large field trials. The moderate to low 
heritability of chlorophyll in the current study was noticeably lower than that found by other 
authors (Pinto et al., 2010; Lopes et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2016) and is a function of the number 
of measurements taken, environments used, and level of G×E. 
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A lower canopy temperature has been linked to improved yield under heat stress (Reynolds et 
al., 2007b; Pinto and Reynolds, 2015; Deery et al., 2016). Presumably genotypes with cooler 
canopies have the ability to extract more soil water (Reynolds et al., 2005; Reynolds et al., 
2007b; Reynolds et al., 2007a). Lower canopy temperature has been previously linked to higher 
transpiration rates and therefore improved carbon capture and allocation efficiency and 
ultimately higher yields (Pinto et al., 2010; Lopes et al., 2012; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015). In 
the current study significant differences were observed between environments and among 
genotypes for canopy temperature. Canopy temperature was also observed to increase with post-
anthesis plant development and senescence as observed by others (Kumari et al., 2007; Pinto et 
al., 2017). The significant genotype-by-environment interaction for canopy temperature also 
suggests that this trait can be improved by breeding. These differences among genotypes in 
canopy temperature probably indicates genetic variation in stomatal conductance under heat 
stress (Reynolds et al., 2007b) and root depth; a possibility especially in Narrabri soils. The 
observed reduced canopy temperature in certain genotypes under heat stress  also supports 
earlier work on the importance of canopy temperature depression in wheat  (Reynolds et al., 
2007b; Pinto et al., 2017). Canopy temperature can be used as an indirect selection criterion for 
yield under certain environmental conditions. The range of canopy temperatures observed in this 
large data set of genetically diverse materials shows that the trait can be genetically improved. 
However, the observed heritability was low and this reflects the difficulty of making accurate 
measurements with hand held equipment. The instrument used, humidity, variation in air 
temperature at the time of data recording and stomatal sensitivity to changing environments all 
impact the accuracy of assessments (Deery et al., 2016). Low to moderate heritability for canopy 
temperature has also been reported in earlier studies that used handheld thermometers (Rebetzke 
et al., 2013b; Pinto et al., 2010; Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; Lopes et al., 2012; Deery et al., 
2016).     
3.4.2 Phenological traits 
Crop phenology to a large extent determines yield in most environments. Phenology does have a 
strong genetic control but is also greatly influenced by the environment. For example, days to 
anthesis varied significantly between E1 and E2, whereas the relative rank of the materials in 
both environments was similar. Similar trends have been observed in other studies where heat 
stress reduced the crop growth cycle (Mondal et al., 2013; Mason et al., 2010; Tewolde et al., 
2006; Jones et al., 2017). In the current study, days to anthesis was strongly positively correlated 
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with yield under normal conditions indicating that late flowering genotypes utilized the full 
season and maximized carbon capture (Zhang et al., 2014; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015). Longer 
grain filling period similarly led to higher grain weights and higher yield as observed by Kumari 
et al. (2007). Earliness was also inversely related to grain-filling period which was similar to the 
findings of  Cossani and Reynolds (2015). 
Heat stress reduced days to anthesis and maturity and the grain filling period in the current 
study. Previous work reported that elevated temperature increased grain filling rate but 
decreased grain filling duration (Farooq et al., 2011; Pinto et al., 2017). Under heat stress the 
early flowering genotypes produced greater yield which was likely due to heat escape, although 
some later maturing genotypes were also higher yielding, particularly during 2015-16 crop 
season when the heat intensity was comparatively low. This probably reflects a longer grain 
filling period. The phenomenon of higher yield under stress through early flowering is not new 
(Tewolde et al., 2006), however these authors also equated higher yield under stress with  shorter 
crop growth cycles  (Mondal et al., 2015a). Some have suggested breeding specifically for 
earliness to avoid heat stress in wheat  (Joshi et al., 2007b).  However, the influence of 
environment is paramount and these crop responses must be understood before opting for 
breeding and selection, as Ludwig and Asseng (2010) reported that yield reduced with early 
flowering and suggested that late flowering is beneficial in heat prone environments. The strong 
observed association of days to flowering and maturity with NDVI, rapid ground cover and 
chlorophyll contents at the grain filling stage and negative relationship with canopy temperature 
indicate the importance of phenology in regulating yield and yield related traits. Longer days to 
anthesis and maturity tended to produce taller plants, a phenomenon related to greater carbon 
accumulation and higher leaf number (which results in more elongating internodes) and this was 
clearly environment dependent as height was reduced under heat stress. Significant genetic 
variation in phenology was observed under the two contrasting growth conditions. The high 
broad sense heritability for days to anthesis and maturity indicates strong genetic control, as has 
been observed previously (Lopes et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2010; Pinto et al., 2016; Mondal et 
al., 2013). 
3.4.3 Agronomical traits 
The observed differences in plant height between the environments varied with heat intensity.  
High temperature resulted in a reduction in height and this was consistent with earlier work 
(Mondal et al., 2013; Lopes et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2017). However, genotype-by-environment 
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interaction indicated that the genotypic response varied with environment and more heat tolerant 
plants tended to maintain their height under stress. The positive association observed between 
thousand kernel weight and plant height confirmed that stem reserve accumulation and carbon 
partitioning to the grain are key components of yield in both environments. This association can 
be more important under stressed conditions (Zhang et al., 2014; Blum et al., 1989; Blum, 1998; 
Cossani and Reynolds, 2015). Nevertheless,  these associations are still environment dependent 
as Lopes et al. (2012) reported that short-statured genotypes yield more under stress conditions. 
However, the level of stress may have been insufficient to elicit a positive association with 
height in the Lopes et al. (2012) study.  The high observed heritability estimates for plant height 
were similar to other studies (Lopes et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2010; Pinto et al., 2016; Mondal et 
al., 2013).  
The significant observed reduction in thousand kernel weight when exposed to high temperature 
during the grain filling period was similar to earlier reports (Mondal et al., 2013; Hays et al., 
2007; Hassan et al., 2016; Pinto et al., 2010). However, the significant genotype-by-environment 
interaction observed for kernel weight indicates that different genotypes are able to maintain 
kernel weight under stress. The highest TKW were produced by emmer derived lines in both the 
environments. The observed variation for TKW in diverse populations of emmer based material 
indicated that emmer was a good source of genetic variation. In a previous study, advanced wild 
emmer wheat introgression lines were developed using hexaploid wheat as the genetic base and 
phenotypic diversity was observed for various traits including TKW (Chandrasekhar et al., 
2017).  As thousand kernel weight was correlated with yield and the observed heritability for 
kernel weight was high, selection for higher kernel weight should culminate in higher yield 
under stress. Others have also noted the importance of kernel weight under stress in different 
environments (Sharma et al., 2008; Pinto et al., 2017; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015). However, 
the 2016 season was an exception. In this year kernel number rather than kernel weight 
determined grain yield. Others have made similar observations on the inconsistency of kernel 
weight as an indirect selection criterion (Lopes et al. (2012).  Clearly, the value of kernel weight 
depends on the environment and the timing of heat stress. High temperatures at anthesis may 
reduce kernel number thus increasing kernel weight due to carbon partitioning to partially fertile 
spikes (Reynolds et al., 2007b).   
The higher observed yield under favourable conditions and high genotype-by-environment 
interaction for yield was similar to earlier studies (Sharma et al., 2012b; Lopes et al., 2012; Li et 
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al., 2013; Mondal et al., 2013).  High temperature clearly reduced yield as reported by others 
(Aggarwal et al., 2010; Lobell et al., 2008; Mondal et al., 2013; Tewolde et al., 2006; Hassan et 
al., 2016). This work showed that many newly developed emmer based progenies had superior 
yield and yield stability compared to the parents and commercial checks across both 
environments. Clearly, the interspecific hybridization strategy has the potential to improve the 
heat stress tolerance of wheat. Hassan et al. (2016) used interspecific hybridization of tetraploid 
and hexaploid wheat to generate genetic variation for drought and heat stress tolerance. Their 
result showed that most of the derivatives were heat and drought tolerant and produced greater 
yield under stress. Others have reported superior performance of emmer based synthetic 
hexaploid wheat under stress (Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008). In the current study, grain 
yield was reduced by approximately 4% to 7% for every 1oC rise in temperature above the 
optimum at the reproductive stage. This confirmed the estimations of other studies that recorded 
yield losses of 5-20% per 1oC degree rise in temperature (Mondal et al., 2013; Aggarwal et al., 
2010; Lobell et al., 2008; Innes et al., 2015). Wheat is sensitive to heat stress at flowering and 
during the post anthesis period, leading to substantial yield losses (Devasirvatham et al., 2016). 
Multiple regression analysis demonstrated that yield in both environments was heavily 
influenced by agronomical and physiological traits. Phenology, plant height, NDVI and thousand 
kernel weight were associated with yield but had higher heritabilities than yield. These traits 
could be targeted indirectly to improve yield.  
3.4.4 Grain quality traits 
Traits such as kernel size, screenings, protein content and test weight determine wheat quality 
and ultimately, the market price. Elevated temperature limits grain filling duration and starch 
biosynthesis and deposition leading to smaller kernel mass and higher screenings ultimately 
lower yields (Spiertz et al., 2006; Farooq et al., 2011; Ferreira et al., 2012). The significant 
observed effect of environment on screenings was similar to earlier reports (Sharma and 
Anderson, 2004), where high temperature increased screenings. However, the negative 
association of screenings with plant height, thousand kernel weight, yield and protein content 
indicates that screenings can be reduced by selection for these traits. Others observed a similar 
relationship between screenings, thousand kernel weight and yield (Maphosa et al., 2014). In 
this work emmer derived lines had high grain yield stability and low screening percentages 
under heat stress. Nevertheless, the greater grain size and lower screening percentages observed 
in stable emmer derivatives under high temperature is most likely associated with stress 
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tolerance. Under heat stress conditions it is likely that these lines will maintain seed size and 
weight to stabilize grain yield. Others have also suggested that emmer wheat is a good source of 
improved quality in bread wheat (Ma'arup, 2016; Chandrasekhar et al., 2017; Eagles et al., 
2014). Selection for lower canopy temperature, longer vegetative periods and longer grain-fill, 
higher chlorophyll content and rapid establishment may also reduce screenings based on current 
findings.       
The higher observed protein content under stress and the significant genotype-by-environment 
interactions indicated that while environment most affected the expression of this trait, genetic 
improvement was also possible. Others have made similar observations in wheat under high 
temperature stress (Majoul-Haddad et al., 2013; Spiertz et al., 2006; Guzmán et al., 2016; Li et 
al., 2013; Hassan et al., 2016; Ahmed, 2015). The increase in protein concentration under high 
temperature stress is largely associated with a reduction in kernel mass (Spiertz et al., 2006; 
Zhao et al., 2008). The deposition of starch and protein takes place simultaneously in the grain. 
However, starch synthesis terminates earlier and is therefore highly sensitive to temperature 
stress compared to protein deposition which is continuous (Branlard et al., 2015; Nuttall et al., 
2017). The emmer based derived lines in this study tended to have greater protein content in 
both environments, where few selected emmer derived lines were superior in grain yield and 
quality. It suggests that grain quality and yield can be improved concurrently. Lage et al. (2006) 
developed synthetic hexaploid wheat by crossing emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum L. subsp. 
dicoccon (Schrank) Thell) and wild diploid goat grass (Aegilops tauschii Cosson) followed by 
chromosome doubling to create genetic diversity for grain weight and quality related parameters 
and significant phenotypic variation was observed. The negative observed relationship between 
yield and protein content has also been reported in many other studies under heat stress (Velu et 
al., 2016; Li et al., 2013; Ahmed, 2015; Nuttall et al., 2017). However, the observed positive 
correlation of protein and thousand kernel weight under stress contrasts with the findings of 
Guzmán et al. (2016) and Velu et al. (2016), who claimed that protein contents are inversely 
related to thousand kernel weight in a range of environments. These differences reflect 
differences in the germplasm evaluated, the environments used and the timing of heat stress. 
While a moderate heritability was estimated for protein content in this study, others have 
reported high broad sense heritability (Velu et al., 2016). 
Environment had a significant impact on test weight in the current study as did genotype-by-
environment interaction. Many of the newly developed lines showed promising performance for 
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test weight in both the environments compared to parents and commercial cultivars. The strong 
positive association between test weight and yield under stress was also noted by Maphosa et al. 
(2014). However, the inverse relationship of test weight and thousand kernel weight under high 
temperature stress can be explained by the concentration effect associated with grain size. This 
negative relationship under stress was also observed by Guzmán et al. (2016). The high observed 
broad sense heritability of test weight indicates that genetic improvement of this trait is possible.    
3.4.5 Conclusion  
High temperature affected the physiological, phenological, agronomical and quality traits of the 
wheat genotypes evaluated in this study. These effects were influenced by the germplasm, heat 
intensity and duration of heat stress. Significant genotypic, environment and genotype-by-
environment interaction were observed for most traits indicating that genetic improvement is 
possible.  Similarly, variation was observed among emmer derived materials for most traits and a 
number of emmer derived lines performed better under both environments compared to parents 
and commercial cultivars. Thus emmer wheat can be used successfully to incorporate genetic 
variation into modern wheat to improve the tolerance to abiotic stresses. This study 
demonstrated that under high temperature, genotypes with rapid early crop establishment, 
greater NDVI during the whole growth period, higher chlorophyll content at anthesis and milk 
stages,  higher stay-green, higher photosynthetic capacity, cooler canopies, earlier anthesis, taller 
stature, longer grain fill and higher grain number and weight produced higher yield and better 
quality grain. Temperatures ≥30oC at anthesis significantly adversely affected grain yield and 
grain quality.   
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 The physiological basis of improved heat tolerance in selected Chapter 4.
genotypes under controlled conditions 
 
 Introduction 4.1
High temperature has negative impact on wheat production and its occurrence at flowering and 
early grain-filling stage causes yield losses through reduced grain number and size (Gouache et 
al., 2012; Maphosa et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014; Farooq et al., 2011). However, heat events vary 
in incidence from intervallic to extended periods and this determines the impact on crop 
performance (Koehler et al., 2013; Teixeira et al., 2013; Siebert and Ewert, 2014). These heat 
events can occur in the crop vegetative phase and during or post anthesis. The latter has been 
suggested as most detrimental (Farooq et al., 2011; Barlow et al., 2015). However, few studies 
have quantified the environmental conditions that the lines were exposed to in the field and then 
simulated them to understand the basis of heat tolerance among genotypes (Lobell et al., 2012).  
In the previous chapter, newly developed (emmer derived) lines were classified for trait 
expression in delayed sowing field experiments. The late sowing conditions reduced the time to 
anthesis and maturity, increased senescence rates and reduced yield. One of the most contrasting 
pairs of emmer based lines (#227 and #196 in Chapter-3, Table 3.22) had similar yield and 
phenology under optimum sowing time, but differed in yield under late sown conditions. The 
better yield stability of #227 was associated with greater NDVI at grain filling (stay-green 
ability), longer grain filling period and greater kernel weight compared with #196.  
The late sowing in 2015 (Figure 4.1) was exposed to high temperatures. The average day time 
temperature between heading and physiological maturity was 30°C. This extended period of 
high temperature impacted both grain set and grain filling. To study the mechanisms of heat 
tolerance in more detail, the contrasting pair of lines was studied under controlled glasshouse 
conditions that mimicked the hot conditions experienced in 2015 as closely as possible. This 
work tested the genotypic response to the effect of terminal heat stress and investigated selection 
criteria for the identification of heat tolerant wheat genotypes.  
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Figure  4.1; Mean daily minimum and maximum air temperature in the field at IA Watson Grains 
Research Centre, Narrabri during the reproductive and grain filling periods in 2015. The arrows 
indicate approximate heading and maturity dates for the two contrasting genotypes (G1, #227, 
yield stable; G2, #196, yield unstable). 
 Material and methods 4.2
4.2.1 Plant material and growth conditions 
Two contrasting emmer derived wheat lines for heat tolerance were selected from the set of 
genotypes grown under field conditions in 2015 at the IA Watson Grains Research Centre, The 
University of Sydney, Narrabri. The genotypes were selected on the basis of their similar 
phenology and yield under optimal sowing time, but contrasting yield stability under late sowing 
conditions (Table 4.1). Agronomic, phenological and quality data under field conditions of these 
two contrasting genotypes G1 (as #227) and G2 (#196) are presented in Table 3.22 of Chapter-3. 
Table 4:1; Plant material used in the glasshouse experiment  
Genotype 
ref identification Designation Pedigree 
G1 Stable PBI09C035-BC-DH39 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
G2 Unstable PBI09C034-BC-DH22 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
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The experiment was conducted in the glasshouse at I.A. Watson Grain Research Centre, The 
University of Sydney, Narrabri, NSW during the 2016 growing season. Plants were grown in a 
natural light glasshouse with day and night temperature 20/14 ± 2°C, in 5L pots containing a 
commercial potting mixture (Premium potting mix, Searles, Kilcoy, QLD). Two seeds were 
sown per pot and then thinned to one plant at the 2-3 leaf stage. Slow release fertiliser (N: P: K 
19.4:1.6:5, Osmocote; Scotts Australia Pty. Ltd., Bella Vista, NSW) was applied at 1.3 g/kg 
potting mixture (5.2g/pot) to the pots before planting. To provide consistent nutrition to the 
plants, a water soluble fertiliser (N: P: K 23:4:18, Aquasol, Yates Australia, Padstow, NSW) was 
applied after every two weeks until anthesis at 2 g/L of water.  
The experiment consisted of three treatments: 
T1 = control = constant ambient conditions (20/14 ± 2°C) until maturity 
T2 = heat treatment (30/20 ± 2°C) starting at heading (Z57) until maturity 
T3 = heat treatment (30/20 ± 2°C) starting at anthesis (Z61) until maturity 
Each genotype × treatment combination consisted of four replications for non-destructive 
measurements and four replications for destructive measurements at each time point (see below). 
For heat treatment, when the main stem of each individual plant reached its respective growth 
stage, pots were moved into an adjacent room with the warmer day/night temperatures. The 
temperatures for the heat treatment were selected based on the average maximum and minimum 
temperatures during heading, anthesis and grain filling in the 2015 field season under which the 
genotypes were selected (Fig.4.1). All plants were irrigated twice daily to avoid the confounding 
effects of drought during heat treatments. Pots were randomized spatially within the glasshouse 
rooms and rotated frequently to avoid variation due to spatial arrangement.  
4.2.2 Characterization of germplasm 
The flag leaf and spikes of the main stems of individual plants were tagged for the measurement 
of various physiological traits. Each growth stage was defined using Zadoks’ scale of cereal 
development (Zadoks et al., 1974). Phenology was recorded for each plant by daily 
observations. Heading was determined when 80% of inflorescences emerged from the flag leaf 
sheath. Anthesis was determined when the first few anthers were visible from middle spikelets in 
the main spikes. Physiological maturity was estimated when spikes and most of the peduncle had 
turned yellow. The grain filling period was determined as the duration between anthesis and 
physiological maturity.  
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4.2.2.1 Gas exchange parameters 
Leaf net photosynthetic and transpiration rates of tagged flag leaves were measured from start of 
treatment and then every 5th day until leaves turned yellow in all treatments. The data were 
recorded using a portable photosynthesis system (LI-6400, LI-COR®, Lincoln, NE USA) 
attached to a standard 2×3 cm leaf chamber, leaf thermocouple and a blue–red LED light source. 
The instrument was calibrated each day before taking measurements. CO2 concentration of the 
inlet air stream was fixed at 400 µmol m-2 s-1, flow rate 500 µmol s-1, block temperature 20°C to 
25°C and photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) 1000 mmol m-2 s-1. The parameters such as 
photosynthetic rates (Pn, μmol m-2 s-1), stomatal conductance (gs, mol m-2 s-1), intercellular CO2 
concentration (Ci, μmol CO2 mol-1), transpiration rates (E, mmol H2O m-2s-1) and Ci/Ca 
(intracellular CO2/Ambient CO2) were measured between 11:00 AM to 13:00 PM. Intrinsic 
water use efficiency (Pn/gs, µmol CO2 mol-1H2O) and transpiration efficiency (Pn/E, μmol CO2 
mmol H2O−1) were calculated following Barbour et al. (2011).  
4.2.2.2 Chlorophyll contents  
Chlorophyll content of the flag leaf on the main stems was measured using a portable 
chlorophyll meter (SPAD 502 Plus, Konica Minolta Sensing Inc. Japan). Data was recorded 
before starting treatment, at heading, anthesis and then every 4th day until physiological maturity.  
4.2.2.3 Flag leaf temperature 
Flag leaf temperatures (oC) and infra-red images were measured every 4th day after starting 
treatments until the leaves turned yellow using a thermal camera (Ti20 Thermal imager, Fluke, 
Everett, Washington, USA). Every time, three images were taken per flag leaf per plant and 
averaged. To determine flag leaf temperature these images were processed using software 
“Inside IR 4.0” downloaded from; http://www.fluke.com/fluke/auen/infrared-cameras/fluke-
ti20.htm?pid=56180. 
4.2.2.4 Whole plant leaf area and destructive measurements 
A leaf area meter (model 3100; LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE USA) was used to measure total plant 
green leaf area at just prior to treatment and then every 6th day until there were no more green 
leaves. Leaves and stems were then oven dried for 48 h at 70°C to determine the dry weight 
(DW) of each section separately (stem, green leaf as well as the yellow and senescing leaves).  
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4.2.2.5 Grain developmental rates 
Measurements of grain weight were made every 6th day from anthesis until physiological 
maturity. Spikes on the main stem were dissected and grains from spikelets 8, 9 and 10 were 
weighed before and after oven drying for 48 h at 70oC (Dias de Oliveira et al., 2013). Fresh 
weight and oven dried weight was also measured for the whole spike.  
4.2.2.6 Yield and Yield Components 
Plants were harvested at maturity and separated into stem and spikes, oven dried at 70°C for 48 
h, and weighed. Spikes were counted and threshed by hand and grain re-dried to constant weight.  
Plant height, number of tillers, awn length, spike length, number of grains per spike, grain 
weight per spike, grains per plant, thousand kernel weight (TKW), above ground dry biomass, 
harvest index and grain yield were determined using standard protocols  (Reynolds et al., 
2007a).  
4.2.3 Statistical analysis 
GenStat statistical  software, version 14.1 (Payne et al., 2011) was used to analyse the data, 
which was assessed at a P<0.05 level of significance. A linear mixed model REML (Residual 
Maximum Likelihood) was used to analyse the individual and interactive effects of treatments. 
Genotypes and treatments were considered as fixed terms and replications within treatments as 
random terms in the model for the analysis of yield and yield components. For other traits 
recorded at specific stages; genotypes, treatments and growth stages were considered as fixed 
terms and replications within treatments as were random terms in the model. For figures and 
non-linear regression analysis GraphPad prism software version 7.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., 
San Diego, CA, USA) was used. The curves were fitted individually for each genotype. In 
addition to sigmoid functions (variate slopes), quadratic and, for some models, cubic 
components were fitted. The model with best fit was that which accounted for the greatest 
percentage of variance. Curve fitting was used for analysis of chlorophyll contents, main spike 
dry weight, whole plant green leaf area, grain growth rates, photosynthesis, and transpiration 
rates over time.  
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 Results 4.3
4.3.1 Phenology 
There was no significant difference between the genotypes for days to flowering which averaged 
79 DAS (Table 4.2). However, there was a significant G×T interaction for time from flowering 
to maturity, defined here as the grain-filling period (Table 4.2). The grain filling period was 
reduced by 8 days under T2 and 5 days under T3 in G1, whereas G2 displayed a reduction of 9 
and 6 days under T2 and T3, respectively. In general, the time to physiological maturity was 
shortest when plants were exposed to heat stress from the heading stage and thus, the grain 
filling period was longer under controlled conditions (T1), followed by T3 and T2. G1 had 
longer grain filling period under all treatments than G2.  
4.3.2 Plant morphological and agronomical traits 
There was no significant difference between genotypes for plant height, but T2 heat stress 
reduced plant height in both genotypes (Table 4.2). There were significant G×T interactions for 
yield and its components (Table 4.2). Although both genotypes yielded more under controlled 
conditions followed by T3 and T2, and G1 always yielded more than G2, the reduction in yield 
due to the heat treatments was greater for G2 than G1. The grain yield of G2 was 49% lower 
under T2 and 44% lower under T3 compared with T1. In contrast, grain yield of G1 was 28% 
and 35% lower under T2 and T3 than under T1, respectively.   
The reduction in grain number for G1 was less severe under T2 (19%) and T3 (14%) compared 
with the putative heat sensitive line G2, where the reduction under T2 and T3 was 34% and 27%, 
respectively (Table 4.2). In general, there were fewer grains per plant when plants were exposed 
to high temperature from heading (T2) and anthesis (T3) and the putative heat tolerant line G1 
produced more grains in all treatments. Similarly, thousand kernel weights were higher under all 
treatments in G1 and the reduction in thousand kernel weight under the high temperature 
treatments was less severe than in G2 (Table 4.2). However, high temperature treatment from 
heading (T2) did not reduce thousand kernel weight more than T3 (applied from anthesis) (Table 
4.2). 
There was a difference between genotypes for harvest index where the putative heat tolerant line 
G1 had higher harvest index than G2. Both T2 and T3 heat treatments reduced harvest index in 
both genotypes by on average 13%. A significant reduction in above ground dry biomass at 
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maturity was recorded under T2 and T3 compared to the control; however the difference 
between T2 and T3 was not-significant for both genotypes. G1 maintained greater dry biomass 
production under stress. Similar results were obtained for main spike grain weight and number, 
where G1 tended to perform better across all treatments.  
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Table 4:2; Phenological, morphological, yield and yield component traits of two wheat genotypes selected for their contrasting yield 
response under late sowing in the field (G1 – putative heat tolerant; G2 – putative heat susceptible). Individual plants were grown in a 
glasshouse under ambient conditions (T1) or exposed to high temperature from heading (T2) or anthesis (T3) until maturity. Data 
shown are the Wald statistics and G×T means with standard error of the difference (SED) and least significant difference (LSD).  *, 
**, *** indicates significant difference at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively, and NS=Non-significant; Different superscript letters 
indicate significant differences at P<0.05 according to Tukey post-hoc tests. 
Fixed term Trt DTF
1 
(days) 
GFP 
(days) 
PH 
(cm) 
AGDB 
(g plant-1) 
HI 
(%) 
MSGN 
(number) 
MSGW 
(g) 
TNG 
(number) 
TKW 
(g plant-1) 
Yield 
(g plant-1) 
G  0.1NS 336*** 1.8NS 136.8*** 21.3** 43.6*** 106.3*** 51.7*** 92.7*** 102.1*** 
T  0.1NS 3871*** 42.0* 580.3*** 80.5*** 29.5*** 412.9*** 245.1*** 626.1*** 1147.7*** 
G×T  8.1NS 18*** 4.6NS 19.3** 3.8NS 8.6* 38.6*** 17.8** 10.0* 27.0*** 
G×T means            
G1 
T1 79.8a 42.1f 88.8a 53.61c 56.4d 64bc 3.8c 333.5d 57.4e 19.40e 
T2 79.3a 34.1c 84.8a 37.54b 50.6bc 57b 3.0b 269.5c 46.69b 12.58b 
T3 79.4a 37.2d 87.3a 41.21b 51.6c 58b 3.2b 286.5c 48.96bc 14.03c 
G2 
T1 79.5a 39.1e 89.0a 50.87c 53.8cd 60b 3.7c 320.5d 54.3d 17.79d 
T2 79.4a 30.2a 81.5a 28.74a 44.7a 48a 2.2a 211.0a 42.09a 8.88a 
T3 79.5a 33.1b 86.5a 31.69a 46.5ab 50a 2.4a 235.3b 42.72a 10.06a 
SED  0.5 0.2 0.3 1.2 1.4 2 0.1 8.5 0.7 0.4 
LSD (5%)  0.9 0.4 2.5 3.4 2.8 4 0.2 16.8 1.42 0.8 
1DTF, days to flowering; GFP, grain filling period; PH, plant height (cm); MSGN, number of grains per main spike; MSGW, main 
spike grain weight; TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); AGDB, above ground dry biomass (g/plant) at maturity; TNG, total number of 
grains per plant; HI, Harvest index; G, genotype; T, treatment;  
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4.3.3 Flag leaf chlorophyll contents, temperature and peduncle length  
Flag leaf chlorophyll contents were significantly different for genotype, treatment, growth stage 
and their interactions (Table 4.3). The decline in chlorophyll contents over time was fitted with a 
sigmoid function which accounted for approximately 97% of the variation (Figure 4.2). Rate of 
loss in chlorophyll contents was highly genotype and treatment dependent. Under controlled 
conditions, chlorophyll content declined slowly after anthesis until 20 DAA when the rate of 
decline increased in both genotypes. Whereas under T2 and T3 rapid decline started almost one 
week after treatment where increased senescence was observed in G2 compared to G1 under 
both treatments. Under heat stress, both genotypes followed a lag phase for a short period and 
behaved the same way. However, differences appeared in the exponential growth phase where 
chlorophyll content reduced at a greater rate in G2 and plateaued earlier.  
Similarly, there was significant G×T×GS interaction for flag leaf temperature (Table 4.3). Flag 
leaf temperature was higher under stressed conditions than the control environment and G2 had 
comparatively warmer leaf temperature in all treatments. For peduncle length, G×T and 
G×T×GS interactions were non-significant, but all main effects were significantly different 
(Table 4.3). Peduncle elongation was restricted under T2, however no difference was observed 
for T1 and T3. The non-significant G×T interaction showed that heat stress had implications for 
both genotypes. G1 attained a greater peduncle length under the stressed environments. 
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Figure 4.2; Change in mean chlorophyll content (SPAD) of the flag leaf over time for two wheat 
genotypes (G1, putative heat tolerant; G2, putative heat susceptible) in response to day/night 
temperatures of a) (22/14°C (control, T1), b) 30/20°C from heading (T2), and c) 30/20°C from anthesis 
(T3). DAH represents days after heading and error bars represent SEM.   
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4.3.4 Destructive measurements and grain growth rates 
Data of destructively measured traits over time are presented in Table 4.3. Significant differences 
(P˂0.05) were observed for main spike dry weight between genotypes, treatment, growth stages 
and their interactions. Main spike dry weight over time was fitted using a sigmoid function 
which explained 95% variation (Figure 4.3). Heat stress reduced main spike dry weight in T2 
followed by T3 compared to control T1, especially in G2 genotype. Moreover, G2 reached peak 
main spike dry weight earlier (30 days after heading) than G1 under T2 conditions (Figure 4.3). 
Similarly total spike dry weight showed significant differences (P˂0.05) for genotype, treatment, 
growth stage and their interactions. The total spike dry weight of G1 reduced by 26% and 22% 
under T2 and T3 respectively, whereas a greater reduction was observed for G2; 37% and 33% 
under T2 and T3, respectively.   
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Figure 4.3; Change in main spike dry weight (MSDW) over time for two wheat genotypes (G1, 
putative heat tolerant; G2, putative heat susceptible) in response to day/night temperatures of a) 
(22/14°C (control, T1), b) 30/20°C from heading (T2), and c) 30/20°C from anthesis (T3). DAH 
represents days after headings and error bars represent SEM.      
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Data for above ground dry biomass, whole plant green leaf area, leaf dry weight and tiller dry 
weight over time showed significant variation (P˂0.05) for genotypes, treatments, growth stages 
and T×GS interactions. High temperature restricted above ground dry biomass accumulation 
over time under T2 and T3 by an average of 33% and 27%, respectively. Both genotypes 
sustained green leaf area for a longer period of time under T1 whereas high temperature 
diminished green leaf area rapidly under T2 followed by T3. Reduction in whole plant green leaf 
area over time was fitted using a third order polynomial regression which accounted for 89% 
variation (Figure 4.4). Overall, G1 exhibited more whole plant green leaf area. This genotype 
had the ability to stay-green for longer periods of time and hence senescence was gradual and the 
grain filling period extended in all three treatments.  
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Figure 4.4; Change in green leaf area (GLA) over time for two wheat genotypes (G1, putative 
heat tolerant; G2, putative heat susceptible) in response to day/night temperatures of a) (22/14°C 
(control, T1), b) 30/20°C from heading (T2), and c) 30/20°C from anthesis (T3). DAH represents 
days after headings and error bars represent SEM.  
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Highly significant differences (P˂0.05) were observed for genotype, treatment, growth stage, 
and their interaction for individual grain fresh and dry weight (Table 4.3). Individual dry grain 
weight accumulation over time was fitted using a sigmoid function which explained 98% of the 
variation (Figure 4.5). Both genotypes under controlled conditions maintained the same 
individual kernel dry weight until 24 days after anthesis when they started to diverge. However 
under T2 and T3 conditions, the difference between genotypes in kernel development began 18 
days after anthesis as shown in Figure 4.5. Under stress (T2 and T3), the genotypes followed a 
lag phase until 12 DAA and no significant difference in kernel development was observed. 
However, differences arose afterwards and G1 produced faster rates of grain development and 
showed a long exponential phase compared to G2 which plateaued early. Genotypes had higher 
rates of kernel development under T2 and T3 but ended up with lower kernel mass. G1 had 
faster grain growth rates under heat stress, resulting in heavier kernel weights compared with 
G2. Average individual kernel dry mass accumulation over time under heat stress was restricted 
by 25% in G1 and 38% in G2 under T2 and T3 conditions, respectively. Similarly, the reduction 
in individual kernel mass fresh weight was 27% and 26% for G1 under T2 and T3, respectively 
and 42% for G2 under both T2 and T3.   
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Figure 4.5; Change in individual grain dry weight (IGDW) of grains from main spike (spikelet 8, 
9, 10) over time for two wheat genotypes (G1, putative heat tolerant; G2, putative heat 
susceptible) in response to day/night temperatures of a) (22/14°C (control, T1), b) 30/20°C from 
heading (T2), and c) 30/20°C from anthesis (T3). DAA represents days after anthesis and error 
bars represent SEM. 
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Table 4:3; Physiological traits including destructive parameters for two wheat genotypes selected for their contrasting yield response under late 
sowing in the field (G1 – putative heat tolerant; G2 – putative heat susceptible). Individual plants were grown in a glasshouse under ambient 
conditions (T1) or exposed to high temperature from heading (T2) or anthesis (T3) until maturity. Data shown are the Wald statistics with G×T 
means and standard error of the difference (SED) and least significant difference (LSD).  *, **, *** indicates significant difference at P<0.05, 
P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively, and NS=Non-significant; Different superscript letters indicate significant differences at P<0.05 according to 
Tukey post-hoc tests. 
Fixed term Trt 
1IGDW 
(mg) 
IGFW 
(mg) 
MSDW 
(g) 
TDB 
(g) 
GLA 
(cm2) 
LDW 
(g) 
TSDW 
(g) 
TDW 
(g) 
FLT 
(oC) 
CC 
(-) 
PL 
(cm) 
T  590.2*** 738.7*** 159.4*** 724.3*** 167.7*** 98.9*** 644.3*** 539.4*** 1103.1*** 2543.0*** 142.14*** 
GS  7712.6*** 5270.4*** 2669.9*** 1395.1*** 2075.9*** 1168.5*** 4737.7*** 902.9*** 316.5*** 5858.5*** 1374.31*** 
G  81.2*** 84.1*** 43.1*** 37.4*** 9.2** 11.2** 41.4*** 30.7*** 105.9*** 207.2*** 30.58*** 
T×GS  4289.3*** 2484.4*** 1257.3*** 1119.0*** 81.1*** 82.9*** 3090.1*** 269.0*** 354.9*** 126.9*** 46.44*** 
G×T  27.4*** 43.4*** 6.5* 0.4NS 0.4NS 2.1NS 10.7** 1.2NS 1.7NS 9.8*** 0.45NS 
G×GS  91.5*** 104.4*** 61.9*** 6.7NS 5.1NS 6.0NS 43.5*** 9.4NS 74.6*** 8.5*** 91.6*** 
G×T×GS  37.8*** 44.9*** 29.0* 3.2NS 3.3NS 10.0NS 40.3** 3.3NS 26.3* 4.0*** 8.00 NS 
G×T means             
G1 
T1 21.34c 44.16c 2.01c 17.0e 745.5c 3.4d 6.8c 6.6e 19.07a 40.02e 30.2d 
T2 15.98b 32.14b 1.61b 11.8bc 529.4ab 2.6ab 5.0b 4.0b 23.37d 28.21b 27.9b 
T3 15.93b 32.72b 1.70b 12.8c 580.3b 2.7bc 5.3b 4.6c 22.55c 30.81c 30.0cd 
G2 
T1 20.76c 43.72c 1.95c 15.6d 695.3c 3.0c 6.7c 5.8d 20.53b 38.34d 29.2c 
T2 12.96a 25.67a 1.45a 10.1a 472.3a 2.3a 4.2a 3.5a 25.28e 24.43a 26.9a 
T3 12.91a 25.78a 1.46a 11.3b 545.7b 2.6ab 4.5a 4.1ab 24.02d 27.56b 29.2c 
SED  0.43 0.87 0.049 0.38 26.13 0.119 0.023 0.19 0.25 0.32 0.31 
LSD (5%)  0.75 1.52 0.10 0.74 49.5 0.23 0.29 0.36 0.48 0.62 0.61 
1IGDW, grain dry weight (mg); IGFW, grain fresh weight (mg); MSDW, main spike dry weight (g); TDB, total dry biomass (g); GLA, grain leaf 
area (cm2); LDW, total leaf dry weight (g); TSDW, total spike dry weight (g); TDW, total tiller dry weight (g); FLT, flag leaf temperature (oC); 
CC, chlorophyll contents; PL, peduncle length (cm); T, treatment; GS, growth stage; G, genotype;   
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4.3.5 Gas exchange parameters 
Gas exchange data for both genotypes under each treatment is presented in Table 4.4. For all gas 
exchange parameters, significant (P<0.05) variation was observed for genotypes, treatments, 
growth stages and their interactions, except G×GS for intrinsic water use efficiency (WUEintr) 
which was non-significant. G×T interaction and high temperature stress rapidly diminished leaf 
photosynthesis (Pn) over time, where genotypes exhibited lower Pn in T2 followed by T3 
relative to the control T1. Leaf net photosynthetic rate over time was fitted by a second order 
polynomial regression including quadratic terms which described 89% of the variation in Pn 
(Figure 4.6a-c). There was no difference initially between genotypes and then Pn started to 
decline in the high temperature treatments after 10 days with the decline being more rapid under 
T2 than T3, and G2 declined more rapidly than G1. The stay-green capacity and longer grain 
filling period of G1 enabled photosynthesis to continue for a longer period of time under both 
optimum and stressed conditions (Figure 4.6).  
Under T2 and T3, stomatal conductance (gs) and transpiration rates (E) were higher, which when 
combined with lower Pn reduced transpiration and intrinsic water use efficiency more than T1. 
Transpiration rates were fitted by a second order polynomial regression including quadratic 
terms which accounted for 77% of the variation (Figure 4.6d-f). G1 had greater leaf transpiration 
and stomatal conductance and G2 exhibited higher transpiration efficiency and intrinsic water 
use efficiency. Intracellular CO2 concentration and the ratio of Ci/Ca was also associated with 
photosynthetic capacity and their values declined with rise in temperature i.e. under T1 
genotypes had higher intracellular CO2 concentration and a higher ratio of Ci/Ca than T2 and T3. 
G2 showed comparatively less intracellular CO2 concentration and a lower ratio of Ci/Ca under 
all treatments compared to G1.  
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Table 4:4; Gas exchange parameters of two wheat genotypes selected for their contrasting yield 
response under late sowing in the field (G1 – putative heat tolerant; G2 – putative heat 
susceptible). Individual plants were grown in a glasshouse under ambient conditions (T1) or 
exposed to high temperature from heading (T2) or anthesis (T3) until maturity. Data shown are 
the Wald statistics with G×T means and standard error of the difference (SED) and least 
significant difference (LSD).  *, **, *** indicates significant difference at P<0.05, P<0.01, 
P<0.001, respectively, and NS=Non-significant; Different superscript letters indicate significant 
differences at P<0.05 according to Tukey post-hoc tests 
Fixed term Trt Pn1 gs E Ci Ci/Ca TE WUEintr 
T  369*** 162.15*** 305.98*** 18.53*** 25.12*** 975.94*** 362.77*** 
GS  3357*** 1904.55*** 5137.46*** 2673.05*** 2128.35*** 5532.02*** 808.35*** 
G  126*** 103.54*** 212.83*** 58.28*** 57.05*** 34.82*** 33.67*** 
T×GS  392*** 1109.43*** 1597.42*** 1058.24*** 1040.19*** 569.99*** 314.53*** 
G×T  6.3* 6.27* 8.62* 19.26*** 23.99*** 19.64*** 26.83*** 
G×GS  41.5*** 45.14*** 136.41*** 25.94** 26.67*** 52.29*** 3.37NS 
G×T×GS  62.8*** 39.91** 113.38*** 34.07** 38.31** 76.55*** 29.34* 
G×T means         
G1 
T1 17.82e 0.27c 2.97c 254.3d 0.69d 6.76c 63.7b 
T2 13.14b 0.31d 3.33d 229.3b 0.60ab 4.52a 44.9a 
T3 14.21c 0.37e 3.78e 244.4cd 0.64bc 4.32a 43.2a 
G2 
T1 15.35d 0.19a 2.06a 231.5b 0.62b 7.92d 80.8c 
T2 11.41a 0.24b 2.68b 210.1a 0.57a 4.73ab 45.8a 
T3 12.53b 0.31d 3.20cd 213.1a 0.59ab 4.64a 48.3a 
SED  0.32 0.012 0.083 5.57 0.014 0.16 2.30 
LSD (5%)  0.62 0.023 0.16 11.02 0.027 0.31 4.57 
1Pn, Photosynthesis (μmol m-2 s-1); gs, conductance (mol m-2 s-1); E, transpirational rates (mmol 
H2O m-2s-1); Ci, intracellular CO2 (μmol CO2 mol-1); Ci/Ca; ratio to intracellular CO2 and 
ambient CO2 concentration; TE, transpiration efficiency (TE; μmol CO2 mmol H2O−1); WUEintr, 
intrinsic water use efficiency (µmol CO2 mol-1 H2O); T, treatment; GS, growth stage; G, 
genotype;    
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Figure 4.6; Change in net photosynthesis (Pn; a-c) and transpiration rates (E; d-f) over time for 
two wheat genotypes (G1, putative heat tolerant; G2, putative heat susceptible) in response to 
day/night temperatures of a/d) (22/14°C (control, T1), b/e) 30/20°C from heading (T2), and c/f) 
30/20°C from anthesis (T3). DAH represents days after headings and error bars represent SEM.          
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 Discussion 4.4
Significant levels of G×T interaction for grain yield and related traits indicated a differential 
genotypic response under different temperature treatments. However, the response of the two 
emmer based derived lines to temperature showed that they each carry different genetic 
mechanisms to cope with the stress. In this study, heat stress ≥30oC at heading and anthesis had 
an adverse impact on grain yield, mainly through reduction in the number of grains per spike and 
grain weight. Significant yield loss at temperatures ≥30oC at the reproductive stage has been 
reported in wheat (Pradhan et al., 2012a; Talukder et al., 2014; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015; 
Devasirvatham et al., 2016; Dreccer et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2016), however the current work 
highlighted the impact and importance of new genetic variation for high temperature tolerance, 
identified in the field. The emmer based heat tolerant line G1, with greater yield stability under 
late sowing in the field, produced greater numbers of grains and maintained grain weight better, 
which resulted in higher yield.  
The earlier reports suggested that heat stress can lead to yield losses by affecting the grain 
number, size and weight (Prasad et al., 2011; Pradhan et al., 2012a; Dias de Oliveira et al., 
2015). The effect of heat stress on kernel number may relate to the variable sensitivity of plant 
reproductive organs to heat stress injury. However, reduction in grain mass under heat stress is 
more likely caused by hastened leaf senescence that masks the contribution of water soluble 
carbohydrates to grain filling (Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016a). Furthermore several studies 
suggested greater kernel weight as a selection criterion to identify heat tolerant genotypes under 
heat stressed environments (Sharma et al., 2008; Dias and Lidon, 2009; Zhang et al., 2014; 
Hassan et al., 2016). 
Heat stress (day/night; 30/20oC) at heading and anthesis affected harvest index due to a 
reduction in TKW and the genotype capable of sustaining higher numbers of heavier grains was 
superior in harvest index and grain yield under all treatments. Prasad et al. (2011) suggested that 
vegetative biomass production is less sensitive to heat stress compared to the grain and that this 
affected the harvest index, the ultimate determinant of biomass partitioning ability of genotypes. 
Harvest index is considered as an important trait to enhance yield potential under heat stress and 
can be used as a putative selection criterion to identify high yielding genotypes under heat stress 
(Reynolds et al., 2007b; Reynolds and Trethowan, 2007; Cossani and Reynolds, 2012).  
It was also observed that heat stress affected plant height, especially when plants were exposed 
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to heat stress at heading as this restricted peduncle growth. However non-significant G×T 
interaction indicated that heat stress had similar effects on both genotypes. High temperature 
stress limits relative growth of stalk and stem due to reduction in net carbon assimilates (Wahid 
et al., 2007; Zou et al., 2017).  Earlier studies showed that water soluble carbohydrates explained 
significant variation in kernel weight and taller genotypes under stress carry greater amounts of 
water soluble carbohydrates considered essential for sustainable plant production under stress 
(Ehdaie et al., 2006; Talukder et al., 2013; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015). However, in this work 
water soluble carbohydrates were not determined and they might help explain the basis of the G1 
and G2 responses to stress for TKW and yield under heat stress. Further exploration of the 
process is required before a definitive conclusion can be reached.  
The greater biomass production permits higher accumulation of stem reserves that allow higher 
remobilization of net assimilates for kernel development particularly under heat stress (Cossani 
and Reynolds, 2015). In the current study, high temperature (day/night; 30/20oC) stress at 
heading and anthesis reduced above ground dry biomass over time in both genotypes compared 
to their respective control treatments. Overall, the higher biomass and yield of G1 may relate to 
its ability to stay-green for longer and slower leaf senescence. Therefore this line likely carries 
genes for stay green that can be further explored as genetic diversity for this trait was not 
targeted in this material. The significant reduction in above dry biomass occurs under high 
temperature stress at the reproductive stage (Pradhan et al., 2012a; Cossani and Reynolds, 2015; 
Liu et al., 2016) and the degree of reduction is dependent on stay-green ability (Kumari et al., 
2013). Therefore greater biomass production under heat stress should be an important breeding 
objective for selecting heat tolerant genotypes.  
In the current study, genotypes had similar days to flowering but varied significantly for grain 
filling period under different temperature treatments, where a shorter grain filling period was 
observed under high temperature stress at heading and anthesis (see Table 4.2). Apparently the 
short grain filling periods under high temperature may have resulted from higher respiration, 
diminished net assimilate supply and faster rate of leaf senescence. G1 displayed longer grain 
filling duration under all treatments, presumably due to its stay-green capacity and ultimately 
produced greater grain yield. Delayed senescence is positively associated with heat tolerance as 
longer grain filling period improves yield potential (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 
2015). 
This study also indicated that high temperature stress resulted in accelerated grain growth rates; 
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however genotypes ended up with lower individual kernel mass. Under heat stress genotypes 
attained a plateau phase (maximum grain dry weight) earlier which effected grain final dry mass. 
Perhaps the difference in final grain weight between two contrasting lines under high 
temperature resulted mainly from different grain filling rates. G1 achieved faster grain filling 
rates in all treatments, and produced heavier kernels and more grain yield at maturity compared 
to the putative heat sensitive line G2. Variation among genotypes exists for grain filling pattern 
and faster grain growth rates that can contribute to heavier grain weight under stressed 
environments which is probably supported by greater carbon assimilation rates maintained in the 
reproductive phase (Dias and Lidon, 2009; Pradhan et al., 2012b; Talukder et al., 2013; Pradhan 
et al., 2015; Dias de Oliveira et al., 2015).  
In this study, rapid loss of leaf chlorophyll contents were recorded when genotypes were 
exposed to high temperature stress (day/night; 30/20oC) at heading and anthesis. G2 exhibited 
rapid loss in leaf chlorophyll content and acquired shorter grain filling duration compared to G1. 
This indicated that genotypic variation exists in the rate of reduction in leaf chlorophyll content 
(Pradhan et al., 2015; Pradhan et al., 2012a) and rate of change in chlorophyll content under 
stress at grain filling is an indication of tolerance or sensitivity to stress (Dhyani et al., 2013; 
Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; Fu et al., 2015). The variable response of genotypes and greater 
influence of the environment on chlorophyll content suggests that trait may be controlled by 
several genes of minor effect. As emmer derived line G1 showed superiority in maintenance of 
chlorophyll content and grain filling period, it may be possible to find greater genetic variation 
in other wheat wild relatives for heat stress tolerance.   
In this study, flag leaf and whole plant green leaf area was recorded over time after heat 
treatment and a rapid reduction in green leaf area was observed in both genotypes when exposed 
to stress at heading and to a lesser degree at anthesis. The acceleration in leaf senescence when 
heat stress occurs at heading compared to anthesis, might be due to early plant exposure to heat 
stress. To select heat tolerant genotypes, the evaluation of whole plant green leaf area might be a 
better proxy of photosynthetic activity than measuring flag leaf area alone (Yin et al., 2009). The 
results also demonstrated that longer duration of high temperature stress increased flag leaf 
temperature as suggested in previous research (Pradhan et al., 2012a; Pradhan et al., 2015). The 
lower observed leaf temperature under heat stress in G1 might be associated with slower 
deterioration of the chlorophyll content and greater transpiration rates.  
In current study, relevant to the control, high temperature stress (day/night; 30/20oC) rapidly 
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decreased plant photosynthetic capacity over time. However, leaf photosynthetic rates in both 
lines decreased at different rates as leaf senescence progressed under high temperature stress. In 
G1 the photosynthesis rate was better maintained compared to G2.  The reduction in 
photosynthesis in G2 might be due to rapid leaf senescence which triggered a shorter grain 
filling period and lowered the yield under stress. Earlier reports claimed that genotypes vary for 
photosynthetic capacity under heat stress and that tolerant genotypes can maintain this trait 
under stress for longer periods (Sharma et al., 2015; Shanmugam et al., 2013). When exposed to 
high temperature, genotypes exhibited higher rates of stomatal conductance and transpiration 
which resulted in lower intrinsic water use efficiency and transpiration efficiency. Heat stress 
increases stomatal conductance and transpiration rates to maintain leaf temperature and tolerant 
genotypes maintained higher rates of stomatal conductance and transpiration (Kumari et al., 
2013). A combination of reduction in photosynthesis and increased stomatal conductance and 
transpiration rates give rise to lower intrinsic water use efficiency and transpiration efficiency 
under heat stress (Shanmugam et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2015; Reynolds et al., 2007b).  
4.4.1 Conclusion 
A contrasting pair of hexaploid genotypes derived from crosses with diverse emmer wheat was 
identified from a large time-of-sowing experiment and evaluated for heat stress tolerance at 
heading and anthesis. High temperature stress (day/night; 30/20oC) from heading and anthesis to 
maturity had a severe impact on crop productivity and the effect of stress was dependent on 
genotype, crop growth stage, heat duration and heat intensity. Genotypes showed a discrepancy 
in grain yield under heat stress mainly due to a reduction in spikelet fertility, shortened grain 
filling period, diminishing photosynthetic activity and smaller kernel weight where emmer 
derivative putative tolerant line G1 was less affected. However G1 showed comparatively lower 
transpiration efficiency and intrinsic water use efficiency due to high transpiration and stomatal 
conductance rates. Further screening of emmer wheat derived hexaploid lines that contrasted in 
performance under heat stress should continue to discover new variation for heat tolerance.  
Traits that could be introduced into commercial wheat cultivars to improve crop performance 
under high temperatures were identified and this information can be used in breeding programs 
to develop stress-tolerant wheat cultivars.  
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 The physiological basis of heat tolerance in selected materials Chapter 5.
under field conditions: heat stress at anthesis imposed using chambers 
 
 Introduction 5.1
Crops in future growing environments are likely to experience frequent intervallic high 
temperature stress (Stocker, 2014). These temperature peaks can be harmful to crop growth if 
they occur during the sensitive reproductive phase, thus reducing wheat yield potential 
(Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016b; Devasirvatham et al., 2016). Reproductive heat stress may 
cause pollen sterility, infertile ovules, decreased fertilization and aborted florets (Buriro et al., 
2011; Prasad and Djanaguiraman, 2014). In the previous chapters, continuous heat stress from 
heading and anthesis accelerated grain development, grain size heterogeneity and lowered kernel 
weight. Wheat quality was also reduced following reproductive heat stress with higher grain 
protein content offset by reduced grain protein accumulation (Nuttall et al., 2017). Similarly, the 
percentage of screenings tended to increase as a result of heat stress (Farooq et al., 2011; 
Ferreira et al., 2012; Nuttall et al., 2017). The impacts of heat stress are becoming widespread 
and mitigation strategies are required to stabilize grain production (Prasad and Djanaguiraman, 
2014).  
Screening for heat tolerance is challenging and various methods have been used for 
classification of wheat heat tolerant material. However, the accuracy and relevance of these 
methods is often not clear due to the complexity of the heat stressed environment (Talukder et 
al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2014). Under field conditions it is difficult to impose stress by targeting 
critical developmental stages using the delayed sowing strategy and glasshouse studies hinder 
plant responses to stress due to limitations on root activity. The previous chapters demonstrated 
that under glasshouse and field conditions, genotypes exposed to continuous high temperature 
from heading and anthesis varied in their response to stress. However, crops are often exposed to 
short periods of intense heat stress in the field. There is limited information on the impacts of 
periodic heat stress during anthesis available from field studies (Talukder et al., 2013).  
The chapter explores the impact of heat waves at anthesis on the productivity of field grown 
plants. A key question was to evaluate the effectiveness of delayed sowing and glasshouse 
screening in identifying genotypes adapted to this type of periodic stress. In this chapter in-field 
heat chambers were used to: (i) identify important traits linked to yield under heat wave 
conditions and (ii) validate a newly developed phenotyping protocol that used chambers to 
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impose artificial heat stress under field conditions. 
 Material and methods 5.2
5.2.1 Experimental site and genotypes assessed  
A detailed history of the experimental site and the development of the genetic materials are 
given in Chapter 3 sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The two contrasting emmer derived wheat lines, G1 
(as #227) and G2 (#196) from Chapter 4, and the most widely grown commercial cultivar in the 
region, Suntop, were compared.  
Table 5.1; Genotypes evaluated in the chamber experiment  
Genotypes Identification Designation Pedigree 
G1 Stable PBI09C035-BC-DH39 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
G2 Unstable PBI09C034-BC-DH22 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
Suntop Check Suntop - 
5.2.2 Experiment layout and sowing conditions 
The experiment was sown at the IA Watson Grain Research Centre, The University of Sydney, 
Narrabri, NSW in 2016 in two replications per genotype per treatment adjacent to a larger TOS1 
field trial 2016. The experiment was sown as a discrete trial for ease of access and monitoring of 
the chambers. Triple plots of 6×2 m, comprising six rows per plot, of each genotype in each 
replication and treatment were maintained until anthesis. The heat chamber treatments were then 
imposed on a 2×2 m area.  The chambers were deployed in pairs with one maintained at ambient 
temperature and the other heated. The third plot was left untreated to provide a comparison with 
the ambient chamber treatment. The three genotypes were sown on 19th of May which is optimal 
for north-western NSW. Cultural and management practices are provided in Chapter 3 section 
3.2.4. A detailed field layout including replications and treatments is given in Table 1 and Figure 
1 of Appendixes-II. 
The chamber treatments were imposed at anthesis (Zadoks growth stage; Z61) for four days 
continuously. Three treatments were established: no chamber (T1), ambient temperature 
chamber (T2) and heated chamber (T3). The T2 chamber was maintained at the same 
temperature as outside the chamber and T3 was maintained at ambient +6oC for 4 days. The T3 
heat treatment was imposed daily from 10:00 AM to 16:00 PM. Outside these hours T3 was 
maintained at ambient temperature (Figure 5.1 and 5.3).  
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Chambers were constructed using a galvanized steel skeletal frame clad in clear greca profile 
polycarbonate sheets. The chamber dimensions were 2 m×2 m×2 m (L×W×H). Chambers were 
placed in the middle of each plot covering an area of 4 m2. Elevated temperatures were imposed 
by connecting the chambers with a reverse cycle air conditioner (3.9 kW heating and 3.6 kW 
cooling) using polyester insulated flexible duct. Air conditioners were controlled using SPLAT 
(HVAC26A) controllers attached to each unit. The Splat controller required “SPLAT/PC 32-bit 
V12.343 software” downloaded from; http://www.splatco.com/splat32_dl.htm. Heavy voltage 
generators (15 kVA 3 phase) were used to supply power to the air conditioners. Weather proof 
temperature and humidity data loggers (HOBO® U23, Pro v2) were used to monitor conditions 
in each chamber. The data loggers were suspended inside the chambers above the plant canopy. 
An additional data logger was used to measure outside temperature and humidity in the 
experimental area throughout the cropping season. Data was transferred to a PC for analysis 
using “HOBOware Pro software version 2.2.1” downloaded from: 
http://www.onsetcomp.com/hoboware-free-download. The chambers were removed from each 
plot after 4 days and the treated plot area marked for further assessments and final yield 
(Thistlethwaite et al., 2015). 
Figure 5.1; Field view of the chambers used to impose heat stress at anthesis. 
5.2.3 Germplasm characterization 
Each growth stage was defined using the Zadoks scale of cereal development (Zadoks et al., 
1974). Phenology was recorded for each genotype based on daily observations. Anthesis was 
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determined when the first few anthers were visible in the middle spikelets of the main spike. 
Physiological maturity was determined as the loss of green colour from the spike and peduncle. 
5.2.3.1 Grain developmental rates and grain filling period 
Main tillers were selected and tagged at anthesis in both experiments. The spikes of the main 
tiller were removed at intervals of 6 days until physiological maturity. The detailed procedure is 
given in Chapter 4 section 4.2.2.5. Grain filling period was determined as the number of days 
between anthesis and physiological maturity.  
5.2.3.2 Chlorophyll content, normalized difference vegetation index and ground cover  
In both experiments chlorophyll content and NDVI were assessed regularly during crop 
development. Details of the measurement procedure are provided in Chapter 3 sections 3.2.6.2 
and 3.2.6.3 respectively.  
5.2.3.3 Light interception  
Photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) intercepted by the crop canopy was measured at regular 
intervals from booting to physiological maturity using a hand-held ceptometer (AccuPAR model 
LP-80, Decagon Devices Inc., Hopkins Court Pullman WA, U.S.A) in both experiments. Data 
was collected on sunny and calm days, between 11:30 AM and 13:30 PM. Above canopy PAR 
was recorded for each plot by holding the device facing upward in the middle rows horizontal to 
the canopy. Below canopy PAR was assessed by placing the probe into the inter-row space 
between the central rows and a few centimeters above the soil surface (Slafer et al., 1990). This 
procedure was repeated three times for every plot and the data averaged. The PAR intercepted by 
the crop canopy was calculated as the difference between the above canopy and below canopy 
score (Lobell et al., 2003), where  LI (%) = [(above canopy PAR-below canopy PAR/above 
canopy PAR) × 100].  
5.2.3.4 Canopy temperature  
Infrared thermometry systems (IRTs) were used for evaluation of canopy temperature (oC) from 
booting to physiological maturity, when canopies were fully closed. A photo of the IRTs in-situ 
can be found in Figure 5.2. IRTs were Smartcrop© Automated crop stress monitoring system 
(Smartfield Inc. Lubbock, TX, U.S.A.) incorporated with Zytemp model TN901 infrared 
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thermometer (Zytemp, Hsinchu, Taiwan R.O.C.) as temperature sensors. Instruments were 
installed so that the infrared thermometer focused on middle rows of the plot area. Sensors were 
pointed towards canopies with an angle of 70° and placed 10 cm above the crop canopy. IRTs 
were used for two replicate plots per genotype per treatment. IRTs were installed facing north to 
capture maximum sunlight for built-in solar panels and to avoid the canopy of shading. IRTs 
were wireless and transmitted readings to the controller system (base) connected through radio 
link (Mahan and Yeater, 2008; Mahan et al., 2010; Conaty, 2011). A weather proof data logger 
was used to measure temperature and humidity of the trial area where IRTs were used.  
Figure 5.2; Field view of the IRTs used for canopy temperature measurement during crop season 
2016. 
5.2.3.5 Gas exchange measurements 
Gas exchange parameters were recorded at 10 day intervals on sunny days between 11:30 AM 
and 13:30 PM, on the fully expanded flag leaves of main tillers. Details of the gas exchange 
instrument and its settings are given in Chapter-4 section 4.2.2.1. 
5.2.3.6 Yield and yield components  
Agronomic traits were assessed following standard protocols. At maturity, plant height, number 
of tillers, spike length, number of grains per main spike, main spike weight, TKW and grain 
yield were determined using standard protocols (Reynolds et al., 2007a). The treatment exposed 
plot area of 4 m2 was harvested manually at maturity into woven polypropylene bags and 
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threshed using hand threshers (Kingaroy Engineering, Pty LTD, Australia) to obtain grain yield 
per plot. Yield was then converted to t/ha. Thousand kernel weight was determined as presented 
in Chapter 3 section 3.2.6.10. Number of grains/m2 was determined using a formula;  
Grain number/m2 = yield (g/m2) / TKW (g) × 1000 
For above ground dry biomass and HI, plants were harvested from 2500 cm2 area at ground level 
and oven dried at 70°C for 48 h in a dehydrator (Hurricane, Forced Air Heating, WESSBERG & 
TULANDER, Sydney, Australia). Afterwards plants were threshed to obtain grain weight for HI 
determination. HI was calculated using formula; 
HI = grain weight/total above ground biomass    
5.2.3.7 Quality trait measurements 
Screening percentages, protein content, test weight and moisture content were assessed 
following the same procedures given in Chapter 3 section 3.2.6.11. 
5.2.4 Statistical analysis 
Data were analyzed using GenStat statistical software, version 14.1 (Payne et al., 2011)  with 
significance assessed at a P˂0.05. Linear mixed models REML (Residual Maximum Likelihood) 
were used to analyse the components of variance including genotype and treatment effects and 
their interactions. Treatments, genotypes and growth stages were considered fixed effects and 
replications within treatments as random effects. Non-linear regression analysis was performed 
using GraphPad prism software version 7.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) and 
the curves fitted individually for each genotype. In addition to sigmoid functions, for some 
polynomial models, cubic components were also fitted. The model with best fit was that which 
accounted for the greatest percentage of variance. R software version 3.1.1 (R Core Team, 2013) 
was used to plot data obtained using data loggers (temperature and humidity) and IRTs (canopy 
temperature).    
 Results 5.3
5.3.1 Temperature and humidity conditions inside the chambers 
 
Temperature and humidity conditions recorded inside the chambers T2 (ambient) and T3 
(heated) during four days of treatment are given in Figure 5.3. A temperature of ≥30oC was 
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maintained for four days in two contrasting lines, however in Suntop this was achieved for the 
first two days but not the following days due to low ambient temperature as shown in Figure 5.3, 
where Figure 5.3a presents the internal conditions of the chambers (ambient and heated) for G1 
and G2. Similar conditions were achieved for G1 and G2 as they flowered at the same time.  
Figure 5.3b shows the environmental conditions applied to the check cultivar Suntop that 
flowered later than G1 and G2. External conditions representing T1 (no chamber) are shown in 
Figure 5.3c.  
 
Figure 5.3; Temperature and humidity inside the T2 (ambient – AC) and T3 (heated – HC) 
chambers compared to external conditions for genotypes G1 and G2, and the check cultivar 
Suntop. 
5.3.2 Phenology 
Significant differences were observed among genotypes for anthesis date (Table 5.2). G1 and G2 
were very similar at 109 and 110 days, respectively, whereas Suntop flowered comparatively 
later at 115 days. The grain-filling period also differed among genotypes and treatments and a 
significant G×T interaction was observed (P˂0.05).  The grain filling period was shortened by 6 
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and 7% in Suntop and G1, respectively, when heat stress was applied. However, this difference 
was more pronounced at 12% in the less stable G2.   
5.3.3 Yield and yield traits 
Data of yield and yield traits are presented in Table 5.2. Analysis revealed significant variation 
among genotypes and treatments for most traits and a significant G×T interaction for thousand 
kernel weight, number of grains per m2, grains per spike and grain weight per spike. In T2, 
genotypes behaved similarly to the T1 control for grain yield. However, under T3 the yield 
reduction in G2 was more pronounced at 23% compared with G1 (16%) or Suntop (17%). G1 
and G2 had the highest thousand kernel weight with no significant difference observed between 
their respective T1 and T2 treatments (average 54.3 g). However, the reduction in kernel weight 
was greater in G2 (13%) under T3 compared with G1 (9%). In comparison, Suntop had the 
lowest thousand kernel weight which was reduced by 7% in T3.  
The number of grains per main spike was affected by genotype, treatment and a significant G×T 
interaction was observed. Genotypes produced almost equal numbers of grains when there was 
no heat stress compared to their respective T1 and T2 treatments. However, under the T3 heat 
stress, G2 grain number reduced by 24% compared to just 9% in G1 and Suntop appeared 
statistically similar. T1 and T2 were the same for each genotype, but T3 reduced main spike dry 
weight (MSDW) compared with T2 in all genotypes. However, MSDW was the same under T1 
and T3 in G1 and Suntop. Significant variation among genotypes and treatments was observed 
for total aboveground dry weight, but the lack of a significant G×T interaction showed that heat 
stress affected all genotypes. Plant height differed between genotypes with G1 and G2 being on 
average 2.5 cm taller than Suntop. Heat treatment had no effect on plant height. All genotypes 
had on average 9.5 tillers per plant which was not affected by treatment.    
5.3.4 Grain quality traits 
Significant variation among genotypes for protein content and test weight were observed 
although treatment effects and G×T interactions were non-significant (Table 5.2). G1 and G2 
genotypes had higher protein content than Suntop. In comparison, Suntop had higher test weight 
and also produced more screenings than either G1 or G2 under all treatments.   
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Table 5.2; Phenology, quality, yield and yield components of two wheat genotypes selected for their contrasting yield response under late sowing 
in the field (G1 – putative heat tolerant; G2 – putative heat susceptible) and a commercial cultivar Suntop. Genotypes were grown in field 
conditions under, No chamber conditions (T1) or exposed to ambient chamber at anthesis (T2) or heated chambers at anthesis (T3) for four 
consecutive days. Data shown are the Wald statistics and G×T means with standard error of the difference (SED) and least significant difference 
(LSD).  *, **, *** indicates significant difference at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively, and NS=Non-significant; Different superscript 
letters indicate significant differences at P<0.05 according to Tukey post-hoc tests. 
Fixed term  
Y1 
(t/ha) 
TKW 
(g) 
HI 
(-) 
MSGN 
(number) 
GNm-2 
(number) 
SL 
(cm) 
PH 
(cm) 
MSDW 
(g) 
AGDB 
(g/m2) 
GFP 
(days) 
DTF 
(days) 
Scr 
(%) 
Pro 
(%) 
TW 
(kg/hL) 
G  99.1*** 48.7*** 75.0*** 180.1*** 241.9*** 83.0*** 122.8*** 80.7*** 14.04* 206.0*** 2318*** 102.63*** 63.48*** 330.36*** 
T  146.3*** 209.3*** 56.9*** 78.0*** 61.9*** 0.3NS 1.6NS 112.6*** 28.74** 180.7*** 2.0NS 11.17* 3.48NS 0.95NS 
G×T  6.7NS 21.8* 2.7NS 15.4* 16.1* 0.8NS 2.0NS 18.5* 1.42NS 21.3* 4.0NS 8.1NS 1.29NS 6.26NS 
G×T Means 
G1 
T1 6.15d 55.7f 0.54c 54bcd 10500c 13.25ab 99.5b 2.81bc 2204ab 56.0d 109a 1.78a 13.1abcd 81.4a 
T2 5.73cd 54.8ef 0.56c 56cd 12535d 13.20ab 99.0b 2.97cd 2248b 56.0d 109a 1.95ab 13.1abcd 81.4a 
T3 5.17bc 50.5d 0.50b 49b 9341bc 13.20ab 99.0b 2.41b 2044ab 52.0bc 109a 2.48ab 13.4bcd 81.6a 
G2 
T1 5.24bc 53.1de 0.50b 53bcd 9723bc 13.30ab 99.5b 2.67bc 2025ab 51.5b 110b 1.69a 13.5bcd 81.4a 
T2 5.17bc 53.6e 0.51b 52bc 10384bc 13.15a 99.0b 2.53bc 1972ab 51.5b 110b 1.86a 13.7cd 81.5a 
T3 4.04a 47.0bc 0.44a 40a 8073a 13.20ab 99.5b 2.04a 1746a 45.5a 110b 3.16bc 14.2d 81.0a 
Suntop 
T1 5.98d 45.3b 0.55c 64e 9937bc 13.95ab 96.5a 3.17cd 2228b 55.0d 115c 4.05c 12.0ab 85.6b 
T2 5.86cd 44.9b 0.54c 63e 12299d 14.00b 96.5a 3.37d 2225b 54.5cd 115c 4.27c 11.6a 84.7b 
T3 4.99b 42.0a 0.50b 58de 9167ab 14.00b 96.0a 2.77bc 2042ab 51.5b 115c 4.37c 12.1abc 85.4b 
SED  0.10 1.05 0.01 2.01 262.9 0.17 0.53 0.12 81.9 0.71 0.24 0.41 0.42 0.42 
LSD (5%)  0.40 1.5 0.028 2.86 606.2 0.41 1.3 0.29 192.8 1.63 0.54 0.71 0.95 0.91 
1Y, yield (t/ha); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); HI, harvest index; MSGN, number of grains per main spike; GNm-2, number of grains per m2; 
SL, spike length (cm); GFP, grain filling period; PH, plant height (cm); MSDW, dry weight per main spike (g); AGDB, above ground dry 
biomass (g/m2) at maturity; DTF, days to flowering; Scr, screening (%); Pro, protein content (%); TW, test weight, (kg/hL); T, treatment; G, 
genotype;  
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5.3.5 Flag leaf chlorophyll content and NDVI 
Significant variation among genotypes, treatments and growth stages were observed and their 
interactions were significant with the exception G×T×GS for chlorophyll content. Flag leaf 
chlorophyll content was similar for all genotypes in T2 as compared to their respective control 
T1. The T3 treatment accelerated the rate of loss of flag leaf chlorophyll content (Figure 5.4a-c). 
However, the rate of loss of flag leaf chlorophyll content was more rapid in G2 compared to G1 
and Suntop (Figure 5.4a-c). The slope of the non-linear regression (third order polynomial 
including cubic terms) between chlorophyll content and days after sowing (DAS) was fitted to 
estimate the rate of flag leaf senescence for each genotype (Figure 5.4a-c) which accounted for 
93% of the variation. G1 and G2 behaved the same until 135 DAS for chlorophyll content when 
decay started in the heat treated plants; G2 showed faster rates of senescence in flag leaf 
chlorophyll content than G1. Whereas in Suntop, differences for chlorophyll content loss was 
observed 140 DAS due to its later phenology and hence later exposure to heat stress. NDVI 
differed between genotype depending on time after sowing (Table 5.3), but was similar between 
all genotypes at anthesis and was reduced by high temperature stress (Figure 5.4d-f). The slope 
of the non-linear regression (third order polynomial including cubic terms) between NDVI and 
DAS which explained 91% of the variation was also used to estimate the rate of change in NDVI 
(Figure 5.4d-f). 
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Table 5.3; Physiological traits including destructive parameters of two wheat genotypes selected 
for their contrasting yield response under late sowing in the field (G1 – putative heat tolerant; G2 
– putative heat susceptible) and a commercial cultivar Suntop. Genotypes were grown in field 
conditions under, No chamber conditions (T1) or exposed to ambient chamber at anthesis (T2) 
or heated chambers at anthesis (T3) for four consecutive days. Data shown are the Wald statistics 
and G×T means with standard error of the difference (SED) and least significant difference 
(LSD).  *, **, *** indicates significant difference at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively, and 
NS=Non-significant; 
Fixed term 
  
1CC 
(-) 
NDVI 
(-) 
LI 
(%) 
IGDW 
(mg) 
IGFW 
(mg) 
G  52.2*** 46.7*** 72.0*** 145.5*** 550.97** 
T  129.9*** 34.7*** 26.0*** 107.9*** 620.6*** 
GS  4757.6*** 6456.8*** 1846*** 11176.7*** 14956.87*** 
G×T  39.4*** 7.5NS 3.0NS 44.1*** 153.97*** 
G×GS  501.1*** 451.7*** 52.0*** 116.1*** 95.61*** 
T×GS  175.5*** 49.7** 72.0*** 189.1*** 614.51*** 
G×T×GS  43.7NS 12.8NS 24.0NS 44.08* 48.57* 
G×T Means  
G1 
T1 44d 0.74d 88.42c 24.77f 50.85d 
T2 43cd 0.74cd 88.69c 23.46ef 49.86cd 
T3 41b 0.71bc 87.07c 20.59bcd 39.87b 
G2 
T1 43cd 0.73bcd 83.35a 21.98de 48.46cd 
T2 42c 0.71ab 83.97ab 21.35cd 47.33c 
T3 38a 0.68a 82.24a 17.88a 33.41a 
Suntop 
 
T1 43cd 0.74d 87.21c 19.05ab 37.77b 
T2 43cd 0.73bcd 86.4bc 19.61abc 37.16b 
T3 41b 0.71bcd 83.84ab 18.93ab 34.29a 
SED  0.47 0.007 0.94 0.64 0.86 
LSD (5%)  0.94 0.015 2.0 1.28 1.71 
1CC, chlorophyll contents; NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; LI, light interception 
(%); IGDW, individual grain dry weight (mg); IGFW, individual grain fresh weight (mg);  
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Figure 5.4; The effect of treatment (T1, no chamber; T2, ambient temperature chamber; T3, 
heated chamber) on chlorophyll content (CC; a-c) and NDVI (d-f) over time for genotype G1 (a 
and d), genotype G2 (b and e), and Suntop (c and f). DAS represents days after sowings and 
error bars represent SEM.        
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5.3.6 Grain growth rates 
Genotypes, treatments, growth stage main effects and their interactions were significant for 
individual grain fresh (IGFW) and dry weight (IGDW) (Table 5.3). IGDW over time was fitted 
using a sigmoid function which explained 98% of the variance for this trait (Figure 5.5). Initially 
there was no difference between any of the treatments until 30 DAA and genotypes followed an 
extended lag phase during that period. Later in development the growth rates diverged with T3 
increasing at a slower rate compared to T1 and T2 where G1 and G2 followed faster grain 
growth rates under all treatments than Suntop. Similarly G1 and G2 took longer to reach the 
plateau phase under all treatments compared to Suntop. High temperature had a significant 
impact on grain development and genotypes reached maximum dry weight earlier and hence 
produced lower kernel mass. Under heat stress, G1 produced the highest individual grain fresh 
and dry weight.  
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Figure 5.5; The effect of treatment (T1, no chamber; T2, ambient temperature chamber; T3, 
heated chamber) on individual grain dry weight (IGDW) over time for genotype G1 (a), 
genotype G2 (b), and Suntop (c). DAA represents days after anthesis and error bars represent 
SEM.        
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5.3.7 Gas exchange parameters 
Gas exchange was recorded at anthesis just prior to imposition of the treatment and then 
afterwards at ten day intervals. Genotypes, treatments and growth stage main effects were 
significant for all parameters as were a number of interactions (Table 5.4). For net 
photosynthesis, significant G×T interaction was observed indicating that genotypes followed 
different trends when exposed to heat stress. When data were averaged over time it was observed 
that G1 had greater net photosynthesis potential than Suntop and G2 in all treatments. Leaf net 
photosynthetic rate over time was fitted by a third order polynomial regression including cubic 
term which described 97% of variation displayed in Figure 5.6a-c. Genotypes exhibited different 
trends in net photosynthesis 10 DAA, where greater reduction was observed in heat treated 
plants compared to T1 and T2 and this difference increased over time. However, high 
temperature stress diminished photosynthetic potential over time with the greatest impact 
observed for G2.   
Similarly, there was no G×T interaction observed for stomatal conductance and transpiration 
rates which showed that heat stress impacted all genotypes. Greater stomatal conductance and 
transpiration were estimated for G1 and Suntop compared to G2 when the data were averaged 
over time. Leaf transpiration rates over time were fitted by a third order polynomial regression 
including cubic terms and 93% of the variation in this trait was explained (Figure 5.6d-f). 
Overall G1 showed greater average transpiration efficiency over time whereas Suntop and G2 
were similar. Overall G1 had the highest intrinsic water use efficiency and Suntop the least. 
High temperature reduced intracellular CO2 concentration and the ratio of intracellular CO2 to 
ambient CO2 concentration in all genotypes. This reduction under T3 conditions was due to 
increased senescence rates and a shortened grain filling period.   
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Table 5.4; Gas exchange parameters of two wheat genotypes selected for their contrasting yield 
response under late sowing in the field (G1 – putative heat tolerant; G2 – putative heat 
susceptible) and commercial cultivar Suntop. Genotypes were grown in field conditions under, 
No chamber conditions (T1) or exposed to ambient chamber at anthesis (T2) or heated chambers 
at anthesis (T3) for four consecutive days. Data shown are the Wald statistics and G×T means 
with standard error of the difference (SED) and least significant difference (LSD).  *, **, *** 
indicates significant difference at P<0.05, P<0.01, P<0.001, respectively, and NS=Non-
significant; 
Fixed term  
1Pn Cond E Ci TE WUEintr Ci/Ca 
G  169.2*** 76.9*** 17.7*** 16.96** 18.5*** 6.8* 10.3* 
T  178.9*** 33.3*** 72.3*** 75.2*** 8.5* 22.4*** 35.6*** 
GS  4809.1*** 3496.8*** 1085.7*** 3373.2*** 117.5*** 954.5*** 864.6*** 
G×T  11.7* 0.9NS 1.2NS 6.3NS 3.2NS 2.0NS 2.1NS 
G×GS  41.1*** 162.0*** 47.6*** 71.7*** 13.2NS 18.8* 29.2*** 
T×GS  27.9*** 0.01NS 18.7* 21.0* 12.2NS 29.7*** 21.4* 
G×T×GS  38.9* 3.9NS 8.4NS 16.6NS 15.7NS 13.9NS 4.9NS 
G×T Means  
G1 
T1 17.70f 0.46c 3.82c 270.6cde 4.67ab 66.9abc 0.74bc 
T2 17.72f 0.48c 3.87c 269.2bcde 4.60ab 67.6abc 0.72bc 
T3 16.20cde 0.41bc 3.32ab 257.9ab 4.93ab 77.1c 0.68abc 
G2 
T1 15.92cd 0.38b 3.64bc 270.9de 4.29ab 61.6abc 0.71abc 
T2 15.57bc 0.37ab 3.68bc 268.5bcd 4.22a 63.8abc 0.70abc 
T3 12.98a 0.30a 2.99a 255.9a 4.32ab 74.2bc 0.63a 
Suntop 
T1 16.84def 0.46c 3.96c 279.3de 4.20a 57.4ab 0.75c 
T2 16.96ef 0.47c 4.08c 281.3e 4.09a 54.6a 0.74c 
T3 14.79b 0.40bc 3.82c 258.4abc 4.56ab 74.4bc 0.66ab 
SED  0.32 0.022 0.148 3.82 0.21 5.65 0.023 
LSD (5%)  0.64 0.045 0.30 7.70 0.42 11.48 0.047 
1Pn, Photosynthesis (μmol m-2 s-1); gs, stomatal conductance (mol m-2 s-1); E, transpirational 
rates (mmol H2O m-2s-1); Ci, intracellular CO2 (μmol CO2 mol-1); Ci/Ca; ratio to intracellular 
CO2 and ambient CO2 concentration; TE, transpiration efficiency (TE; μmol CO2 mmol H2O−1); 
WUEintr, intrinsic water use efficiency (µmol CO2 mol-1 H2O); T, treatment; GS, growth stage; G, 
genotype;    
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Figure 5.6; The effect of treatment (T1, no chamber; T2, ambient temperature chamber; T3, 
heated chamber) on net photosynthesis (Pn; a-c) and transpiration rate (d-f) over time for 
genotype G1 (a and d), genotype G2 (b and e), and Suntop (c and f). DAA represents days after 
anthesis and error bars represent SEM.        
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5.3.8 Canopy temperature 
Canopy temperature was monitored before and after heat shock from booting to physiological 
maturity using IRTs as shown in Figure 5.2. Graphical representations of canopy temperature are 
displayed in Figure 5.7. Canopy temperature was altered by the short period of heat shock. 
Higher canopy temperature was recorded over time for heat treated plants compared to those in 
the ambient chamber. G2 had comparatively warmer canopy at early grain filling and increased 
with growth stage. However, G1 maintained a relatively cooler canopy. 
Figure 5.7; Canopy temperature (oC) of genotypes assessed from booting to physiological 
maturity exposed to heated and ambient chambers.  
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 Discussion 5.4
There is a need to exploit genetic variation in wheat for heat stress tolerance, however accurate 
and robust phenotyping protocols are equally important to evaluate trait expression under field 
conditions (Thistlethwaite et al., 2015). The newly developed emmer based hexaploid genotypes 
evaluated in this study were selected on the basis of yield stability across environments under 
field conditions. This work focused on the effect of heat stress at anthesis on the physiological 
responses of genotype yield and yield related parameters. A new phenotyping protocol was 
developed using in-field controlled temperature chambers and short periods of heat stress was 
induced at anthesis in the field. It was observed that a short period of high temperature stress at 
anthesis reduced productivity and that different genotypes have different responses to stress (see 
Table 5.2). Under high temperature, yield was limited mainly by reduced spike fertility, faster 
senescence rates, shorter grain filling period and lower thousand kernel weight.   
Yield was reduced by 16-23% following the short period high temperature stress at anthesis; 
however the non-significant G×T interaction suggests that the impact of heat stress was 
consistent across genotypes. These results must be interpreted carefully as only three genotypes 
were studied. Previous work also reported that short periods of reproductive stage heat stress 
significantly reduced yield (Talukder et al., 2014; Spiertz et al., 2006; Pradhan et al., 2015; 
Yang et al., 2002b; Liu et al., 2016). The putative heat tolerant lines G1 tended to be consistent 
and produced better yield when genotype considered as a main effect. Earlier work reported that 
putative heat sensitive genotypes were significantly impacted by heat stress at the reproductive 
period (Shanmugam et al., 2013), however these conclusion were made in controlled conditions 
and not in the field.  
The kernel weight and size decreased under high temperature, the extent of reduction varied by 
genotype and those with larger kernels produced higher yield. The reduction in kernel weight 
under stress has been observed by others (Hays et al., 2007) and was predominantly due to faster 
senescence and seed desiccation in less heat tolerant genotypes. The reduction in kernel size is 
linked to reduction of water soluble carbohydrates in grains under stress and the mechanism is 
associated with the expression of cell wall invertase gene (IVRI) , and fructan biosynthesis gene 
(1-SST and 6-SFT) (Ji et al., 2010; Koonjul et al., 2005). Greater kernel weight is a potential 
indirect selection criteria that can be used to select genotypes with greater yield potential under 
stress conditions (Sharma et al., 2008). The reduction in grain number per spike under heat stress 
was probably linked to pollen death and poor fertilization in the susceptible genotype and is 
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consistent with previous reports (Pradhan et al., 2012a; Prasad et al., 2011). Ji et al. (2010) 
reported that under stress, variation in grain number and size is partially governed by different 
genetic regions that are independent of each other. 
In the current study heat shock at anthesis reduced grain filling duration and the genotypes with 
extended grain fill under stress produced higher yields. Such reductions in the grain filling 
period under heat stress and subsequent reduction in grain yield have been observed previously 
(Talukder et al., 2013; Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016a; Mondal et al., 2013). These impacts are 
accompanied by smaller kernel size and higher screenings (Ferreira et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 
2014; Nuttall et al., 2017). The observed reduction in grain filling period under stress in the 
current study was associated with increased grain filling rate which in turn produced lower 
kernel mass. Genotypes such as G1 tended to have faster grain growth rates and produced 
heavier kernels under stress; however kernel weight was not necessarily the main contributor to 
high yield. For example, while G1 had greater thousand kernel weight, the check cultivar Suntop 
produced more kernels; however both genotypes produced an equivalent yield under stress. 
Clearly kernel weight and spike fertility are equally important traits under heat stress and 
different genotypes use different strategies to achieve high yield.  
Similarly, traits with high heritability and that are strongly associated with grain yield such as 
TKW are suitable selection targets for stress tolerance. The diverse response of genotypes for 
TKW after a short period of heat stress and the superiority of emmer based line G1 over Suntop 
(check) and G2 shows the effectiveness of new variation created through interspecific 
hybridization. The putative heat tolerant line G1 maintained chlorophyll contents, longer during 
grain filling also produced heavier kernels and more yield under stress. Therefore, rate of loss of 
chlorophyll content after crop exposure to intense intervallic heat stress is associated with grain 
filling period and can be an effective indirect selection criterion for heat tolerance 
(Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016b). Others also observed similar reductions in yield associated 
with increased flag leaf senescence after short periods of heat stress (Talukder et al., 2014; 
Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016c). The mechanism of chlorophyll maintenance under heat stress is 
impaired by thylakoid membrane damage (Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016a) or lipid peroxidation 
of chloroplast membranes (Djanaguiraman et al., 2010).  
NDVI can be used to monitor crop health and stay-green in stressed environments (Christopher 
et al., 2014; Pinto et al., 2016; Christopher et al., 2016). NDVI was reduced by heat stress in the 
current study due to faster leaf senescence and was correlated with loss of chlorophyll. Those 
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genotypes with higher NDVI under stress stayed green longer, accumulated more biomass, had 
longer grain filling periods and produced higher yield. Several studies made similar conclusions 
(Pinto et al., 2016; Pinto et al., 2010; Kumari et al., 2013). NDVI is clearly a potential trait for 
indirect selection of yield under heat stress (Lake and Sadras, 2016; Verhulst et al., 2011). Light 
interception was reduced by high temperature in the current study as a result of faster senescence 
rates. Genotypes with greater biomass tended to have greater light interception and therefore 
greater RUE. High temperature restricts carbon assimilation by shortening the growth cycle thus 
reducing light interception (Barnabas et al., 2008).    
The observed reduction in harvest index under stress was a function of the greater impact of heat 
stress on grain set and development. As the heat stress was not applied until anthesis the biomass 
developed normally in both treatments. Similar impacts of heat stress on harvest index have been 
reported (Prasad et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2015). The current study demonstrated that short 
term heat stress reduced grain size and therefore increases the percentage of screenings. 
However, the lack of an impact on grain protein content and test weight contrasted with earlier 
findings (Spiertz et al., 2006; Majoul-Haddad et al., 2013; Dupont et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 
2008). Overall, G1 and G2 (both derived from Triticum dicoccum) showed greater protein 
contents than the commercial cultivar Suntop. It is possible that the emmer wheat has 
contributed useful genetic variation for protein content. G1 produced both higher yield and 
protein content and is therefore a potential parent for breeding. Other authors also proposed 
emmer wheat as a potential source of diversity to improve protein in bread wheat without 
affecting yield potential (Eagles et al., 2014). 
Net photosynthesis was reduced by high temperature stress due to rapid leaf senescence and 
associated shorter grain filling duration. This ultimately reduced grain weight and grain yield. 
Reduction in photosynthesis diminished the supply of assimilates required for grain filling and 
those genotypes with high photosynthetic potential tended to perform better under stress. Others 
found a similar relationship between plant photosynthetic ability and heat tolerance 
(Shanmugam et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011; Farooq et al., 2011). The 
reduction in net photosynthesis under heat stress is not only related to photosystem damage but 
could also include non-stomatal effects such as reduced electron transport (Hamilton  et al., 
2008; Shanmugam et al., 2013). A lower rate of stomatal conductance and transpiration was 
observed in genotypes after heat shock in the chamber experiment. This resulted in higher 
intrinsic water use efficiency and transpiration efficiency. Similar observations of the 
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relationship between short periods of heat stress and stomatal conductance have been made 
(Wang et al., 2011; Shanmugam et al., 2013).  
Similarly in this study high yielding genotypes were associated with relatively cooler canopies 
under heat stress. Canopy temperature has been proposed as an indirect selection criterion for 
heat tolerance in wheat (Rebetzke et al., 2013b; Lopes and Reynolds, 2012; Lopes et al., 2012). 
Nevertheless, high G×T interaction and low heritability is a major challenge associated with 
selection for canopy temperature (Rebetzke et al., 2013b; Deery et al., 2016). 
In the previous chapter, heat stress was induced under controlled conditions in the glasshouse for 
longer periods of time (from heading to maturity). However, in this chapter the stress was 
applied at anthesis for four days, so genotypes exhibited variable degrees of trait expression. The 
heat tolerant emmer derived line G1 had greater photosynthetic potential in both experiments 
whereas rate of stomatal conductance and transpiration rates were greater under long periods of 
high temperature stress which kept the canopy cooler (as shown in the glasshouse study). 
Equally, greater TKW and longer grain filling periods were achieved following short periods of 
heat stress compared to extended heat stressed. While controlled conditions can be achieved in 
the glasshouse, root activity is limited by pots thus affecting the responses (Passioura, 2006; 
Blum, 2009). Henceforth this study was designed to evaluate genotypes using in-field controlled 
temperature chambers.   
The in-field controlled temperature chambers used for current study to impose short periods of 
heat stress were optimized at The Plant Breeding Institute, The University of Sydney. This 
screening method was able to induce heat stress in the field on normally sown materials to create 
an artificial heat wave at anthesis that is comparable to farmer fields. However, the portability of 
the chambers and instability of relative humidity are limitations that can be improved. An 
increased temperature of 6oC above ambient temperature can be achieved depending on weather 
conditions but relative humidity could be measured but not controlled. Relative humidity in 
combination with heat stress can have a greater impact on crop productivity than heat stress 
alone (Weerakoon et al., 2008; Tashiro and Wardlaw, 1990; Reynolds et al., 1998). 
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5.4.1 Conclusion 
The in-field controlled temperature chambers provided a reliable method for identifying heat 
tolerant wheat genotypes under field conditions. The short period of temperature stress ≥30oC at 
anthesis negatively impacted plant physiology, phenology, yield and yield related traits. This 
study confirmed field observations on heat tolerance from larger times-of-sowing experiments 
(Chapter 3) and the glasshouse study (Chapter 4) as the heat tolerant/intolerant emmer based pair 
of genotypes and the check cultivar produced similar results under the short periods of heat 
stress generated using in-field controlled temperature chambers. Genetic variability among 
emmer derived lines for heat stress tolerance at the grain filling stage was also observed. Yield 
under heat stress declined due to reductions in kernel weight and spike fertility and this differed 
by genotype. High leaf temperature adversely affected leaf chlorophyll and net photosynthesis 
and this partially explained the subsequent decline in grain filling duration and individual grain 
weight. A combination of early heading, longer grain filling duration, comparatively slower rate 
of leaf senescence and better photosynthetic potential under heat all contributed to enhanced 
yield. However, work is required to exploit the response of below ground biomass such as roots 
to periodic heat stress and the genetic variation created through interspecific hybridization may 
provide a basis.  Emmer wheat was also confirmed as a good source of genetic variation for the 
improvement of heat tolerance in commercial wheat cultivars.  
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 Genome wide association analysis of multiple traits linked to heat Chapter 6.
tolerance in multi-environment trials (METs) 
 
 Introduction 6.1
Heat stress tolerance is a complex trait controlled by genes of minor effect that are highly 
influenced by the environment and this makes breeding and selection complicated (Blum, 1988; 
Howarth, 2005; Bohnert et al., 2006). Crop wild relatives can be used to create new genetic 
variation for the improvement of traits controlling heat tolerance (Nevo and Chen, 2010). While 
conventional breeding methods have led to improvement in heat tolerance the rate of progress is 
relatively slow. The identification of quantitative trait loci (QTL) linked to heat tolerance would 
improve the effectiveness of breeding and selection thus advancing the rate of genetic progress 
(Huang and Han, 2014; Mwadzingeni et al., 2017). Genome sequences are available for a 
number of crop species and effective single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping systems 
are available in wheat (Varshney et al., 2011; Bazakos et al., 2017).  
Genome wide association studies (GWAS) or linkage disequilibrium mapping (LD) has been 
used to identify relationships between target traits and genetic markers (Huang and Han, 2014; 
Bazakos et al., 2017; Gupta et al., 2014). This procedure requires a large set of diverse 
genotypes with accompanying genotypic and phenotypic data (Mackay and Powell, 2007; 
Mitchell-Olds, 2010). Initially, genotyping was expensive and this limited the adoption of 
GWAS, however this has changed with recent advances in sequence technology and data 
processing (Huang and Han, 2014; Provart et al., 2016). High density SNP (90K) arrays are now 
being employed in wheat to identify QTLs using GWAS (Wang et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2011; 
Cook et al., 2012).  
GWAS has been used to identify QTLs for various simply inherited traits in wheat (Rasheed et 
al., 2014; Bentley et al., 2014; Ogbonnaya et al., 2017). However, for more complex traits such 
as abiotic stress tolerance, GWAS is still limited by effective, accurate and relevant phenotyping 
methods that can be applied to large populations (Chen et al., 2017). As the genes controlling 
abiotic stress traits are greatly influenced by the environment, multi environment trials (METs) 
or experiments permit the estimation of genotype-by-environment interaction and therefore 
provide evidence of the stability of key traits (Ma'arup, 2016). Nevertheless, continued testing is 
required to improve the accuracy of broad scale field screening (Singh and Singh, 2015; 
Trethowan, 2014; Ogbonnaya et al., 2017).  
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It is important that the phenotypes used in GWAS are relevant to the target environment and 
field-based screening therefore provides the best estimation of phenotype. However, there are 
very few reports of heat tolerance assessed in the field on large populations where physiological, 
phenological, quality, yield and yield related traits were measured. This study used phenotypes 
assessed on a large and diverse population of wheat materials (see Chapter 3) to conduct a 
GWAS to identify marker-trait associations (MTAs) linked to yield and agro-physiological traits 
for two times of sowing conducted across three years at Narrabri. 
 Materials and methods  6.2
The genotypes evaluated in this study and the phenotypes assessed can be found in Chapter-3. 
The set comprised 554 lines including emmer based double haploids lines, bread wheat parents 
and commercial check cultivars. The pedigrees are presented in Appendix-I Table-1 and the 
genotype concurrence across years in Appendix-I Table 2. A summary of the genotype numbers 
evaluated and the traits assessed is given in Table 6.1.  
Table 6.1; Genotype numbers and traits assessed each year in the GWAS 
 Year/genotype entry# 
1Traits 2014 2015 2016 
NDA 1-200 1-196 1-543 
NDM 1-200 1-196 1-543 
DTF 1-200 1-196 1-543 
DTM 1-200 1-196 1-543 
PH 1-200 1-196 1-543 
GFP 1-200 1-196 1-543 
TKW 1-200 1-196 1-543 
Scr 1-200 1-196 1-543 
Yield 1-200 1-196 1-543 
1NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; 
PH, plant height (cm); GFP, grain filling period; TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha);  
6.2.1 DNA Extraction 
DNA of all 554 lines was extracted in the molecular laboratory of The Plant Breeding Institute, 
Cobbitty, following the CTAB method given by Doyle and Doyle (1990). This is summarized 
below:   
Five leaves per plot were collected from random plants of the middle rows of plots at Narrabri 
during tillering. At this stage the samples contained reduced polysaccharides and polyphenolic 
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compounds. An average of 0.5-0.6 g leaves were collected and placed in a 15 ml falcon tube 
containing silica gel to extract the moisture. Falcon tubes containing the leaf samples were then 
kept at room temperature for seven days to dry them down completely. Samples were then 
transferred to 2 ml labelled Eppendorf tubes and three stainless steel beads were added. The 
leaves were crushed into powder in a mixer mill (MM300 Restch®, Haan, Germany) at 20 rpm 
for 3-5 minutes.  After crushing the powder beads were removed. Approximately 700-800 µl of 
CTAB (cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide) buffer was added to the powder and mixed and the 
mixture transferred to 15 ml Falcon tubes. The CTAB buffer was adjusted to 7 ml, the samples 
mixed and then incubated at 65oC for half an hour with gentle swirling every ten minutes. The 
samples were then kept at room temperature to cool down. The CTAB method removed 
polysaccharides that can impede enzyme activity. Approximately 7 ml of chloroform was then 
added to the samples and mixed gently by inverting the tubes to form an emulsion.   
The samples were then centrifuged (Beckman Coulter Allegra 25R) for 15 minutes at 4000 rpm 
at room temperature. The supernatant (the top aqueous phase) was transferred to a new 15 ml 
Falcon tube and 0.1 x 6M ammonium acetate was added. For example, 550 µl of 6M ammonium 
acetate added to 5.5 ml of the supernatant. Chilled isopropanol was added to the solution in a 1:1 
ratio to precipitate nucleic acids. Samples were then kept at 4oC for half an hour and centrifuged 
at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes and the supernatants were discarded. Approximately 70% ethanol 
was added to the falcon tube containing the DNA pellet and the mixture transferred to a 2 ml 
tube and centrifuged (Eppendorf 5424) at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes to wash the DNA. The 
washing process was repeated several times and the ethanol removed and the DNA then air dried 
at room temperature for 3 hours. Finally, TE (Tris-EDTA) buffer (pH 8) @ 500 µl/sample and 
RNase (1µl/100µl of TE) were dissolved by pulsing for one minute in a centrifuge and the 
samples subsequently incubated at 37oC overnight to solubilize the DNA. 
Dilutions of 10x and 20x were prepared for each DNA sample. DNA concentration was also 
estimated using an automated spectrophotometer (Nano-drop equipment) that measured 
absorbance at 260 nm. This method determines the exact concentration of DNA by comparing it 
with deionized double distilled water as a standard and only requires a small quantity (i.e. 1µl) 
for measurement. The concentration and quality of DNA was assessed by visualizing in 1% 
electrophoresis agarose gel. Agarose gel (1%) was prepared by dissolving 1 g agarose powder in 
100 ml of 1x TAE (Tris acetate EDTA, Tris acetate 40mM, 1mM EDTA and pH8). The sample 
was then microwaved and 1 µl ethidium bromide (0.2-0.5 µg/mL) was added to improve DNA 
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visualization. A gel tray with combs was prepared, leveled and the agarose solution was poured 
and let cool for some time following which 1x TAE buffer was added to fully cover the gel box. 
When the gel was ready, commercially available DNA ladders of 25 and 50 ng (1 µl) were 
loaded into the first two wells, followed by the other DNA samples. The electrophoresis gel tank 
was connected to a power supply and adjusted to 90 V and run for 1 hour. The movement of dye 
indicated DNA relocation from anode to cathode. The quantification procedure ensured that the 
DNA concentration required for commercial SNP genotyping was achieved.  
6.2.2 Phenotypic data 
All recorded traits that were common across years and environments (E1 and E2) were used for 
association analysis (Table 6.2). 
Table 6.2; Traits assessed in each year and used in GWAS 
 Year 
1Traits 2014 2015 2016 
NDA    
NDM    
DTF    
DTM    
PH    
GFP    
TKW    
Scr    
Yield    
1NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; 
PH, plant height (cm); GFP, grain filling period; TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); 
6.2.3 SNP genotyping and molecular data analysis 
The 554 lines were genotyped using the Infinium iSelect 90K SNP Assay (Wang et al., 2014; 
Cavanagh et al., 2013) by AgriBio, La Trobe University, Victoria, Australia following the 
protocol prescribed by the manufacturer. The phenotypic data was combined across all three 
years within each sowing time and best linear unbiased estimators (BLUES) were calculated for 
each genotype in the optimum (E1) and heat stressed (E2) environments. These estimates were 
used for subsequent GWAS. A total of 41,666 quality controlled SNPs were used initially. The 
data was then formatted and filtered using the PLINK software 
http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/ to identify and maintain SNPs with call rates greater 
than 40% (Bender et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2010). SNPs without a map position were 
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included in the analyses and SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) <0.01 were excluded. 
Therefore the SNP set changed from year-to-year depending on the number of lines in the 
phenotypic dataset. Following filtering, 35266 SNP markers were generated. Once the genotype 
data was curated, the phenotype and SNP map files were produced for GWAS analyses. This 
analysis was performed using the genome-wide complex analysis (GCTA) software 
(http://cnsgenomics.com/software/gcta/) following the procedure of Yang et al. (2011). The 
model fitted the overall mean (mu) and fixed SNP effects along with the genomic relationship 
matrix (GRM) to account for population structure in the sample. The model fitted and used to 
explain population structure is given below: 
Y = mu + SNP + random (GRM) 
where y represents population structure in the sample (n1 vector of phenotypes with n being the 
sample size), mu denotes the overall mean, SNP is the fixed SNP effect and GRM the genomic 
relationship matrix. 
Following the linkage disequilibrium analysis those marker/trait associations with a -log10 P 
value >3 were considered significant (P˂0.001). The SNP markers used in this study segregated 
only within the population studied and not all markers are unique to one position. The physical 
map positions in cM were determined where possible based on anchoring and ordering of next 
generation sequencing contig assemblies by population sequencing (PopSeq) (Mascher et al., 
2013). Positions in cM were available only for markers that: (i) had a physical position, (ii) were 
uniquely mapped within a chromosome, and (iii) were segregating in the population. The 
markers selected therefore had -log10 P>3, either a positive or negative effect on the trait (b 
symbol in Appendix-III, Table 1-9) and where relevant a pleiotropic effect. Chromosomes 1 to 
21 as displayed in the Manhattan plots were arranged as 1-7(1A-7A), 8-14(1B-7B), and 15-
21(1D-7D). 
 Results 6.3
6.3.1 Marker-trait associations of agro-physiological and quality traits  
A total of 706 marker trait associations (MTAs) were identified at –log10 P>3; 317 in E1 and 389 
in E2 (Table 6.3). The highest number of MTAs were observed on the A genome (224), 
followed by the B genome (204) and D genome (93) (Table 6.6-6.8). The MTAs for each trait 
varied with the highest number observed for plant height (173) followed by TKW (135), NDVI 
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anthesis (135), DTF (67), GFP (62), DTM (48), screenings (36), NDVI milk stage (30) and yield 
(20).  The highest number of MTAs were detected on chromosomes 2A (64), 7A (63), 3B (62) 
and 6B (59) and the smallest on chromosomes 4D (4) and 7D (6). The significant MTAs were 
visualised in Manhattan plots (Figures 6.1 – 6.16) and some important SNPs are marked with 
numbers.  
Table 6.3; Number of significant MTAs detected for each trait across environments 
1Trait E1 E2 E1E2 Total 
Yield 6 10 4 20 
TKW 11 54 70 135 
Scr 29 7 0 36 
DTF 46 21 0 67 
DTM 24 14 10 48 
GFP 31 29 2 62 
NDM 11 19 0 30 
NDA 48 55 32 135 
PH 6 75 92 173 
Total 212 284 210 706 
1TKW, thousand kernel weight; Scr, screening; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; 
GFP, grain filling period; NDM, NDVI at milk; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; PH, plant height; E1, 
normal conditions; E2, stressed conditions; 
6.3.1.1 Agronomical traits 
Twenty MTAs were detected for grain yield in both environments (Appendix III, Table 9). Five 
MTAs were unique to E2 and 2 (SNP order 38685, 38688) were consistent across both 
environments and had a pleiotropic effect with other traits across environments. Two MTAs had 
pleiotropic effects within a specific environment (Figure 6.1 and 6.2). Chromosomes 1A, 1D, 
2A, 2B, 3A, 3D, 4B, 7A and 7B were associated with grain yield with the highest number of 
MTAs for yield found on chromosome 7B (7) across environments.  Chromosomes 1A, 1D, 3A, 
3D and 7A contained MTAs for grain yield under stress (E2) (Table 6.6-6.8). Fifteen MTAs 
were related to reduced grain yield (Appendix-III, Table 9). Five of these negative associations 
were found in E1 and 10 in E2.  However, 2 MTAs (SNP order 10229, 18412) located on 
chromosomes 2B and 3A respectively, had a significant positive impact on grain yield under 
stress (Figure 6.2).  
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Figure 6.1; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for yield (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. Important SNPs 
are indicated on the plot.   
 
 
Figure 6.2; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for yield (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. Important SNPs 
are indicated on the plot.   
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A total of 135 MTAs were detected for TKW and 33 MTAs were consistent across both 
environments (Figures 6.3, 6.4, Appendix-III, Table 8). Seven MTAs had a pleiotropic effect 
across both environments and 6 within a specific environment. Forty seven MTAs were linked to 
TKW in E2 only. The MTAs for TKW were scattered across the whole wheat genome under 
both environmental conditions. Twelve MTAs had a negative impact on TKW under optimum 
conditions and 16 under stress. All other associations were positive (Appendixes-III, Table 8). 
Chromosomes 1A (12), 2B (10), 5B (15), 6A (15), 7B (7), and 3B (7) contained the most loci 
controlling kernel weight under both normal and stressed environments. 
 
 
Figure 6.3; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for TKW (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. Important SNPs 
are indicated on the plot.   
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Figure 6.4; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for TKW (X axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. Important SNPs 
are indicated on the plot.   
 
 
A total of 173 MTAs were observed for plant height and of these 46 were consistent across both 
environments (Figures 6.5, 6.6, Appendix-III, Table 6). Twenty two MTAs were pleiotropic 
across environments and 7 within a specific environment. Six MTAs were unique to E1 and 60 
to E2. Thirty-five MTAs had a negative impact on plant height (were associated with shorter 
plants) in E1 and 90 reduced plant height under E2. A greater number of MTAs for plant height 
was observed on chromosomes 2A and 7A and no MTAs were found on chromosomes 4A, 7B 
and 7D (Table 6.6-6.8).  
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Figure 6.5; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for plant height (X axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. Important 
SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
 
 
 
Figure 6.6; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for plant height (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. Important 
SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
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6.3.1.2 Grain quality traits 
Wheat grain quality under heat stress was impacted by screening percentages. A total of 36 
MTAs were identified for screenings (Figure 6.7, 6.8, Appendix-III, Table 7). However, only 
one MTA was pleiotropic in E1 (linked to NDVI milk stage) (Figure 6.7). Seven MTAs were 
unique to E2.  Two MTAs (SNP order 16529, 28359) were associated with low screenings under 
stress and these were located on 2D and 5B chromosome (Figure 6.8). Twenty-nine MTAs were 
specific to E1. Of these, 9 MTAs were associated with reduced screenings and five were located 
on chromosome 6B.   
 
 
Figure 6.7; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for screening percentage (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
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Figure 6.8; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for screening percentage (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
 
6.3.1.3 Phenological traits 
A total of 67 MTAs were detected across environments for days to flowering (Figure, 6.9, 6.10, 
Appendix-III, Table 1). Seven MTAs were associated with a pleiotropic effect in both 
environments and 27 showed a pleiotropic effect in one environment only. Eleven MTAs were 
observed in E1 and 47 in E2 only.  MTAs were observed on all chromosomes except 4D, 5D and 
6D. Chromosomes 3A (7) and 6B (7) carried the highest number of MTAs for days to flowering 
in E1 and 7B (7) in E2 (Table 6.6-6.8). Thirteen MTAs were associated with longer days to 
flowering in E1 and 6 in E2 (Appendix-III, Table 1). The highest number of MTAs associated 
with longer days to flowering were located on chromosome 3A (4) in E1 and 2A (3) in E2 
(Figures 6.9 and 6.10), respectively.  
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Figure 6.9; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 P 
scores for days to flowering (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
 
 
Figure 6.10; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for days to flowering (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
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A total of 62 MTAs were detected across the two environments and only one MTA was common 
to both E1 and E2 for grain filling period (Figure 6.11, 6.12, Appendix-III, Table 3). Seven 
markers showed a pleiotropic effect within a specific environment and 4 across both 
environments. Thirty-one MTAs were unique to E1 and 29 to E2. Twenty-one MTAs had a 
positive impact on grain filling period in E1 (12 were located on chromosome 4A) and 3 in E2 
(located on chromosomes 1A (1) and 5B (2)) (Figure 6.12, Appendix-III, Table 3). Conversely, 
9 MTAs were related to short grain filling period in E1 and 26 in E2. Greater numbers of MTAs 
were associated with chromosome 4A (13) in E1 and 1A (6) and 7A (8) in E2 (Table 6.6-6.8). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for grain filling period (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
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Figure 6.12; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for grain filling period (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
6.3.1.4 Physiological traits 
A total of 135 MTAs were identified for NDVI at anthesis (Figure 6.13, 6.14, Appendix-III, 
Table 4). Sixteen MTAs were consistent across both E1 and E2. Twenty MTAs were pleiotropic 
across both environments and 16 were pleiotropic within a specific environment. Thirty-two 
MTAs for NDVI at anthesis were detected in E2 only. Most MTAs for NDVI at anthesis were 
located on chromosomes 2A, 3B, 5D and 6B (Table 6.6-6.8). Forty-eight MTAs were related to 
reduced NDVI at anthesis were detected in E1 and 49 in E2.     
A total of 30 MTAs for NDVI at milk stage (grain filling period) were detected across both 
environments (Figure 6.15, 6.16, Appendix-III, Table 5). Three MTAs discovered under stress 
were pleiotropic with various traits across both environments (Figure 6.16) and 9 were 
pleiotropic with traits in a specific environment (Table 6.6-6.8). Eleven MTAs were specific to 
E1 and 19 to E2. All chromosomes except 3A, 4B and 5B contained MTAs for NDVI at milk 
stage (Table 6.6-6.8). Ten MTAs had a negative impact on NDVI at milk stage in E2.  
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Figure 6.13; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for NDVI anthesis (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
 
 
Figure 6.14; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for NDVI anthesis (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
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Figure 6.15; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for NDVI milk stage (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot. 
 
  
 
Figure 6.16; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for NDVI milk stage (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.  
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6.3.2 Markers with pleiotropic effects 
MTAs associated with two or more traits within and across environments are shown in Tables 
6.4, 6.5 and 6.6-6.8 (marked in red). Markers with pleiotropic effects were located on all 
chromosomes except 3A, 4D and 7D (Table 6.6-6.8). The highest number of pleiotropic effects 
was observed on chromosome 6B.  
6.3.2.1 Markers with pleiotropic effects across environments 
The SNP 37549 located on chromosome 7A had significant effects on days to flowering, grain 
filling period and yield in E2 and plant height and TKW in E1 (Table 6.4) The SNP 38685 
located on 7B had pleiotropic effects on days to flowering, grain filling period and yield in E2 
and TKW and yield in E1. A high frequency of pleiotropic associations were detected for NDVI 
at anthesis and plant height on chromosomes 2A, 5A, 6B, 1D, 2D, and 5D for both E1 and E2 
(Table 6.6-6.8). Pleiotropic regions for increased plant height (E1 and E2) and greater TKW in 
E2 were observed on chromosome 1A. Similarly, one marker (SNP 4785) was linked to a 
pleiotropic region on 1B controlling higher NDVI (milk stage) and higher TKW in both E1 and 
E2 (Table 6.4). In the same way chromosome 3D (SNP order 21970) had pleiotropic region for 
days to flowering, maturity and plant height in both E1 and E2.    
6.3.2.2 Markers pleiotropic in a specific environment 
Many of the observed MTAs were pleiotropic in one environment only (Table 6.5). An MTA 
(SNP order 361) for yield, NDVI at anthesis and days to maturity were co-located under E1. An 
MTA (SNP order 28997) for increased grain filling period and higher TKW located on 5B was 
pleiotropic in E2. Similarly, TKW, NDVI at anthesis and milk had pleiotropic effects in E2 that 
were located on chromosomes 1D, 1B, and 6B (Table 6.5 and 6.6-6.8). Pleiotropic effects for 
days to flowering, days to maturity and grain filling period were frequently observed on various 
chromosomes in both E1 and E2 (Table 6.6-6.8). A region on 7B also had a pleiotropic effect, 
reducing both days to flowering and grain yield, in E2.  An MTA (SNP order 21765) on 2D also 
positively influenced both NDVI anthesis and yield in E1.          
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Table 6.4; Significant MTAs (-log10 P>3) with pleiotropic effects on traits across the environments  
Environment 1Trait Chr SNP -log10 (p) bp Probe ID Position cM 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30742 3.75 2120738 44077_5D 126.93 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30742 3.61 2120738 44077_5D 126.93 
E2 NDVI Milk 5D 30742 3.00 2120738 44077_5D 126.93 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30768 3.13 6859575 74390_5D 126.44-127.06 
E2 PH 5D 30768 5.34 6859575 74390_5D 126.44-127.06 
E1 PH 5D 30768 3.63 6859575 74390_5D 126.44-127.06 
E1 DTF 2A 8939 3.08 7473398 11194_2A 133.38 
E2 DTM 2A 8939 3.78 7473398 11194_2A 133.38 
E2 PH 2A 8939 4.71 7473398 11194_2A 133.38 
E2 DTM 3D 21970 3.23 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 
E1 DTM 3D 21970 3.64 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3D 21970 3.73 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3D 21970 3.67 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 
E2 PH 3D 21970 3.71 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 
E1 PH 3D 21970 3.15 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8982 3.75 68425 62592_2A 147.68 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8982 3.41 68425 62592_2A 147.68 
E2 PH 2A 8982 4.15 68425 62592_2A 147.68 
E1 PH 2A 8982 3.43 68425 62592_2A 147.68 
E1 DTM 2D 16467 3.60 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2D 16467 5.20 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2D 16467 4.03 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 
E2 PH 2D 16467 3.84 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2B 10229 4.45 519653 65439_2B 108.31 
E2 Yield 2B 10229 3.00 519653 65439_2B 108.31 
E2 DTF 7B 38685 6.08 938870 70085_7B 27.15 
E2 GFP 7B 38685 3.75 938870 70085_7B 27.15 
E1 TKW 7B 38685 3.41 938870 70085_7B 27.15 
E2 Yield 7B 38685 4.19 938870 70085_7B 27.15 
E1 Yield 7B 38685 3.54 938870 70085_7B 27.15 
E2 NDVI Milk 1B 4785 3.06 2300607 28242_1B 203.67 
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E2 TKW 1B 4785 4.01 2300607 28242_1B 203.67 
E1 TKW 1B 4785 3.24 2300607 28242_1B 203.67 
E2 PH 1A 333 4.92 2433212 36084_1A 128.75 
E1 PH 1A 333 3.20 2433212 36084_1A 128.75 
E2 TKW 1A 333 3.15 2433212 36084_1A 128.75 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 34419 3.12 2958912 77617_6B 120.12 
E2 PH 6B 34419 3.92 2958912 77617_6B 120.12 
E1 PH 6B 34419 3.63 2958912 77617_6B 120.12 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1D 6861 3.51 3120567 11524_1D 40.23-41.72 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1D 6861 3.05 3120567 11524_1D 40.23-41.72 
E2 PH 1D 6861 3.64 3120567 11524_1D 40.23-41.72 
E2 DTF 7A 37549 4.20 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 
E2 GFP 7A 37549 4.19 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 
E1 PH 7A 37549 3.54 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 
E1 TKW 7A 37549 4.17 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 
E2 Yield 7A 37549 3.31 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8928 3.64 4069378 38933_2A 138.43 
E2 Yield 2A 8928 2.93 4069378 38933_2A 138.43 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDVI Anthesis, NDVI taken at anthesis stage; NDVI milk, NDVI 
taken at milk stage; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Yield, grain yield (t/ha); E1, optimum sowing; E2, delayed sowing 
(average high temperature);  
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Table 6.5; Significant MTAs (-log10 P>3) with pleiotropic effects on traits within a specific environment 
Environment 1Trait Chr SNP -log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM 
E2 DTF 5B 27743 4.17 7613 56932_5B 91.29-99.67 
E2 GFP 5B 27743 3.19 7613 56932_5B 91.29-99.67 
E1 NDVI  Milk 6D 35520 4.12 19348 60100_6D 0-36.55 
E1 Scr 6D 35520 4.26 19348 60100_6D 0-36.55 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1B 2526 3.45 105517 9851_1B 86.66-194.31 
E2 NDVI Milk 1B 2526 4.00 105517 9851_1B 86.66-194.31 
E2 TKW 1B 2526 3.28 105517 9851_1B 86.66-194.31 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1B 3207 3.49 180823 71196_1B 0-132.97 
E1 NDVI  Milk 1B 3207 3.73 180823 71196_1B 0-132.97 
E1 DTF 2D 16462 7.62 341033 58635_2D 157.28-160.11 
E1 DTM 2D 16462 7.86 341033 58635_2D 157.28-160.11 
E2 DTF 7B 38648 4.02 378485 27367_7B 3.267153804 
E2 Yield 7B 38648 3.84 378485 27367_7B 3.267153804 
E2 NDVI Milk 6A 31996 3.65 4478405 65922_6A 159.37-160.12 
E2 TKW 6A 31996 4.06 4478405 65922_6A 159.37-160.12 
E2 GFP 5B 28997 3.02 5447965 78397_5B 179.61 
E2 TKW 5B 28997 3.73 5447965 78397_5B 179.61 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30767 3.31 6859445 22168_5D 128.68 
E2 PH 5D 30767 3.78 6859445 22168_5D 128.68 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 1049 3.02 12898830 25487_1A 102.8133261 
E1 TKW 1A 1049 3.10 12898830 25487_1A 102.8133261 
E1 DTM 1A 361 3.26 18542971 63445_1A 0-175.48 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 361 4.49 18542971 63445_1A 0-175.48 
E1 Yield 1A 361 3.12 18542971 63445_1A 0-175.48 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3D 21765 3.20 580383 45954_3D Uncharacterized 
E1 Yield 3D 21765 3.15 580383 45954_3D Uncharacterized 
E2 DTF 2D 16593 4.56 1261056 4432_2D 157.28 
E2 PH 2D 16593 3.63 1261056 4432_2D 157.28 
E1 DTM 7A 37803 3.34 1268906 25307_7A 306.24 
E1 PH 7A 37803 3.26 1268906 25307_7A 306.24 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDVI Anthesis, NDVI taken at anthesis stage; NDVI milk, NDVI taken at milk 
stage; PH, plant height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, screening (%); Yield, grain yield (t/ha); E1, optimum sowing; E2, delayed sowing 
(average high temperature); 
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 Table 6.6; MTAs (by SNP order) significantly associated (-log10 P>3) with single and multiple traits or that were detected more than once: 
chromosomes 1-7 (1A-7A) 
1A 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A 7A 
1013[NDA(E1)] 7704[NDA(E1)] 17558[PH(E1,E2)] 22586[Scr(E1)] 25773[TKW(E2)] 31030[TKW(E1,E2)] 36085[DTM(E1)] 
1049[TKW, NDA(E1,E2)] 7729[PH(E2)] 17261[TKW(E1)] 22591[Scr(E1)] 25867[TKW(E2)] 31038[DTF, GFP(E2)] 36150[Yield(E2)] 
1227[DTF(E1)] 7730[PH(E2)] 18452[DTF(E1)] 22594[Scr(E1)] 25973[NDM(E2)] 31343[DTF, DTM(E1)] 36252[PH(E1,E2)] 
1255[DTF, DTM(E1)] 7744[PH(E2)] 17243[DTM(E1)] 22598[Scr(E1)] 26553[NDM(E1)] 31398[TKW(E2)] 36256[PH(E1,E2)] 
1319[NDM(E1)] 7774[PH(E2)] 18443[DTF(E1)] 22601[Scr(E1)] 26771[DTM(E2)] 31647[TKW(E2)] 36257[PH(E1,E2)] 
134[TKW(E1,E2)] 7821[PH(E2)] 17201[DTF(E1)] 22606[TKW(E2)] 26800[GFP(E2)] 31669[TKW(E1,E2)] 36293[TKW(E2)] 
135[TKW(E1,E2)] 7824[PH(E2)] 18281[DTF(E1)] 22615[Scr(E1)] 26876[DTF(E1)] 31996[NDM, TKW(E2)] 36305[Scr(E1)] 
1351[PH(E2)] 7829[PH(E2)] 17326[DTF(E1)] 22621[Scr(E1)] 26932[GFP(E1)] 32119[TKW(E2)] 36384[TKW(E1)] 
1397[TKW(E2)] 7830[PH(E2)] 17274[DTF(E1)] 22623[Scr(E1)] 26971[GFP(E1,E2)] 32130[TKW(E1,E2)] 36665[PH(E2)] 
1566[GFP(E2)] 7831[PH(E2)] 17382[DTF(E1)] 22625[Scr(E1)] 27033[TKW(E1,E2)] 32131[TKW(E1,E2)] 36669[PH(E2)] 
1568[GFP(E2)] 7845[PH(E2)] 17362[DTM(E1)] 22627[Scr(E1)] 27079[NDA(E1),PH(E1,E2)] 32173[PH(E2)] 36670[PH(E2)] 
1574[DTF(E2)] 7860[PH(E2)] 18541[PH(E2)] 22629[Scr(E1)] 27114[NDA(E1)] 32282[TKW(E1,E2)] 36674[PH(E2)] 
16[Yield(E1)] 7862[PH(E2)] 17116[TKW(E2)] 22630[Scr(E1)]  32325[TKW(E1,E2)] 36692[PH(E1)] 1643[GFP(E2)] 7879[PH(E2)] 17149[GFP(E2)] 22631[GFP(E1)]  32430[TKW(E1,E2)] 36781[PH(E1,E2)] 1672[GFP(E2)] 7897[PH(E2)] 17318[DTF(E2)] 22642[Scr(E1)]   36783[PH(E1,E2)] 1677[GFP(E2)] 7921[PH(E2)] 17575[PH(E2)] 22648[GFP(E1)]   37217[NDM(E2)] 1680[NDA(E2)] 8183[NDA(E1)] 17154[GFP(E2)] 22649[GFP(E1)]   37228[PH(E1)] 1687[NDA(E2)] 8216[TKW(E1)] 17564[PH(E2)] 22658[GFP(E1)]   37314[PH(E2)] 1691[TKW(E2)] 8245[NDA(E2)] 17276[GFP(E2)] 22659[GFP(E1)]   37318[PH(E2)] 1694[NDA(E1)] 8281[NDA(E2)] 18117[NDA(E2)] 22661[GFP(E1)]   37320[PH(E2)] 1696[GFP(E2)] 8292[NDA(E2)] 17582[PH(E2)] 22665[GFP(E1)]   37377[PH(E2)] 1701[NDA(E1)] 8346[GFP(E1)] 18412[Yield(E2)] 22668[GFP(E1)]   37390[PH(E1,E2)] 1724[Yield(E2)] 8571[NDM(E1)] 18125[NDA(E2)] 22671[GFP(E1)]   37416[PH(E2)] 1739[TKW(E2)] 8675[NDA(E2)] 18087[TKW(E2)] 22697[GFP(E1)]   37526[DTF, DTM(E1)] 
1745[TKW(E2)] 8720[NDA(E2)] 17566[PH(E2)] 22700[GFP(E1)]   
37549[PH, TKW(E1), DTF, GFP, 
Yield(E2)] 
254[TKW(E2)] 8739[NDA(E2)] 17578[PH(E2)] 22709[GFP(E1)]   37565[TKW(E2)] 277[NDA(E2)] 8741[NDA(E2)] 17524[PH(E2)] 23090[NDA(E1)]   37579[PH(E1,E2)] 
29[PH(E2)] 8745[DTF(E2)]  
23149[DTF, 
DTM(E1)]   37580[PH(E2)] 
305 [PH (E1, E2)] 8752[NDA(E2)]  
23243[GFP, NDM 
(E1)]   37603[GFP(E2)] 
308[PH(E1,E2)] 8755[NDA(E2)]     37604[GFP(E2)] 311[PH(E1,E2)] 8921[NDA(E1,E2), PH(E2)]     37610[TKW(E2)] 317[PH(E2)] 8928[NDA(E1), Yield(E2)]     37611[PH(E2)] 
319[PH(E2)] 8939[DTF, DTM(E1,E2), PH(E2)]     37612[PH(E1,E2)] 
322[PH(E1,E2)] 8973[NDA(E1)]     37624[TKW(E1,E2), NDM(E2)] 331[PH(E2)] 8982[NDA, PH(E1,E2)]     37634[GFP(E2)] 333[PH(E1,E2), TKW(E2)] 8997[NDA(E2)]     37649[GFP(E2)] 361[DTM, NDA, Yield(E1)] 9004[NDA(E2)]     37680[TKW(E2)] 66[DTF(E1)] 9015[PH(E1,E2)]     37682[NDA(E2)] 741[NDM(E2)] 9044[NDA(E1,E2)]     37694[NDA(E2)] 82[GFP(E1)] 9045[DTM, PH(E1,E2)]     37723[NDA(E2)] 86[Scr(E1)] 9048[PH(E1,E2)]     37725[DTF(E2)] 900[TKW(E2)] 9053[PH(E1)]     37738[NDA(E2)] 
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906[TKW(E2)] 9069[PH(E2)]     37803[DTM, PH(E1)] 
 9070[NDA(E1)]     37809[GFP(E2)] 
 9089[DTF(E2)]     37867[GFP(E2)] 
 9098[DTF(E1)]     37889[DTF(E1)] 
 9225[DTF(E2)]     37930[GFP(E2)] 
 9241[TKW(E2)]      
 9256[Scr(E2)]      
 9329[NDM(E2)]      
 9330[DTF(E1)]      
 9337[PH(E2)]      1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDVI Anthesis, NDVI taken at anthesis stage; NDVI milk, NDVI 
taken at milk stage; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Yield, grain yield (t/ha); E1, optimum sowing; 
E2, delayed sowing (average high temperature); 
 
SNPs marked in red were associated with a chromosomal region effecting the expression of multiple traits. Detail of SNP order with gene 
effects, p values, and % variation contributed by each locus for a specific trait are presented in Appendix-III, Tables 1-9.    
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Table 6.7; MTAs (by SNP order) significantly associated (-log10 P>3) with single and multiple traits or that were detected more than once: 
chromosomes 8-14 (1B-7B) 
1B 2B 3B 4B 5B 6B 7B 
2385[DTF(E1)] 10041[NDA(E1)] 19052[NDM(E2)] 24184[GFP(E2)] 27743[DTF,GFP(E2)] 33117[DTF, DTM(E1)] 38648[DTF, Yield(E2)] 
2440[NDM(E1)] 10229[NDA(E1), Yield(E2)] 19173[NDA(E2)] 
24208[DTF, 
DTM(E1)] 28078[DTM(E2)] 33139[DTF, DTM(E1)] 38652[TKW(E2)] 
2486[DTF, DTM(E1)] 10231[NDA(E1)] 19193[NDA(E2)] 24532[GFP(E1)] 28321[NDA(E1)] 33205[Scr(E1)] 38677[DTF(E2)] 
2526[NDA, NDM, 
TKW(E2)] 10296[TKW(E2)] 19234[NDA(E2)] 24826[DTF(E1)] 28359[Scr(E2)] 33213[Scr(E1)] 38682[DTF, Yield (E1,E2)] 
2727[PH(E2)] 10324[PH(E1,E2)] 19246[GFP(E1)] 24886[TKW(E2)] 28471[PH(E1)] 33216[Scr(E1)] 38685[DTF, GFP, TKW, yield(E1,E2)] 
2743[PH(E1,E2)] 10341[DTF(E1)] 19248[GFP(E1)] 24980[PH(E1)] 28489[TKW(E2)] 33233[Scr(E1)] 38687[GFP, DTF(E2)] 
2748[PH(E1,E2)] 10375[DTF(E2)] 19259[GFP(E1)] 24986[PH(E2)] 28500[PH(E1,E2)] 33242[NDA(E1)] 38688[DTF, GFP, TKW, Yield (E1,E2)] 
2764[PH(E1,E2)] 10388[TKW(E2)] 19285[GFP(E1)] 24989[PH(E2)] 28516[TKW(E2)] 33250[NDA(E1)] 38692[Yield(E1)] 
2785[PH(E1,E2)] 10492[DTF(E1)] 19335[TKW(E1,E2)] 25030[PH(E2)] 28875[TKW(E2)] 33301[DTF, DTM(E1)] 38696[DTF, GFP(E2)] 
3207[NDA, NDM(E1)] 10717[PH(E2)] 19386[TKW(E2)] 25091[TKW(E1)] 28968[DTF(E2)] 33345[DTF, DTM(E1)] 38739[DTF(E1)] 
3306[DTF, GFP(E2)] 11189[TKW(E1,E2)] 19921[NDA(E1)] 25093[TKW(E2)] 28969[DTF(E2)] 33376[NDA(E2)] 38800[DTF(E1)] 
3391[NDA(E2)] 11357[TKW(E1,E2)] 19924[NDA(E1)] 25102[PH(E2)] 28984[TKW(E2)] 33449[NDA(E2)] 38892[TKW(E1)] 
3398[NDA(E2)] 12068[TKW(E1,E2)] 19933[NDA(E1)] 25132[Yield(E1)] 28985[TKW(E2)] 33453[NDA(E2)] 39188[NDM(E1)] 
3476[TKW(E2)] 12647[NDM(E2)] 19936[NDA(E1)]  28991[GFP(E2)] 33470[NDA(E2)] 39641[NDA(E1)] 
3978[TKW(E2)] 12905[DTF, DTM(E1)] 19939[NDA(E1)]  
28997[GFP, 
TKW(E2)] 33479[NDA(E2)] 39750[TKW(E2)] 
4299[NDA(E1)] 13289[PH(E2)] 19940[NDA(E1)]  
29018[NDA, 
TKW(E1)] 33590[DTF, DTM(E1)] 39751[TKW(E2)] 
4352[GFP(E1)] 13313[TKW(E1,E2)] 19943[DTM(E2)]  29174[TKW(E1)] 33908[NDA, NDM, TKW(E2)] 39914[TKW(E2)] 
4409[GFP(E1)] 13603[DTF(E1)] 19944[NDA(E1)]  
29240[TKW(E1,E2)
] 34105[DTF(E1)] 39938[TKW(E2)] 
4438[NDA(E2)] 13820[PH(E2)] 19946[NDA(E1)]  
29306[TKW(E1,E2)
] 34386[PH(E1,E2)] 40224[DTF, DTM(E1)] 
4490[GFP(E1)] 13853[PH(E2)] 19950[NDA(E1)]  
29324[TKW(E1,E2)
] 34398[PH(E2)] 40290[TKW(E1,E2)] 
4671[GFP(E1)] 13977[GFP(E2)] 19977[TKW(E1,E2)]  
29326[TKW(E1,E2)
] 34419[PH(E1,E2), NDA(E2)]  
4674[GFP(E1)] 14002[PH(E2)] 19981[NDA(E1)]  29375[DTF(E1)] 34420[NDA, PH(E2)]  4692[GFP(E1)] 14025[TKW(E1)] 19995[NDA(E1)]  29608[PH(E2)] 34422[NDA(E1,E2)]  4784[PH(E2)] 14059[Scr(E2)] 20009[NDA(E1)]   34423[NDA(E1,E2)]  4785[TKW(E1,E2), 
NDM(E2)] 14250[NDA(E1)] 20011[DTM(E2)]   34424[NDA(E1), PH(E2)]  
4811[DTF(E1)] 14251[NDA(E2)] 20013[NDA(E1)]   34425[PH(E1,E2), NDA(E2)]  4851[GFP(E1)]  20016[NDA(E1)]   34446[TKW(E1,E2)]  
4892[DTM(E2)]  
20079[DTM(E1,E
2)]   34473[PH(E2)]  
4922[DTM(E2)]  
20099[DTM(E1,E
2)]   34474[NDA(E1), PH(E2)]  
4943[DTM(E2)]  
20244[TKW(E1,E
2)]   34477[NDA(E1), PH(E2)]  
4951[DTM(E2)]  20442[NDA(E2)]   34478[NDA(E1), PH(E2)]  4991[DTM(E2)]  20465[NDA(E2)]   34556[DTF, DTM(E1)]  
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5021[DTF(E1)]  
20465[PH(E1,E2)
]   34590[TKW(E2)]  
5054[DTF(E1),DTM(E1
,E2)]  20467[PH(E2)]   34618[TKW(E2)]  
  20490[DTM(E2)]   34697[TKW(E2)]  
  
20497[NDA, 
PH(E2)]     
  20507[DTM(E2)]     
  20510[NDA(E2)]     
  20542[NDA(E2)]     
  
20592[TKW(E1,E
2)]     
  20659[PH(E1)]     
  
20777[TKW(E1,E
2)]     
  
20782[PH(E1,E2)
]     
  20786[DTF(E1)]     
  20788[PH(E2)]     
  
20823[PH(E1,E2)
]     
  20836[NDA(E1)]     
  20840[GFP(E1)]     
  20841[GFP(E1)]     
  20896[SCR(E1)]     
       1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDVI Anthesis, NDVI taken at anthesis stage; NDVI milk, NDVI 
taken at milk stage; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Yield, grain yield (t/ha); E1, optimum sowing; 
E2, delayed sowing (average high temperature); 
 
SNPs marked in red were associated with a chromosomal region effecting the expression of multiple traits. Detail of SNP order with gene 
effects, p values, and % variation contributed by each locus for a specific trait are presented in Appendix-III, Tables 1-9.    
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Table 6.8; MTAs (by SNP order) significantly associated (-log10 P>3) with single and multiple traits or that were detected more than once: 
chromosomes 15-21 (1D-7D) 
1D 2D 3D 4D 5D 6D 7D 
6698[TKW(E2)] 15675[Scr(E2)] 21765[NDA, Yield(E1)] 25449[PH(E2)] 30626[TKW(E2)] 35520[NDM, Scr(E1,E2)] 41094[NDM(E2)] 
6710[PH(E2)] 15948[DTM(E2)] 21793[TKW(E2)] 25579[TKW(E2)] 30664[TKW(E2)] 35521[NDM(E1)] 41096[NDM(E2)] 
6725[Yield(E2)] 16324[NDM(E1)] 21857[TKW(E2)] 25580[TKW(E2)] 30669[TKW(E2)] 35598[TKW(E2)] 41330[TKW(E1,E2)] 
6839[PH(E2)] 16422[DTF(E1)] 21870[NDA, NDM(E2)] 25538[NDM(E1)] 30742[NDA(E1,E2), NDM(E2)] 35643[PH(E2)] 41424[TKW(E2)] 
6845[TKW(E1)] 16437[TKW(E1,E2)] 21884[NDA(E1)]  30748[NDA(E2)] 35814[TKW(E1,E2)] 41461[DTF(E2)] 6849[NDA(E1,E2), 
PH(E2)] 16462[DTF, DTM(E1)] 21917[Yield(E2)]  30749[NDA(E1)] 35874[TKW(E1,E2)]  
6851[NDA(E2)] 16467[DTM(E1), NDA(E1,E2), PH(E2)] 21942[NDA(E2)]  30757[NDA(E2)] 35877[TKW(E1,E2)]  
6861[NDA(E1,E2), 
PH(E2)] 16476[NDA(E2)] 
21966[DTM, PH(E1,E2), 
NDA(E2)]  30761[NDA, PH(E2)]   
6892[NDA, NDM(E2)] 16477[NDM(E2)] 21968[NDA, NDM(E2)]  30762[NDA, PH(E2)]   6894[NDA(E1)] 16529[Scr(E2)] 21969[Yield(E1)]  30766[NDA(E1,E2)]   6895[PH(E1,E2)] 16578[NDA, NDM(E2)] 21970[DTM, NDA, PH(E1,E2)]  30767[NDA, PH(E2)]   6897[TKW(E1,E2)] 16593[DTF, PH(E2)] 22091[DTM(E1)]  30768[NDA(E1), PH(E1,E2)]   6899[NDA, PH(E1,E2)] 16606[TKW(E1,E2)] 22095[DTF(E1)]  30769[NDA(E1,E2)]   6938[PH(E1,E2)]  22179[Scr(E2)]  30805[NDA(E1,E2)]   6942[PH(E1,E2)]    30811[NDA(E1), PH(E1,E2)]   6944[NDA(E2)]    30819[PH(E1,E2)]   6969[PH(E1,E2)]    30822[PH(E2)]   6970[PH(E1,E2)]    30824[PH(E1,E2)]   7018[Scr(E1)]    30838[PH(E1,E2)]   7022[Scr(E1)]    30865[PH(E1,E2)]   7054[Scr(E1)]       7055[Scr(E1)]       7056[Scr(E1)]       7067[Scr(E1)]       7093[Scr(E1)]       7100[Scr(E2)]       7153[DTF, DTM(E1)]       7307[DTM(E2)]       1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDVI Anthesis, NDVI taken at anthesis stage; NDVI milk, NDVI 
taken at milk stage; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Yield, grain yield (t/ha); E1, optimum sowing; 
E2, delayed sowing (average high temperature); 
 
SNPs marked in red were associated with a chromosomal region effecting the expression of multiple traits. Detail of SNP order with gene 
effects, p values, and % variation contributed by each locus for a specific trait are presented in Appendix-III, Tables 1-9.  
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 Discussion 6.4
Greater numbers of MTAs linked to various traits were discovered on the A and B genomes 
compared to the D genome. This suggests that the AB genome contribution is more important 
but it also reflects the generally poorer marker coverage of the D-genome.  Others have made 
similar observations of the greater contribution of the A genome in particular to wheat traits 
(Quarrie et al., 2005; Ogbonnaya et al., 2017). Grain yield reduction is the cumulative 
outcome of heat stress on wheat plants. While some of the observed MTAs in the study were 
‘yield’ related in that they appeared in both environments, others such as SNP 10229 and 
18412 located on 2B and 3A, respectively, were unique to heat stressed conditions and can be 
combined with the ‘yield’ only MTAs to enhance wheat yield stability. Unfortunately, it has 
not been possible (at the date of writing this discussion) to identify unique emmer alleles in 
these materials. The cluster positions contributed by emmer (a tetraploid) need to be 
reconciled with the 90K SNP cluster positions of the same SNPs in bread wheat (hexaploid).  
Nevertheless, the positive contributions of emmer wheat to yield are suggested as many of 
the lines developed showed higher yield than their recurrent bread wheat parent and 
comparable yield to the commercial cultivar Suntop (Chapter-3, Tables 3.21, 3.22). The 
presence of MTAs for yield in both environments on chromosomes 1A, 2A, 3A, 2B, 1D, 3D, 
4B, 7A and 7B in the current study validated a number of previous findings. In these studies 
MTAs located on 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 3B, 1D, 3D, 7A and 7B were observed to impact yield 
under heat stress (Lopes et al., 2015a; Acuña-Galindo et al., 2015; Ogbonnaya et al., 2017).  
MTAs associated with TKW were scattered across the whole genome in the current study 
making selection difficult. Nevertheless, there was a highly significant effect on 6A that 
influenced TKW in both environments that could be targeted in selection. Other studies have 
also reported similar chromosomal locations of significant QTLs influencing TKW (Edae et 
al., 2014; Acuña-Galindo et al., 2015; Bennett et al., 2012a; Ma'arup, 2016; 
Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016c). Peng et al. (2003) also reported significant QTL for grain 
size in emmer wheat located on 6B and 7B. Similar associations were observed in the current 
study, particularly on 7B where 7 MTAs were observed, suggesting an influence of the 
emmer genome. The 2 MTAs related to low screenings (SNP order, 16529, 28359) under 
stress in this study provide good targets for breeding and selection if combined with the large 
QTL for TKW located on 6A. The positions of these two MTAs for screenings on 
chromosomes 2D and 5B are similar to those reported previously (Rasheed et al., 2014; 
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Mason et al., 2013).  Some of the MTAs related to NDVI (milk) in the current study were 
also found by others (Pinto et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015b). The greater 
number of MTAs for NDVI at anthesis in the current study located on chromosomes 2A, 3B, 
5D and 6B also partially validate earlier work. Senescence rates under heat stress were 
published by others (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2010; Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016c; Bennett et 
al., 2012b) and these effects were located in similar positions on chromosomes 2A, 4A, 5A, 
7A, 3B, 4B, 6B, 4D and 5D to the current study.     
There was a high degree of similarity between MTAs for days to flowering, grain filling 
duration and maturity as expected. The same chromosomes and locations in the current study 
on 1A, 1B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 5A, 5B and 7A were also reported to control phenology under heat 
stress by other authors (Reynolds and Rebetzke, 2011; Cossani and Reynolds, 2012; Wang et 
al., 2009). It appears that photoperiod and vernalization may have influenced phenology in 
the current study to some degree as significant MTAs on 2A, 2B and 2D (equivalent to the 
Ppd-A1, Ppd-B1, and Ppd-D1, photoperiod genes) and 5A and 5B (equivalent to 
vernalization genes Vrn-A1 and Vrn-B2) were observed (Zhou et al., 2016; Lopes et al., 
2015a). The greater numbers of MTAs for plant height under stress in the current study were 
associated with chromosome 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 5D, 6B and 7A and this correlated with other 
studies (Maccaferri et al., 2008; Marza et al., 2006; Bennett et al., 2012a; Acuña-Galindo et 
al., 2015). The lack of strong associations on 4B and 4D suggest that the semi-dwarfing 
genes Rht-B1b and Rht-D1b were not influential (Ellis et al., 2002; Lopes et al., 2015a). This 
was not surprising as all the materials evaluated were semi-dwarf in stature. MTAs for NDVI 
anthesis and milk stage were closely correlated in the current study. Those genotypes able to 
maintain greenness under both conditions generally produced higher yield (see Chapter 3). 
The maintenance of greenness had a positive impact on grain filling duration and yield and it 
is likely that delayed senescence under heat stress is responsible (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2010).  
The co-localization of agronomical and physiological traits has been documented by previous 
studies (Pinto et al., 2010; Mason et al., 2013; Lopes et al., 2014). Some MTAs (SNP order 
8939) of pleiotropic effect were associated with increased plant height and longer days to 
flowering and maturity under both conditions (Table 6.4). These observations indicate that 
plant biomass depends upon the length of the growth cycle as concluded in Chapter-3. Some 
loci (SNP order 38648) with pleiotropic effects for reduced days to flowering and reduced 
grain yield under stress indicate that short duration genotypes have lower yield under heat 
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stress in the current study. This is not always observed with many authors linking heat escape 
to earlier flowering (Mondal et al., 2015a; Tewolde et al., 2006; Mondal et al., 2013). The 
frequently observed co-location of MTAs for NDVI at anthesis and plant height in the current 
study suggests that greenness at anthesis results in taller plants that yield more under heat 
stress. It may simply indicate higher photosynthetic reserves at anthesis that are later 
translocated to the developing grain. A number of studies associate physiological traits with 
plant stature and phenology (Rebetzke et al., 2013b; Edae et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2016; 
Bennett et al., 2012b). One marker (SNP order 38685) identified on chromosome 7B had a 
pleiotropic effect on days to flowering, grain filling period, TKW and yield. Similar results 
were obtained by (Ogbonnaya et al., 2017) who found MTAs on the same chromosome 
associated with pleiotropic effects for days to flowering and yield related parameters. 
However, other studies identified regions on chromosome 7D as pleiotropic for grain yield, 
days to flowering and TKW (Mason et al., 2013; Hai et al., 2008; Hanocq et al., 2004).     
In this work the MTAs with pleiotropic effect on yield and NDVI anthesis under both 
environments were observed on chromosome 2A, 2B, and 3D, whereas others reported an 
association between grain yield and greenness on 4D chromosome under heat stress (Bennett 
et al., 2012b). It may be that a mild photoperiod response linked to Ppd-A1 and Ppd-B1 
(located on 2A and 2B) has contributed to greater biomass and hence higher NDVI at 
anthesis in these materials. The MTAs with pleiotropic effects on plant height under both 
conditions and greater TKW under stress located on chromosome 1A may be contributed by 
emmer wheat, although this cannot be confirmed yet. Similar results were obtained from field 
phenotyping where taller genotypes under stress were associated with greater TKW. 
Similarly, chromosome 7A had a pleiotropic region detected using SNP marker 37549 
controlling days to flowering, grain filling period, plant height TKW and grain yield. 
Previous studies also reported pleiotropic effects for various traits including plant height and 
TKW on 7A from GWAS (Gao et al., 2016). Others reported pleiotropic regions for height 
and TKW on chromosome 4B (Huang et al., 2004; McCartney et al., 2005). Clearly, some 
chromosomes were more related to certain traits than others. Chromosome 6A had more 
MTAs for TKW and 4A and 1D more MTAs for screenings under both conditions.  
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6.4.1 Conclusion 
In this study a number of MTAs for agronomic, physiological, phenological and quality traits 
were identified in both optimum and heat stress conditions. Some MTAs were specific to heat 
stress only and could be targeted in breeding to improve the heat stress tolerance of wheat. 
These regions can also be combined with those that contribute to yield in both environments 
to increase yield and yield stability. Chromosomal regions that control multiple traits were 
also identified and these should also be selection targets. This study also suggests that the 
basis of heat tolerance differs among genotypes and that the new AB genome diversity 
introduced from emmer wheat may have contributed to these differential responses to high 
temperature. However, this cannot be quantified yet. Nevertheless, the MTAs identified in 
this study must be validated in other materials in different environments before they can be 
used extensively in marker assisted selection and breeding.    
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 General Discussion Chapter 7.
 
 Introduction 7.1
The mechanisms of heat tolerance in wheat are complex and improved understanding of the 
processes involved and the development of reliable and relevant screening assays are 
essential for effective genetic improvement of heat tolerance (Ristic et al., 2007). However, 
the development of heat tolerant wheat cultivars is slow due to the ineffectiveness of 
selection criteria and limited breeder access to high-throughput, relevant screening  methods 
(Hassan et al., 2016). Access to appropriate genetic diversity is also a limitation. Empirical 
selection has led to genetic erosion and a broadening of the genetic base of wheat would 
provide new diversity for heat tolerance across a wider range of environments (Huang et al., 
2007; Van de Wouw et al., 2010). Wheat wild relatives have been used successfully in 
breeding programs to enhance genetic gains and the emmer wheat AB genome has played a 
significant role (Ogbonnaya et al., 2013; Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi, 2008; Nevo, 2014). 
Nevertheless, the diversity available in emmer wheat has only been explored superficially 
(Zaharieva et al., 2010; Ma'arup, 2016; Avni et al., 2017). A number of traits have been 
suggested as possible selection targets to improve the heat tolerance of wheat (Reynolds et 
al., 2011). If new diversity can be discovered that extends these trait ranges then the heat 
tolerance of wheat is likely to be extended.  
This study investigated the role of genetic variation introduced from emmer wheat on the 
adaptation of hexaploid wheat in a range of environments. In the process, the key 
physiological mechanisms governing plant response and acclimation over time were 
determined, a robust and relevant screening method developed and tested and the probable 
genetic control of heat tolerance elucidated. A combination of screening approaches including 
different times-of-sowing in the field, in-field temperature controlled chambers and 
glasshouses were used to compare genotypic performance for high temperature stress. The 
large scale phenotyping under field conditions for three consecutive years identified genetic 
variation for agronomic, phenological, physiological and grain quality traits linked to heat 
tolerance and yield under heat stress (Chapter-3). In-field controlled temperature chambers 
then provided confirmation of the heat response on a small subset of germplasm by providing 
a heat shock at anthesis without compromising root morphology, root distribution and root 
temperature, which is a common constraint in pot testing in glasshouses (Chapter 5). A 
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glasshouse experiment examined the implications of heat stress at reproductive development 
on tolerant and sensitive materials in greater detail to elucidate the probable mechanisms of 
tolerance (Chapter-4). A genome wide association study then provided insight into the genetic 
control of heat tolerance based on the large scale times-of-sowing experiments (Chapter-6). 
Time-of-sowing was confirmed as an effective method for classifying the heat tolerance 
status of large numbers of lines under field conditions and the most tolerant and sensitive 
materials differentiated the same way under both in-field heat chamber and glasshouse 
conditions.   
 The impact of AB genome variations and trait improvement 7.2
The incorporation of the genetic variation into elite wheat materials and subsequent screening 
under target environment conditions is essential for improving wheat adaptation to climate 
change. Previous studies evaluated emmer wheat and emmer derived lines for stress tolerance 
particularly drought (Dreccer et al., 2007; Lage and Trethowan, 2008; van Ginkel and 
Ogbonnaya, 2007). However, little information on heat tolerance through interspecific 
hybridization has been published. In the current work, new AB genome diversity has 
impacted trait expression. Under field conditions emmer based derived lines showed 
improved phenotypic performance for TKW, grain yield and quality related traits compared 
to recurrent parents and commercial cultivars in both stressed and non-stressed conditions 
(Chapter-3). Others have made similar observations based on the phenotypic performance of 
emmer derived materials in different environments (Nevo, 2014; Trethowan and Mujeeb-
Kazi, 2008; Eagles et al., 2014; Mondal et al., 2016). The emmer derived lines #460, #467, 
#248 and #227 showed high mean yield and yield stability across the environments and could 
be used in breeding. Similarly, two diverse emmer based lines selected though field screening 
and confirmed in the glasshouse and using in-field controlled temperature chambers helped 
provide an understanding of the basis of heat tolerance. As the genetic variation created in 
this study was not targeted there was significant positive and negative ranges observed for 
many traits. However, at the genetic level it is difficult to determine categorically the emmer 
contribution to these heat tolerance traits as emmer specific molecular markers could not be 
identified in the 90K SNP assay.      
  Screening for heat stress in the target environment   7.3
Breeding is effective when selection is made under the representative conditions of the target 
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environment (Rebetzke et al., 2013a). The interaction of genotype with the environment can 
also be assessed over time and more stable materials identified (Comstock, 2007; Wahid et 
al., 2007). However, large genotype-by-environment interaction will reduce the effectiveness 
of selection and the rate of genetic advance. In the current study, genetic variation was 
induced and diverse materials were evaluated for three consecutive years using optimum and 
delayed sowing and the impacts of genotype-by-environment interaction were reduced by 
irrigation (Chapter 3). Irrigation limited soil moisture × temperature interactions and 
therefore improved the heritability of selection. The delayed sowing method has been used 
previously to classify genotype responses to heat stress (Tiwari et al., 2013; Lake and Sadras, 
2014). It has also been noted that improved management of such experiments can improve 
their effectiveness as screening tools (Mondal et al., 2013; Saxena et al., 2014). Even though 
the environment changes year-to-year, continuous selection under varying levels of the same 
stress can identify superior genotypes with stable performance under the stress (Richards et 
al., 2010; Trethowan, 2014). While grain yield is an indicator of genotypic potential under 
heat stress in times of sowing experiments (Ahmed, 2015),  the selection of materials with 
yield stability in field conditions is also important (Rebetzke et al., 2016). The current study 
identified germplasm with high, stable yield under both optimum and delayed sowing 
suggesting that heat tolerance is not negatively associated with yield. Those traits with a 
higher heritability such as plant height, days to flowering, and thousand kernel weight were 
associated with yield under heat stress and could be targeted directly in breeding and 
selection. Others have observed that early flowering is an escape mechanism under hot 
conditions (Mondal et al., 2015a; Joshi et al., 2007b; Lopes et al., 2012). However, in the 
current study there was not a clear effect of phenology on grain yield under heat with some 
later flowering genotypes also performing well. 
Genotypes had different ways of achieving yield under heat stress and this was confirmed by 
the relatively high genotype-by-environment interaction for ground cover, NDVI, canopy 
temperature, chlorophyll content, thousand grain weight, screenings , protein, test weight and 
grain yield. The genotypes evaluated showed considerable variability for these traits, and the 
emmer derivatives were generally superior in range of traits to the recurrent parents and 
checks. The genotype response to heat stress was therefore determined by germplasm, growth 
stage and heat intensity and heat duration. Yield stability across times-of-sowing and years 
was governed by the combination of yield components, phenology and physiological traits 
and evidence suggests that many of these attributes could be combined through breeding and 
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selection as most are not limited by compensatory relationships. Nevertheless, the 
effectiveness of selection for some traits such as shorter statured plants with higher NDVI at 
anthesis (and therefore higher yield) may be limited by the positive association observed 
between height and NDVI. However, others also suggest that there is a possibility to combine 
agro-physio traits with a positive impact on yield under heat stress to improve adaptation 
(Lopes et al., 2012). Yield was primarily reduced under heat stress by shorter grain filling 
periods that reduced above ground biomass and reduced kernel number and weight, which 
subsequently increased screenings and grain protein content. However, those genotypes with 
greater chlorophyll content and NDVI during grain filling, tended to be taller with longer 
grain filling period and greater kernel weight which translated to higher yield under stress. 
Other studies also identified similar traits linked to heat tolerance (Sharma et al., 2008; Lopes 
et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2016; Mondal et al., 2013). The generalized relationships of some 
key agronomic, physiological and quality traits with grain yield under optimum and stressed 
environments are shown in Figure 7.1-7.5. The association of some physiological traits, such 
as ground cover, canopy temperature, chlorophyll content and NDVI with grain yield under 
stress was offset by high genotype-by-environment interaction and low heritability which 
limits the value of these traits for selection. However, others have advocated pyramiding 
physiological traits to enhance yield under stress and pyramided traits would reduce the 
impacts of genotype-by-environment interaction (Reynolds et al., 2009b; Reynolds and 
Tuberosa, 2008; Pinto et al., 2010).  
During 2014 and 2015 greater TKW led to higher grain yield in both environments, however 
in 2016 this relationship did not exist due to excessive rains which produced higher tillering 
and greater numbers of grains. This reduced the association of TKW and yield in this year. 
The time-of-sowing experiments were successful in creating a temperature differential, where 
lower trait expressions were observed in the stressed environments. The late sown 
environments in 2014 and 2015 exposed plants to more than 30oC at flowering compared to 
2016 where temperatures were comparatively lower. For this reason the yield reduction from 
delayed sowing was greater in 2014 and 2015. The vegetative period was also reduced by the 
higher temperatures of delayed sowing. Similar observations were made by Tewolde et al. 
(2006) and Talukder et al. (2014) who found greater yield loss during the season 
accompanied by high temperatures. During 2014 and 2015 greater TKW led to higher grain 
yield in both environments, however in 2016 this relationship did not exist due to excessive 
rains which produced higher tillering and greater numbers of grains. This reduced the 
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association of TKW and yield in this year. It was observed that 22-24oC (daily maximum 
temperature) was optimal for flowering (based on the normally sown materials) and 
temperatures of 28oC or higher for 3 to 5 days at flowering reduced fertility and yield. It was 
estimated that for every 1oC rise in temperature above the flowering optimum, the grain yield 
reduced by 7%, 5.8 % and 4% in 2014, 2015 and 2016, respectively. The variation in yield 
loss was influenced by the intensity and duration of high temperature. Clearly, flowering is 
sensitive to heat stresses of ≥30oC and grain production can be expected to decline. Similar 
impacts of temperatures of ≥30oC at the reproductive stage have been observed in other 
environments (Farooq et al., 2011; Asseng et al., 2011).  
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Figure 7.1; Relationship of yield and thousand kernel weight (TKW) in 2014, 2015 and 2016 
in optimum and late sowing conditions. 
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Figure 7.2; Relationship of yield and grain filling period (GFP) in 2014, 2015 and 2016 in 
optimum and late sowing conditions. 
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Figure 7.3; Relationship of yield and NDVI milk stage in 2014, 2015 and 2016 in optimum 
and late sowing conditions.  
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Figure 7.4; Relationship of yield and screenings in 2014, 2015 and 2016 in optimum and late 
sowing conditions. 
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Figure 7.5; Relationship of yield and protein content in 2015 and 2016 in optimum and late 
sowing conditions. 
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 The physiological basis of heat tolerance under controlled conditions 7.4
Understanding the inheritance of physiological traits and their association with yield will 
assist crop improvement for heat stress tolerance (Cossani and Reynolds, 2012; Fischer, 
2011). Glasshouse and in-field temperature controlled chambers were used to study selected 
materials in detail. Two lines developed by backcrossing two different emmer accessions to 
the same recurrent parent were identified for evaluation based on their differing response to 
high temperature. These were G1, PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385 KC75 and G2, PBW502 
/2/PBW502 / 21758 KC75. They were also selected as the only difference between the 
genotypes was their emmer wheat contribution. The controlled conditions of the glasshouse 
and in-field controlled temperature chambers also differentiated these materials in the same 
way as the times of sowing experiments. However, a much more detailed study of the 
mechanisms of tolerance was possible under controlled conditions. Similar facilities have 
been used successfully to assess physiological responses to stress and others concluded that 
controlled facilities reduce confounding environmental factors and maximize genetic 
variance thus making it easier to identify heat tolerant materials (Shanmugam et al., 2013; 
Talukder et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2015).  
In the current study, it was obvious that the stay-green trait improved photosynthesis and was 
associated with cooler canopies, prolonged grain filling, greater dry biomass production and 
higher yield. However, increased spike fertility, faster grain filling rate, larger kernel size and 
weight and higher harvest index were also important contributors to yield in certain 
genotypes. These observations were made under irrigated conditions and water was generally 
not limiting. Therefore genotypes with greater transpiration rates tended to keep cooler 
canopies and ultimately produced higher yield. Such responses may not be as beneficial to 
yield if water was also limiting. In the current study, genotypes under heat stress had lower 
transpiration and intrinsic water use efficiency and this could be attributed to higher stomatal 
conductance in the presence of greater evaporation demands compared to controlled 
conditions (Chapter-5). Nevertheless, the more tolerant genotypes maintained cooler canopies 
to meet higher evaporative demands under heat stress (Kumari et al., 2013; Pinto and 
Reynolds, 2015). 
In-field controlled temperature chambers were used to impose a heat shock at anthesis on 
normally sown materials (Chapter-4). These chambers were also used to validate the time-of-
sowing experiments as many more genotypes can be screened in the field using delayed 
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sowing. The heat shock at anthesis generated using in-field controlled temperature chambers 
had a negative impact on yield and some yield related traits indicating that this stress was 
effective. The observed non-significant genotype-by-treatment interaction was probably a 
function of the small number of genotypes tested in these replicated experiments and the 
equivalent yields of these materials when no heat stress was applied. Those genotypes that 
had longer grain filling period, higher chlorophyll content and higher NDVI generally had 
more efficient photosynthesis, cooler canopies and ultimately greater kernel number and 
weight. Others have reported the importance of chlorophyll content, photosynthesis, stomatal 
conductance and transpiration rates in conferring heat tolerance (Sharma et al., 2015). 
However, this previous study was different form the current methodology as screening was 
not based on field screening in the target environment. Similarly, other studies have focused 
on short periods of heat stress at anthesis under field conditions generated using heat 
chambers of different design. These authors made similar conclusions to the current study, 
however they selected their materials for evaluation on the basis of previous reports 
(Talukder et al., 2014). In the current study, heat shock increased leaf senescence rates and 
this diminished photosynthetic capacity rapidly, thus reducing stomatal conductance and 
transpiration in the sensitive genotypes. Thus stay-green should be a selection target for heat 
stress as it is easy to measure and correlated with the difficult to assess gas exchanges 
parameters. These results support other studies that suggested stay-green is an important trait 
to optimize yield under heat stress (Pinto et al., 2016; Kumari et al., 2013).   
The physiological responses of the two contrasting emmer based diverse genotypes in the 
field in delayed sowing was comparable with the glasshouse study where long grain filling 
period, slow rates of chlorophyll content degradation, high photosynthesis and greater 
transpiration were associated with higher yield. The relationships among these three 
screening methods; glasshouses, in-field controlled environment chambers and delayed 
sowing; should be interpreted carefully as only two genotypes were common to all studies. 
However, the genotypes (tolerant/intolerant) were identified using delayed sowing and the 
differential response noted in these experiments to heat stress was confirmed in both the 
glasshouse and in-field controlled heat chamber. The greater precision of the glasshouse and 
chamber screening allowed the probable mechanisms of heat tolerance in these genotypes to 
be identified.   
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 Screening procedures and trait stability 7.5
The incorporation of genetic variation improves the diversity of trait expression 
(Chandrasekhar et al., 2017), however reliable screening tools are required to identify and 
precisely quantify these ranges under heat stress (Tardieu and Tuberosa, 2010). Phenotyping 
strategies can often use a combination of field and controlled environment screening. 
However, traits are often identified in the glasshouse and confirmed in the field and 
frequently no relationship is found. Hence a reverse strategy that relies initially on field 
screening with glasshouse confirmation is more reliable and cost effective. The impact of 
genotype-by-environment interaction can pose an obstacle to accurate phenotyping. 
Nevertheless, this can be reduced by managing the environmental conditions (Trethowan, 
2014). The use of in-field controlled temperature chambers allowed a higher degree of stress 
management and this reduced the impact of environmental variation on the expression of this 
complex trait.  A combination of screening methods, as deployed in this study, will provide 
confirmation of genotype responses and will likely produce the most accurate and repeatable 
results.  
A range of phenotyping protocols have been used to assess heat tolerance (Talukder et al., 
2014; Haque et al., 2014; Saxena et al., 2014; Mondal et al., 2015a). However, these 
protocols all have strengths and weaknesses that impact their effectiveness. Field screening is 
often used including dates of sowing in the target environment. However, the selection of 
heat tolerant material under field conditions is challenging due to the unpredictability of 
stress severity and occurrence (Gupta et al., 2012; Asseng et al., 2011). However, a degree of 
control can be imposed and this was managed using irrigation in the current study thus 
avoiding most of the confounding effect of temperature/moisture interaction. If physiological 
mechanisms that contribute to yield stability under stress can be identified then the 
confounding effects of genotype-by-environment interaction on yield under stress and 
associated reduction in heritability might be minimized (Gupta et al., 2012). Several traits 
were identified that predicted the heat tolerance phenotype better than yield itself (discussed 
earlier). However, the range of these traits and their robustness was relatively unknown. For 
this reason controlled environment evaluation was initiated on the selected materials.   
Glasshouse conditions such as temperature, light and humidity can be controlled to a large 
extent thus removing confounding environmental effects (Passioura, 2006). However soil 
properties such as soil temperature, soil structure and moisture availability affect root 
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distribution and are an integral component of plant response and G×T interaction and cannot 
be assessed accurately in the glasshouse (Blum, 2009). Similarly, under glasshouse conditions 
single plants per pot are often sown and these are not representative of natural field 
conditions where plants are in competition for resources (Passioura, 2006). To reduce the 
short-comings of glasshouse screening, in-field controlled temperature chambers were used 
to provide a heat shock under field conditions. The in-field controlled temperature chambers 
allowed heat shock to be accurately applied at the most critical stage of development to 
quantify plant response under field conditions. Without such chambers it is impossible to 
accurately apply phenology dependent stresses in the field. However, the deployment of the 
in-field controlled temperature chambers was laborious and they had to be deployed in pairs; 
one ambient and one heated. Although measured, it was difficult to control humidity in the 
chambers and only small numbers of genotypes could be evaluated in replicated testing. 
These efficiencies were offset by very accurate and relevant phenotypes for heat response.   
The relatively strong relationship between the performance of selected materials (emmer 
derived line) in all three methods (delayed sowing, heat chambers and glasshouse) provided 
evidence that large scale screening using time-of-sowing could be effective in identifying 
heat tolerant germplasm. The observed variation in trait expression between methods 
indicated that different mechanisms conferred heat tolerance in the different conditions. For 
example, kernel weight was greater in controlled facilities (glasshouse and chambers) as 
compared to late sowing field trials and grain filling periods tended to be extended in the field 
chambers  (Chapter 3 Table 3.22, Chapter 4 Table 4.2, Chapter 5 Table 5.2). These changes 
did influence trait significance across the methodologies. The plants in the heat chambers 
were exposed to stress for a short period (4 days) compared to the late sown and glasshouse 
experiments where the heat stress period was longer. Others have also observed a high 
correlation between heat phenotypes determined in controlled facilities and the field  
(Talukder et al., 2014). In the current study the in-field controlled temperature chambers and 
glasshouse were primarily used to confirm the heat tolerance phenotype and to elucidate 
possible mechanisms of tolerance. They are unlikely to be suitable for assessing large 
numbers of lines. Nevertheless, the combination of strategies was effective in identifying 
materials. This effectiveness was a function of:   
 Effective management of environmental variation in the field.   
 Confirmation of genotype response to heat stress using controlled conditions.   
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 Identification of constitutive traits that predict yield and yield stability under stress.   
 Allelic diversity for heat tolerance improvement 7.6
Molecular markers linked to traits governing the response of wheat to heat stress have been 
identified and marker assisted selection (MAS) used to develop improved germplasm 
(Reynolds et al., 2011; Tardieu et al., 2017). Most MTAs identified from the GWAS were 
associated with the A and B genomes (Chapter-6, Table 6.6-6.8), therefore it is likely that 
emmer diversity has contributed to this variation. This high association of MTAs with AB 
genome is consistent with previous studies (Acuña-Galindo et al., 2015; Lopes et al., 2015a; 
Ogbonnaya et al., 2017). However, the current study contrasted with findings of Ramalingam 
et al. (2006) who reported greater allelic frequency related to stress on the D genome donor 
(Aegilops tauschii). The D genome is less polymorphic than either the A or B genomes 
resulting in a smaller number of markers. The significant MTAs located on 2B and 3A (SNP 
order, 10229, 18412) under heat stress had positive impact on grain yield (Chapter 6, Figure 
6.2, Appendix III, Table 9). The effect on 2B is likely related to photoperiod as Ppd-B1 is 
located on this chromosome (Zhou et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2005). In addition other studies also 
reported Meta QTLs for grain yield under stress on chromosome 1B, 3B, 4A, 4D, 5A and 6B 
(Acuña-Galindo et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2010). In our study 7B chromosome carried higher 
numbers of MTAs related to yield in both environments. Similar to our findings Quarrie et al. 
(2005) identified genetic regions with a larger influence on yield on chromosomes 7B and 7A 
under a range of environments, signifying their importance for breeding and selection. On the 
other hand QTLs with a major effect on yield and yield related traits on 3B, 2D, 4A and 5D 
under heat stress were not observed in this study (Mason et al., 2013; Pinto et al., 2010).  
The MTAs observed on 2D and 5B (SNP order 16529, 28359) for low screenings under heat 
stress are likely to be controlled by photoperiod (Ppd–D1) and vernalization response (Vrn-
B1), respectively (Zhou et al., 2016; Laurie, 1997). In contrast, other studies reported QTLs 
with a major impact on grain size located on chromosome 3B under heat stress 
(Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016c). Most MTAs associated with maintenance of higher grain 
weight under stress were associated with the AB genome and located on chromosomes 1A 
(9), 2B (6), 5B (10), 6A (9), and 7B (6). The existence of MTAs for enhanced yield, lower 
screenings and greater TKW on chromosomes 2B and 5B under heat stress suggests that 
these traits might have similar genetic control. Hai et al. (2008) found two major QTLs 
controlling the expression of grain weight located on chromosomes 2B and 7B under a wide 
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range of environments. In the current study, chromosome 5A (3) carried MTAs with a 
positive impact on grain weight under stress and these support the work of Mason et al. 
(2013) who discovered QTLs for TKW under stress in the same region.  
Phenology is an important yield driver and was linked to grain yield under stress in the 
current study (Chapter 3). The MTAs associated with longer days to flowering in stressed 
environments were located on chromosomes 1A, 2A, 3A, and 7B. The effect of the 2A 
chromosome on days to flowering is likely due to the photoperiod loci Ppd-A1 that regulates 
the influence of day length on phenology (Lopes et al., 2015a; Beales et al., 2007). The 
genetic regions carrying effect for days to flowering located on chromosomes 2A and 7B 
were also identified by Maccaferri et al. (2008) in tetraploid wheat. The MTAs detected on 
chromosome 2B and 2D under stress linked to early flowering are likely photoperiod 
insensitive with dominant alleles at the key Ppd-B1 and Ppd-D1 loci. Others have detected 
major photoperiod loci on chromosome 2B (Ppd-B1) and 2D (Ppd-D1) (Wilhelm et al., 2009; 
Díaz et al., 2012; Tanio and Kato, 2007; Acuña-Galindo et al., 2015). Several MTAs related 
to early flowering were located on 5A and 5B indicates the influence of vernalization, 
particularly Vrn-A1 and Vrn-B1 genes (Zheng et al., 2013; Li et al., 2011; Rousset et al., 
2011; Yan et al., 2004). However others have also found chromosome 5D to be associated 
with Vrn-D1 not detected in our work (Quarrie et al., 2005). The MTAs related to longer 
grain filling period under heat stress were observed on chromosome 1A and 5B. Others have 
reported heat related QTLs controlling the length of the grain filling period on chromosomes 
1B, 3B, 4A, 4B,  and 5A (Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 2016c; Ogbonnaya et al., 2017). 
The co-localization of MTAs for various traits might reflect pleiotropy, but could also be 
explained by the close linkage of genes controlling these traits (Gao et al., 2016). Yield was 
co-localized with days to flowering, grain filling period, maturity days and thousand grain 
weights and those genetic regions were located on chromosomes 1A, 2A, 3D, 7A and 7B. 
However, other studies reported that chromosomes 2D, 3B, 5B, and 7D carrying pleiotropic 
effects for days to flowering, kernel weight, yield and days to maturity (Mason et al., 2013; 
Hai et al., 2008; Hanocq et al., 2007). In this work MTAs associated with thousand grain 
weight and grain filling period under heat stress was located on chromosomes 5B, 7A, and 
7B. This is in conflict with the findings of Ogbonnaya et al. (2017) who detected pleiotropic 
effects of grain filling period and thousand kernel weight under heat stress on chromosome 
1B. Only a few studies attempted to identify QTLs for NDVI at various growth stages and 
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their relationship with grain yield under heat stress (Bennett et al., 2012b; Pinto et al., 2010; 
Mason et al., 2013). The MTAs located on chromosomes 1A, 2A, and 3D, controlling 
expression of grain yield and NDVI anthesis showed pleiotropy in the current study. 
However, others reported similar pleiotropic effects of grain yield and NDVI (stay-green) 
under stress conditions on chromosomes 1B, 3B, 4A, and 4D (Pinto et al., 2010; Bennett et 
al., 2012b). In this study the MTAs regulating the expression of senescence rates and grain 
characteristics were frequently observed on 1A, 1B, 6A, 6D and 7A under both environments. 
Others found such relationships on chromosomes 3B and 6B  (Shirdelmoghanloo et al., 
2016c). The disparity between studies is a reflection of the heat stresses developed and the 
germplasm evaluated and such QTLs will need to be validated in the target environment 
before wide-spread use in MAS for heat tolerance. Similarly, exploitation of wheat genetic 
resources such as emmer wheat for QTL or alleles to improve heat tolerance can enhance the 
improvement process. Both QTL of large and small effect can be accumulated through 
targeted selection. 
 Ideotype development for heat stressed environments  7.7
Wheat crop ideotypes provide a trait blue print for breeders interested in developing cultivars 
adapted to a defined environment or set of conditions. An ideotype adapted to a high 
temperature environment would have appropriate phenology (such that reproduction occurs at 
the most favourable time), high light conversion efficiency, longer grain filling duration 
depending on stress patterns and have higher harvest index (Semenov and Stratonovitch, 
2013). This work aimed to identify heat tolerant wheat genotypes, their physiological 
mechanisms of tolerance and the probable genetic control of key traits including yield under 
stress. In the process a number of genotypes with high, stable yield under stress were 
identified including emmer based lines #248, #227, #186, #250, #416, #420, #460 and #467. 
These materials can be incorporated into wheat improvement programs for the north-western 
region of NSW. Based on the current findings the ideal heat tolerant wheat ideotype for 
north-western NSW would have;  
 A fast rate of higher ground cover early in the crop season  
 Higher greenness at anthesis and during the grain filling period (based on NDVI and 
chlorophyll content) resulting in stay-green, thus improving light use efficiency. 
  Have longer grain filling period, greater spike fertility, faster grain filling rates, heavier 
kernels and larger kernel size. 
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 Medium statured plants with greater biomass at anthesis and maturity with high radiation 
use efficiency. 
 Greater grain ratio to biomass production and thus superior in resource use efficiency. 
 Greater photosynthetic potential to accumulate photosynthates for kernel development and 
cooler canopies. 
 
Figure 7.6; Heat tolerant wheat ideotype for north-western NSW based on current findings. 
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 Conclusion 7.8
 
 High temperature had an adverse impact on agronomic, physiological and seed quality traits 
(Chapter 3). 
 A field-based phenotyping strategy based on delayed sowing was effective in identifying heat 
tolerant wheat germplasm (Chapter 3). This was confirmed using in-field controlled 
temperature chambers and temperature controlled glasshouses (Chapters 4 and 5).  
 Heat stress ≥30oC at heading and anthesis reduced grain set and grain weight in sensitive 
materials (Chapter 4 and 5).  
 Trait expression and grain yield was determined by crop growth stage, heat intensity, heat 
duration and germplasm (Chapter 3).  
 Wheat materials with improved tolerance to short and extreme heat waves compared to 
available commercial wheat cultivars were identified (Chapter 5). 
 The AB genome diversity provided by emmer wheat did contribute to the expression of heat 
tolerance (Chapter 3). 
 A heat tolerant wheat ideotype for north-western NSW was developed.  
 Yield correlated traits with high heritability were observed such as plant height, thousand 
grain weight and phenology.  
  Genotypes with stay-green had longer grain filling duration, cooler canopies, higher 
photosynthetic rates and ultimately higher yield under heat stress.  
 Greater biomass at anthesis and maturity was associated with higher grain number and weight 
and higher yield under heat stress. 
 A negative association was observed between grain yield and protein content under heat 
stress. 
  GWAS identified significant MTAs for yield under stress and physiological traits that can be 
targeted in selection. However, these associations must be validated in other germplasm.   
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 Future work 7.9
 
 Validate the emmer introgressions in a wider set of Australian cultivars. 
 The contrasting pair of emmer derived genotypes based on the same recurrent bread wheat 
parent evaluated under controlled conditions in the field and glasshouse (Chapters 4 and 5) 
should be studied for differences in stem reserve accumulation, translocation efficiency and 
photosystem-II. 
 Heat shock was given at anthesis under controlled conditions (in-field controlled temperature 
chambers) in the current study. However, future work should explore heat shock at other 
stages of development including meiosis and grain fill.  
 The contribution of the emmer wheat genome to heat tolerance should be confirmed at the 
genetic level. Unique emmer SNPs should be identified and confirmed.    
 The significant MTAs detected for grain yield and other related traits should be confirmed in 
other germplasm under heat stress. These could then be combined in breeding populations to 
improve heat tolerance.  
 The heat chambers were effective in identifying and assessing heat tolerance in wheat. 
However, further modifications to the heat chamber design including the control of humidity 
and more precise regulation of temperature would enhance results. 
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Appendix-I (Chapter 3) 
 
Table 1; List of genotypes used for experiments  
Ent # Designation Pedigree 
1 PBI09C001-BC-DH35 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
2 PBI09C001-BC-DH43 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
3 PBI09C001-BC-DH63 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
4 PBI09C001-BC-DH70 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
5 PBI09C001-BC-DH96 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
6 PBI09C002-BC-DH3 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
7 PBI09C002-BC-DH4 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
8 PBI09C002-BC-DH16 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
9 PBI09C002-BC-DH17 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
10 PBI09C003-BC-DH1 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35879 M C18643 
11 PBI09C003-BC-DH2 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35879 M C18643 
12 PBI09C003-BC-DH3 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35879 M C18643 
13 PBI09C003-BC-DH4 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35879 M C18643 
14 PBI09C004-BC-DH4 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
15 PBI09C004-BC-DH9 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
16 PBI09C004-BC-DH10 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
17 PBI09C004-BC-DH14 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
18 PBI09C004-BC-DH16 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
19 PBI09C004-BC-DH17 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
20 PBI09C004-BC-DH27 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
21 PBI09C004-BC-DH32 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
22 PBI09C004-BC-DH33 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
23 PBI09C004-BC-DH34 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
24 PBI09C004-BC-DH36 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
25 PBI09C004-BC-DH39 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
26 PBI09C004-BC-DH43 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
27 PBI09C004-BC-DH44 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
28 PBI09C004-BC-DH55 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
29 PBI09C004-BC-DH60 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
30 PBI09C004-BC-DH61 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
31 PBI09C004-BC-DH62 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
32 PBI09C004-BC-DH63 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
33 PBI09C004-BC-DH70 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
34 PBI09C004-BC-DH73 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
35 PBI09C004-BC-DH82 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
36 PBI09C004-BC-DH84 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
37 PBI09C004-BC-DH86 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
38 PBI09C004-BC-DH87 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
39 PBI09C004-BC-DH88 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
40 PBI09C004-BC-DH89 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
41 PBI09C004-BC-DH94 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
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42 PBI09C004-BC-DH95 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
43 PBI09C004-BC-DH100 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
44 PBI09C004-BC-DH105 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
45 PBI09C004-BC-DH108 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
46 PBI09C004-BC-DH109 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
47 PBI09C004-BC-DH110 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
48 PBI09C004-BC-DH115 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
49 PBI09C004-BC-DH116 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
50 PBI09C004-BC-DH123 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
51 PBI09C004-BC-DH126 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
52 PBI09C004-BC-DH127 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
53 PBI09C008-BC-DH2 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
54 PBI09C008-BC-DH3 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
55 PBI09C008-BC-DH5 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
56 PBI09C008-BC-DH6 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
57 PBI09C008-BC-DH11 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
58 PBI09C008-BC-DH13 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
59 PBI09C009-BC-DH9 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
60 PBI09C009-BC-DH11 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
61 PBI09C009-BC-DH12 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
62 PBI09C009-BC-DH13 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
63 PBI09C009-BC-DH14 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
64 PBI09C009-BC-DH15 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
65 PBI09C009-BC-DH19 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
66 PBI09C009-BC-DH20 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
67 PBI09C009-BC-DH21 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
68 PBI09C009-BC-DH23 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
69 PBI09C009-BC-DH27 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
70 PBI09C009-BC-DH34 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
71 PBI09C009-BC-DH35 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
72 PBI09C009-BC-DH36 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
73 PBI09C009-BC-DH37 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
74 PBI09C009-BC-DH44 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
75 PBI09C009-BC-DH48 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
76 PBI09C009-BC-DH49 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
77 PBI09C009-BC-DH51 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
78 PBI09C009-BC-DH58 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
79 PBI09C009-BC-DH60 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
80 PBI09C009-BC-DH62 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
81 PBI09C009-BC-DH65 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
82 PBI09C009-BC-DH66 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
83 PBI09C009-BC-DH67 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
84 PBI09C009-BC-DH68 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
85 PBI09C009-BC-DH70 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
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86 PBI09C009-BC-DH72 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
87 PBI09C009-BC-DH74 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
88 PBI09C009-BC-DH77 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
89 PBI09C009-BC-DH78 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
90 PBI09C009-BC-DH80 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
91 PBI09C009-BC-DH81 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
92 PBI09C009-BC-DH82 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
93 PBI09C009-BC-DH87 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
94 PBI09C009-BC-DH88 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
95 PBI09C009-BC-DH93 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
96 PBI09C009-BC-DH94 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
97 PBI09C009-BC-DH96 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
98 PBI09C009-BC-DH99 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
99 PBI09C009-BC-DH100 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
100 PBI09C010-BC-DH11 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
101 PBI09C016-BC-DH2 
2-49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY/4/2-
49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY/3/35880 M C18644 
102 PBI09C018-BC-DH21 
2-49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY/4/2-
49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY/3/35883 M500110 
103 PBI09C018-BC-DH25 
2-49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY/4/2-
49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY/3/35883 M500110 
104 PBI09C021-BC-DH1 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
105 PBI09C021-BC-DH2 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
106 PBI09C021-BC-DH8 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
107 PBI09C021-BC-DH9 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
108 PBI09C021-BC-DH15 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
109 PBI09C021-BC-DH16 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
110 PBI09C026-BC-DH1 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
111 PBI09C026-BC-DH3 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
112 PBI09C026-BC-DH4 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
113 PBI09C026-BC-DH5 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
114 PBI09C026-BC-DH6 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
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115 PBI09C026-BC-DH7 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
116 PBI09C026-BC-DH9 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
117 PBI09C026-BC-DH10 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
118 PBI09C026-BC-DH11 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
119 PBI09C026-BC-DH12 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
120 PBI09C026-BC-DH13 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
121 PBI09C026-BC-DH14 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
122 PBI09C026-BC-DH15 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
123 PBI09C026-BC-DH16 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
124 PBI09C026-BC-DH19 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
125 PBI09C026-BC-DH20 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
126 PBI09C026-BC-DH24 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
127 PBI09C026-BC-DH25 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
128 PBI09C026-BC-DH26 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
129 PBI09C026-BC-DH30 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
130 PBI09C026-BC-DH32 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
131 PBI09C026-BC-DH33 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
132 PBI09C026-BC-DH35 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
133 PBI09C026-BC-DH37 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
134 PBI09C026-BC-DH41 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
135 PBI09C026-BC-DH43 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
136 PBI09C026-BC-DH44 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
137 PBI09C026-BC-DH45 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
138 PBI09C026-BC-DH48 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
139 PBI09C026-BC-DH49 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
140 PBI09C026-BC-DH50 WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
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500132 
141 PBI09C026-BC-DH51 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
142 PBI09C026-BC-DH53 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
143 PBI09C026-BC-DH55 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
144 PBI09C026-BC-DH57 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
145 PBI09C026-BC-DH59 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
146 PBI09C026-BC-DH67 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
147 PBI09C026-BC-DH68 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
148 PBI09C026-BC-DH69 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
149 PBI09C026-BC-DH72 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
150 PBI09C026-BC-DH85 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
151 PBI09C026-BC-DH86 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
152 PBI09C026-BC-DH87 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
153 PBI09C026-BC-DH89 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
154 PBI09C026-BC-DH90 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
155 PBI09C026-BC-DH93 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
156 PBI09C026-BC-DH96 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
157 PBI09C026-BC-DH97 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
158 PBI09C026-BC-DH101 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
159 PBI09C026-BC-DH115 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
160 PBI09C026-BC-DH121 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
161 PBI09C028-BC-DH1 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
162 PBI09C028-BC-DH15 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
163 PBI09C028-BC-DH19 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
164 PBI09C028-BC-DH20 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
165 PBI09C028-BC-DH21 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
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166 PBI09C028-BC-DH22 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
167 PBI09C028-BC-DH28 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
168 PBI09C028-BC-DH29 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
169 PBI09C028-BC-DH30 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
170 PBI09C028-BC-DH31 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
171 PBI09C028-BC-DH33 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
172 PBI09C028-BC-DH34 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
173 PBI09C028-BC-DH35 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
174 PBI09C028-BC-DH39 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
175 PBI09C028-BC-DH40 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
176 PBI09C028-BC-DH41 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
177 PBI09C028-BC-DH42 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
178 PBI09C028-BC-DH45 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
179 PBI09C028-BC-DH46 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
180 PBI09C028-BC-DH47 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
181 PBI09C028-BC-DH50 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
182 PBI09C028-BC-DH51 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
183 PBI09C028-BC-DH53 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
184 PBI09C028-BC-DH56 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
185 PBI09C034-BC-DH1 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
186 PBI09C034-BC-DH2 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
187 PBI09C034-BC-DH3 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
188 PBI09C034-BC-DH4 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
189 PBI09C034-BC-DH5 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
190 PBI09C034-BC-DH6 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
191 PBI09C034-BC-DH7 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
192 PBI09C034-BC-DH8 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
193 PBI09C034-BC-DH11 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
194 PBI09C034-BC-DH15 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
195 PBI09C034-BC-DH20 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
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196 PBI09C034-BC-DH22 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
197 PBI09C034-BC-DH26 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
198 PBI09C034-BC-DH31 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
199 PBI09C034-BC-DH32 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
200 PBI09C034-BC-DH36 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
201 PBI09C034-BC-DH37 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
202 PBI09C034-BC-DH38 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
203 PBI09C034-BC-DH40 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
204 PBI09C034-BC-DH41 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
205 PBI09C034-BC-DH42 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
206 PBI09C034-BC-DH43 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
207 PBI09C035-BC-DH1 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
208 PBI09C035-BC-DH4 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
209 PBI09C035-BC-DH6 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
210 PBI09C035-BC-DH8 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
211 PBI09C035-BC-DH9 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
212 PBI09C035-BC-DH10 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
213 PBI09C035-BC-DH12 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
214 PBI09C035-BC-DH14 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
215 PBI09C035-BC-DH15 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
216 PBI09C035-BC-DH16 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
217 PBI09C035-BC-DH17 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
218 PBI09C035-BC-DH18 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
219 PBI09C035-BC-DH19 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
220 PBI09C035-BC-DH23 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
221 PBI09C035-BC-DH29 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
222 PBI09C035-BC-DH30 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
223 PBI09C035-BC-DH31 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
224 PBI09C035-BC-DH33 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
225 PBI09C035-BC-DH35 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
226 PBI09C035-BC-DH38 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
227 PBI09C035-BC-DH39 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
228 PBI09C035-BC-DH40 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
229 PBI09C035-BC-DH42 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
230 PBI09C035-BC-DH43 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
231 PBI09C035-BC-DH45 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
232 PBI09C035-BC-DH46 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
233 PBI09C038-BC-DH3 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
234 PBI09C038-BC-DH5 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
235 PBI09C038-BC-DH6 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
236 PBI09C038-BC-DH11 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
237 PBI09C038-BC-DH12 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
238 PBI09C038-BC-DH13 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
239 PBI09C038-BC-DH14 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
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240 PBI09C038-BC-DH15 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
241 PBI09C038-BC-DH18 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
242 PBI09C038-BC-DH20 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
243 PBI09C039-BC-DH2 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
244 PBI09C039-BC-DH12 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
245 PBI09C039-BC-DH13 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
246 PBI09C039-BC-DH24 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
247 PBI09C039-BC-DH25 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
248 PBI09C039-BC-DH37 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
249 PBI09C039-BC-DH42 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
250 PBI09C039-BC-DH43 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
251 PBI09C039-BC-DH45 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
252 PBI09C039-BC-DH52 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
253 PBI09C039-BC-DH54 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
254 PBI09C039-BC-DH55 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
255 PBI09C039-BC-DH57 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
256 PBI09C039-BC-DH61 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
257 PBI09C039-BC-DH66 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
258 PBI09C039-BC-DH68 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
259 PBI09C039-BC-DH70 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
260 PBI09C039-BC-DH76 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
261 PBI09C039-BC-DH77 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
262 PBI09C039-BC-DH79 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
263 PBI09C039-BC-DH83 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
264 PBI09C039-BC-DH86 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
265 PBI09C039-BC-DH87 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
266 PBI09C039-BC-DH89 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
267 PBI09C043-BC-DH4 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
268 PBI09C043-BC-DH17 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
269 PBI09C043-BC-DH21 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
270 PBI09C043-BC-DH24 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
271 PBI09C043-BC-DH26 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
272 PBI09C043-BC-DH32 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
273 PBI09C043-BC-DH35 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
274 PBI09C043-BC-DH39 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
275 PBI09C043-BC-DH42 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
276 PBI09C043-BC-DH43 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
277 PBI09C043-BC-DH45 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
278 PBI09C043-BC-DH46 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
279 PBI09C043-BC-DH52 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
280 PBI09C043-BC-DH56 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
281 PBI09C043-BC-DH58 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
282 PBI09C043-BC-DH59 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
283 PBI09C043-BC-DH60 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
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284 PBI09C043-BC-DH61 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
285 PBI09C043-BC-DH62 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
286 PBI09C043-BC-DH63 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
287 PBI09C043-BC-DH64 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
288 PBI09C043-BC-DH66 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
289 PBI09C045-BC-DH1 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
290 PBI09C045-BC-DH5 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
291 PBI09C045-BC-DH7 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
292 PBI09C045-BC-DH9 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
293 PBI09C045-BC-DH11 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
294 PBI09C045-BC-DH12 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
295 PBI09C045-BC-DH14 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
296 PBI09C045-BC-DH16 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
297 PBI09C045-BC-DH19 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
298 PBI09C045-BC-DH22 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
299 PBI09C045-BC-DH23 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
300 PBI09C045-BC-DH24 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
301 PBI09C048-BC-DH1 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
302 PBI09C048-BC-DH3 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
303 PBI09C048-BC-DH4 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
304 PBI09C048-BC-DH5 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
305 PBI09C048-BC-DH7 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
306 PBI09C048-BC-DH9 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
307 PBI09C048-BC-DH10 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
308 PBI09C048-BC-DH11 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
309 PBI09C048-BC-DH13 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
310 PBI09C048-BC-DH14 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
311 PBI09C048-BC-DH15 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
312 PBI09C048-BC-DH16 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
313 PBI09C048-BC-DH17 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
314 PBI09C048-BC-DH18 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
315 PBI09C048-BC-DH19 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
316 PBI09C048-BC-DH20 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
317 PBI09C048-BC-DH25 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
318 PBI09C048-BC-DH28 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
319 PBI09C048-BC-DH31 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
320 PBI09C048-BC-DH35 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
321 PBI09C048-BC-DH36 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
322 PBI09C048-BC-DH37 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
323 PBI09C048-BC-DH38 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 21758  KC75 
324 PBI09C051-BC-DH3 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 18341  KC75 
325 PBI09C001-BC-DH1 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
326 PBI09C001-BC-DH33 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
327 PBI09C001-BC-DH46 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
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328 PBI09C001-BC-DH58 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
329 PBI09C001-BC-DH61 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
330 PBI09C001-BC-DH64 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
331 PBI09C001-BC-DH79 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
332 PBI09C001-BC-DH8 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
333 PBI09C001-BC-DH80 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
334 PBI09C001-BC-DH86 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
335 PBI09C001-BC-DH89 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
336 PBI09C001-BC-DH9 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
337 PBI09C001-BC-DH98 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
338 PBI09C002-BC-DH1 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
339 PBI09C002-BC-DH20 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
340 PBI09C002-BC-DH5 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
341 PBI09C002-BC-DH6 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
342 PBI09C002-BC-DH8 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35891 M500281 
343 PBI09C004-BC-DH1 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
344 PBI09C004-BC-DH106 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
345 PBI09C004-BC-DH117 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
346 PBI09C004-BC-DH118 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
347 PBI09C004-BC-DH23 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
348 PBI09C004-BC-DH24 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
349 PBI09C004-BC-DH51 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
350 PBI09C004-BC-DH74 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
351 PBI09C004-BC-DH76 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
352 PBI09C004-BC-DH78 BERKUT/2/BERKUT  / 35883 M500110 
353 PBI09C008-BC-DH1 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
354 PBI09C008-BC-DH17 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
355 PBI09C008-BC-DH19 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
356 PBI09C008-BC-DH20 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
357 PBI09C008-BC-DH23 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
358 PBI09C008-BC-DH26 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
359 PBI09C008-BC-DH30 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
360 PBI09C008-BC-DH31 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
361 PBI09C008-BC-DH32 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
362 PBI09C008-BC-DH35 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
363 PBI09C008-BC-DH39 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
364 PBI09C008-BC-DH40 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
365 PBI09C008-BC-DH7 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
366 PBI09C008-BC-DH8 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35883 M500110 
367 PBI09C009-BC-DH1 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
368 PBI09C009-BC-DH17 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
369 PBI09C009-BC-DH2 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
370 PBI09C009-BC-DH25 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
371 PBI09C009-BC-DH29 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
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372 PBI09C009-BC-DH30 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
373 PBI09C009-BC-DH52 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
374 PBI09C009-BC-DH57 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
375 PBI09C009-BC-DH71 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
376 PBI09C009-BC-DH76 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
377 PBI09C009-BC-DH84 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
378 PBI09C009-BC-DH86 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
379 PBI09C009-BC-DH89 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
380 PBI09C010-BC-DH1 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
381 PBI09C010-BC-DH10 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
382 PBI09C010-BC-DH13 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
383 PBI09C010-BC-DH15 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
384 PBI09C010-BC-DH18 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
385 PBI09C010-BC-DH19 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
386 PBI09C010-BC-DH3 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
387 PBI09C010-BC-DH4 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
388 PBI09C010-BC-DH7 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
389 PBI09C010-BC-DH8 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
390 PBI09C010-BC-DH9 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35879 M C18643 
391 PBI09C016-BC-DH4 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35880 M C18644 
392 PBI09C016-BC-DH7 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35880 M C18644 
393 PBI09C018-BC-DH11 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
394 PBI09C018-BC-DH2 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
395 PBI09C018-BC-DH20 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
396 PBI09C018-BC-DH29 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
397 PBI09C018-BC-DH4 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
398 PBI09C018-BC-DH5 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
399 PBI09C018-BC-DH6 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
400 PBI09C018-BC-DH8 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
401 PBI09C018-BC-DH9 
2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY/3/2.49/CUNNINGHAM/KENNEDY 
/2/ 35883 M500110 
402 PBI09C021-BC-DH19 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
403 PBI09C021-BC-DH4 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
404 PBI09C021-BC-DH5 T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
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/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
405 PBI09C021-BC-DH7 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35883 M500110 
406 PBI09C023-BC-DH2 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35884 M500114 
407 PBI09C023-BC-DH3 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
/4/T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR /3/ 
35884 M500115 
408 PBI09C026-BC-DH110 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500218 
409 PBI09C026-BC-DH114 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500222 
410 PBI09C026-BC-DH21 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500132 
411 PBI09C026-BC-DH31 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500139 
412 PBI09C026-BC-DH39 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500147 
413 PBI09C026-BC-DH65 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500173 
414 PBI09C026-BC-DH66 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500174 
415 PBI09C026-BC-DH71 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500179 
416 PBI09C026-BC-DH73 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500181 
417 PBI09C026-BC-DH87 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500195 
418 PBI09C026-BC-DH88 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500196 
419 PBI09C026-BC-DH91 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500199 
420 PBI09C026-BC-DH99 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35888 M 
500207 
421 PBI09C028-BC-DH10 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
422 PBI09C028-BC-DH17 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
423 PBI09C028-BC-DH18 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
424 PBI09C028-BC-DH2 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
425 PBI09C028-BC-DH27 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
426 PBI09C028-BC-DH3 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
427 PBI09C028-BC-DH32 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
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428 PBI09C028-BC-DH37 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
429 PBI09C028-BC-DH38 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
430 PBI09C028-BC-DH44 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
431 PBI09C028-BC-DH5 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
432 PBI09C028-BC-DH54 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
433 PBI09C028-BC-DH7 
WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /3/WAXWING*2/KIRITATI /2/ 35880 M 
C18644 
434 PBI09C034-BC-DH17 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
435 PBI09C034-BC-DH19 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
436 PBI09C034-BC-DH21 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
437 PBI09C034-BC-DH23 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
438 PBI09C034-BC-DH27 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
439 PBI09C034-BC-DH29 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
440 PBI09C034-BC-DH30 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
441 PBI09C034-BC-DH33 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
442 PBI09C034-BC-DH34 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
443 PBI09C034-BC-DH9 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 21758  KC75 
444 PBI09C035-BC-DH11 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
445 PBI09C035-BC-DH13 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
446 PBI09C035-BC-DH2 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
447 PBI09C035-BC-DH20 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
448 PBI09C035-BC-DH21 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
449 PBI09C035-BC-DH22 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
450 PBI09C035-BC-DH25 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
451 PBI09C035-BC-DH26 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
452 PBI09C035-BC-DH28 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
453 PBI09C035-BC-DH3 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
454 PBI09C035-BC-DH37 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
455 PBI09C035-BC-DH41 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
456 PBI09C035-BC-DH7 PBW502 /2/PBW502 / 19385  KC75 
457 PBI09C038-BC-DH23 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
458 PBI09C038-BC-DH24 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
459 PBI09C038-BC-DH4 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
460 PBI09C038-BC-DH7 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
461 PBI09C038-BC-DH9 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
462 PBI09C039-BC-DH26 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
463 PBI09C039-BC-DH40 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
464 PBI09C039-BC-DH46 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
465 PBI09C039-BC-DH47 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
466 PBI09C039-BC-DH53 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
467 PBI09C039-BC-DH60 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
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468 PBI09C039-BC-DH69 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
469 PBI09C039-BC-DH73 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
470 PBI09C039-BC-DH78 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
471 PBI09C039-BC-DH88 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
472 PBI09C039-BC-DH9 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
473 PBI09C043-BC-DH10 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
474 
2-
49/CUNNINGHAM//KEN
NEDY 
2-49/CUNNINGHAM//KENNEDY 
475 BERKUT BERKUT 
476 DBW16 DBW16 
477 DBW17 DBW17 
478 PBW502 PBW502 
479 PBW550 PBW550 
480 SOKOLL SOKOLL 
481 
T.DICOCCONP194625/A
E.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3
*PASTOR 
T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA(372)/2/3*PASTOR 
482 WAXWING*2/KIRITATI WAXWING*2/KIRITATI 
483 SUNTOP SUNTOP 
484 LANCER LANCER 
485 SPITFIRE SPITFIRE 
486 MACE MACE 
487 EGA GREGORY EGA GREGORY 
488 PBI09C043-BC-DH11 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
489 PBI09C043-BC-DH12 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
490 PBI09C043-BC-DH14 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
491 PBI09C043-BC-DH15 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
492 PBI09C043-BC-DH22 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
493 PBI09C043-BC-DH28 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
494 PBI09C043-BC-DH3 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
495 PBI09C043-BC-DH31 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
496 PBI09C043-BC-DH44 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
497 PBI09C043-BC-DH48 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
498 PBI09C043-BC-DH51 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
499 PBI09C043-BC-DH55 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 21758  KC75 
500 PBI09C045-BC-DH13 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
501 PBI09C045-BC-DH15 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
502 PBI09C045-BC-DH17 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
503 PBI09C045-BC-DH2 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
504 PBI09C045-BC-DH20 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
505 PBI09C045-BC-DH21 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
506 PBI09C045-BC-DH27 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
507 PBI09C045-BC-DH28 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
508 PBI09C045-BC-DH30 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
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509 PBI09C045-BC-DH31 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
510 PBI09C045-BC-DH4 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
511 PBI09C045-BC-DH6 DBW16 /2/DBW16 / 18341  KC75 
512 PBI09C049-BC-DH1 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 19385  KC75 
513 PBI09C049-BC-DH4 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 19385  KC78 
514 PBI09C049-BC-DH5 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 19385  KC79 
515 PBI09C049-BC-DH6 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 19385  KC80 
516 PBI09C051-BC-DH4 DBW17 /2/DBW17 / 18341  KC75 
517 PBI09C001-BC-DH10 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
518 PBI09C001-BC-DH100 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
519 PBI09C001-BC-DH14 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
520 PBI09C001-BC-DH16 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
521 PBI09C001-BC-DH17 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
522 PBI09C001-BC-DH25 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
523 PBI09C001-BC-DH26 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
524 PBI09C001-BC-DH29 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
525 PBI09C001-BC-DH30 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
526 PBI09C001-BC-DH31 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
527 PBI09C001-BC-DH38 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
528 PBI09C001-BC-DH39 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
529 PBI09C001-BC-DH44 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
530 PBI09C001-BC-DH45 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
531 PBI09C001-BC-DH47 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
532 PBI09C001-BC-DH49 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
533 PBI09C001-BC-DH51 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
534 PBI09C001-BC-DH52 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
535 PBI09C001-BC-DH54 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
536 PBI09C001-BC-DH60 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
537 PBI09C001-BC-DH67 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
538 PBI09C001-BC-DH68 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
539 PBI09C001-BC-DH69 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
540 PBI09C001-BC-DH7 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
541 PBI09C001-BC-DH71 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
542 PBI09C001-BC-DH73 BERKUT/2/BERKUT / 35880 M C18644 
543 SUNLIN SUNLIN 
544 T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA T.DICOCCONP194625/AE.SQUARROSA 
545 ORION ORION 
547 PBI09C009-BC-DH16 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
548 PBI09C038-BC-DH10 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
549 PBI09C038-BC-DH17 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
550 PBI09C038-BC-DH21 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
551 PBI09C038-BC-DH22 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
552 PBI09C039-BC-DH63 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
553 PBI09C039-BC-DH81 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18343  KC75 
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554 PBI09C009-BC-DH56 SOKOLL/2/SOKOLL / 35888 M 500132 
555 PBI09C038-BC-DH1 PBW550 /2/PBW550 / 18293  KC75 
 
 Table 2; Mean yield (t/ha) of genotypes in two environments (E1 and E2) for each year and 
association of the material used in different years 
Entry # 2014 2015 2016 
 E1 E2 E1  E2  E1 E2 1 - - - - 6.03 4.43 
2 - - 4.322 2.98 6.04 4.38 
3 - - - - 5.98 4.16 
4 - - 3.926 3.309 6.22 4.54 
5 - - - - 5.88 4.42 
6 - - 3.977 3.311 6.27 4.30 
7 - - - - 6.13 4.35 
8 - - 4.177 3.211 6.07 4.25 
9 - - - - 6.03 3.33 
10 - - - - 6.26 4.46 
11 - - - - 5.81 4.33 
12 - - 4.296 3.036 5.49 4.56 
13 - - 5.092 2.929 5.64 4.69 
14 - - - - 5.31 4.24 
15 - - - - 5.08 4.32 
16 - - - - 5.93 4.47 
17 - - - - 6.35 4.35 
18 - - 4.178 3.283 5.75 4.15 
19 - - - - 6.03 4.41 
20 - - 4.541 3.451 6.18 4.54 
21 - - - - 5.68 4.16 
22 - - 4.105 3.233 5.03 4.57 
23 - - 4.194 3.098 6.53 4.60 
24 - - 4.34 3.172 6.05 4.28 
25 - - - - 6.28 4.49 
26 - - - - 6.81 4.49 
27 - - - - 6.61 4.33 
28 - - - - 6.58 4.38 
29 - - 4.219 3.317 5.71 4.23 
30 - - - - 5.23 4.58 
31 - - - - 5.45 4.32 
32 - - 4.264 3.21 6.02 4.64 
33 - - 4.527 2.993 6.30 4.63 
34 - - - - 6.42 4.74 
35 - - - - 6.17 4.45 
36 - - - - 5.65 4.21 
37 - - - - 5.88 4.44 
38 - - - - 5.87 4.38 
39 - - 3.865 3.144 6.10 4.56 
40 - - 4.039 3.169 6.45 4.26 
41 - - - - 6.16 4.31 
42 - - - - 4.95 4.41 
43 - - - - 5.75 4.36 
44 - - 3.844 3.158 5.86 4.54 
45 - - - - 5.55 4.50 
46 - - - - 5.98 4.44 
47 - - - - 5.92 4.38 
48 - - - - 6.87 4.06 
49 - - 4.182 2.97 5.37 3.97 
50 - - - - 5.91 4.49 
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51 - - - - 5.99 4.51 
52 - - 4.086 3.097 6.25 4.56 
53 - - - - 5.65 4.12 
54 - - 4.349 3.149 5.99 4.36 
55 - - 4.744 2.494 5.66 4.16 
56 - - - - 5.92 3.81 
57 - - 4.917 3.108 5.53 4.71 
58 - - 4.46 2.984 5.32 3.97 
59 - - 4.756 3.007 6.00 3.51 
60 - - - - 5.77 4.13 
61 - - 4.563 3.182 5.86 3.99 
62 - - 4.426 3.086 6.25 4.32 
63 - - - - 6.33 4.35 
64 - - - - 6.15 4.10 
65 - - - - 5.25 3.90 
66 - - - - 5.29 4.48 
67 - - - - 5.92 3.94 
68 - - - - 5.57 3.80 
69 - - - - 5.67 4.14 
70 - - - - 5.85 3.48 
71 - - - - 5.41 4.15 
72 - - - - 5.87 3.99 
73 - - - - 5.72 4.23 
74 - - - - 5.82 4.02 
75 - - 4.853 2.724 5.92 3.89 
76 - - 4.774 3.065 6.25 4.40 
77 - - 4.647 3.019 6.43 4.83 
78 - - - - 5.80 3.63 
79 - - 4.847 2.953 5.79 4.23 
80 - - 4.599 2.935 5.47 4.10 
81 - - 4.109 2.716 5.79 4.37 
82 - - - - 6.20 3.67 
83 - - 4.613 3.253 6.16 4.05 
84 - - - - 5.39 3.99 
85 - - 4.599 3.071 5.51 4.12 
86 - - 4.652 2.962 5.91 4.22 
87 - - - - 5.24 4.36 
88 - - 4.312 2.854 5.49 3.68 
89 - - - - 6.06 3.85 
90 - - - - 5.93 4.70 
91 - - - - 5.82 3.53 
92 - - 4.361 3.239 6.12 3.45 
93 - - - - 5.92 3.62 
94 - - - - 4.74 4.18 
95 - - 4.452 3.038 5.41 3.91 
96 - - 4.371 3.127 5.36 3.94 
97 - - 4.186 2.934 6.47 4.36 
98 - - 3.858 2.821 4.88 4.13 
99 - - - - 6.04 4.10 
100 - - - - 6.09 4.03 
101 - - - - 5.46 4.37 
102 - - - - 4.63 3.97 
103 - - - - 5.23 4.16 
104 - - - - 6.18 4.38 
105 - - - - 5.79 3.73 
106 - - - - 5.97 3.93 
107 - - 4.166 2.921 5.64 4.61 
108 - - - - 6.15 3.88 
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109 - - - - 6.10 4.84 
110 - - - - 5.51 4.66 
111 - - 4.218 2.892 5.77 4.58 
112 - - 4.498 2.86 5.99 4.59 
113 - - 4.529 3.098 5.41 4.38 
114 - - - - 5.59 4.65 
115 - - 4.433 2.91 5.26 4.53 
116 - - 4.263 3.006 5.40 4.33 
117 - - 4.301 2.819 5.79 4.58 
118 - - 4.043 2.92 5.95 4.46 
119 - - 4.164 2.871 5.27 4.53 
120 - - 3.858 3.245 5.59 4.70 
121 - - 3.919 2.689 5.66 4.79 
122 - - - - 5.64 3.96 
123 - - 3.894 2.923 5.44 4.50 
124 - - 4.086 2.777 5.05 4.63 
125 - - 4.15 2.913 5.23 4.68 
126 - - 4.308 3.071 5.70 4.67 
127 - - 4.605 2.678 5.48 4.45 
128 - - 4.083 2.679 5.42 4.19 
129 - - 4.726 2.8 5.12 4.99 
130 - - 4.092 2.895 5.78 4.95 
131 - - 4.723 2.952 5.49 4.46 
132 - - 3.957 2.528 5.25 4.02 
133 - - 4.401 2.822 5.39 3.74 
134 - - 4.105 2.89 5.70 4.91 
135 - - - - 5.34 5.09 
136 - - - - 5.80 4.41 
137 - - - - 5.64 4.54 
138 - - 4.489 2.609 5.49 4.65 
139 - - - - 5.37 4.74 
140 - - 4.083 2.816 5.74 4.60 
141 - - 4.113 2.814 5.81 4.54 
142 - - 4.396 3.074 5.83 4.40 
143 - - - - 5.53 4.76 
144 - - 4.038 2.793 5.47 4.92 
145 - - - - 5.51 4.82 
146 - - - - 5.41 4.53 
147 - - 3.808 2.714 5.32 4.25 
148 - - - - 5.56 4.72 
149 - - - - 5.98 4.63 
150 - - 4.626 2.917 5.75 4.57 
151 - - 4.133 3.116 5.35 4.21 
152 4.976 2.03 4.302 2.809 5.33 5.14 
153 - - 3.933 2.724 5.72 4.46 
154 - - - - 5.60 4.60 
155 - - - - 5.60 4.33 
156 - - 4.084 3.213 5.44 4.16 
157 - - 4.175 2.646 5.75 4.82 
158 - - 3.99 3.089 5.23 4.61 
159 - - 3.849 2.842 5.59 4.30 
160 - - - - 5.99 4.65 
161 - - - - 5.31 4.34 
162 - - 4.347 3.137 5.19 4.65 
163 - - - - 5.87 4.32 
164 - - - - 4.85 4.68 
165 - - 4.222 2.745 5.57 4.74 
166 - - 4.197 2.933 5.92 4.61 
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167 - - - - 4.71 4.30 
168 - - - - 5.30 4.58 
169 - - 4.255 3.224 5.19 4.61 
170 - - 4.229 2.553 5.46 4.45 
171 - - 3.933 2.802 5.23 4.47 
172 - - 4.517 2.866 5.48 4.52 
173 - - 4.483 2.597 5.54 4.63 
174 - - - - 5.72 4.67 
175 - - 4.248 2.678 5.60 4.81 
176 - - 4.127 3.08 5.37 4.58 
177 - - 4.058 2.683 5.36 4.47 
178 - - 4.045 2.782 5.76 4.16 
179 - - 4.433 2.97 5.58 4.91 
180 - - 4.595 2.927 5.49 4.97 
181 - - 4.289 3.116 5.62 4.45 
182 - - - - 5.53 4.45 
183 - - - - 5.43 4.46 
184 - - 4.7 2.925 5.21 4.63 
185 - - 4.663 3.181 6.31 4.67 
186 - - 4.582 3.178 5.47 4.91 
187 - - - - 4.96 4.38 
188 - - 4.561 3.029 5.11 4.63 
189 - - - - 5.95 4.29 
190 - - - - 4.86 4.40 
191 - - - - 5.23 4.60 
192 - - - - 5.78 4.44 
193 - - 4.464 2.798 5.65 4.87 
194 - - - - 5.32 4.97 
195 - - - - 6.05 4.50 
196 - - 5.288 2.552 5.74 3.05 
197 - - 4.479 2.927 5.85 4.64 
198 - - - - 5.10 3.87 
199 - - 4.664 2.925 5.00 4.70 
200 - - 4.327 2.92 5.87 4.20 
201 - - 4.402 2.984 5.42 4.58 
202 - - 4.36 3.526 5.18 4.46 
203 - - 4.194 2.489 4.77 4.59 
204 - - 4.763 3.016 5.38 4.70 
205 - - 4.823 3.081 5.50 4.59 
206 - - - - 5.46 4.63 
207 - - 4.61 2.846 5.63 4.86 
208 - - - - 5.14 4.41 
209 - - 3.958 3.12 5.98 4.49 
210 - - - - 4.50 4.27 
211 - - 4.364 2.716 5.68 4.69 
212 - - 4.386 3.114 5.85 4.10 
213 - - - - 5.67 4.67 
214 - - 4.579 3.095 5.40 4.54 
215 - - 4.483 3.179 5.38 4.52 
216 - - 4.536 3.001 5.44 5.09 
217 - - - - 5.00 4.82 
218 - - 4.893 2.798 4.82 4.72 
219 - - 5.017 2.936 5.66 4.60 
220 - - 4.571 3.071 5.99 4.47 
221 - - 4.928 3.128 5.53 4.59 
222 - - 4.751 3.172 4.09 4.55 
223 - - - - 5.48 4.38 
224 - - 4.541 2.935 5.76 4.31 
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225 - - 4.742 2.982 5.56 4.43 
226 - - 5.008 2.809 5.89 4.61 
227 - - 4.869 3.17 6.02 4.82 
228 - - 4.362 2.977 6.14 4.41 
229 - - 5.142 3.118 5.33 4.33 
230 - - 4.423 3.044 4.72 4.70 
231 - - - - 5.49 4.57 
232 - - - - 5.44 4.35 
233 - - 4.863 3.035 5.51 4.37 
234 - - 4.313 3.182 4.92 4.53 
235 - - - - 5.23 4.52 
236 - - 4.318 3.162 6.05 4.40 
237 - - - - 5.40 4.66 
238 - - 4.826 2.911 5.75 4.92 
239 - - 4.483 2.939 5.92 4.43 
240 - - 4.592 3.16 6.12 4.81 
241 - - 4.442 3.13 5.45 4.84 
242 - - - - 5.92 4.56 
243 - - 4.707 2.792 5.13 4.87 
244 - - 4.472 2.97 6.05 4.49 
245 - - 4.112 3.064 5.41 4.86 
246 - - - - 5.19 4.59 
247 - - - - 5.19 4.22 
248 - - 5.111 2.983 6.07 5.09 
249 - - 4.999 2.979 4.85 4.48 
250 - - 5.044 2.841 5.74 4.84 
251 - - - - 4.91 4.92 
252 - - 4.867 3.159 5.31 4.42 
253 - - - - 5.17 4.77 
254 - - 4.22 3.216 5.62 4.89 
255 - - 3.998 2.778 5.65 4.80 
256 - - 4.405 3.131 5.33 4.50 
257 - - - - 5.47 4.41 
258 - - - - 4.82 4.76 
259 - - 4.582 2.999 5.62 4.44 
260 - - - - 5.37 4.94 
261 - - 4.877 3.173 4.59 4.04 
262 - - 4.52 2.699 5.33 4.54 
263 - - 4.51 2.668 5.82 4.43 
264 - - 4.492 2.655 4.81 4.13 
265 - - 4.438 2.91 4.61 4.10 
266 - - 4.93 3.032 4.76 4.10 
267 - - 5.059 2.719 5.22 4.27 
268 - - - - 4.74 3.92 
269 - - 4.809 2.957 5.45 4.03 
270 - - - - 4.78 4.29 
271 - - 4.563 3.146 4.06 4.09 
272 - - 4.111 2.868 4.42 3.57 
273 - - 4.745 3.082 5.17 3.90 
274 - - 4.965 2.671 4.75 4.05 
275 - - 4.201 2.661 4.36 4.01 
276 - - - - 5.05 3.93 
277 - - - - 4.42 3.91 
278 - - - - 5.17 3.86 
279 - - - - 4.62 3.91 
280 - - - - 5.79 4.09 
281 - - - - 4.76 4.22 
282 - - 4.341 2.9 5.46 4.23 
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283 - - - - 6.20 4.29 
284 - - 4.606 3.174 5.65 4.79 
285 - - 4.921 2.988 5.24 4.67 
286 - - 4.647 2.882 5.75 4.29 
287 - - 4.889 3.04 5.75 4.45 
288 - - 4.203 2.916 5.10 4.32 
289 - - - - 5.19 4.76 
290 - - - - 5.31 4.54 
291 - - - - 4.52 4.30 
292 - - - - 5.24 4.58 
293 - - 4.354 2.63 5.09 4.71 
294 - - 4.632 2.851 5.91 4.34 
295 - - 5.08 2.43 5.66 4.47 
296 - - 4.64 2.518 5.52 4.77 
297 - - 4.536 2.889 5.41 4.89 
298 - - 5.017 2.792 5.65 4.49 
299 - - - - 5.69 4.38 
300 - - - - 5.06 4.53 
301 - - 4.554 2.891 5.43 4.31 
302 - - - - 5.63 4.68 
303 - - - - 5.62 4.25 
304 - - - - 5.46 4.22 
305 - - 4.806 2.88 4.78 4.78 
306 - - 4.325 2.822 5.07 4.52 
307 - - - - 5.47 4.57 
308 - - 4.747 2.78 5.21 4.43 
309 - - 4.264 2.905 5.58 4.92 
310 - - - - 5.45 4.08 
311 - - 5.036 2.918 5.52 4.65 
312 - - 4.655 2.978 5.50 4.50 
313 - - - - 5.87 4.81 
314 - - - - 4.88 4.56 
315 - - - - 5.30 4.47 
316 - - - - 5.75 4.64 
317 - - 4.691 3.047 4.29 3.33 
318 - - 4.774 2.86 5.02 3.52 
319 - - 5.01 2.731 4.69 4.38 
320 - - 4.931 2.737 4.82 3.79 
321 - - 4.577 2.851 4.49 4.08 
322 - - 4.471 2.939 5.20 4.30 
323 - - 4.798 2.818 4.90 4.24 
324 - - 4.932 2.745 4.52 3.98 
325 5.021 1.893 - - 5.38 4.13 
326 4.939 1.975 - - 6.16 3.73 
327 5.112 2.068 - - 5.79 4.46 
328 5.011 2.014 - - 6.19 4.13 
329 4.445 1.926 - - 4.97 4.07 
330 5.104 2.078 - - 6.57 4.55 
331 4.956 2.016 - - 5.57 4.21 
332 5.131 1.777 - - 5.13 4.11 
333 4.633 1.825 - - 5.77 4.05 
334 4.926 1.847 - - 5.28 3.72 
335 4.875 1.876 - - 6.31 4.21 
336 5.23 1.896 - - 5.86 4.21 
337 4.85 1.946 - - 5.87 4.44 
338 4.265 1.483 - - 5.01 3.73 
339 4.884 1.88 - - 5.40 4.16 
340 4.819 1.545 - - 5.25 4.06 
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341 4.748 1.794 - - 4.99 4.00 
342 4.879 1.736 - - 5.44 4.34 
343 5.076 1.68 - - 5.97 4.28 
344 5.235 1.997 - - 5.02 4.41 
345 4.969 2.078 - - 5.56 4.03 
346 5.098 1.71 - - 6.09 4.24 
347 5.099 1.898 - - 6.06 4.62 
348 5.076 1.838 - - 6.12 4.58 
349 5.124 1.806 - - 5.88 4.14 
350 4.765 1.909 - - 5.64 4.41 
351 5.018 1.754 - - 5.91 4.76 
352 5.272 1.762 - - 5.19 4.04 
353 5.242 2.1 - - 5.89 4.05 
354 5.082 2.1 - - 5.70 3.85 
355 4.814 1.914 - - 5.10 4.21 
356 4.7 2.009 - - 5.73 4.03 
357 4.706 1.866 - - 5.43 3.95 
358 4.982 2.002 - - 5.69 4.01 
359 4.834 1.825 - - 4.96 4.22 
360 5.26 2.019 - - 5.70 4.61 
361 5.539 2.117 - - 5.54 4.34 
362 5.182 1.876 - - 5.88 3.87 
363 4.863 1.788 - - 5.45 4.23 
364 4.88 2.049 - - 5.84 3.93 
365 4.969 1.954 - - 6.21 3.96 
366 5.248 1.91 - - 5.93 3.57 
367 4.668 1.879 - - 5.47 3.78 
368 4.552 1.811 - - 5.32 3.56 
369 4.94 2.04 - - 5.93 4.24 
370 5.083 2.153 - - 5.77 3.57 
371 5.222 1.883 - - 5.77 3.85 
372 5.247 2.095 - - 5.78 4.05 
373 5.026 1.999 - - 5.81 4.56 
374 5.075 2.071 - - 5.24 3.76 
375 5.135 2.137 - - 5.56 3.83 
376 5.217 1.849 - - 6.28 4.14 
377 5.061 2.103 - - 5.87 4.13 
378 5.186 2.174 - - 5.52 4.22 
379 4.728 2.059 - - 5.59 3.98 
380 5.25 1.877 - - 5.46 4.38 
381 5.167 1.903 - - 5.73 3.75 
382 4.845 1.948 - - 5.76 3.75 
383 5.108 1.957 - - 5.47 3.72 
384 5.065 1.977 - - 5.47 3.90 
385 5.114 2.039 - - 5.06 3.72 
386 4.854 1.863 - - 5.47 3.80 
387 5.047 1.865 - - 5.59 3.62 
388 5.067 1.693 - - 5.74 3.61 
389 4.878 1.968 - - 5.19 4.01 
390 5.116 1.856 - - 5.08 3.92 
391 4.309 1.7 - - 5.40 3.81 
392 3.877 1.825 - - 4.06 3.97 
393 3.723 1.698 - - 4.27 3.33 
394 3.663 1.709 - - 3.93 3.77 
395 4.088 1.631 - - 5.03 3.88 
396 3.948 1.719 - - 5.12 3.79 
397 4.392 1.929 - - 4.45 3.75 
398 4.251 1.75 - - 4.48 3.74 
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399 4.325 1.895 - - 4.83 4.03 
400 3.942 1.819 - - 4.58 3.82 
401 3.718 1.791 - - 4.49 3.61 
402 4.512 1.793 - - 5.97 3.99 
403 4.521 1.809 - - 6.16 4.46 
404 4.581 1.823 - - 5.75 4.19 
405 4.732 1.702 - - 5.22 4.49 
406 4.571 1.625 - - 6.11 4.37 
407 4.539 1.643 - - 5.90 4.20 
408 5.062 1.925 - - 5.45 4.77 
409 5.229 2.075 - - 5.30 5.00 
410 4.767 1.941 - - 5.42 4.57 
411 5.158 1.999 - - 5.26 4.25 
412 4.642 2.046 - - 5.91 4.60 
413 5.058 1.922 - - 5.24 4.40 
414 5.035 1.704 - - 5.54 4.51 
415 5.098 1.932 - - 5.59 4.38 
416 4.891 2.083 - - 6.50 4.65 
417 - - - - 4.84 4.55 
418 5.27 2.096 - - 5.59 4.61 
419 4.805 1.885 - - 5.57 4.72 
420 5.477 2.15 - - 5.45 4.63 
421 4.86 1.923 - - 5.25 4.44 
422 5.086 1.958 - - 5.37 4.31 
423 5.214 1.959 - - 5.51 4.43 
424 5.275 2.003 - - 5.21 4.64 
425 5.223 1.83 - - 5.46 4.57 
426 4.388 1.917 - - 5.36 4.45 
427 4.817 1.792 - - 5.64 4.30 
428 4.938 1.876 - - 5.40 4.70 
429 4.853 1.913 - - 5.51 5.05 
430 5.245 2.14 - - 5.66 4.37 
431 5.02 2.011 - - 5.63 4.26 
432 5.035 1.847 - - 5.03 4.22 
433 4.76 1.858 - - 4.13 4.40 
434 5.016 1.948 - - 5.86 4.33 
435 5.351 1.926 - - 4.81 3.87 
436 5.392 1.903 - - 5.02 4.69 
437 4.956 2.045 - - 5.64 4.65 
438 4.726 2.048 - - 4.72 4.44 
439 5.275 1.761 - - 5.53 4.36 
440 5.201 1.875 - - 5.10 4.43 
441 5.024 1.944 - - 4.83 4.50 
442 5.056 2.027 - - 5.66 4.54 
443 5.534 2.05 - - 5.60 4.50 
444 5.149 1.909 - - 5.32 4.68 
445 5.136 2.09 - - 5.17 4.52 
446 5.315 1.815 - - 4.64 4.19 
447 5.491 1.946 - - 5.80 4.39 
448 5.214 1.995 - - 5.29 4.82 
449 5.072 1.979 - - 5.15 4.59 
450 5.314 2.069 - - 5.45 4.61 
451 5.078 1.875 - - 5.41 4.19 
452 5.149 2.015 - - 5.42 4.30 
453 4.945 1.912 - - 6.01 4.23 
454 4.899 1.866 - - 5.73 5.04 
455 5.148 1.865 - - 4.80 4.40 
456 5.023 1.973 - - 5.08 4.50 
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457 5.039 2.134 - - 5.43 4.32 
458 5.044 2.107 - - 5.01 3.85 
459 5.084 2.265 - - 5.44 4.35 
460 5.063 2.174 - - 5.74 5.21 
461 5.152 2.145 - - 5.65 4.30 
462 4.959 2.113 - - 4.86 4.36 
463 4.98 2.275 - - 4.47 4.35 
464 4.881 1.97 - - 5.53 4.59 
465 5.139 2.209 - - 5.55 4.33 
466 4.811 1.866 - - 5.82 4.52 
467 4.921 2.173 - - 5.71 4.62 
468 4.902 2.072 - - 6.19 4.24 
469 4.798 2.206 - - 5.40 3.89 
470 4.773 2.23 - - 5.69 4.44 
471 5.104 2.146 - - 5.66 4.43 
472 5.215 2.158 - - 7.41 4.35 
473 4.967 1.798 - - 4.20 4.49 
474 4.695 1.23 3.937 2.532 3.68 2.89 
475 5.093 2.142 5.085 3.004 6.09 4.76 
476 4.71 1.864 4.518 2.8 5.02 4.62 
477 4.902 1.773 5.036 2.661 5.80 4.48 
478 5.074 1.957 4.193 2.908 4.41 4.34 
479 5.343 2.249 4.463 2.879 5.92 4.00 
480 4.866 1.975 4.53 2.922 5.02 4.36 
481 - - - - 5.18 4.58 
482 - - - - 5.46 4.39 
483 4.918 1.904 5.11 2.904 6.26 4.28 
484 - - - - 6.55 4.19 
485 4.727 1.922 4.829 2.743 5.79 4.11 
486 - - - - 5.15 4.53 
487 4.824 1.896 3.681 3.005 5.66 4.72 
488 4.897 1.903 - - 5.40 4.44 
489 4.866 2.048 - - 5.12 4.13 
490 4.786 1.879 - - 5.34 4.48 
491 4.91 1.89 - - 5.73 4.02 
492 4.873 2.042 - - 4.96 4.22 
493 5.113 1.847 - - 5.17 4.60 
494 5.081 1.959 - - 5.44 4.45 
495 5.169 1.718 - - 4.77 4.17 
496 4.779 1.967 - - 5.28 4.32 
497 4.909 2.02 - - 5.34 4.49 
498 4.901 1.989 - - 5.72 4.24 
499 4.691 2.017 - - 5.04 4.47 
500 4.997 1.781 - - 4.53 4.08 
501 4.977 1.881 - - 5.31 4.45 
502 4.895 1.85 - - 5.12 4.58 
503 4.964 1.91 - - 5.82 4.87 
504 4.936 1.984 - - 4.95 4.49 
505 4.844 1.758 - - 4.84 4.38 
506 4.708 1.858 - - 5.32 4.47 
507 5.014 1.893 - - 5.74 4.46 
508 5.02 1.814 - - 5.16 4.73 
509 4.981 1.845 - - 5.52 4.71 
510 4.743 1.873 - - 5.36 4.47 
511 4.806 1.865 - - 5.42 4.34 
512 4.832 1.975 - - 4.89 4.24 
513 4.833 1.783 - - 5.57 4.07 
514 5.112 2.03 - - 5.06 3.93 
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515 5.116 1.974 - - 5.19 3.91 
516 5.213 1.842 - - 4.61 4.16 
517 - - - - 6.18 4.63 
518 - - - - 5.57 4.28 
519 - - - - 4.81 4.25 
520 - - - - 5.90 4.72 
521 - - - - 6.03 4.32 
522 - - - - 5.75 3.80 
523 - - - - 6.44 4.50 
524 - - - - 5.05 4.11 
525 - - - - 5.82 4.07 
526 - - - - 5.22 4.38 
527 - - - - 4.54 4.45 
528 - - - - 5.47 4.24 
529 - - - - 5.13 3.96 
530 - - - - 5.78 4.80 
531 - - - - 6.69 4.43 
532 - - - - 5.63 4.93 
533 - - - - 4.08 4.14 
534 - - - - 5.19 4.47 
535 - - - - 5.86 4.82 
536 - - - - 4.60 4.34 
537 - - - - 5.54 4.23 
538 - - - - 5.47 4.47 
539 - - - - 5.36 4.17 
540 - - - - 5.66 3.82 
541 - - - - 5.21 4.40 
542 - - - - 5.91 4.05 
543 3.679 1.499 4.047 2.592 5.51 3.88 
544 4.066 1.536 - - - - 
545 3.944 1.18 - - - - 
547 5.139 2.226 - - - - 
548 4.872 2.354 - - - - 
549 5.313 2.301 - - - - 
550 4.948 2.289 - - - - 
551 4.724 2.298 - - - - 
552 5.337 2.317 - - - - 
553 4.799 2.31 - - - - 
554 5.321 2.228 - - - - 
555 4.969 2.279 - - - - 
Mean 4.92 1.94 4.47 2.95 5.50 4.35 
SED 0.25 0.32 0.30     
Genotype *** *** *** 
G×E *** *** *** 
LSD 0.34 0.64 0.026 
CV 7.2 5.1 6.0 
Heat Intensity index 2.54 1.52 1.27 
*** indicates significant at P=0.001 
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Figure 1; Monthly rainfall (mm), mean maximum and minimum temperature during 2016 at 
Narrabri. 
 
 
 
Figure 2; Monthly rainfall (mm), mean maximum and minimum temperature during 2015 at 
Narrabri. 
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Figure 3; Monthly rainfall (mm), mean maximum and minimum temperature during 2014 at 
Narrabri. 
 
 
 
Figure 4; Annual rainfall (mm), and mean maximum temperature during 2002 to 2016 at 
Narrabri. 
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Figure 5; Monthly mean solar radiation (MJ m-2) during crop season 2014, 2015 and 2016 at 
Narrabri. 
 
 
 
Figure 6; Monthly mean relative humidity (RH %) during crop season 2014, 2015 and 2016 
at Narrabri. 
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Table 3; Wald statistics from combined analysis 2014 (E1 and E2), Mean and SE of the traits 
Trait1 Mean ± SE Wald Statistics 
 E1 E2 G E G×E CTA 22.67±0.09 24.13±0.09 0.89NS 255.59*** 0.70NS 
CTM 24.21 ± 0.09 27.60±0.09 1.41** 1557.67*** 1.00NS 
DTF 111.81±0.09 77.27±0.09 17.18*** 158803.54*** 4.44*** 
DTM 153.08±0.07 106.94±0.07 16.46*** 467788.62*** 1.47*** 
GFP 41.26±0.10 29.67±0.10 4.23*** 14245.72 *** 2.97*** 
NDA 0.74±0.04 0.58±0.04 1.34** 1418.37*** 1.09NS 
NDA10 0.57±0.04 0.27±0.04 1.78*** 6934.48*** 0.70NS 
NDM 0.35±0.04 0.27±0.04 3.41*** 559.50*** 1.50*** 
PH 102.93±0.22 76.75±0.22 7.57*** 13600.34*** 2.14*** 
TKW 42.39±0.11 27.46±0.11 13.33*** 19206.25*** 4.61*** 
Scr 9.11±0.20 32.68±0.20 6.43*** 14047.17*** 5.45*** 
Y 4.92±0.02 1.94±0.02 3.62*** 28785.0*** 1.72*** 
1CTA, canopy temperature at anthesis (oC); CTM, canopy temperature at  milk (oC); DTF, 
days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at anthesis 
stage; NDA10, NDVI ten days after anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk stage; PH, plant height 
(cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, 
Normalized difference vegetation index; 
*, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
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Table 4; Wald statistics from combined analysis 2015 (E1 and E2), Mean and SE of the traits 
Trait1   Mean±SE Wald Statistics 
 E1 E2 G E G×E GCE 0.32±0.003 0.18±0.003 5.45*** 1250.48*** 3.30*** 
GCL 0.95±0.004 0.79±0.004 1.12NS 1299*** 1.13 NS 
CCA 49.51±0.25 51.50±0.25 2.27*** 62.82*** 1.54*** 
CCM 45.97±0.77 42.60±0.77 5.28*** 18.90*** 1.12 NS 
CTA 17.11±0.29 20.42±0.29 1.20 NS 2090.64*** 1.80*** 
CTM 22.35±1.28 27.92±1.28 2.40*** 18.84*** 1.50*** 
DTF 114.70±0.14 78.69±0.14 31.71*** 70866.28*** 3.47*** 
DTM 160.88±0.13 112±0.13 7.96*** 157301.59*** 1.93*** 
GFP 46.17±0.14 33.32±0.14 9.47*** 9203.83*** 2.69*** 
NDB 0.83±0.003 0.79±0.003 2.45*** 134.05*** 1.14NS 
NDA 0.78±0.006 0.76±0.006 2.26*** 26.64*** 1.91*** 
NDM 0.70±0.01 0.53±0.01 4.13*** 261.30*** 2.02*** 
NDD 0.58±0. 0.01 0.24±0.01 5.60*** 1114.04*** 1.55*** 
PH 108.46±0.62 81.77±0.62 16.01*** 1888.15*** 2.60*** 
TKW 42.89±0.68 27.77±0.68 17.02*** 492.88*** 4.95*** 
Pro 13.83±0.26 14.88±0.26 3.73*** 16.17*** 1.83*** 
TW 81.23±0.28 76.75±0.28 14.15*** 267.88*** 3.46*** 
Scr 2.87±0.39 13.74±0.39 7.01*** 828.10*** 5.32*** 
Y 4.47±0.031 2.95±0.031 2.69*** 243.61*** 2.01*** 
 1GCE, ground cover early;  GCL, ground cover late; CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis 
stage; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; CTA, canopy temperature at anthesis (oC); CTM, 
canopy temperature at  milk (oC);  DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, 
grain filling period; NDMB, NDVI at mid booting; NDB, NDVI at booting stage; NDA, 
NDVI at anthesis stage; NDM, NDVI at milk stage; NDD, NDVI at dough stage; PH, plant 
height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Pro, protein (%); TW, test weight (%); Scr, 
screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, Normalized difference vegetation index; 
*, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
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Table 5; Wald statistics from combined analysis 2016 (E1 and E2), Mean and SE of the traits 
Trait1 Mean±SE                   Wald Statistics 
 E1 E2 G E G×E GCE 0.25±0.002 0.29±0.002 5.96*** 956.92*** 2.97*** 
GCL 0.55±0.001 0.57±0.001 5.50*** 100.15*** 3.92*** 
CCA 44.14±0.09 45.57±0.09 3.30*** 243.51*** 2.91*** 
CCM 41.06±0.15 39.82±0.15 5.85*** 309.63*** 1.22** 
DTF 109.76±0.048 85.01±0.048 27.51*** 268517.96*** 6.81*** 
DTM 164.1±0.019 123.2±0.019 208.56*** 4755270.86*** 54.44*** 
GFP 54.31±0.052 38.23±0.052 13.13*** 98894.51*** 8.21*** 
NDMB 0.86±0.002 0.78±0.002 2.72*** 1583.02*** 1.21*** 
NDB 0.88±0.001 0.79±0.001 2.07*** 3030.50*** 1.22** 
NDA 0.83±0.0006 0.75±0.0006 2.88*** 3956.06*** 1.17* 
NDM 0.78±0.002 0.68±0.002 3.07*** 2439.08*** 1.20** 
NDD 0.53±0.003 0.48±0.003 1.72*** 77.28*** 1.42*** 
PH 93.91±0.13 91.76±0.13 14.98*** 289.00*** 2.19*** 
TKW 49.88±0.06 42.26±0.06 27.25*** 16676.70*** 3.02*** 
Pro 12.2±0.022 12.7±0.022 7.47*** 535.59*** 2.01*** 
TW 81.37±0.036 81.32±0.036 7.16*** 0.08NS 2.97*** 
Scr 3.456±0.021 4.643±0.021 20.07*** 3181.21*** 14.33*** 
Y 5.499±0.013 4.344±0.013 4.47*** 7953.68*** 3.47*** 
1GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis 
stage; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; 
GFP, grain filling period; NDMB, NDVI at mid booting; NDB, NDVI at booting stage; NDA, 
NDVI at anthesis stage; NDM, NDVI at milk stage; NDD, NDVI at dough stage; PH, plant 
height (cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Pro, protein (%); TW, test weight (kg/hL); 
Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, Normalized difference vegetation index; 
*, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-
significant 
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Table 6; Correlation coefficients of key traits based on means in 2014 for E1 and E2 
Traits1 CTA CTM DTF DTM GFP NDA NDA10 NDM PH Scr TKW 
    (E1)        
CTM 0.31*** -          DTF -0.12NS -0.21** -         DTM -0.10NS -0.22*** 0.79*** -        GFP 0.10NS 0.13NS -0.84*** -0.34*** -       NDA 0.14* 0.03NS 0.02NS -0.01NS -0.03NS -      NDA10 0.13NS -0.06NS 0.32*** 0.40*** -0.15* 0.22*** -     NDM -0.13NS -0.28*** 0.67*** 0.72*** -0.37*** 0.05NS 0.47*** -    PH -0.29*** -0.49*** 0.47*** 0.62*** -0.16* -0.06NS 0.23*** 0.66*** -   Scr -0.07NS -0.01NS 0.16* -0.04NS -0.30*** -0.11NS -0.28*** -0.11NS -0.15* -  TKW -0.25*** -0.18** -0.12NS -0.38*** -0.15* 0.00NS -0.25*** -0.07NS 0.05NS 0.37*** - 
Y -0.05NS -0.06NS 0.10NS -0.06NS -0.22*** 0.14* 0.16* -0.09NS -0.04NS -0.05 -0.05NS 
    (E2)        
CTM 0.17* -          DTF 0.00NS -0.19** -         DTM -0.11NS -0.22*** 0.81*** -        GFP -0.18* -0.10NS -0.16* 0.43*** -       NDA -0.13NS -0.20** 0.38*** 0.37*** 0.03NS -      NDA10 0.04NS -0.09NS 0.63*** 0.66*** 0.16* 0.32*** -     NDM 0.01NS -0.13NS 0.60*** 0.66*** 0.22*** 0.33*** 0.90*** -    PH -0.33*** -0.40*** 0.22*** 0.37*** 0.29*** 0.16* 0.01NS 0.01NS -   Scr 0.19** 0.14* 0.13NS 0.22*** 0.17* -0.19** 0.23*** 0.22*** -0.28*** -  TKW -0.25*** -0.18* -0.19* -0.22*** -0.08NS 0.14* -0.28*** -0.26*** 0.23*** -0.81*** - 
Y -0.16* 0.00NS -0.48*** -0.53*** -0.15* -0.03NS -0.29*** -0.27*** -0.13NS -0.25*** 0.23*** 
Table 7; Correlation coefficients of key traits based on means in 2014 for E1 vs E2 
Traits1 CTAE1 CTME1 DTFE1 DTME1 GFPE1 NDAE1 NDA10E1 NDME1 PHE1 ScrE1 TKWE1 YE1 
CTAE2 0.20**            CTME2  0.25
***           DTFE2   0.74
***          DTME2    0.84
***         GFPE2     0.22
**        NDAE2      0.10
NS       NDA10E2       0.40
***      NDME2        0.46
***     PHE2         0.62
***    ScrE2          0.15
*   TKWE2           0.66
***  YE2            0.48
*** 
1CTA, Canopy temperature anthesis (oC); CTM, canopy temperature at milk (oC); DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDA10, NDVI ten days after 
anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand grain weight (g); Y, yield (ton/ha); NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index; E1, Early sown conditions; E2, Late sown 
conditions;     *, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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Table 8; Correlation coefficients of key traits based on means in 2015 for E1 and E2 
Traits1 CTM CTA CCA CCM DTF DTM GCL GCE GFP NDB NDD NDA NDM PH Pro Scr TKW TW 
 
CTA 
 
-0.15* 
     (E1)            
CCA 0.00NS -0.07NS -                CCM -0.36*** 0.03NS -0.02NS -               DTF -0.30*** 0.19** -0.14* 0.67*** -              DTM -0.27*** 0.23*** -0.14* 0.68*** 0.65*** -             GCL -0.16* 0.23*** -0.17* 0.30*** 0.20** 0.49*** -            GCE -0.02 0.24*** -0.08NS 0.16* 0.12NS 0.24*** 0.32*** -           GFP 0.20** -0.07NS 0.05NS -0.35*** -0.80*** -0.07NS 0.13NS 0.05NS -          NDB -0.08NS 0.03NS -0.03NS 0.02NS 0.06NS 0.18* 0.28*** 0.15* 0.07NS -         NDD -0.27*** 0.13NS -0.08NS 0.42*** 0.57*** 0.54*** 0.16* 0.15* -0.32*** 0.10NS -        NDA -0.12NS 0.02NS 0.07NS 0.08NS 0.07NS 0.06NS 0.21** 0.06NS -0.04NS 0.22** 0.04NS -       NDM -0.07NS 0.05NS -0.04NS 0.12NS 0.38*** 0.19** -0.09NS 0.07NS -0.34*** 0.06NS 0.66*** -0.12NS -      PH -0.35*** 0.05NS 0.00NS 0.66*** 0.60*** 0.49*** 0.43*** 0.15* -0.40*** 0.08NS 0.28*** 0.13NS 0.13NS -     Pro 0.04NS 0.00NS 0.10NS 0.00NS -0.06NS 0.14* 0.22** 0.03NS 0.19** 0.27*** 0.04NS 0.08NS -0.01NS 0.10NS -    Scr 0.04NS 0.09NS -0.13NS 0.18* 0.40*** 0.39*** 0.14* 0.22** -0.21** 0.06NS 0.30*** -0.06NS 0.30*** 0.15* 0.16* -   TKW -0.18* -0.13NS 0.20** 0.00NS -0.09NS -0.42*** -0.34*** -0.20** -0.23*** -0.31*** -0.13NS -0.04NS -0.05NS 0.09NS -0.45*** -0.51*** -  TW 0.22** -0.09NS -0.14* -0.35*** -0.42*** -0.40*** -0.33*** -0.04NS 0.24*** -0.22** -0.20** -0.14* -0.12NS -0.51*** -0.62*** -0.38*** 0.25*** - 
Y -0.12NS 0.04NS 0.16* -0.11NS -0.08NS -0.29*** -0.32*** -0.11NS -0.13NS -0.30*** 0.06 NS 0.05NS 0.11NS -0.15* -0.51*** -0.29*** 0.63*** 0.29*** 
 
CTA 
 
0.33*** -     (E2)            
CCA -0.18* 0.10NS -                CCM -0.31*** -0.19** 0.05NS -               DTF -0.17* -0.17* 0.02NS 0.73*** -              DTM -0.13NS -0.18* -0.05NS 0.61*** 0.62*** -             GCE -0.06NS -0.07NS -0.20** 0.38*** 0.37*** 0.39*** -            GCL -0.02NS 0.04NS -0.08NS 0.04NS 0.00NS -0.04NS -0.04NS -           GFP 0.13 NS 0.10NS -0.06NS -0.50*** -0.85*** -0.11NS -0.20** -0.03NS -          NDB -0.06NS -0.39*** -0.28*** 0.14* 0.19** 0.20** 0.35*** -0.01NS -0.10NS -         NDD -0.19** -0.21** -0.11NS 0.64*** 0.71*** 0.75*** 0.45*** 0.03NS -0.38*** 0.30*** -        NDA -0.07NS -0.36*** -0.27*** 0.29*** 0.40*** 0.35*** 0.38*** 0.00NS -0.26*** 0.68*** 0.56*** -       NDM -0.23*** -0.27*** -0.15* 0.31*** 0.34*** 0.50*** 0.31*** -0.02NS -0.09 0.21** 0.69*** 0.45*** -      PH -0.44*** -0.57*** -0.03 NS 0.42*** 0.35*** 0.24*** 0.31*** -0.10NS -0.28*** 0.58*** 0.39*** 0.51*** 0.26*** -     Pro 0.23*** 0.22** 0.24*** -0.56*** -0.52*** -0.47*** -0.38*** 0.01NS 0.33*** -0.03NS -0.61*** -0.34*** -0.52*** -0.22** -    Scr 0.40*** -0.02NS -0.59*** -0.25*** -0.09NS -0.04NS 0.01NS 0.08 NS 0.09NS 0.24*** -0.07NS 0.21** -0.12NS -0.18* -0.01NS -   TKW -0.36*** -0.01NS 0.49*** 0.12NS -0.05NS -0.10NS -0.08NS -0.09NS 0.00NS -0.16* -0.05NS -0.20** -0.02NS 0.26*** 0.17* -0.82*** -  TW 0.22** -0.23*** -0.26*** 0.02NS 0.04NS 0.26*** 0.15* 0.07NS 0.13NS -0.07NS 0.26*** 0.17** 0.26*** -0.36*** -0.33*** 0.22** -0.26***  
Y -0.29*** -0.23*** -0.07NS 0.22** 0.13NS 0.20** 0.25*** -0.05NS -0.03NS 0.08NS 0.41*** 0.30*** 0.64*** 0.26*** -0.45*** -0.35*** 0.24*** 0.10NS 
1CTM, canopy temperature at milk (oC); CTA, canopy temperature at anthesis (oC); CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll contents at 
milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; NDA,  NDVI anthesis; NDB, NDVI booting; NDD, 
NDVI dough; NDM, NDVI at milk stage; PH, plant height (cm);  Pro, protein content (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Y, 
yield (t/ha); NDVI, Normalized difference vegetation index; E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions; 
*, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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Table 9; Correlation coefficients of key traits based on means in 2015 for E1 vs E2  
Traits1 CTME1 CCAE1 CCME1 DTFE1 DTME1 GCEE1 NDAE1 NDBE1 NDDE1 NDME1 PHE1 ProE1 ScrE1 TKWE1 TWE1 YE1 
CTME2 0.19**                CCAE2  0.15
*               CCME2   0.66
***              DTFE2    0.80
***             DTME2     0.62
***            GCEE2      0.29
***           NDAE2       0.10NS          
NDBE2        0.33
***         NDDE2         0.51
***        NDME2          0.41
***       PHE2           0.69
***      ProE2            0.14
*     ScrE2             0.10NS    
TKWE2              0.47
***   TWE2               0.45
***  YieldE2                -0.06
NS 
CTM, canopy temperature at milk (oC); CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; DTF, days to flowering; 
DTM, days to maturity; GCE, ground cover early; NDA,  NDVI anthesis; NDB, NDVI booting; NDD, NDVI dough; NDM, NDVI at milk stage; 
PH, plant height (cm);  Pro, protein content (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, Normalized 
difference vegetation index; E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions; 
*, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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Table 10; Correlation coefficients of key traits based on means in 2016 for E1 and E2 
Traits1 CCA CCM DTF DTM GCL GCE GFP NDA NDB NDD NDMB NDM PH Pro Scr TKW TW 
 
CCM 
 
0.22*** -      (E1)          
DTF 0.06NS 0.14*** -               DTM 0.17*** 0.33*** 0.69*** -              GCL 0.11* -0.01NS 0.08NS 0.10* -             GCE 0.01NS -0.01NS 0.09* 0.05NS 0.27*** -            GFP 0.16*** 0.25*** -0.33*** 0.45*** 0.03NS -0.05NS -           NDA 0.13** 0.44*** 0.31*** 0.49*** 0.15*** 0.22*** 0.26*** -          NDB 0.12** 0.45*** 0.29*** 0.54*** 0.14*** 0.09* 0.36*** 0.79*** -         NDD 0.21*** 0.46*** 0.64*** 0.78*** 0.08NS 0.10* 0.22*** 0.70*** 0.68*** -        NDMB 0.12** 0.40*** 0.24*** 0.48*** 0.18*** 0.12** 0.33*** 0.75*** 0.92*** 0.61*** -       NDM 0.15*** 0.46*** 0.43*** 0.61*** 0.11* 0.19*** 0.26*** 0.90*** 0.75*** 0.82*** 0.69*** -      PH 0.11** 0.23*** 0.58*** 0.55*** 0.15*** 0.19*** 0.00NS 0.50*** 0.39*** 0.67*** 0.33*** 0.57*** -     Pro 0.16*** 0.35*** -0.23*** -0.05NS -0.02NS -0.21*** 0.22*** 0.19*** 0.30*** -0.01NS 0.33*** 0.09* -0.15*** -    Scr -0.05NS -0.16*** -0.21*** -0.37*** -0.17*** -0.11* -0.22*** -0.49*** -0.58*** -0.41*** -0.57*** -0.43*** -0.30*** -0.18*** -   TKW 0.22*** 0.33*** 0.08NS 0.01NS -0.15*** -0.13** -0.09* 0.02NS -0.03NS 0.16*** -0.07NS 0.05NS 0.25*** 0.25*** 0.21*** -  TW -0.10* -0.03NS 0.25*** 0.30*** 0.09* 0.18*** 0.08NS 0.34*** 0.28*** 0.26*** 0.28*** 0.36*** 0.08NS -0.33*** -0.31*** -0.70*** - 
Y 0.14*** 0.40*** 0.32*** 0.48*** 0.15*** 0.15*** 0.23*** 0.64*** 0.65*** 0.63*** 0.64*** 0.65*** 0.28*** 0.14*** -0.35*** -0.09* 0.37*** 
 
CCM 
 
0.01NS -      (E2)          
DTF -0.04NS 0.20*** -               DTM -0.03NS 0.25*** 0.65*** -              GCL -0.08NS -0.03NS 0.02NS 0.03NS -             GCE -0.03NS -0.01NS 0.15*** 0.11* 0.75*** -            GFP 0.00NS 0.10* -0.30*** 0.53*** 0.01NS -0.03NS -           NDA 0.01NS 0.08NS 0.39*** 0.36*** 0.36*** 0.31*** 0.01NS -          NDB -0.01NS 0.00NS 0.15*** 0.15*** 0.44*** 0.30*** 0.02NS 0.81*** -         NDD -0.01NS 0.27*** 0.62*** 0.80*** 0.04NS 0.09* 0.32*** 0.47*** 0.21*** -        NDMB -0.02NS -0.06NS -0.06NS 0.02NS 0.55*** 0.42*** 0.08NS 0.62*** 0.82*** 0.06NS -       NDM 0.00NS 0.17*** 0.56*** 0.57*** 0.24*** 0.25*** 0.09* 0.86*** 0.60*** 0.74*** 0.38*** -      PH -0.03NS 0.15*** 0.36*** 0.64*** 0.15*** 0.20*** 0.39*** 0.35*** 0.21*** 0.68*** 0.24*** 0.50*** -     Pro 0.07NS 0.01NS -0.32*** -0.26*** -0.26*** -0.34*** 0.03NS -0.11** -0.11** -0.06NS -0.03NS -0.14*** 0.04NS -    Scr -0.04NS 0.07NS 0.32*** 0.26*** 0.06NS 0.09* -0.03NS 0.10* 0.07NS 0.14*** -0.08NS 0.17*** -0.10* -0.35*** -   TKW 0.06NS 0.14*** -0.25*** -0.03NS -0.44*** -0.39*** 0.24*** -0.43*** -0.44*** 0.10* -0.39*** -0.26*** 0.15*** 0.42*** -0.34*** -  TW -0.11** -0.18*** -0.39*** -0.35*** 0.22*** 0.08NS 0.01NS -0.13** 0.08NS -0.50*** 0.15*** -0.30*** -0.50*** -0.15*** 0.19*** -0.32*** - 
Y -0.04NS -0.03NS -0.09* -0.03NS 0.37*** 0.16*** 0.06NS 0.41*** 0.52*** -0.07NS 0.50*** 0.25*** -0.08NS -0.14*** 0.02NS -0.33*** 0.43*** 
1CCA, chlorophyll contents anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GCL, ground cover late; GCE, ground cover early; 
GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDD, NDVI at dough; NDMB, NDVI at mid booting; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height 
(cm); Pro, protein (%); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, Normalized difference vegetation index; E1, 
early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions;  *, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant  
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Table 11; Correlation coefficients of key traits based on means in 2016 for E1 vs E2 
Trait1 CCAE1 CCME1 DTFE1 DTME1 GCLE1 GCEE1 GFPE1 NDAE1 NDBE1 NDDE1 NDMBE1 NDME1 PHE1 ProE1 ScrE1 TKWE1 TWE1 YE1 
CCAE2 0.06NS                  CCME2  0.11*                 DTFE2   0.66***                DTME2    0.63***               GCLE2     0.19***              GCEE2      0.35***             GFPE2       0.24***            NDAE2        0.45***           NDBE2         0.25***          NDDE2          0.67***         NDMBE2           0.38***        NDME2            0.46***       PHE2             0.76***      ProE2              0.59***     ScrE2               0.16***    TKWE2                0.81***   TWE2                 0.42***  YE2                  0.14** 1CCA, chlorophyll contents anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GCL, ground cover 
late; GCE, ground cover early; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDD, NDVI at dough; NDMB, 
NDVI at mid booting; NDM, NDVI at milk; PH, plant height (cm); Pro, protein (%); Scr, screening (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); TW, 
test weight (kg/hL); Y, yield (t/ha), NDVI, Normalized difference vegetation index; E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown conditions; 
*, **, *** indicates significant at P=0.05, P=0.01, P=0.001, respectively and NS=Non-significant 
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Table 12; Multiple regression analysis of E1 and E2 2014 using days to maturity, thousand 
kernel weight and grain yield as the response (dependent) variables. 
Traits1 DTM DTM TKW TKW Yield Yield 
 (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
1 DTF DTF CTA CTA CTM CTM 
2 GFP GFP DTM Scr CTA CTA 
3 NDA10 NDA10 NDM  DTF DTF 
4 NDM NDM PH  DTM DTM 
5 PH   Scr  GFP GFP 
6 Scr    NDA NDA 
7 TKW     NDA10 NDA10 
8     NDM NM 
9     PH PH 
10     Scr Scr 
11     TKW TKW 
Variance (%) 98.9 99 50.1 67 15.8 35.2 
1CTA, canopy temperature at anthesis (oC); CTM, canopy temperature at  milk (oC); DTF, 
days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDA, NDVI at anthesis 
stage; NDA10, NDVI ten days after anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk stage; PH, plant height 
(cm); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, 
Normalized difference vegetation index; E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown 
conditions;  
 
 
 
Table 13; Multiple regression analysis of E1 and E2 2015 using protein content, thousand 
kernel weight, test weight and grain yield as the response (dependent) variables. 
Traits1 TKW  Yield  Protein Test weight  
 (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
1 GCL PH NDB CCA Scr CCM CTM CCA 
2 PH Pro NDD DTF TKW CTM CCA CTA 
3 Pro Scr NDA NDA TW CTA GCE DTF 
4 Scr  PH NDM Y DTF PH DTM 
5 Y  Pro Pro  NDA Pro NDA 
6   TKW Scr  TKW Scr PH 
7   TW   TW Y Pro 
8      Y  TKW 
Variance 63.1 70.3 54.8 55.6 56 60.3 67.3 48.1 
1CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; DTF, days to 
flowering; NDB, NDVI at booting; NDA, NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; NDD, 
NDVI at dough; CTM, canopy temperature milk (oC); CTA, canopy temperature at anthesis 
(oC); GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; PH, plant height (cm); Pro, protein 
(%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield 
(t/ha); NDVI, normalized difference vegetative index; E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late 
sown conditions; 
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Table 14; Multiple regression analysis of E1 and E2 2016 using protein content, thousand 
kernel weight, test weight and grain yield as the response (dependent) variables. 
Traits1 Yield (t/ha) Test Weight  TKW  Protein  
 (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) (E1) (E2) 
1 CCM GCL CCM CCA CCA CCM CCA DTF 
2 NDMB GCE DTF DTF CCM DTF CCM DTM 
3 NDD NDD GCL DTM DTF GCL GCE GCE 
4 PH NDMB NDA NDA DTM NDA NDA NDA 
5 Scr NDM Pro PH GCL NDD NDD NDB 
6 TW Pro TKW Scr NDA NDMB NDMB NDD 
7  Scr Y TKW NDB PH PH NDMB 
8  TW  Y NDD Pro Scr PH 
9     PH Scr TW Scr 
10     Scr TW  TKW 
11     TW Y  Y 
Variance 55 47.2 70.9 56.7 69.9 59.8 49.1 37.2 
1DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; CCA, chlorophyll contents at anthesis; 
CCM, chlorophyll contents at milk; GCE, ground cover early; GCL, ground cover late; NDA, 
NDVI at anthesis; NDM, NDVI at milk; NDMB, NDVI mid booting; NDD, NDVI at dough 
stage; NDB, NDVI at booting; PH, plant height (cm); Pro, protein (%); TKW, thousand 
kernel weight (g); TW, test weight (kg/hL); Scr, screening (%); Y, yield (t/ha); NDVI, 
normalized difference vegetative index; E1, early sowing conditions; E2, late sown 
conditions; 
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Appendix-II (Chapter 5) 
 
Table 1; Field lay out of the trial sown for heat treatment under normal conditions 
Genotype Replication Treatment 
G1 1 Heat chamber 
G1 1 No chamber 
G1 1 Ambient Chamber 
G2 1 Heat chamber 
G2 1 No chamber 
G2 1 Ambient Chamber 
Suntop 1 Ambient Chamber 
Suntop 1 No chamber 
Suntop 1 Heat chamber 
G2 2 Heat chamber 
G2 2 No chamber 
G2 2 Ambient Chamber 
G1 2 Heat chamber 
G1 2 No chamber 
G1 2 Ambient Chamber 
Suntop 2 Ambient Chamber 
Suntop 2 No chamber 
Suntop 2 Heat chamber 
 
 
Figure 1; Diagram of the experimental structure used for heat chamber trials during crop 
season 2016. 
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Appendix-III (Chapter 6) 
 
Table 1; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for days to flowering (DTF) traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 DTF 5B 27743 4.17 7613 56932_5B 91.29-99.67 0.118738 -0.00435912 0.0012766 0.0000040 
E1 DTF 6A 31343 4.83 32032 15540_6A 107.62-110.44 0.0204082 -0.748555 0.195372 0.0224041 
E1 DTF 6B 33345 5.90 61407 23734_6B 81.79-103.52 0.0779221 -1.11092 0.179825 0.1773470 
E2 DTF 6A 31038 4.55 111368 79352_6A 118.282166 0.211503 -0.0118084 0.00310367 0.0000465 
E2 DTF 7B 38696 5.05 121635 25504_7B 31.6-175.14 0.302412 -0.0122584 0.00333834 0.0000634 
E1 DTF 6B 33590 3.77 226798 77981_6B 96.26 0.0575139 -0.64439 0.177326 0.0450169 
E1 DTF 4B 24208 7.95 307960 34259_4B 56.56 0.398887 -1.08474 0.214994 0.5642705 
E1 DTF 6B 33301 4.83 324935 15540_6B 84.04-105.96 0.0204082 -0.748555 0.195372 0.0224041 
E1 DTF 2D 16462 7.62 341033 58635_2D 157.28-160.11 0.19666 1.35928 0.239432 0.5837989 
E2 DTF 7B 38648 4.02 378485 27367_7B 3.267153804 0.0296846 -0.0237343 0.00624913 0.0000325 
E1 DTF 6B 33117 5.57 469783 76968_6B 59.48-71.06 0.332096 0.665549 0.184156 0.1965024 
E1 DTF 4A 23149 6.67 552142 31011_4A 207.25 0.178108 0.668993 0.177353 0.1310302 
E1 DTF 7A 37526 4.48 613070 80912_7A 256.99 0.315399 0.54062 0.151957 0.1262153 
E1 DTF 7B 40224 5.13 694146 27876_7B 169.73-204.7 0.012987 -1.15521 0.255106 0.0342124 
E1 DTF 1B 2486 19.14 794304 61919_1B 103.74-104.7 0.408163 -1.81831 0.277592 1.5973556 
E1 DTF 6B 33139 6.88 915318 6572_6B 29.15-61.16 0.302412 -0.857496 0.19664 0.3102360 
E2 DTF 7B 38687 3.85 960614 25434_7B 27.15 0.0241187 -0.015861 0.00433642 0.0000118 
E1 DTF 1D 7153 15.98 1179468 29087_1D 56.82-57.93 0.200371 -1.66221 0.311528 0.8853708 
E1 DTF 2B 12905 11.56 1781927 57338_2B 186.09 0.012987 -1.56794 0.261955 0.0630261 
E1 DTF 6B 34556 10.71 2197180 34751_6B 146.1 0.410019 -1.36478 0.23412 0.9011504 
E2 DTF 1B 3306 4.11 5898520 24742_1B Uncharacterized 0.29128 -0.0147746 0.0037418 0.0000901 
E1 DTF 1A 1255 5.16 11778590 29087_1A 195.32-195.61 0.441558 -0.726902 0.186752 0.2605839 
E1 DTF 2A 8939 3.08 7473398 11194_2A 133.38 0.226345 1.62993 0.487418 0.9304352 
E1 DTF 1B 5054 3.83 253180 27844_1B 110.3731908 0.137291 -1.31456 0.361489 0.4093523 
E2 DTF 7B 38682 3.62 579396 76084_7B 27.15 0.012987 -0.0238375 0.00642572 0.0000146 
E2 DTF 7B 38685 6.08 938870 70085_7B 27.15 0.025974 -0.0730321 0.0201381 0.0002699 
E2 DTF 7B 38688 5.76 1153224 27109_7B 25.79-31.06 0.0482375 -0.0561206 0.0172117 0.0002892 
E2 DTF 2D 16593 4.56 1261056 4432_2D 157.28 0.250464 -2.2004 0.598048 1.8179046 
E2 DTF 7A 37549 4.20 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 0.0333952 -1.59615 0.400847 0.1644790 
E1 DTF 2A 9330 3.33 197 41834_2A 13.67 0.335807 -0.353715 0.101028 0.0558112 
E2 DTF 5B 28968 4.77 4231 50811_5B 171.37 0.168831 -0.54153 0.125866 0.0823032 
E2 DTF 5B 28969 3.82 4793 78305_5B 171.37 0.170686 -0.466534 0.123218 0.0616188 
E1 DTF 2D 16422 3.16 14377 64797_2D 157.28-167.68 0.153989 -0.316886 0.0933688 0.0261639 
E1 DTF 3A 18452 3.05 53469 78941_3A 271.66 0.213358 2.16919 0.653246 1.5794695 
E2 DTF 2A 9225 3.65 109915 73171_2A 182.95-192.37 0.222635 0.906253 0.245522 0.2842807 
E2 DTF 2A 8745 3.20 235088 70055_2A . 0.0204082 0.884684 0.258916 0.0312936 
E2 DTF 3A 17318 3.03 600103 26833_3A 114.99 0.122449 0.302785 0.0914414 0.0197027 
E1 DTF 2B 13603 3.03 639804 67691_2B 152.07-155.77 0.404453 1.75127 0.529359 1.4774756 
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E1 DTF 2A 9098 3.42 693244 73712_2A 167.57 0.141002 -2.25988 0.635963 1.2371381 
E1 DTF 5B 29375 3.00 756288 7732_5B 242.69 0.133581 -2.09485 0.636157 1.0158007 
E1 DTF 1A 66 3.09 830799 75901_1A 71.09 0.179963 -1.57209 0.469706 0.7294600 
E1 DTF 2B 10341 3.26 962882 2702_2B 131.26 0.365492 1.88369 0.545589 1.6457499 
E1 DTF 7A 37889 5.75 990411 40614_7A 317.72 0.217069 -1.12243 0.235029 0.4282228 
E2 DTF 7B 38677 3.93 1227598 72773_7B 15.9-19.35 0.306122 1.36721 0.355006 0.7941053 
E1 DTF 3A 18443 3.13 1280397 49197_3A 267.99 0.384045 1.96969 0.584012 1.8355104 
E1 DTF 1B 2385 5.33 1284287 63134_1B Uncharacterized 0.118738 -0.818913 0.178905 0.1403461 
E2 DTF 1A 1574 3.02 1533746 46191_1A 249.6-252 0.187384 0.668344 0.202241 0.1360342 
E1 DTF 3A 17201 3.29 1640277 81098_3A 55.63 0.363636 2.1245 0.611074 2.0888918 
E2 DTF 7D 41461 3.00 1714051 17534_7D 160.26 0.311688 -0.377361 0.114581 0.0611012 
E2 DTF 7A 37725 3.48 1746908 61206_7A 292.81 0.131725 -0.30485 0.0849852 0.0212583 
E1 DTF 3B 20786 4.26 1932789 50423_3B 371.67 0.476809 -0.59699 0.147921 0.1778152 
E1 DTF 3A 18281 3.50 1989769 32537_3A 214.05 0.133581 -2.13539 0.592798 1.0554971 
E1 DTF 3A 17326 3.00 2123376 58167_3A 105.77-108 0.48423 -0.41175 0.125115 0.0846847 
E1 DTF 1B 5021 3.41 2355407 73714_1B 246.85 0.135436 -2.03098 0.572426 0.9659898 
E1 DTF 4B 24826 3.43 2363416 24179_4B 134.3-135.1 0.35436 0.443804 0.124619 0.0901255 
E1 DTF 3A 17274 3.23 2404454 45971_3A 70.38-79.87 0.369202 2.03983 0.59382 1.9380827 
E1 DTF 3D 22095 3.23 2488450 47358_3D Uncharacterized 0.0723562 -0.621473 0.18097 0.0518479 
E1 DTF 2B 10492 3.89 2659109 611_2B 147.38-147.89 0.0519481 -0.689888 0.180239 0.0468801 
E1 DTF 6B 34105 3.30 2662870 80527_6B 104.28 0.148423 -1.76653 0.507262 0.7888550 
E1 DTF 1A 1227 3.43 2896848 24179_1A 190.4-192.2 0.35436 0.443804 0.124619 0.0901255 
E1 DTF 1B 4811 3.02 3054479 12399_1B 210.39-213.51 0.146568 -1.86087 0.563848 0.8663037 
E1 DTF 5A 26876 3.42 3514485 12135_5A 244.03 0.141002 -1.91865 0.540094 0.8917414 
E2 DTF 2B 10375 3.38 3608511 61861_2B 136.95-137.61 0.326531 -0.426888 0.120906 0.0801493 
E1 DTF 7B 38739 4.38 5170025 78206_7B 48.38 0.139147 -2.26068 0.551774 1.2243653 
E1 DTF 3A 17382 3.16 5729114 36930_3A 132.25-138.71 0.307978 -0.495005 0.145943 0.1044453 
E2 DTF 2A 9089 3.10 14833884 49122_2A 58.89 0.19295 0.867952 0.258891 0.2346209 
E1 DTF 7B 38800 3.30 17928341 3050_7B 52.04 0.148423 -1.98806 0.571431 0.9991118 
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Table 2; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for days to maturity (DTM) traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 DTM 3B 20099 3.59 447165 14043_3B 219 0.372913 -1.09459 0.300981 0.5603615 
E1 DTM 3B 20099 3.56 447165 14043_3B 219 0.372913 -1.09459 0.300981 0.5603615 
E2 DTM 3B 20079 3.59 1298995 11493_3B 216.98 0.372913 -1.09459 0.300981 0.5603615 
E1 DTM 3B 20079 3.56 1298995 11493_3B 216.98 0.372913 -1.09459 0.300981 0.5603615 
E1 DTM 6A 31343 3.89 32032 15540_6A 107.62-110.44 0.0204082 -0.748555 0.195372 0.0224041 
E1 DTM 6B 33345 9.19 61407 23734_6B 81.79-103.52 0.0779221 -1.11092 0.179825 0.1773470 
E1 DTM 6B 33590 3.55 226798 77981_6B 96.26 0.0575139 -0.64439 0.177326 0.0450169 
E1 DTM 4B 24208 6.34 307960 34259_4B 56.56 0.398887 -1.08474 0.214994 0.5642705 
E1 DTM 6B 33301 3.89 324935 15540_6B 84.04-105.96 0.0204082 -0.748555 0.195372 0.0224041 
E1 DTM 2D 16462 7.86 341033 58635_2D 157.28-160.11 0.19666 1.35928 0.239432 0.5837989 
E1 DTM 6B 33117 3.52 469783 76968_6B 59.48-71.06 0.332096 0.665549 0.184156 0.1965024 
E1 DTM 4A 23149 3.79 552142 31011_4A 207.25 0.178108 0.668993 0.177353 0.1310302 
E1 DTM 7A 37526 3.43 613070 80912_7A 256.99 0.315399 0.54062 0.151957 0.1262153 
E1 DTM 7B 40224 5.23 694146 27876_7B 169.73-204.7 0.012987 -1.15521 0.255106 0.0342124 
E1 DTM 1B 2486 10.24 794304 61919_1B 103.74-104.7 0.408163 -1.81831 0.277592 1.5973556 
E1 DTM 6B 33139 4.89 915318 6572_6B 29.15-61.16 0.302412 -0.857496 0.19664 0.3102360 
E1 DTM 1D 7153 7.02 1179468 29087_1D 56.82-57.93 0.200371 -1.66221 0.311528 0.8853708 
E1 DTM 2B 12905 8.67 1781927 57338_2B 186.09 0.012987 -1.56794 0.261955 0.0630261 
E1 DTM 6B 34556 8.25 2197180 34751_6B 146.1 0.410019 -1.36478 0.23412 0.9011504 
E1 DTM 1A 1255 4.00 11778590 29087_1A 195.32-195.61 0.441558 -0.726902 0.186752 0.2605839 
E1 DTM 1A 361 3.26 18542971 63445_1A 0-175.48 0.0445269 -0.034204 0.0101657 0.0000995 
E2 DTM 2A 9045 3.35 6960302 7444_2A 158.98 0.384045 -2.06945 0.610635 2.0261471 
E2 DTM 2A 8939 3.78 7473398 11194_2A 133.38 0.226345 1.62993 0.487418 0.9304352 
E2 DTM 3D 21966 3.84 7975734 48173_3D 128.1 0.157699 -4.21568 1.07346 4.7212992 
E1 DTM 3D 21966 4.41 7975734 48173_3D 128.1 0.157699 -4.21568 1.07346 4.7212992 
E2 DTM 3D 21970 3.23 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 0.16141 -3.50579 1.03557 3.3272230 
E1 DTM 3D 21970 3.64 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 0.16141 -3.50579 1.03557 3.3272230 
E2 DTM 1B 5054 3.47 253180 27844_1B 110.3731908 0.137291 -1.31456 0.361489 0.4093523 
E1 DTM 1B 5054 3.56 253180 27844_1B 110.3731908 0.137291 -1.31456 0.361489 0.4093523 
E1 DTM 2D 16467 3.60 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 0.0482375 -1.38952 0.379649 0.1772854 
E1 DTM 7A 37803 3.34 1268906 25307_7A 306.24 0.419295 -2.47984 0.718215 2.9946948 
E2 DTM 5B 28078 3.02 6833 30934_5B 101.72-108.19 0.493506 -0.51542 0.155933 0.1328065 
E2 DTM 1B 4943 3.06 138078 78151_1B 235.6 0.133581 -0.602069 0.180772 0.0839064 
E2 DTM 1D 7307 3.21 405703 17626_1D 71.54-78.56 0.489796 -0.693596 0.202722 0.2404375 
E1 DTM 3A 17243 3.63 417811 10377_3A 48.34-62.55 0.22449 -0.34929 0.0949002 0.0424802 
E2 DTM 1B 4951 3.94 545776 72835_1B 232.68 0.128015 -0.796837 0.20654 0.1417552 
E1 DTM 7A 36085 3.35 555763 73238_7A 123.95 0.19295 0.767363 0.218573 0.1833905 
E2 DTM 1B 4991 3.23 576131 11634_1B 241.22 0.109462 -0.82927 0.241148 0.1340719 
E2 DTM 1B 4922 3.64 1485181 36268_1B 227 0.185529 0.797649 0.216525 0.1922831 
E2 DTM 3B 20490 3.00 1757129 27766_3B 241.55-244.1 0.35436 -0.926123 0.281346 0.3924664 
E2 DTM 1B 4892 3.48 2419950 62056_1B 222.07-223.45 0.3859 0.727729 0.202606 0.2510055 
220 
 
E1 DTM 3D 22091 3.08 2469307 9619_3D Uncharacterized 0.235622 -0.414699 0.123998 0.0619470 
E2 DTM 3B 19943 3.70 3073251 4038_3B 204.61-209.86 0.391466 -0.889943 0.239153 0.3773404 
E2 DTM 5A 26771 3.63 3463499 4955_5A 297.9 0.463822 0.26545 0.0721058 0.0350474 
E2 DTM 3B 20507 3.00 6570451 57607_3B 238.96-240.29 0.35436 -0.926123 0.281346 0.3924664 
E2 DTM 3B 20011 3.32 6858017 52157_3B 212.85 0.38961 -0.839778 0.240554 0.3354258 
E1 DTM 3A 17362 3.36 10474205 38639_3A 129.42 0.38961 -1.22106 0.347082 0.7091556 
E2 DTM 2D 15948 3.15 11929874 76035_2D 112.84 0.480519 -0.550002 0.162417 0.1510215 
 
Table 3; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for grain filling period (GFP) traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 GFP 5A 26971 3.45 1105863 65282_5A 49.22-455.48 0.159555 -0.338187 0.0944076 0.0306735 
E1 GFP 5A 26971 3.47 1105863 65282_5A 49.22-455.48 0.159555 -0.338187 0.0944076 0.0306735 
E2 GFP 5B 27743 3.19 7613 56932_5B 91.29-99.67 0.118738 -0.00435912 0.0012766 0.0000040 
E2 GFP 6A 31038 3.85 111368 79352_6A 118.282166 0.211503 -0.0118084 0.00310367 0.0000465 
E2 GFP 7B 38696 3.62 121635 25504_7B 31.6-175.14 0.302412 -0.0122584 0.00333834 0.0000634 
E2 GFP 7B 38687 3.59 960614 25434_7B 27.15 0.0241187 -0.015861 0.00433642 0.0000118 
E2 GFP 5B 28991 3.02 5116633 5738_5B 180.74-184.55 0.0352505 1.72774 0.462258 0.2030330 
E2 GFP 5B 28997 3.02 5447965 78397_5B 179.61 0.0352505 1.72774 0.462258 0.2030330 
E2 GFP 1B 3306 4.10 5898520 24742_1B Uncharacterized 0.29128 -0.0147746 0.0037418 0.0000901 
E1 GFP 4A 22659 3.14 4757426 76038_4A 81.32 0.306122 0.559301 0.165422 0.1328920 
E2 GFP 7B 38685 3.75 938870 70085_7B 27.15 0.025974 -0.0730321 0.0201381 0.0002699 
E2 GFP 7B 38688 3.87 1153224 27109_7B 25.79-31.06 0.0482375 -0.0561206 0.0172117 0.0002892 
E2 GFP 7A 37549 4.19 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 0.0333952 -1.59615 0.400847 0.1644790 
E1 GFP 3B 20840 3.31 4236 65737_3B 95.54-96.55 0.272727 -0.492557 0.141266 0.0962429 
E1 GFP 3B 20841 3.04 4801 57531_3B 95.54-96.55 0.276438 -0.559537 0.168862 0.1252452 
E1 GFP 1B 4490 3.08 35661 77753_1B 173.86 0.486085 -0.493556 0.14772 0.1217044 
E2 GFP 1A 1643 3.33 45888 58886_1A 267.42-269.85 0.309833 -0.0116444 0.00332867 0.0000580 
E2 GFP 7A 37809 3.44 90478 27077_7A 123.93-329.94 0.176252 -0.0133817 0.00374994 0.0000520 
E2 GFP 1A 1566 4.35 133429 56959_1A 249.6 0.178108 -0.0187644 0.00459821 0.0001031 
E2 GFP 7A 37649 3.31 135281 78958_7A 295.44 0.172542 -0.0141963 0.0040723 0.0000575 
E1 GFP 4A 22697 3.53 139659 35060_4A 78.42 0.307978 0.592867 0.163769 0.1498250 
E2 GFP 7A 37930 3.44 150016 47728_7A 311.9-315.62 0.176252 -0.0133817 0.00374994 0.0000520 
E2 GFP 7A 37634 3.91 213417 78571_7A 289.65 0.307978 -0.0127679 0.00332569 0.0000695 
E1 GFP 3B 19285 3.14 233808 73992_3B 169.51-171.93 0.346939 0.523871 0.154845 0.1243614 
E1 GFP 3B 19286 3.14 235446 81493_3B 163.81 0.346939 0.523871 0.154845 0.1243614 
E2 GFP 7A 37867 4.09 309573 59962_7A 308.31-329.94 0.174397 -0.019736 0.00500636 0.0001122 
E2 GFP 3A 17149 3.66 362813 79372_3A 48.34-50.02 0.361781 -0.0146786 0.00397199 0.0000995 
E1 GFP 3B 19248 3.02 441964 6207_3B 155.05 0.339518 0.51271 0.155133 0.1178955 
E1 GFP 4A 23243 3.49 559482 10457_4A 213.47 0.497217 -0.271563 0.075488 0.0368721 
E2 GFP 1A 1672 4.53 591363 29142_1A 8.469391006 0.200371 -0.0176374 0.00421993 0.0000997 
E1 GFP 4A 22700 3.53 601825 45447_4A 78.42-87.26 0.307978 0.592867 0.163769 0.1498250 
E2 GFP 1A 1568 4.35 615193 48122_1A 249.6 0.178108 -0.0187644 0.00459821 0.0001031 
221 
 
E1 GFP 4A 22671 3.53 636452 80664_4A 73.57-86.79 0.307978 0.592867 0.163769 0.1498250 
E1 GFP 4B 24532 3.64 672403 48237_4B 96.81 0.0148423 0.371746 0.100831 0.0040414 
E1 GFP 3B 19246 3.02 738710 24150_3B 152.36 0.339518 0.51271 0.155133 0.1178955 
E1 GFP 1B 4352 3.09 746979 41378_1B 161.24-162.31 0.319109 0.52775 0.157698 0.1210328 
E2 GFP 1A 1677 4.53 798349 79532_1A 17.08129726 0.200371 -0.0176374 0.00421993 0.0000997 
E1 GFP 3B 19259 3.22 900622 11529_3B 164.51 0.365492 0.511208 0.148888 0.1212105 
E2 GFP 3A 17154 3.66 963820 11728_3A 0-55.01 0.361781 -0.0146786 0.00397199 0.0000995 
E2 GFP 7A 37603 5.21 1302677 1277_7A 279.56 0.176252 -0.0199437 0.00441355 0.0001155 
E1 GFP 1A 82 3.46 1470330 28576_1A 77.33 0.460111 -0.217875 0.0609077 0.0235837 
E2 GFP 7A 37604 3.61 1740102 54820_7A 277.01 0.480519 -0.0094407 0.00257282 0.0000445 
E2 GFP 4B 24184 3.22 1808633 11911_4B 19.07-32.43 0.48423 -0.00745305 0.00217158 0.0000277 
E1 GFP 1B 4671 3.50 1867271 62270_1B 190.21 0.473098 -0.627946 0.174347 0.1965873 
E1 GFP 5A 26932 3.25 2015570 77023_5A 257.6-260.66 0.487941 -0.579696 0.16796 0.1679260 
E1 GFP 1B 4851 3.07 2200039 16699_1B 218.35 0.233766 0.461694 0.138543 0.0763627 
E1 GFP 4A 22648 3.53 2247733 81351_4A 81.32 0.307978 0.592867 0.163769 0.1498250 
E2 GFP 3A 17276 3.70 2501608 41712_3A 87.02 0.367347 -0.0143614 0.00386039 0.0000959 
E2 GFP 2B 13977 3.90 2536869 46445_2B Uncharacterized 0.378479 -0.0132828 0.0034659 0.0000830 
E1 GFP 1B 4674 3.50 2636267 1415_1B 191.91 0.473098 -0.627946 0.174347 0.1965873 
E1 GFP 4A 22649 3.30 2788477 65778_4A 81.32 0.304267 0.57068 0.16407 0.1378836 
E2 GFP 1A 1696 3.49 2841363 57894_1A 274.9 0.387755 0.00859408 0.00239148 0.0000351 
E2 GFP 5A 26800 3.90 3135447 46445_5A 234.54 0.378479 -0.0132828 0.0034659 0.0000830 
E1 GFP 1B 4692 3.50 3814680 13458_1B Uncharacterized 0.473098 -0.627946 0.174347 0.1965873 
E1 GFP 4A 22658 3.30 4127127 62547_4A 81.32 0.302412 0.571578 0.164149 0.1378412 
E1 GFP 4A 22631 3.25 4405717 79382_4A 81.32 0.313544 0.561594 0.162916 0.1357645 
E1 GFP 4A 22661 3.14 5004308 78546_4A 81.32 0.306122 0.559301 0.165422 0.1328920 
E1 GFP 1B 4409 3.61 5333443 78781_1B 162.61 0.32282 0.600406 0.163866 0.1576103 
E1 GFP 4A 22665 3.53 5842806 34665_4A 81.32 0.307978 0.592867 0.163769 0.1498250 
E1 GFP 4A 22668 3.25 9254185 47483_4A 80.62 0.313544 0.561594 0.162916 0.1357645 
E1 GFP 4A 22709 3.53 16429558 45848_4A 80.62-81.32 0.307978 0.592867 0.163769 0.1498250 
E1 GFP 2A 8346 3.06 28835902 43505_2A 56.34-112.81 0.35436 0.214859 0.064481 0.0211238 
 
Table 4; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for NDVI anthesis traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2B 14250 3.57 73947 53806_2B 45.88-51.13 0.0575139 -0.00161125 0.000442587 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30805 3.13 1467232 8663_5D 130.69 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 34422 3.25 2967787 29386_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.90392 0.778674 3.8676962 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 34423 3.21 3250269 2781_6B 120.12 0.35436 -3.00552 0.773803 4.1333708 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30749 4.42 4856093 25660_5D 127.06 0.267161 -0.00147998 0.000359149 0.0000009 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 9044 3.24 6841792 34772_2A 159.56 0.3859 -0.00109454 0.000318033 0.0000006 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30766 3.13 6859210 79890_5D 127.06-128.68 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30769 3.13 6961284 58475_5D 126.44-127.06 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1B 3207 3.49 180823 71196_1B 0-132.97 0.16141 -0.00290869 0.00077782 0.0000023 
222 
 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5B 29018 3.14 1845658 78313_5B 186.91 0.25603 1.86667 0.520241 1.3274292 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 34424 4.36 3432467 76409_6B 120.12 0.465677 0.00144918 0.000354589 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 1049 3.02 12898830 25487_1A 102.8133261 0.44898 1.87025 0.557792 1.7307075 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 361 4.49 18542971 63445_1A 0-175.48 0.0445269 -0.034204 0.0101657 0.0000995 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 34474 3.54 1702382 65275_6B 130.7 0.0278293 -0.00232318 0.000640276 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 34478 3.54 2085030 7417_6B 129.01-130.63 0.0278293 -0.00232318 0.000640276 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30742 3.75 2120738 44077_5D 126.93 0.272727 -0.00120307 0.00032116 0.0000006 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30768 3.13 6859575 74390_5D 126.44-127.06 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3D 21970 3.73 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 0.16141 -3.50579 1.03557 3.3272230 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8982 3.75 68425 62592_2A 147.68 0.239332 -2.83148 0.796027 2.9191265 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1D 6899 3.02 285256 9893_1D 40.23-43.76 0.230056 0.00145641 0.000440772 0.0000008 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5A 27079 3.43 306992 6716_5A 341.73 0.0296846 -5.23073 1.51484 1.5761543 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2D 16467 5.20 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 0.0482375 -1.38952 0.379649 0.1772854 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2B 10229 4.45 519653 65439_2B 108.31 0.445269 0.00165023 0.000398948 0.0000013 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3D 21765 3.20 580383 45954_3D Uncharacterized 0.411874 0.0214708 0.00634555 0.0002233 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1D 6849 4.13 1069647 78694_1D 40.36-41.41 0.0556586 -0.00174962 0.000441438 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5D 30811 3.08 1151783 10799_5D 143.2 0.263451 -2.60749 0.674188 2.6386197 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 34477 3.54 1974828 30504_6B 130.63 0.0278293 -0.00232318 0.000640276 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8921 3.82 2682509 11090_2A 137.35 0.0500928 -0.00192279 0.000507566 0.0000004 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1D 6861 3.51 3120567 11524_1D 40.23-41.72 0.0519481 -0.00171674 0.000475613 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8928 3.64 4069378 38933_2A 138.43 0.443414 -0.00141126 0.000383263 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2B 10041 3.10 48653 315_2B 33.87 0.0593692 -0.00144714 0.000431754 0.0000002 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 20836 3.09 63133 29814_3B 310.87 0.471243 -0.00115562 0.000345055 0.0000007 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19933 3.41 113797 59720_3B 206.09-209.86 0.415584 -0.00144465 0.00040751 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19936 3.41 125115 7785_3B 204.61-209.86 0.415584 -0.00144465 0.00040751 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5A 27114 3.45 130844 75086_5A 345.25-390.25 0.274583 -0.00191224 0.000535347 0.0000015 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 33242 3.05 204050 3225_6B 99.17 0.0204082 0.00140169 0.000422008 0.0000001 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8183 3.36 298087 49427_2A 101.35 0.261596 -0.000987983 0.00028077 0.0000004 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 7704 3.10 393878 66351_2A 0-41.4 0.0593692 -0.00144714 0.000431754 0.0000002 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3D 21884 3.29 473020 76936_3D 108.78 0.270872 -0.001312 0.000377997 0.0000007 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19921 3.41 666515 6527_3B 206.09-209.86 0.415584 -0.00144465 0.00040751 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 4A 23090 3.71 701595 7552_4A 155.12 0.254174 -0.000971702 0.000260713 0.0000004 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19981 3.13 750384 77636_3B 210.51-215 0.397032 -0.00145046 0.000429763 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1D 6894 3.69 815970 12552_1D 40.23-43.76 0.2282 0.00112228 0.000302145 0.0000004 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2B 10231 3.53 849223 12400_2B 107.73-110.12 0.246753 -0.00106051 0.000292793 0.0000004 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 7B 39641 3.04 876531 24749_7B 100.69 0.0278293 0.00159485 0.000481135 0.0000001 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19924 3.39 1128990 12510_3B 209.86 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 8973 3.30 1159832 1789_2A 141.3-141.79 0.332096 0.00124956 0.000359011 0.0000007 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19939 3.29 1290542 50586_3B 204.61-209.86 0.415584 -0.00140915 0.000405467 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19940 3.39 1436522 60420_3B 206.09 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19950 3.39 1566000 62795_3B 209.86 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 5B 28321 3.61 1936370 70818_5B 121.17-121.38 0.252319 -0.000359163 9.79435E-05 0.0000000 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19995 3.13 2483057 48764_3B 210.51-215 0.397032 -0.00145046 0.000429763 0.0000010 
223 
 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 1694 3.26 2727144 12374_1A 274.73 0.276438 -0.00128346 0.000371293 0.0000007 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19944 3.39 3311966 37750_3B 209.86 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 1013 3.33 3485591 36076_1A 168.66 0.382189 -0.0012074 0.000345294 0.0000007 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 6B 33250 3.16 3763029 27039_6B 79.21-99.17 0.237477 -0.000482546 0.000142181 0.0000001 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1A 1701 4.29 4194080 8918_1A 273.19 0.29128 -0.000850128 0.000209817 0.0000003 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 19946 3.41 4625930 32657_3B 206.09-209.86 0.415584 -0.00144465 0.00040751 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 20009 3.39 6520548 35937_3B 214.49 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 20013 3.39 7732577 27863_3B 215.34 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 3B 20016 3.39 9536789 59348_3B 215.34 0.393321 -0.00148003 0.000418977 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 1B 4299 3.33 10852070 36076_1B Uncharacterized 0.382189 -0.0012074 0.000345294 0.0000007 
E1 NDVI  Anthesis 2A 9070 5.81 11279811 24213_2A 154.23 0.359926 0.00178111 0.000370537 0.0000015 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2B 14251 3.11 73990 42101_2B 45.88-51.13 0.246753 -0.00255235 0.000759114 0.0000024 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30805 3.55 1467232 8663_5D 130.69 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 34422 3.72 2967787 29386_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.90392 0.778674 3.8676962 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 34423 3.74 3250269 2781_6B 120.12 0.35436 -3.00552 0.773803 4.1333708 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30748 4.18 4853272 57795_5D 127.06 0.261596 -2.36715 0.705164 2.1647447 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 9044 3.35 6841792 34772_2A 159.56 0.3859 -0.00109454 0.000318033 0.0000006 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30766 3.55 6859210 79890_5D 127.06-128.68 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30769 3.55 6961284 58475_5D 126.44-127.06 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1D 6892 3.13 72237 10764_1D 43.39 0.226345 0.00897658 0.00264028 0.0000282 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1B 2526 3.45 105517 9851_1B 86.66-194.31 0.393321 1.51377 0.436572 1.0935934 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2D 16578 3.09 607778 11731_2D 159.77 0.0500928 -0.00814025 0.00246273 0.0000063 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 33908 3.45 2095222 9851_6B 80.75-101.07 0.393321 1.51377 0.436572 1.0935934 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 34420 3.39 2960312 55511_6B 120.12 0.359926 -2.24815 0.661333 2.3287559 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3D 21870 3.60 3761096 65470_3D 103.77 0.0612245 -0.007156 0.00204471 0.0000059 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 20497 3.28 4454257 54058_3B 238.51-240.03 0.491651 2.53472 0.769505 3.2115070 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3D 21968 4.88 5388116 25194_3D 131.89 0.0463822 -0.00911634 0.00228177 0.0000074 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30761 3.16 5997891 57677_5D 129.72 0.41744 2.4401 0.708809 2.8958760 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30762 3.16 6776099 14252_5D 127.06 0.41744 2.4401 0.708809 2.8958760 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30763 3.16 6858654 37841_5D 127.06-128.68 0.41744 2.4401 0.708809 2.8958760 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30767 3.31 6859445 22168_5D 128.68 0.415584 2.77411 0.737197 3.7381633 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30742 3.61 2120738 44077_5D 126.93 0.272727 -0.00120307 0.00032116 0.0000006 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3D 21966 3.85 7975734 48173_3D 128.1 0.157699 -4.21568 1.07346 4.7212992 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3D 21970 3.67 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 0.16141 -3.50579 1.03557 3.3272230 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8982 3.41 68425 62592_2A 147.68 0.239332 -2.83148 0.796027 2.9191265 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2D 16467 4.03 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 0.0482375 -1.38952 0.379649 0.1772854 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1D 6849 3.17 1069647 78694_1D 40.36-41.41 0.0556586 -0.00174962 0.000441438 0.0000003 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8921 3.15 2682509 11090_2A 137.35 0.0500928 -0.00192279 0.000507566 0.0000004 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 34419 3.12 2958912 77617_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.80905 0.763756 3.6191117 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1D 6861 3.05 3120567 11524_1D 40.23-41.72 0.0519481 -0.00171674 0.000475613 0.0000003 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 34425 3.12 3778191 906_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.80905 0.763756 3.6191117 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1A 277 4.43 35405 75370_1A 82.57-135.18 0.0445269 -0.00315134 0.000764085 0.0000008 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1B 3391 4.85 50602 30319_1B 134.68-100000 0.0482375 -0.00436639 0.00100598 0.0000018 
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E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8997 5.06 328119 10308_2A 3600.6 0.0426716 -0.00353876 0.000796032 0.0000010 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 19173 3.96 442026 29377_3B 101.36 0.359926 -0.00284854 0.000736633 0.0000037 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 7A 37738 3.30 456272 76324_7A 305.37 0.311688 0.00243002 0.000698214 0.0000025 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 7A 37682 3.16 515541 4830_7A 304.68-305.37 0.313544 0.00241988 0.000713387 0.0000025 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1B 4438 3.57 551519 38629_1B 171.52 0.25603 0.00158848 0.000435999 0.0000010 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2D 16476 3.80 576514 51417_2D Uncharacterized 0.0500928 -0.00370719 0.000981512 0.0000013 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 7A 37694 3.11 801981 7181_7A 302.62 0.480519 -0.00224604 0.000668587 0.0000025 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 20442 3.16 857307 79752_3B 234.92 0.12616 0.00348391 0.00102667 0.0000027 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 9004 3.51 948793 5787_2A 149.86 0.0500928 -0.00301156 0.000834619 0.0000009 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1B 3398 3.18 1100549 42034_1B Uncharacterized 0.0445269 -0.00296689 0.000871543 0.0000007 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 33376 3.61 1225312 60404_6B 92.94 0.348794 -0.00284626 0.000776547 0.0000037 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1A 1680 3.16 1237086 62774_1A 269.85 0.12616 0.00348391 0.00102667 0.0000027 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 20542 3.16 1362608 10632_3B 247.77 0.241187 0.00272012 0.0008015 0.0000027 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3D 21942 3.27 1485380 58554_3D 117.09 0.0723562 -0.00310265 0.000896735 0.0000013 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 19193 3.61 1561853 24336_3B 120.29 0.358071 -0.00257557 0.000702104 0.0000030 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1A 1687 3.10 1663137 45411_1A 269.85 0.335807 0.00223446 0.000665579 0.0000022 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 7A 37723 3.04 1704887 38710_7A 305.37-306.24 0.309833 0.00219272 0.000661181 0.0000021 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 20465 3.04 1726602 23472_3B 234.92 0.128015 3.63374 1.06848 2.9478649 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 33449 3.24 1812626 38972_6B 94.71 0.35436 -0.00250662 0.000728601 0.0000029 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8739 3.55 2055761 51885_2A 108.66 0.0463822 -0.0032489 0.000894598 0.0000009 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1D 6851 3.33 2191400 65040_1D 40.36 0.0500928 -0.00296464 0.00084803 0.0000008 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3A 18117 3.16 2740554 65940_3A 203.92 0.12616 0.00348391 0.00102667 0.0000027 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8675 4.18 2811901 8405_2A 104.28-109.01 0.0445269 -0.00375856 0.000941721 0.0000012 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 33453 3.61 2841796 80084_6B 94.75-95.15 0.348794 -0.00284626 0.000776547 0.0000037 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 33470 3.61 4505530 30069_6B 89.18-94.71 0.348794 -0.00284626 0.000776547 0.0000037 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 6B 33479 3.61 4788785 23776_6B 89.41-93.79 0.348794 -0.00284626 0.000776547 0.0000037 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3A 18125 3.16 5226381 10674_3A 199.76-200.57 0.12616 0.00348391 0.00102667 0.0000027 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 5D 30757 3.52 5398942 18919_5D 126.85 0.244898 -0.00237021 0.000655543 0.0000021 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8741 4.76 5444132 36324_2A 108.66-112.38 0.0463822 -0.00452154 0.00105209 0.0000018 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 19234 4.98 5677683 427_3B 133.03-135.34 0.0482375 -0.00411988 0.000934279 0.0000016 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 1D 6944 3.98 5922472 11878_1D 43.76 0.0463822 -0.00343048 0.000884119 0.0000010 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8752 3.13 6292939 57371_2A 114.34 0.270872 -0.00249463 0.000739854 0.0000025 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 3B 20510 3.16 6596247 79420_3B 240.29 0.12616 0.00348391 0.00102667 0.0000027 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8755 3.13 7586822 6549_2A 114.34 0.270872 -0.00249463 0.000739854 0.0000025 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8245 3.55 7801273 76386_2A 100.36 0.0463822 -0.0032489 0.000894598 0.0000009 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8720 3.06 12702795 76081_2A 110.54 0.0556586 -0.00291625 0.000876118 0.0000009 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8281 3.94 14402285 66122_2A 95.8-108.66 0.0482375 -0.00381279 0.000987956 0.0000013 
E2 NDVI Anthesis 2A 8292 3.06 22958179 30272_2A 95.8 0.0500928 -0.00322441 0.000968174 0.0000010 
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Table 5; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for NDVI milk traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 NDVI Milk 1D 6892 3.17 72237 10764_1D 43.39 0.226345 0.00897658 0.00264028 0.0000282 
E2 NDVI Milk 1B 2526 4.00 105517 9851_1B 86.66-194.31 0.393321 1.51377 0.436572 1.0935934 
E2 NDVI Milk 2D 16578 3.02 607778 11731_2D 159.77 0.0500928 -0.00814025 0.00246273 0.0000063 
E2 NDVI Milk 6B 33908 4.00 2095222 9851_6B 80.75-101.07 0.393321 1.51377 0.436572 1.0935934 
E2 NDVI Milk 3D 21870 3.33 3761096 65470_3D 103.77 0.0612245 -0.007156 0.00204471 0.0000059 
E2 NDVI Milk 6A 31996 3.65 4478405 65922_6A 159.37-160.12 0.384045 1.53151 0.390099 1.1096877 
E2 NDVI Milk 3D 21968 4.19 5388116 25194_3D 131.89 0.0463822 -0.00911634 0.00228177 0.0000074 
E2 NDVI Milk 5D 30742 3.00 2120738 44077_5D 126.93 0.272727 -0.00120307 0.00032116 0.0000006 
E2 NDVI Milk 7A 37624 3.22 980212 43246_7A 232.97-292.81 0.0278293 -2.44306 0.66731 0.3229558 
E2 NDVI Milk 1B 4785 3.06 2300607 28242_1B 203.67 0.419295 1.37442 0.399367 0.9199075 
E2 NDVI Milk 2A 9329 3.43 60047 24808_2A 38.3-42.73 0.105751 -0.0123307 0.00346668 0.0000288 
E2 NDVI Milk 7D 41094 3.03 280661 19259_7D 88.5 0.29128 0.00343326 0.00103764 0.0000049 
E2 NDVI Milk 3B 19052 3.03 319413 47239_3B Uncharacterized 0.111317 -0.00855123 0.00258315 0.0000145 
E2 NDVI Milk 7D 41096 3.06 460885 81072_7D 86.07 0.267161 0.00354988 0.00106608 0.0000049 
E2 NDVI Milk 2D 16477 3.17 1012670 32213_2D 145.55-167.68 0.211503 0.00384208 0.00113036 0.0000049 
E2 NDVI Milk 2B 12647 3.03 5853727 47239_2B 206.78 0.111317 -0.00855123 0.00258315 0.0000145 
E2 NDVI Milk 5A 25973 3.20 14196596 44369_5A 119.77 0.0241187 0.015443 0.00451858 0.0000112 
E2 NDVI Milk 7A 37217 3.27 26983960 10038_7A Uncharacterized 0.0111317 -0.00820764 0.00237196 0.0000015 
E2 NDVI Milk 1A 741 3.27 37287421 10038_1A 125.53-134.22 0.0111317 -0.00820764 0.00237196 0.0000015 
E1 NDVI Milk 6D 35520 4.12 19348 60100_6D 0-36.55 0.404453 -0.1513 0.0374927 0.0110279 
E1 NDVI Milk 1B 3207 3.73 180823 71196_1B 0-132.97 0.16141 -0.00290869 0.00077782 0.0000023 
E1 NDVI Milk 1A 1319 3.10 54085 28573_1A 208.69 0.330241 0.00131848 0.000392891 0.0000008 
E1 NDVI Milk 6D 35521 3.05 72753 33855_6D 33.05 0.495362 0.00160525 0.000482966 0.0000013 
E1 NDVI Milk 4A 23243 3.73 559482 10457_4A 213.47 0.497217 -0.271563 0.075488 0.0368721 
E1 NDVI Milk 7B 39188 4.15 774106 54242_7B 77.81-78.24 0.207792 -0.00345368 0.00086869 0.0000039 
E1 NDVI Milk 1B 2440 3.07 4452762 11925_1B 96.46 0.345083 -0.00165521 0.000496683 0.0000012 
E1 NDVI Milk 4D 25538 3.19 8490001 20164_4D 31.89-32.99 0.35436 -0.00178762 0.00052383 0.0000015 
E1 NDVI Milk 5A 26553 4.38 8616367 76441_5A 183.85 0.0556586 -0.00309699 0.000755983 0.0000010 
E1 NDVI Milk 2D 16324 3.03 8804800 27351_2D 138.17 0.0482375 0.00224553 0.000678031 0.0000005 
E1 NDVI Milk 2A 8571 3.34 21829999 33559_2A 105.56-107.08 0.458256 -0.00111078 0.000316725 0.0000006 
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Table 6; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for plant height (PH) traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 PH 2B 10324 4.03 33931 13389_2B 127.34 0.115028 -4.69266 1.24853 4.4833358 
E1 PH 2B 10324 3.77 33931 13389_2B 127.34 0.115028 -4.69266 1.24853 4.4833358 
E2 PH 3B 20823 3.07 35432 44062_3B 370.2-373.59 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E1 PH 3B 20823 3.10 35432 44062_3B 370.2-373.59 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E2 PH 7A 36252 3.07 392438 23464_7A 8.53 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E1 PH 7A 36252 3.10 392438 23464_7A 8.53 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E2 PH 1A 305 5.40 481076 45930_1A 125.53-127.94 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1A 305 3.02 481076 45930_1A 125.53-127.94 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 7A 36256 3.07 534512 22966_7A 115.65-125.36 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E1 PH 7A 36256 3.10 534512 22966_7A 115.65-125.36 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E2 PH 7A 36257 3.07 653899 12445_7A 125.36 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E1 PH 7A 36257 3.10 653899 12445_7A 125.36 0.213358 -3.08032 0.917331 3.1849875 
E2 PH 1A 308 5.40 923063 64273_1A 126.97-128.75 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1A 308 3.02 923063 64273_1A 126.97-128.75 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 7A 37579 5.40 945754 78711_7A 266.8 0.012987 -5.93891 1.594 0.9042223 
E1 PH 7A 37579 3.71 945754 78711_7A 266.8 0.012987 -5.93891 1.594 0.9042223 
E2 PH 1B 2743 5.40 950829 49291_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1B 2743 3.02 950829 49291_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 1D 6895 4.61 1032425 18554_1D 40.36-43.76 0.231911 3.68165 1.06128 4.8288964 
E1 PH 1D 6895 3.28 1032425 18554_1D 40.36-43.76 0.231911 3.68165 1.06128 4.8288964 
E2 PH 1A 311 5.40 1070839 72042_1A 127.74-128.75 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1A 311 3.02 1070839 72042_1A 127.74-128.75 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 1B 2748 5.40 1518922 43982_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1B 2748 3.02 1518922 43982_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 3B 20782 4.46 1718724 57330_3B 365.14-367.99 0.467532 -3.0444 0.761173 4.6146448 
E1 PH 3B 20782 4.20 1718724 57330_3B 365.14-367.99 0.467532 -3.0444 0.761173 4.6146448 
E2 PH 3B 20465 3.30 1726602 23472_3B 234.92 0.128015 3.63374 1.06848 2.9478649 
E1 PH 3B 20465 3.17 1726602 23472_3B 234.92 0.128015 3.63374 1.06848 2.9478649 
E2 PH 1D 6969 4.49 1870203 5553_1D 43.39-43.76 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E1 PH 1D 6969 3.23 1870203 5553_1D 43.39-43.76 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E2 PH 5D 30819 5.35 1890932 4361_5D 133.2-136.12 0.263451 -2.7965 0.709073 3.0350171 
E1 PH 5D 30819 4.10 1890932 4361_5D 133.2-136.12 0.263451 -2.7965 0.709073 3.0350171 
E2 PH 1A 322 5.40 2005644 49291_1A 127.74-128.75 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1A 322 3.02 2005644 49291_1A 127.74-128.75 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 5D 30824 4.54 2243445 81419_5D 136.16 0.261596 -2.69337 0.701267 2.8025100 
E1 PH 5D 30824 3.91 2243445 81419_5D 136.16 0.261596 -2.69337 0.701267 2.8025100 
E2 PH 1D 6970 4.49 2300738 41948_1D 43.39 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E1 PH 1D 6970 3.23 2300738 41948_1D 43.39 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E2 PH 7A 37612 3.78 2825557 6942_7A 275.97 0.0222635 -5.71299 1.41055 1.4209284 
E1 PH 7A 37612 4.29 2825557 6942_7A 275.97 0.0222635 -5.71299 1.41055 1.4209284 
E2 PH 3A 17558 4.52 2981134 19997_3A 149.76-153.1 0.0111317 -5.09136 1.40495 0.5706864 
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E1 PH 3A 17558 3.54 2981134 19997_3A 149.76-153.1 0.0111317 -5.09136 1.40495 0.5706864 
E2 PH 1B 2764 5.40 2992520 59114_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1B 2764 3.02 2992520 59114_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 6B 34386 3.11 3083328 29867_6B 116.47-119.64 0.122449 -3.8744 1.15341 3.2260160 
E2 PH 6B 34389 3.05 3084230 65851_6B 111.26 0.124304 -2.73181 0.821363 1.6246860 
E2 PH 5B 28500 3.62 3093295 806_5B 139.42-141.53 0.115028 -4.14328 1.17538 3.4950361 
E1 PH 5B 28500 3.37 3093295 806_5B 139.42-141.53 0.115028 -4.14328 1.17538 3.4950361 
E2 PH 1D 6938 4.49 3148373 57040_1D 43.13 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E1 PH 1D 6938 3.23 3148373 57040_1D 43.13 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E2 PH 2A 9015 3.16 3677877 58213_2A 163.08 0.139147 -3.8371 1.10037 3.5272730 
E1 PH 2A 9015 3.31 3677877 58213_2A 163.08 0.139147 -3.8371 1.10037 3.5272730 
E2 PH 5D 30838 4.54 3728130 41252_5D 132.22 0.261596 -2.69337 0.701267 2.8025100 
E1 PH 5D 30838 3.91 3728130 41252_5D 132.22 0.261596 -2.69337 0.701267 2.8025100 
E2 PH 1D 6942 4.49 3821417 40194_1D 43.76 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E1 PH 1D 6942 3.23 3821417 40194_1D 43.76 0.226345 3.84682 1.12004 5.1826510 
E2 PH 5D 30865 3.92 4615224 16319_5D 137.5-137.9 0.423006 -2.48158 0.691885 3.0061066 
E1 PH 5D 30865 3.48 4615224 16319_5D 137.5-137.9 0.423006 -2.48158 0.691885 3.0061066 
E2 PH 7A 37390 4.66 5948926 26095_7A 235.01 0.111317 -5.92717 1.39313 6.9507734 
E1 PH 7A 37390 4.68 5948926 26095_7A 235.01 0.111317 -5.92717 1.39313 6.9507734 
E2 PH 2A 9048 3.16 7712683 51958_2A 156.54-161.29 0.139147 -3.8371 1.10037 3.5272730 
E1 PH 2A 9048 3.31 7712683 51958_2A 156.54-161.29 0.139147 -3.8371 1.10037 3.5272730 
E2 PH 7A 36781 5.05 9074426 8181_7A 218.51 0.0111317 -5.97994 1.56371 0.7872698 
E1 PH 7A 36781 3.88 9074426 8181_7A 218.51 0.0111317 -5.97994 1.56371 0.7872698 
E2 PH 7A 36783 5.05 9974398 76521_7A 219.94-222.37 0.0111317 -5.97994 1.56371 0.7872698 
E1 PH 7A 36783 3.88 9974398 76521_7A 219.94-222.37 0.0111317 -5.97994 1.56371 0.7872698 
E2 PH 6B 34420 3.17 2960312 55511_6B 120.12 0.359926 -2.24815 0.661333 2.3287559 
E2 PH 6B 34424 3.66 3432467 76409_6B 120.12 0.465677 0.00144918 0.000354589 0.0000010 
E2 PH 1B 2785 5.40 3782189 42899_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E1 PH 1B 2785 3.02 3782189 42899_1B Uncharacterized 0.415584 2.97423 0.899998 4.2969471 
E2 PH 3B 20497 3.01 4454257 54058_3B 238.51-240.03 0.491651 2.53472 0.769505 3.2115070 
E2 PH 5D 30761 3.24 5997891 57677_5D 129.72 0.41744 2.4401 0.708809 2.8958760 
E2 PH 5D 30762 3.24 6776099 14252_5D 127.06 0.41744 2.4401 0.708809 2.8958760 
E2 PH 5D 30763 3.24 6858654 37841_5D 127.06-128.68 0.41744 2.4401 0.708809 2.8958760 
E2 PH 5D 30767 3.78 6859445 22168_5D 128.68 0.415584 2.77411 0.737197 3.7381633 
E2 PH 6B 34474 3.17 1702382 65275_6B 130.7 0.0278293 -0.00232318 0.000640276 0.0000003 
E2 PH 6B 34478 3.17 2085030 7417_6B 129.01-130.63 0.0278293 -0.00232318 0.000640276 0.0000003 
E2 PH 5D 30768 5.34 6859575 74390_5D 126.44-127.06 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E1 PH 5D 30768 3.63 6859575 74390_5D 126.44-127.06 0.41744 3.52595 0.958018 6.0466804 
E1 PH 2A 9045 3.15 6960302 7444_2A 158.98 0.384045 -2.06945 0.610635 2.0261471 
E2 PH 2A 8939 4.71 7473398 11194_2A 133.38 0.226345 1.62993 0.487418 0.9304352 
E2 PH 3D 21966 4.70 7975734 48173_3D 128.1 0.157699 -4.21568 1.07346 4.7212992 
E1 PH 3D 21966 4.07 7975734 48173_3D 128.1 0.157699 -4.21568 1.07346 4.7212992 
E2 PH 3D 21970 3.71 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 0.16141 -3.50579 1.03557 3.3272230 
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E1 PH 3D 21970 3.15 11570881 34976_3D 130.33 0.16141 -3.50579 1.03557 3.3272230 
E2 PH 2A 8982 4.15 68425 62592_2A 147.68 0.239332 -2.83148 0.796027 2.9191265 
E1 PH 2A 8982 3.43 68425 62592_2A 147.68 0.239332 -2.83148 0.796027 2.9191265 
E2 PH 1D 6899 4.51 285256 9893_1D 40.23-43.76 0.230056 0.00145641 0.000440772 0.0000008 
E2 PH 5A 27079 3.54 306992 6716_5A 341.73 0.0296846 -5.23073 1.51484 1.5761543 
E1 PH 5A 27079 3.26 306992 6716_5A 341.73 0.0296846 -5.23073 1.51484 1.5761543 
E2 PH 2D 16467 3.84 509980 668_2D Uncharacterized 0.0482375 -1.38952 0.379649 0.1772854 
E2 PH 1D 6849 3.23 1069647 78694_1D 40.36-41.41 0.0556586 -0.00174962 0.000441438 0.0000003 
E2 PH 5D 30811 5.54 1151783 10799_5D 143.2 0.263451 -2.60749 0.674188 2.6386197 
E1 PH 5D 30811 3.96 1151783 10799_5D 143.2 0.263451 -2.60749 0.674188 2.6386197 
E2 PH 2D 16593 3.63 1261056 4432_2D 157.28 0.250464 -2.2004 0.598048 1.8179046 
E1 PH 7A 37803 3.26 1268906 25307_7A 306.24 0.419295 -2.47984 0.718215 2.9946948 
E2 PH 6B 34477 3.17 1974828 30504_6B 130.63 0.0278293 -0.00232318 0.000640276 0.0000003 
E2 PH 1A 333 4.92 2433212 36084_1A 128.75 0.41744 2.7656 0.8094 3.7200044 
E1 PH 1A 333 3.20 2433212 36084_1A 128.75 0.41744 2.7656 0.8094 3.7200044 
E2 PH 2A 8921 4.00 2682509 11090_2A 137.35 0.0500928 -0.00192279 0.000507566 0.0000004 
E2 PH 6B 34419 3.92 2958912 77617_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.80905 0.763756 3.6191117 
E1 PH 6B 34419 3.63 2958912 77617_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.80905 0.763756 3.6191117 
E2 PH 1D 6861 3.64 3120567 11524_1D 40.23-41.72 0.0519481 -0.00171674 0.000475613 0.0000003 
E1 PH 7A 37549 3.54 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 0.0333952 -1.59615 0.400847 0.1644790 
E2 PH 6B 34425 3.92 3778191 906_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.80905 0.763756 3.6191117 
E1 PH 6B 34425 3.63 3778191 906_6B 120.12 0.356215 -2.80905 0.763756 3.6191117 
E2 PH 3A 18541 3.27 17886 68722_3A 301.5 0.391466 -3.37862 0.976555 5.4386059 
E2 PH 2A 9337 3.60 29955 32448_2A 54.53-59.61 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 4B 25030 3.04 48489 6882_4B 192.09 0.0111317 -5.18494 1.56339 0.5918579 
E2 PH 5B 29608 5.15 79853 56420_5B Uncharacterized 0.437848 -3.10067 0.690378 4.7328007 
E2 PH 2A 7831 3.60 107519 13316_2A 48.31-57.63 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 1D 6710 3.22 216812 5769_1D 18.16 0.187384 -2.84311 0.829192 2.4617004 
E2 PH 2A 7897 3.60 236867 44846_2A 54.53-59.61 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 2A 7845 3.60 303921 30585_2A 41.3-59.61 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 2A 7729 3.60 347874 7056_2A 46.14 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 2B 13289 3.77 371052 1188_2B 191.37 0.0111317 -4.64457 1.23447 0.4749206 
E2 PH 4D 25449 3.03 389386 56935_4D 10.58-15.38 0.0296846 -3.41837 1.03313 0.6731506 
E1 PH 7A 37228 3.37 399447 25482_7A 233.18-234.43 0.141002 -1.50222 0.426335 0.5466565 
E2 PH 2A 7774 3.60 413558 65489_2A 3.56-58.51 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 4B 25102 4.72 473247 77356_4B 249.47 0.0241187 -3.08026 0.720726 0.4466380 
E2 PH 1D 6839 3.41 553468 44232_1D 36.27 0.0111317 -5.16742 1.45672 0.5878648 
E1 PH 4B 24980 3.30 617088 7462_4B 167.28 0.0241187 -2.42725 0.696952 0.2773383 
E2 PH 2A 7860 3.60 623819 7141_2A 48.31-57.63 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 3A 17575 3.64 626706 41742_3A 153.1 0.0575139 -3.68052 0.998341 1.4685750 
E2 PH 2A 7921 3.60 653249 6442_2A 58.51 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 2A 7862 3.60 663883 32255_2A 48.31-57.63 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 1A 29 3.91 907624 6476_1A 77.33 0.0296846 -5.20214 1.35437 1.5589716 
229 
 
E2 PH 7A 37580 3.11 947040 78712_7A 266.8 0.0222635 -4.68432 1.39359 0.9552969 
E2 PH 1A 317 4.97 1105235 43982_1A 127.74-128.75 0.413729 3.69135 0.8389 6.6102034 
E2 PH 1B 2727 3.26 1304561 73772_1B Uncharacterized 0.393321 -2.15466 0.623114 2.2156114 
E2 PH 1A 1351 3.18 1361788 29580_1A 217.15 0.463822 2.01938 0.592552 2.0282731 
E2 PH 2A 7730 3.60 1376802 65522_2A 42.73-46.14 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 7A 37318 3.07 1461102 52135_7A 234.17 0.115028 -3.80173 1.14034 2.9425621 
E2 PH 3A 17564 4.02 1464041 43486_3A 149.76-153.1 0.012987 -4.72079 1.21014 0.5713353 
E2 PH 2A 7879 3.60 1561918 42130_2A 41.3-49.31 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 6B 34473 3.27 1702151 65276_6B 129.01-129.63 0.0315399 -3.93231 1.13655 0.9446426 
E1 PH 3B 20659 3.25 1793783 81240_3B 318.91 0.0371058 -4.24819 1.23105 1.2896095 
E2 PH 1A 319 4.97 1868177 7300_1A 126.97-128.75 0.413729 3.69135 0.8389 6.6102034 
E2 PH 2A 7821 3.60 2053351 65810_2A 41.3-49.31 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 4B 24986 3.12 2186181 38092_4B 172.51-176.41 0.0352505 -3.65103 1.08508 0.9066520 
E2 PH 5D 30822 4.04 2240534 638_5D 136.16 0.25603 -1.36671 0.349109 0.7115887 
E2 PH 3B 20788 3.34 2263604 58893_3B 351.75-443.42 0.430427 2.56382 0.731771 3.2229529 
E2 PH 1B 4784 3.38 2300320 42466_1B 203.67 0.41744 -2.58153 0.731707 3.2412988 
E2 PH 2A 7744 3.60 2310699 64569_2A 39.38-44.92 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 1A 331 4.97 2377110 26888_1A 127.94-128.75 0.413729 3.69135 0.8389 6.6102034 
E2 PH 6D 35643 3.05 2501843 46542_6D Uncharacterized 0.124304 -2.73181 0.821363 1.6246860 
E2 PH 2A 7824 3.60 2564876 32399_2A 9.21 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 4B 24989 3.98 2577518 43284_4B 172.51-176.41 0.0333952 -4.44074 1.14439 1.2731327 
E2 PH 7A 37611 4.74 2648780 80705_7A 275.63-275.97 0.0278293 -5.34738 1.24758 1.5472372 
E2 PH 2A 7829 3.60 2725727 36119_2A 41.3-59.61 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 2A 7830 3.60 2736613 61256_2A 41.3-49.31 0.0111317 -5.97534 1.63129 0.7860591 
E2 PH 2B 14002 3.33 2846806 57294_2B 243.33 0.387755 -2.68251 0.766242 3.4166095 
E2 PH 3B 20467 3.34 3214503 55389_3B 137.9248198 0.495362 2.57754 0.735097 3.3215704 
E2 PH 7A 36665 4.49 3280201 77097_7A 205.59-208.85 0.116883 -4.61498 1.10995 4.3968256 
E1 PH 7A 36692 3.11 3318559 54659_7A 261.13 0.471243 2.12555 0.632881 2.2515090 
E2 PH 7A 36669 4.49 3321331 63867_7A 205.59-208.85 0.116883 -4.61498 1.10995 4.3968256 
E2 PH 6B 34398 3.55 3326026 70643_6B 118.82 0.12616 -3.35539 0.924066 2.4823877 
E2 PH 7A 36670 4.49 3465093 28082_7A 205.59-208.85 0.116883 -4.61498 1.10995 4.3968256 
E2 PH 3A 17582 3.64 3737861 80511_3A 153.1 0.0575139 -3.68052 0.998341 1.4685750 
E2 PH 6A 32173 3.29 3771002 50045_6A 202.66 0.391466 -2.74118 0.789282 3.5800080 
E2 PH 7A 36674 4.49 3967513 32666_7A 205.59 0.116883 -4.61498 1.10995 4.3968256 
E1 PH 5B 28471 3.15 4055856 55641_5B 135.89 0.443414 -2.77209 0.817901 3.7930304 
E2 PH 7A 37320 3.07 4196200 63636_7A 236.36 0.115028 -3.80173 1.14034 2.9425621 
E2 PH 7A 37377 3.50 4833816 79432_7A 236.17-242.21 0.139147 -3.70167 1.02824 3.2826777 
E1 PH 2A 9053 3.75 7902744 60040_2A 156.54 0.135436 -4.24022 1.13114 4.2105424 
E2 PH 2B 13820 3.02 8218962 34749_2B 211 0.12616 -2.99473 0.907026 1.9774201 
E2 PH 7A 37416 3.01 8772269 34700_7A 236.88-238.33 0.113173 -4.05465 1.23098 3.3000345 
E2 PH 2A 9069 3.13 11279247 44394_2A 154.39 0.365492 2.89274 0.856613 3.8811799 
E2 PH 3A 17566 3.64 11929975 77252_3A 153.1 0.0575139 -3.68052 0.998341 1.4685750 
E2 PH 2B 13853 3.30 13813720 73057_2B 211.54 0.0111317 -3.80723 1.09329 0.3191157 
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E2 PH 3A 17578 3.64 14969179 78581_3A 153.1 0.0575139 -3.68052 0.998341 1.4685750 
E2 PH 7A 37314 3.07 16017518 75646_7A 234.43 0.115028 -3.80173 1.14034 2.9425621 
E2 PH 2B 10717 3.15 17162607 54138_2B 98.38-99.61 0.248609 -0.515679 0.152267 0.0993509 
E2 PH 3A 17524 3.64 31945713 79976_3A 149.76 0.0575139 -3.68052 0.998341 1.4685750 
 
Table 7; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for screening percentage (Scr) traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E1 Scr 6D 35520 4.26 19348 60100_6D 0-36.55 0.404453 -0.1513 0.0374927 0.0110279 
E1 Scr 3B 20896 3.85 7087 14080_3B 82.44-94.2 0.220779 0.137011 0.036022 0.0064589 
E2 Scr 2D 15675 3.32 30401 76594_2D 34 0.410019 0.0726699 0.0208219 0.0025549 
E1 Scr 1D 7054 3.59 147181 65846_1D 54.03 0.257885 0.187356 0.0512641 0.0134358 
E2 Scr 3D 22179 3.88 175095 28841_3D Uncharacterized 0.038961 0.229132 0.0599157 0.0039316 
E1 Scr 4A 22629 3.51 402185 80853_4A 76.71 0.187384 0.171942 0.0476866 0.0090035 
E1 Scr 6B 33205 3.21 501370 13906_6B 67.93-68.97 0.276438 -0.177989 0.0519754 0.0126733 
E1 Scr 6B 33207 3.12 576011 35378_6B 68.97 0.25603 -0.17924 0.0532682 0.0122390 
E1 Scr 6B 33233 5.73 600654 40331_6B 76.83-77.64 0.456401 -0.269204 0.0564889 0.0359599 
E1 Scr 6B 33213 3.12 773869 6353_6B 67.93-70 0.25603 -0.17924 0.0532682 0.0122390 
E1 Scr 7A 36305 4.19 799205 41941_7A 91.33-131.33 0.209647 -0.0767072 0.0191898 0.0019499 
E2 Scr 2D 16529 3.14 877916 32081_2D Uncharacterized 0.25974 -0.112037 0.033142 0.0048270 
E1 Scr 1D 7055 3.39 915339 8739_1D 54.03 0.25974 0.182307 0.0516072 0.0127809 
E1 Scr 1D 7056 3.39 1105664 16537_1D 54.03 0.25974 0.182307 0.0516072 0.0127809 
E1 Scr 6B 33216 3.26 1231976 80809_6B 68.97-72.16 0.257885 -0.18284 0.0529097 0.0127959 
E1 Scr 1D 7018 3.39 1497149 65822_1D 52.22 0.25974 0.182307 0.0516072 0.0127809 
E1 Scr 1A 86 4.99 1502966 20957_1A 77.33 0.29128 -0.167754 0.0380139 0.0116188 
E1 Scr 1D 7022 3.39 1694893 77530_1D 50.6-61.41 0.25974 0.182307 0.0516072 0.0127809 
E1 Scr 4A 22625 3.53 1890998 80865_4A 76.06-76.71 0.189239 0.171231 0.0472871 0.0089970 
E2 Scr 5B 28359 4.41 1966516 40789_5B 133.47-137.79 0.150278 -0.153646 0.0373412 0.0060290 
E2 Scr 2B 14059 4.96 2123284 63603_2B 248.42-253.71 0.102041 0.172343 0.0391742 0.0054431 
E1 Scr 4A 22627 4.18 2206409 46973_4A 76.06-76.71 0.191095 0.196025 0.0491303 0.0118795 
E1 Scr 1D 7067 3.59 2206970 35520_1D 54.03 0.257885 0.187356 0.0512641 0.0134358 
E1 Scr 4A 22615 3.46 2478469 76702_4A 71.93 0.191095 0.173484 0.0484534 0.0093046 
E1 Scr 4A 22642 3.74 2500371 50371_4A 80.74 0.3859 0.178492 0.0476781 0.0151002 
E2 Scr 1D 7100 3.20 2913828 78929_1D 56.33 0.19295 0.253673 0.0741985 0.0200412 
E1 Scr 4A 22630 4.13 3092984 26062_4A 80.74 0.382189 0.174484 0.0440436 0.0143772 
E1 Scr 4A 22621 3.89 4366037 48136_4A 80.74 0.384045 0.180881 0.0472652 0.0154791 
E2 Scr 2A 9256 3.90 4545007 56271_2A 177.98-325.11 0.172542 0.0995631 0.0259778 0.0028305 
E1 Scr 4A 22623 3.89 4598327 65359_4A 75.81 0.384045 0.180881 0.0472652 0.0154791 
E1 Scr 1D 7093 3.39 4801960 58572_1D 54.03 0.25974 0.182307 0.0516072 0.0127809 
E1 Scr 4A 22586 3.76 8794777 60371_4A 65.06 0.0519481 0.180322 0.0480197 0.0032028 
E1 Scr 4A 22591 6.05 9518742 46982_4A 66.26 0.0482375 0.25107 0.051073 0.0057881 
E1 Scr 4A 22594 3.49 11072064 4316_4A 66.26 0.439703 -0.162871 0.0453225 0.0130706 
E1 Scr 4A 22598 3.45 11667653 6362_4A 67.15-68.67 0.376623 0.195417 0.0470755 0.0179313 
E1 Scr 4A 22601 3.48 12683682 47864_4A 68.14 0.376623 0.175901 0.0490268 0.0145286 
231 
 
 
Table 8; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for thousand kernel weight (TKW) traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 TKW 3B 19977 3.84 110269 8783_3B 202.23-211.9 0.423006 -1.78885 0.461178 1.5620527 
E1 TKW 3B 19977 3.98 110269 8783_3B 202.23-211.9 0.423006 -1.78885 0.461178 1.5620527 
E2 TKW 6D 35874 4.86 200403 10505_6D 128.64-135.46 0.185529 3.29096 0.840729 3.2731253 
E1 TKW 6D 35874 4.04 200403 10505_6D 128.64-135.46 0.185529 3.29096 0.840729 3.2731253 
E2 TKW 4B 25091 4.24 220325 3567_4B 225.27 0.200371 1.92641 0.478744 1.1891889 
E1 TKW 4B 25093 4.08 220360 72538_4B 218.27-220 0.152134 1.47066 0.373869 0.5579664 
E2 TKW 6D 35877 4.86 301399 75474_6D 134.79-135.46 0.185529 3.29096 0.840729 3.2731253 
E1 TKW 6D 35877 4.04 301399 75474_6D 134.79-135.46 0.185529 3.29096 0.840729 3.2731253 
E2 TKW 6A 31030 3.24 387983 64082_6A 30.93-37.73 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E1 TKW 6A 31030 3.47 387983 64082_6A 30.93-37.73 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E2 TKW 2D 16437 3.69 496573 42143_2D 15.05-228.31 0.384045 -0.355224 0.101115 0.0596988 
E1 TKW 2D 16437 3.35 496573 42143_2D 15.05-228.31 0.384045 -0.355224 0.101115 0.0596988 
E2 TKW 6A 32430 7.73 500350 8764_6A 217.93-233.94 0.0222635 3.5162 0.677376 0.5382604 
E1 TKW 6A 32430 6.68 500350 8764_6A 217.93-233.94 0.0222635 3.5162 0.677376 0.5382604 
E2 TKW 2B 13313 4.79 566064 20782_2B 187.57-191.37 0.168831 2.17081 0.637607 1.3225593 
E1 TKW 2B 13313 3.18 566064 20782_2B 187.57-191.37 0.168831 2.17081 0.637607 1.3225593 
E2 TKW 7B 40290 3.58 716122 74818_7B 199.68 0.166976 1.84071 0.534329 0.9425672 
E1 TKW 7B 40290 3.24 716122 74818_7B 199.68 0.166976 1.84071 0.534329 0.9425672 
E2 TKW 1A 134 4.24 848762 10730_1A 85.12 0.025974 2.59164 0.666059 0.3398511 
E1 TKW 1A 134 4.00 848762 10730_1A 85.12 0.025974 2.59164 0.666059 0.3398511 
E2 TKW 1A 135 4.49 946064 46642_1A 81.14 0.0296846 2.22696 0.57869 0.2856926 
E1 TKW 1A 135 3.92 946064 46642_1A 81.14 0.0296846 2.22696 0.57869 0.2856926 
E2 TKW 7D 41330 3.24 969553 39510_7D 121.75 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E1 TKW 7D 41330 3.47 969553 39510_7D 121.75 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E2 TKW 3B 20777 3.14 1137268 74906_3B 367.97 0.025974 2.57023 0.713841 0.3342592 
E1 TKW 3B 20777 3.50 1137268 74906_3B 367.97 0.025974 2.57023 0.713841 0.3342592 
E2 TKW 1D 6897 4.83 1330066 75915_1D 40.23-43.76 0.2282 2.48799 0.535395 2.1804577 
E1 TKW 1D 6897 5.47 1330066 75915_1D 40.23-43.76 0.2282 2.48799 0.535395 2.1804577 
E2 TKW 2B 12068 3.43 1354808 21810_2B 171.85-172.78 0.191095 1.31962 0.305726 0.5383623 
E1 TKW 2B 12068 4.80 1354808 21810_2B 171.85-172.78 0.191095 1.31962 0.305726 0.5383623 
E2 TKW 3B 19335 3.99 1898197 54938_3B 181.2-182.16 0.0111317 2.34258 0.685195 0.1208144 
E1 TKW 3B 19335 3.20 1898197 54938_3B 181.2-182.16 0.0111317 2.34258 0.685195 0.1208144 
E2 TKW 6D 35814 3.88 2084555 27508_6D 79.94-128.64 0.202226 2.23531 0.58929 1.6122129 
E1 TKW 6D 35814 3.83 2084555 27508_6D 79.94-128.64 0.202226 2.23531 0.58929 1.6122129 
E2 TKW 5B 29306 4.00 2093953 61901_5B 133.0243039 0.025974 2.09258 0.621741 0.2215662 
E1 TKW 5B 29306 3.12 2093953 61901_5B 133.0243039 0.025974 2.09258 0.621741 0.2215662 
E2 TKW 6A 32282 5.06 2264868 65960_6A 217.93 0.202226 2.23838 0.566713 1.6166444 
E1 TKW 6A 32282 4.11 2264868 65960_6A 217.93 0.202226 2.23838 0.566713 1.6166444 
E2 TKW 2D 16606 4.27 2440009 35022_2D 162.77 0.248609 -1.92698 0.478135 1.3872900 
232 
 
E1 TKW 2D 16606 4.25 2440009 35022_2D 162.77 0.248609 -1.92698 0.478135 1.3872900 
E2 TKW 6A 31669 5.46 2536823 5437_6A 149.45 0.19666 2.20235 0.578847 1.5325622 
E1 TKW 6A 31669 3.85 2536823 5437_6A 149.45 0.19666 2.20235 0.578847 1.5325622 
E2 TKW 5B 29324 3.24 2821933 78831_5B 232.06-235.63 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E1 TKW 5B 29324 3.47 2821933 78831_5B 232.06-235.63 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E2 TKW 6A 32130 5.12 2907861 67847_6A 188.98 0.194805 1.86101 0.534463 1.0864971 
E1 TKW 6A 32130 3.30 2907861 67847_6A 188.98 0.194805 1.86101 0.534463 1.0864971 
E2 TKW 6A 32131 3.78 3008518 61092_6A 185.08-186.27 0.499072 1.45185 0.440497 1.0539306 
E1 TKW 6A 32131 3.01 3008518 61092_6A 185.08-186.27 0.499072 1.45185 0.440497 1.0539306 
E2 TKW 3B 20592 4.18 3086103 8730_3B 270 0.124304 -2.31719 0.580493 1.1689388 
E1 TKW 3B 20592 4.18 3086103 8730_3B 270 0.124304 -2.31719 0.580493 1.1689388 
E2 TKW 5A 27033 4.63 3284500 4543_5A 323.14 0.298701 2.05257 0.594138 1.7650859 
E1 TKW 5A 27033 3.26 3284500 4543_5A 323.14 0.298701 2.05257 0.594138 1.7650859 
E2 TKW 6B 34446 3.04 3391109 10697_6B 124.15 0.326531 1.40787 0.389999 0.8717604 
E1 TKW 6B 34446 3.51 3391109 10697_6B 124.15 0.326531 1.40787 0.389999 0.8717604 
E2 TKW 5B 29326 3.24 3499575 822_5B 235.63 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E1 TKW 5B 29326 3.47 3499575 822_5B 235.63 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E2 TKW 6A 32325 3.48 3617918 79881_6A 212.68-215.96 0.307978 -1.86361 0.547795 1.4804020 
E1 TKW 6A 32325 3.17 3617918 79881_6A 212.68-215.96 0.307978 -1.86361 0.547795 1.4804020 
E2 TKW 2B 11189 4.00 3621252 39776_2B 168.2-169.79 0.19295 2.57377 0.710352 2.0630734 
E1 TKW 2B 11189 3.54 3621252 39776_2B 168.2-169.79 0.19295 2.57377 0.710352 2.0630734 
E2 TKW 3B 20244 3.24 5575852 9408_3B 227.34 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E1 TKW 3B 20244 3.47 5575852 9408_3B 227.34 0.0241187 2.80077 0.781081 0.3692630 
E2 TKW 5B 29240 4.59 8311868 29637_5B 222.77 0.179963 2.7627 0.443873 2.2527558 
E1 TKW 5B 29240 9.31 8311868 29637_5B 222.77 0.179963 2.7627 0.443873 2.2527558 
E2 TKW 2B 11357 4.00 26208313 4546_2B 168.46 0.19295 2.57377 0.710352 2.0630734 
E1 TKW 2B 11357 3.54 26208313 4546_2B 168.46 0.19295 2.57377 0.710352 2.0630734 
E2 TKW 1B 2526 3.28 105517 9851_1B 86.66-194.31 0.393321 1.51377 0.436572 1.0935934 
E1 TKW 5B 29018 3.48 1845658 78313_5B 186.91 0.25603 1.86667 0.520241 1.3274292 
E2 TKW 6B 33908 3.28 2095222 9851_6B 80.75-101.07 0.393321 1.51377 0.436572 1.0935934 
E2 TKW 7B 39750 3.37 3772545 72124_7B 123.99 0.320965 1.99341 0.532963 1.7321005 
E2 TKW 7B 39751 3.74 3772545 72124_7B 123.99 0.320965 1.99341 0.532963 1.7321005 
E2 TKW 6A 31996 4.06 4478405 65922_6A 159.37-160.12 0.384045 1.53151 0.390099 1.1096877 
E2 TKW 5B 28997 3.73 5447965 78397_5B 179.61 0.0352505 1.72774 0.462258 0.2030330 
E1 TKW 1A 1049 3.10 12898830 25487_1A 102.8133261 0.44898 1.87025 0.557792 1.7307075 
E2 TKW 6A 31398 3.90 4767626 36506_6A 121.24 0.207792 -1.74953 0.456377 1.0077222 
E1 TKW 7B 38685 3.41 938870 70085_7B 27.15 0.025974 -0.0730321 0.0201381 0.0002699 
E2 TKW 7A 37624 3.50 980212 43246_7A 232.97-292.81 0.0278293 -2.44306 0.66731 0.3229558 
E1 TKW 7A 37624 3.60 980212 43246_7A 232.97-292.81 0.0278293 -2.44306 0.66731 0.3229558 
E1 TKW 7B 38688 3.21 1153224 27109_7B 25.79-31.06 0.0482375 -0.0561206 0.0172117 0.0002892 
E2 TKW 1B 4785 4.01 2300607 28242_1B 203.67 0.419295 1.37442 0.399367 0.9199075 
E1 TKW 1B 4785 3.24 2300607 28242_1B 203.67 0.419295 1.37442 0.399367 0.9199075 
E2 TKW 1A 333 3.15 2433212 36084_1A 128.75 0.41744 2.7656 0.8094 3.7200044 
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E1 TKW 7A 37549 4.17 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 0.0333952 -1.59615 0.400847 0.1644790 
E2 TKW 3D 21793 3.29 37030 45836_3D 61.58-79.41 0.35436 -0.352407 0.101489 0.0568269 
E1 TKW 3A 17261 3.30 42618 5333_3A 77.61 0.493506 0.933931 0.268399 0.4360400 
E2 TKW 1D 6698 3.08 69383 3622_1D 13.05-17.71 0.0111317 -1.65258 0.494499 0.0601250 
E1 TKW 7A 36384 3.10 82050 42200_7A 132.51-137.14 0.109462 -1.86711 0.556289 0.6796505 
E2 TKW 6B 34697 3.48 109895 24880_6B 151.08-192.48 0.435993 -1.28623 0.358273 0.8136381 
E1 TKW 1D 6845 3.14 133476 31444_1D 40.23 0.302412 1.76112 0.521026 1.3085970 
E1 TKW 2B 14025 3.46 147853 9184_2B 271.85 0.352505 -0.508711 0.1422 0.1181337 
E2 TKW 3A 17116 3.21 240054 73394_3A 23.17-38.34 0.141002 1.47243 0.430322 0.5251903 
E2 TKW 7A 37680 3.91 285105 75388_7A 304.68-305.67 0.179963 1.56134 0.406558 0.7195180 
E2 TKW 4A 22606 3.18 413201 8242_4A 69.72-70.49 0.183673 1.42833 0.419308 0.6117819 
E2 TKW 7A 36293 3.51 442557 11165_7A 129.08 0.32282 1.87151 0.518788 1.5313655 
E2 TKW 7A 37565 3.45 459957 52521_7A 17.37330365 0.122449 -1.56913 0.439634 0.5291459 
E2 TKW 1A 1739 3.07 551553 22896_1A 281.45-289.78 0.0315399 1.85541 0.556439 0.2103061 
E2 TKW 5D 30665 3.98 553503 502_5D 65.42 0.178108 1.09674 0.282862 0.3521564 
E2 TKW 5B 28875 4.70 585520 64691_5B 152.23 0.22449 0.553164 0.129761 0.1065423 
E1 TKW 7B 38892 4.24 698001 74066_7B 65.95 0.230056 -1.05436 0.262128 0.3938225 
E2 TKW 1A 1745 3.07 800457 77613_1A 293.83 0.0315399 1.85541 0.556439 0.2103061 
E2 TKW 6B 34590 3.45 900349 44253_6B 147.28 0.397032 -1.65204 0.462488 1.3067451 
E2 TKW 7B 38652 3.38 926667 56062_7B 186-244.87 0.0148423 0.664782 0.188276 0.0129240 
E1 TKW 5B 29174 4.05 942760 80957_5B 214.12 0.163265 1.53404 0.391709 0.6429606 
E2 TKW 1B 3978 3.14 975257 14484_1B 140.18-141.34 0.217069 1.99601 0.590341 1.3541810 
E2 TKW 7B 39914 3.02 1092097 63339_7B 155.3-157.46 0.402597 1.45514 0.440645 1.0185386 
E2 TKW 6A 32119 3.39 1446792 46659_6A 192.3 0.487941 1.17726 0.333075 0.6925675 
E2 TKW 2A 9241 3.12 1448144 30739_2A 289.78 0.397032 -0.335071 0.09955 0.0537556 
E2 TKW 5B 28516 3.59 1514037 75989_5B 139.42-142.97 0.302412 1.54928 0.423939 1.0127164 
E2 TKW 7B 39938 3.02 1558390 54361_7B 155.3 0.402597 1.45514 0.440645 1.0185386 
E2 TKW 1B 3476 3.78 1708196 63706_1B 150.58 0.198516 0.874324 0.232295 0.2432569 
E2 TKW 5B 28984 3.43 1768457 55120_5B 182.78-184.41 0.0333952 1.78934 0.502916 0.2067039 
E2 TKW 7D 41424 3.41 1992681 52641_7D 149.28 0.194805 2.01783 0.568539 1.2773218 
E2 TKW 1A 906 3.37 2134953 61236_1A 138.09 0.0278293 2.37238 0.672836 0.3045393 
E2 TKW 5A 25867 3.16 2196732 58900_5A 0-190.39 0.0333952 0.448968 0.132446 0.0130135 
E2 TKW 1A 1691 3.86 2266970 59699_1A 274.5 0.0296846 1.74431 0.457883 0.1752756 
E2 TKW 7A 37610 3.15 2549444 65210_7A 275.63 0.215213 1.04776 0.309483 0.3708292 
E2 TKW 5B 28985 3.43 2569512 3083_5B 180.74 0.0333952 1.78934 0.502916 0.2067039 
E2 TKW 6A 31647 3.22 2711557 21378_6A 111.99-149.45 0.19666 1.52426 0.444715 0.7341140 
E2 TKW 1A 254 3.11 2988188 6471_1A 114.62 0.189239 2.08197 0.619612 1.3300943 
E2 TKW 1A 900 3.37 3177467 31781_1A 136.6-138.09 0.0278293 2.37238 0.672836 0.3045393 
E2 TKW 2B 10296 3.37 3203620 40238_2B 119.28-119.53 0.324675 0.763347 0.216548 0.2555263 
E2 TKW 3B 19386 3.11 3286992 6436_3B 185.14 0.267161 1.28879 0.383265 0.6503931 
E2 TKW 6B 34618 3.38 3345363 26494_6B 146.33-148.67 0.387755 -1.64176 0.464937 1.2797702 
E2 TKW 5D 30664 3.51 3508940 79023_5D 65.42 0.0241187 -1.0008 0.277614 0.0471493 
E2 TKW 4B 24886 3.06 4022559 8980_4B 141.82 0.218924 1.89543 0.569871 1.2286613 
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E2 TKW 4D 25579 4.38 4167025 34970_4D 42.34 0.215213 2.01974 0.492647 1.3779747 
E2 TKW 4D 25580 4.38 4207454 36085_4D 41.43-42.34 0.215213 2.01974 0.492647 1.3779747 
E2 TKW 5B 28489 3.94 4859525 65545_5B 139.42 0.495362 1.52071 0.394099 1.1561800 
E2 TKW 3D 21857 3.17 5410794 19261_3D 103.36 0.166976 2.17459 0.639315 1.3155166 
E2 TKW 1A 1397 3.91 5714295 11109_1A 227.68 0.012987 -2.14152 0.557296 0.1175726 
E2 TKW 5A 25773 3.63 6004359 56891_5A 98.15-98.36 0.0204082 0.60809 0.165283 0.0147848 
E2 TKW 3A 18087 3.12 6337404 73345_3A 193.44-195.11 0.0426716 1.23154 0.365995 0.1239159 
E2 TKW 2B 10388 3.14 7248261 56962_2B 135.15-136.59 0.211503 1.65428 0.489658 0.9127768 
E2 TKW 5D 30669 3.64 7421389 45442_5D 65.3 0.499072 0.943184 0.256145 0.4447965 
E2 TKW 6D 35598 3.09 7562673 46701_6D 75.23-75.42 0.0185529 0.731787 0.218633 0.0195020 
E1 TKW 2A 8216 3.11 10440822 76904_2A 98.23 0.0296846 2.39775 0.713182 0.3311936 
E2 TKW 5D 30626 3.24 12196035 43903_5D 61.32-65.3 0.194805 0.972074 0.282554 0.2964352 
 
Table 9; List of significant MTAs (–log10 P>3) for yield traits detected using SNPs across the environments  
Environment Trait Chr SNP –log10 (p) Cumulative bp Probe ID Position cM Freq b se % Variations 
E2 Yield 7B 38648 3.84 378485 27367_7B 3.267153804 0.0296846 -0.0237343 0.00624913 0.0000325 
E1 Yield 1A 361 3.12 18542971 63445_1A 0-175.48 0.0445269 -0.034204 0.0101657 0.0000995 
E2 Yield 2B 10229 3.00 519653 65439_2B 108.31 0.445269 0.00165023 0.000398948 0.0000013 
E2 Yield 7B 38682 3.68 579396 76084_7B 27.15 0.012987 -0.0238375 0.00642572 0.0000146 
E1 Yield 3D 21765 3.15 580383 45954_3D Uncharacterized 0.411874 0.0214708 0.00634555 0.0002233 
E2 Yield 7B 38685 4.19 938870 70085_7B 27.15 0.025974 -0.0730321 0.0201381 0.0002699 
E1 Yield 7B 38685 3.54 938870 70085_7B 27.15 0.025974 -0.0730321 0.0201381 0.0002699 
E2 Yield 7B 38688 3.69 1153224 27109_7B 25.79-31.06 0.0482375 -0.0561206 0.0172117 0.0002892 
E1 Yield 7B 38688 2.95 1153224 27109_7B 25.79-31.06 0.0482375 -0.0561206 0.0172117 0.0002892 
E2 Yield 7A 37549 3.31 3426422 45179_7A 266.8 0.0333952 -1.59615 0.400847 0.1644790 
E2 Yield 2A 8928 2.93 4069378 38933_2A 138.43 0.443414 -0.00141126 0.000383263 0.0000010 
E1 Yield 7B 38692 3.04 45532 69326_7B 15.9-31.6 0.194805 0.0204133 0.00615019 0.0001307 
E1 Yield 4B 25132 3.55 324867 244_4B Uncharacterized 0.100186 -0.0332601 0.00915165 0.0001995 
E2 Yield 7A 36150 3.14 351158 71146_7A 120.36-123.93 0.495362 -0.00635602 0.00188108 0.0000202 
E2 Yield 3D 21917 3.03 626317 44015_3D 110.69-113.03 0.269017 -0.0168159 0.00508475 0.0001112 
E2 Yield 1A 1724 3.13 820729 3413_1A 281.93 0.471243 -0.0143502 0.00425065 0.0001026 
E1 Yield 1A 16 4.17 1235281 42055_1A 58.27-68.78 0.267161 -0.0172542 0.00432976 0.0001166 
E2 Yield 1D 6725 3.55 1354997 77129_1D 25.28 0.0500928 -0.0273497 0.00753543 0.0000712 
E2 Yield 3A 18412 3.78 4843748 46239_3A 237.88 0.0482375 0.0262988 0.00697919 0.0000635 
E1 Yield 3D 21969 3.27 7824735 64261_3D 130.33 0.419295 0.0120918 0.00349274 0.0000712 
DTF, days to flowering; DTM, days to maturity; GFP, grain filling period; NDVI Anthesis, NDVI taken at anthesis stage; NDVI milk, NDVI taken at milk stage; NDVI, 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; PH, plant height (cm); Scr, screening percentage (%); TKW, thousand kernel weight (g); Yield, grain yield (t/ha); 
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Figure 1; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for days to maturity (Y axis) in E1. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
 
 
Figure 2; Manhattan plot of SNPs arranged by chromosome number (X axis) and their –log10 
P scores for days to maturity (Y axis) in E2. SNPs were considered significant at –log10 P>3. 
Important SNPs are indicated on the plot.   
 
